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farmers Cast Up Accp-unts To See TThat 1929 Brought Them
What kind of a year 1929 has "been for the Illinois farmer will be settled
thin the next few months when 2,000 of them scattered throughout the state will
Dse the books which they have been keeping in the farm accounting service raain-
ined by the farm organization and management department of the College of Agricul-
re, University of Illinois.
SL'n\iltaneous with the closing of their 1929 books, the 2,000 farmers and
idreds of others in the 85 or more counties cooperating in the service will start
set of accounts for the new year. Representatives of the farm management depart-
it are schedijled to spend a total of 147 days in the field closing the 1929 ac-
jnts and starting new ones for 1930. Two men, including the local coijnty farm ad-
ser, can take care of about 20 farms a day. The accounts are then analyzed by the
partment and the significant facts set up for the farm operator in an average of
or or five hours for each account
.
More than 5,500 of the Illinois farm account books were sold to farmers at
3t during 1929, but only about 2,500 of the farmers enrolled to receive the ser-
:e which is offered with the books. The book and service represent 14 years of
Derience in adapting accounting methods and service to farm use, a record which
ces the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois one of the pioneer institu-
)ns of the co-ontry in farm accounting work.
I
"A suitable system of accounts is one of the most obvious needs in the way
better business methods on many farms of the state", it was pointed out by R. R.
ielson, extension specialist in charge of the college's farm accounting service,
lis need is generally recognized by farm operators, but until the college's plan
3 developed many of them did not see how the work of keeping accounts could be
led to their long list of varied tasks. That the system does make it possible for
5 busy farmer to keep financial records is proved by the fact that one of the co-
jrating farmers did more than $16,000 worth of business in 1928 on a half section
land with the help of only one man besides himself and rush time help costing
)ut $200. There are few men busier than the operator of this farm, yet he kept his
•-ounts and checked them in for analysis. He was not too busy to support his judg-
it vfith the needed facts and incidentally his accounts showed his to be one of the





President Bradford Khslvv On Farm and Home Week Program
Bradford Knapp, president of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, AijLurn,
; been secured to address Illinois farmers and hom.emakers at the evening session,
sday, January 14, during the anniial Farm and Home Week, of the College of Agri-
ture, University of Illinois, it is announced by Dean H. W. Mumford.
- M -
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Fake "Hirh -Profit " Croos gob Illino is Soils Of fertility
Fertility of Illinois' farm lands has been sadly depleted through the long-
time effect of growing what many Tamers think are "high-profit" crops, according to
K. C. M. Case,. head of the farm organization and management department. College of
Agriculture , University of Illinois.
For too long a time many have thought that "high-profit" crops are those
which pay the "biggest total income an acre a year, he said. High-profit crops are
those which pay the best net returns an acre not for one year but over a long period
of yeaLTs, it was pointed out. In selecting high profit crops the farmer must in-
clude not too large an acreage of any one crop, he must pick the combination of crops
that best fits the needs of his farm, he must plan for a long-time program of soil
maintenance or soil building and he must remember that market conditions or crop
pests and diseases or changes in methods of production may permanently affect the
relative profit of crops.
"Com, wheat, sweet clover for pasture and alfalfa for hay are the high-
profit crops on general farms in central Illinois. This does not answer the ques-
tion for the entire state. Neither does it indicate the percentage of land that
should be in these different crops. I'he best rotations for any part of the state
should include a cultivated crop, a small grain crop and a hay or pasture crop.
"If an equal acreage of the three types of crops, corn, wheat and alfalfa
or sweet clover, were grov.m, it would mean only one-third of the farm in each of
these crops. The high-profit crop basis of building a rotation, however, takes into
account that some of the crops are relatively more profitable than others and should
get a larger place in the rotation. Likewise attention must be given to the way
these crops fit together in using power, labor and equipment and in providing feed
needed for livestock.
"From the standpoint of labor and power used, not more than half of the
land should be in any one crop. The limit would be drawn at this same point by the
necessity of maintaining the fertility of the soil and of growing crops needed for
feeding livestock. It is hard to follow corn with either wheat or legume crops, but
oats, barley, spring wheat and soybeans fill this need. These crops may not be as
profitable as some of the high-profit ones which have been mentioned, but they fit
into the plan of operating the farm in a way that may add to the total profit and
still permit growing SO per cent or more of the land in high-profit crops."
- M -
Tularemia . Rabbit Disease . Claiming New Toll Of Victims
Not a "rabbit punch" but a "rabbit disease" is laying low a new toll of
victims who may erroneously believe that they are suffering from "flue", tj^hoid fe-
ver or even tubercolosis, according to Dr. Hobert G-raham, chief in animal pathology
and hygiene at the College of Agricultui'e, University of Illinois. The disease is
tularemia, frequently m.istaken for some other malady because it is a newcomer in pub-
lic health circles, he explained. It is a serious infectious disease which human
beings contract chiefly by contamination of their hands with portions of the intern-
al organs or with the body fluids of infected rabbits, Dr. G-raham said. The most
recent cases of the disease to be reported in the state are those of thjree Urbana
residents whose ailm.ent was positively diagnosed in the college's laboratory of ani-
mal pathology and hygiene. Cooks, market men and haunters should wear rubber gloves
in dressing rabbits in order to protect themeselves against the disease. Dr. G-raham
warned. Thoroiigh cookin.'r destroys the infection, thus rendering an infected rabbit
harmless, though not wholesome, for food.
_ M - 7972i5
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Two rarr.1 Puzzlers To Enliven Events Of State Farm Week
Two of the farmer's biggest puzzlers - power and "by-products - are to "be
worked on for a full day during the coming annual Esurm and Home UTeek, Janua.ry 13 to
17, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The morning session on
Wednesaaj'', Jan^jary 15, is to he given over entirely to the general theme of, "Trends
in the Use of Power on the Earm", while the afternoon session of that day is to be
devoted to, "Utilization of Earm Products and By-products on the Earm."
The power program in the morning is to he opened hy R. C. Ross, of the
farm organization and management department, with some new tips on planning for the
economical use of farm power. Electric povver on the farm is to he discussed hy E.
W. Lehraanii, head of the farm mechanics department, after which W. B. Nevens, assis-
tant chief in dairy cattle feeding, is to talce up the processing of feed on the fanii.
Some new applications of mechanical power are to be outlined by H, I. Shawl, of the
farm mechanics department. Latest developments in the use of horse povver on the
farm are to be reported by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist,
A discTjission of the quantities of products and by-products produced on
Illinois farms is to open the afternoon progr?un. The speaker will be Dr. W. L.
Burlison, head of the agronomy department. How to make use of roughage on a gen-
eral livestock farm is to be explained by H. P. Rusk, head of the .animal husbandry
department. Making use of roughage on the dairy farm -irill be explained by v7, J,
Eraser, of the dairy department. Figures on the fertilizer value of crop residues -
and green manures will be reported by C. M. Linsley, assistant chief in soils exten-
sion. To close the afternoon program, R. S. Hudelson, of the farm management de-
partment, will tell the stories of a general livestock farm and a dairy farm on
which roughage is being used efficiently,
-M~
Ruinous Thievery Of Soil fertility Blamed On Erosion
Illinois' bill for soil erosion losses hias taken on a startling size in
the light of recent findings on the problem, according to E. &. Johnson, of the
farm mechaiiics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, From
research data collected by the federal department of agriculture and various state
agricultural colleges, it is estimated that soil erosion is removing plant food 21
times faster than it is being taken off by crops. Five and a half million acres of
Illinois farm land are being eroded and gullied, according to Johnson.
"A method discovered 44 years ago is today the most effective and surest
method of controlling soil erosion, he said. This method involves the use of Man-
gum terraces, so named for their discoverer. A I&ngum terrace is nothing more than
a ridge of dirt formed crosswise of the slope with a broad enough base so that regu-
lar farm machinery may operate without interference. The run-off from the hillside
is caught by the terrace and carried across the slope instead of being left to wash
directly down the hillside. In this way the flow of water is checked and erosion
prevented.
"The terraces are built from 75 to 100 feet apart depending upon th.e slope
of the land. They are so constructed that ordinary farm practices and crops are
handled the sar.ie as before. When they are once made, if properly handled, they need
very little attention.
"Most every farmer can get the machinery needed to build terraces. Stak-
ing out and locating them is the only part that is hard. This is usuallj' done with
a drainage level. This instrument may be new to the farmer and may appear compli-
cated but by a little practice can be used satisfactorily.
ROO:i] 22 5
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Chan.'::es In Sup-nly Eo. I'ot Cause All Varir.tions In Ko,- Pi-icss
A tiirr. which the hog market took d-urini" the closing months of the year Just
past f-ornishes a striking illustration of the fact that not all vn.riations in hog
prices are caused by variations in supply, according to Er. L. J. Norton, of the di-
visio.i of agricultural economics, Colle.^e of -Vrric-j-lture, University of Illinois.
A relatively low level of prices which prevailed ojftcr Septeniber 1 puzzled many farm-
ers. Down to about the first of Deceniber two factors were more important in causing
this situation than increased receipts. These factors were, first, the larger mar-
gin which was token by killers and, second, the lower prices for certain pork prod-
ucts particiolarly hams aiid lard.
"During October and IJovember prices were as low as they were in the early
months when receipts at seven leading rrarkets were nearly 30 per cent larger than
they were at the end of the year and $1.50 lower than in the late spring months when
receipts just about equalled those of these year-end months.
"From early in September to the middle of November the average price per
100 pounds of medi-'jm weight hogs at Chicago has exceeded the value of certain fixed
qi:iantities of fo-ur leading pork products, namely, bacon, hams, loins and lard, by
slightly more than $1. The margin between the price of hogs and the combined value
of the same quantities of these four products for the first nine months of the year
averaged only 25 cents. The wider margin secured from. September into November ac-
counts for one-half of the $1.50 difference in the levels of hog prices. Probably
more than one-half of the difference would be accounted for if all pork products were
talcen into consideration. Tlie miargin of 25 cents in the first nine months compares
with a figure of approximately 70 cents for the five-year period, 1923 to 1928. The
margin since September is, therefore, more nearly in line with the normal margin than
was the m.argin d^aring the first nine months of the yezx.
"Since about the first of September lard and hams have brought lower prices
than the same volume would have sold for during the first nine mont?iS. Lard in par-
ticular h^s Qeen lower. During llovember hams also v.ere rela.tively weak. A weakening
of demaiid because of poorer business conditions probably accouits for the lower pric-
es of these products.
,
"Since about December 1 hogs have been at about the same level a& they were
earlier in the year when receipts were of the same size. The packers' margins have
apparently 'been much smaller than they were from September to xTovember and the cheap
pork products except lard, appear to be in somewhat stronger positions."
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muufosd, Director.
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'..!ak in/; Kinks In ?arn Plans To 3e Hevsalod ?ai'm 'Jeek
New kinks in farm planning which have mado some of ths "better farmers of
the state about $3,000 a year richer than their neighbors will be revealed to the
crowds attending the thirty-third annviil ?arin and Kone T7ee>, Jantiary 13 to 17, at the
Colle,~e of j\eric-ult-are. University of Illinois. "Planning the Farm for Profit", is
to be the general theme for the morning prograr. on Friday, Jan-uary 17, and one of the
speakers at this session is to be I'. L. Kosher, who is in charge of the farm bureau-
farrn manacL'sment service sponsored by the college. He will show how good planning
and careful rr.anager.-ient have helped scores of farmers in the state get their business
over on tlie profit side of the ledger.
At least four other major topics which have a bearing on planning the farm
for profit will come in for a full share 0; attention during the morning. Effective
crop combinations and soil problems will be discussed "oy 1. G. Bauer, chief ir. soils
extension. Livestock production plaiis to fit corn-belt farms will be outlined by
E. P. Susk, head of the aniiral husbandry depa-tir.er.t. How to combine crops and live-
stock for efficient farm operation will be gone into by H. C. M. Case, head of the
farm organization and management department. First steps in farm planning vail be
listed oy P. S. Johjiston, of 'the farm management department.
Following ^jcp the morning program on profit-planning, the afternoon is to
be given over to a first-hand study of som.e of the new developments in farming. Top-
ics listed are changes in the size of farms, the future of the family-sized farms, a
larger business for the small farm, effects of machinery developments in farming, in-
fluence of new crops, changes in the dairy industr;;'', futi'Te of meat production, uti-
lization of farm by-products, mieeting cycles in livestock production and farm prices.
Farm.ers themselves will lead the discussions on these subjects. The list
includes John P. Haxma, Seneseo; Fred E. Herndcn, "acomb; Frank S. Hubert, Saybrook;
Chester J. McCord, Ter'ton; Charles Meis, Sa-ccneman; W. D. Mobley, Moijnt Sterling; T.
E. Riegel, Tolono; Garrett To Ian, Farmingdale, and Hoi ai:id Tucker, Mino-nk. D. H.
Eoane, of the Doane Agricultijral Service, St. Louis, will round out the list of
speakers for the afternoon discussions.
- M -
TTill Str'-^ss Qijiality In Short Coui'se For Dairy j'ani-jfact-grers
A dish of better ice cream, and a bottle of finer m.ilk is promised the con-
stimer of dairy products in Illinois thro\igh the medi-.-un of a short course for dairy
plant operators to be held a.t the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
January 13 to 18. Higher quality in dairy products is to be the target in the short
co-arse lect-'ores, demonstrations and laboratory work, according to P. H. Tracy, in
charge of the college dairy m.an^jfact-ires division. A representative number of dairy
plant operators from all over Illinois and even adjoining states is expected to be
here for the co'orse.
Problems common to the raanufact-'ore of all da,iry products will be considered
during the first part of the week, while some of the more important problem.s relating
to the m.anufacture of butter, ice cream, soft cheese, cult^ared milk drirics, market
m.ilk and cream, and condensed milk will be dealt with during the rest of the course.
- M -
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S---^£:gests Hog Raisers Drop Mineral s Por Sar.ethin--^ !.tore EelpfiJ-l
More money than has ever before teen mo,de off Illinois' 30 million dollar
hog crop would De realized this year by faiT.:ers of the state if they would forget
about mineral mixtures overnight and awalcen in the morning with a renewed deterr.ina-
tion to practice something more helpful like the swins sanitation system, according
to Er. TT. E. Carroll, chief in sTrine husbandry at the College of Agricultto-e, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
"Slack coal won't make pork chops any more than a sow's ear will make a
silk purse. Hence there is no sound reason for the slack coal and many other ingred-
ients that find their way into the complex mineral mixtures now being urged upon
farmers and hog raisers in advertising and sales talks. Evidence is slowly accumu-
lating to indicate that some of these ingredients are act-jally harmful to the pig.
"Some of the minerals which are most ccirmonly used in complex mineral mix-
t-ores and which apparently are of no value in the ration are slack coal, charcoal,
copperas, common balcing soda, epsom saJ-ts, glauoer salts, fenugreek, annis and other
si^iposed flavoring materials.
"Occasionally dr-'jgs of knov.-n medicinal value are included but the dosage
that the pig gets is much too small to be of any value to him even if he needed that
particular dr^jg, which nine times out of ten he does not.
"A full feed of tankage or of any of the recom;nended tankage-rich protein
supplements carries all the minerals that swine need unless it be common salt. The
same can be said of rations balanced with skirjrdlk and buttermilk. Pasture, too,
greatly reduces the need for minerals. In fact, about the only common rations that
are lacking in m.inerals are those made up entirely of plant materials, such as ra-
tions of corn and soybeans, corn and soybean oilmeal and corn and linseed meal. Even
such rations as these coirimonly lack but two or three mineral compo^mds.
"The hog raiser who is feeding a ration that needs minerals can supply all
of them that are required with a simple homemade mixt-ore that will not cost much more
than $1.50 a hundredweight. It is riade up of 2 parts, by weight, of lim.estone, 2
parts of bone m.eal and 1 part of salt. In goiterous areas 1 o-jnce of potassium iodide
should be added to each 100 pounds of the m.ixture to prevent goiter troubles.
- !' -
Cost Fifrures To Hel-p Farmers Eecids About Corn Harvest Methods
With farmers up against a choice between man labor and machines for corn
husking, the College of Agricrdture, University of Illinois is pushing to completion
a study on what it costs to harvest corn by the various methods now in use. Rela-
tively high costs of m.an labor and the scarcity cf satisfactory farm help have set
many farmers to thinking about siibstituting machines for ms,n labor. There also are
miany new types of mechanical pickers on the market no';7 and farmers are trying to de-
cide as to the advantages of one-row and two-row machines. The study will include
the costs of husking corn by hand from standing stalks, husking with mechanical pick-
ers, filling silos with stationary and field silage cutters, husking from the shock
and harvesting with livestock, according to P. S. Johnston, of the farm organization
and management departmient. Facts on the costs of husking corn have been collected by
the college over a long period of years, as detailed cost records for various parts
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Twelve -Year Old ^fe,co^ County Girl Wins State Com Title
A "queen" this year will rule the "kingdom of corn" in Illinois for the
first time in the 10 years' history of the monarchy. She is Mildred Riley, 12 years
old, of Maroa, Macon county. Her ten-ear sanple 01 yellow com won the grand champ-
ionship over 327 other ten-ear samples competing in the tenth annual Utility Corn
Show, which was a feature of the thirty-third annual Farm and Home Week of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The winning cairple outscored the others
with a mark of S2 points on germination, conformation and phj'-sical appearance, on the
basis of 100 "being perfect.
Little Miss Riley was given her closest competition for the honor by H. C.
Nieraan, a veteraji corn grower of Philo , whose ten-ear sample of white corn scored
Sl.g.
The new "queen" is likewise the "corn princess" of the state, for previous
to being declared the grand champion entry of the show, her ten-ear sanple was made
the grand sweepstakes winner in the classes for junior U-H club members.
Galen Allen, Cerro Gordo, showed the grand championship single ear of the
show.
A total of 6o2 entries this year competed for the $300 in cash prizes of-
fered by the Illinois Bankers' Association. Of this amount $500 was distributed in
the adult classes and $300 in the junior classes. Gold watches were awarded to the
new "corn king", the "princess", H. C. Nieman, Philo, and Wa:,Tie Rice, Blue Mound, for
having the best ten-ear sainples of yellow and white corn in the adult and junior
classes.
Sweepstakes and championship prizes were awarded as follows:
Southern Illinois, junior classes - Ten ears yellow corn, Paul Trapp,
Mt. Carmel; ten ears white corn, Harvey Stroud, Wheeler; sin.^le ear yellow com, Eliz-
abeth Corrie, St. ?rancisville; single ear white corn, Lloyd Tiffany, Lawrenceville,
Route 2; peck shelled seed corn, Elizabeth Corrie, St. Francisville.
Champion ten ears yellow corn, adult, So-.Tir..er Brothers, Pekin; junior, Mil-
dred Riley, 1/iaroa.
Cliampion ten ears white corn, adult, H. C. Kiernan, philo; junior, Wayne
Rice, Blue Mound.
Chiampion single ear, adult, Galen Allen, Cerro Gordo; junior, Delbert Doub-
et, Hanna City.
Champion peck, adult, Henry W. Book, ilaperville; junior, Malcolm Canter-
bury, Cant rail.
Grand sweepstakes, ten ears, adiilt, H. C. Nieiran, Philo; junior, Mildred
Riley, Maroa.
Grand ciiaiiipion ten ears, Mildred Riley, Maroa.
Grand champion single ear, Galen Allen, Cerro Gordo.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muufokd, Director.
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Pi|g: Crop Indicates Growers L'ot Looking For '3ii^ Profits
Swine growers of Illinois and of the rest of the coimtry are not coiinting
on any tuiusual profits if recent federal estimates acc^orately reflect existing condi-
tions, according to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Apparently there will be very little cringe in the swine population of
Illinois or of the com "belt or of the United States as a whole d-oring the next year,
judging fiom the federal estimates. Illinois is credited with having produced in the
neighborhood of 3 per cent fall pigs in I929 thian were produced in I92S. In the com
belt the I929 fall crop was nearly U per cent larger, though there was no significant
change over 192S for the United States as a whole.
"The forecast for the coining spring pig crop is for possibly a small de-
cline in niJEibers. The ch.ange, even if it does materialize, will not be large.
"These conditions indicate a belief on the part of the swine growers of the
country that the iumediate future does not promise any unusual profits in the busi-
ness. The relation between the price of com and the price of hogs beginning with
last Au^st has not been favorable to hogs. From I/iarch through July of last year the
monthly com-hog ratio varied only from 11. 3 to 11. 7. This is practically the divid-
ing line between profitable and unprofitable pork prod^'action. Tnen the value of 11.
3
bushels of com exceeds the market price of hogs a hundred, the profits in swine be-
gin to dwindle. On the other hand, when this auaount of corn is worth less than the
price of hogs a hundred the swine enterprise shows a profit.
"There are some farmers who consistently make a profit on hogs even when
the com-hog ratio drops below 10, as it did during two or three of the fall months
of 1929. It is such farms as these that lend hope to the present sit'uation. ITith
the price of hogs about on the border line, good management is more val'uable than
ever because it may mean the difference between a small profit and a loss. In other
words, the business is in the state where little things count."
- M -
Soil Treatment Pays As High As $lg An Acre
,
3auer Says
Poorer farm soils of Illinois which otherwise are outyielded seven to one
by the most productive soils of the state are out;jT.elded less than two to one when
both types are treated by the most effective methods. This was pointed out before
the soils and crops sessions of the thirty-third annual Farm and Home Teek of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, by Dr. F. C. Bauer, chief of soil ex-
periment fields. Value of the increased crop yields on the poorer soils is more than
enough to pay for the added costs of the treatment, he reported.
"Rewards for soil treatment are strikingly illustrated by results from
field experiments established by the college in ISJ'o on land now commonly knovm as
the Morrow plots, oldest of their kind in the United States. ITithout soil treatment
the land that has been in corn continuously would be worth only $19 an acre, net, in
order to return 5 P^r cent on the investment. Land that has been in a com and cats
rotation would be worth $76 an acre and that in a corn, oats and clover rotation $202
an acre. Under a soil treatment system of rjanure, limestone and phosphate, however,
the continuous com land is worth $U6 an acre on the basis of returning 5 per cent on
the investment. The corn and oats land is worth $12U aii acre and the com, oats and
clover land $31^ ^^' acre."
- M -
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More Illinois Land Being Tut Under Commercial tfanagers
So rapid has "been the growth of comraercial land management during the past
few years tliat more than 30 farm managers are now liandiing upwards of 200,000 acres
of farm land in Illinois. Reports of this were made hy H. C. M. Case, head of the
farm organization and management department, before the farm "business sessions of the
thirty- third annual Farm and Home 7eek "being held at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
Ahout two-thirds of the group of 3^ have taken up the work within the past
three years, Case reported. The rest liave been engaged in it a good many years,
handling land belonging to large estates for the most part.
G-roup farm management, in which there is central management of a number of
farms belonging to different owners, represents the most iirportant development in
commercial farm management in the corn belt, Case said. Much of the land under this
type of management is in the hands of banlcers and includes a considerable amount of
"trust land", he explained. This type of management represents constructive agricul-
tural development, he said, and its future depends largely upon the character of the
men who undertake the task of managing such land. 'Tnile many are succeeding with
this type of work, it is probable that some mistakes will be made, he added.
Cooperative farm management, such as is rendered in the college's farm
bureau-farm management service project, "distressed land" farm management , estate
farm management and corporation farm management are other types of commercial manage-
ment being practiced today, Case ejqilained.
Both cooperative farm management and group farm management, he pointed out,
are concerned with family-sized farm. In so far as this work succeeds it tends to
perpetuate the family-sized farms on a satisfactory and permanent basis.
"Cooperation on the part of operators of family-sized farms may secure for
them majiy of the claimed economic advantages of large scale farming. IVhile the fam-
ily-sized farm undoubtedly will predominate in the future there is reason to believe
that such farms will gradually expand in acreage to occupy the time of at least two
men using types of machinery which will enable one man to handle relatively more land
than found on the present-day average-sized farm."
- M -
Soybeans Prove Good Soil Legume Despite Doubts Qf Critics
Despite wide differences of opinion as to its value for soil improvement,
Illinois' fast- spreading soybean crop has a good record on this score, it was pointed
out by 0. H. Sears, assistant chief of soil biology, before the soybean-day sessions
of the thirty-third annual Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
Results secured in one of the college's tests showed that in a four-year
rotation of corn, corn, corn and soybeans, t--.e yield of corn after soybeans was about
10 bushels an acre higher than in the case of corn after corn, Sears reported. At
another experiment station, the yield of wheat after soybeans was six bushels an acre
higher than when wheat foilov/ed com, while oats after soys yielded 17 bushels an
acre more than oats after timothy. Unfortunately, the worth of the soybean crop for
soil improvement has been judged too often on the basis of one factor only. The ben-
eficial effects of any leg<jime upon other crops in the rotation are not the result of
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Electricity Is Cheapest Farm Power Under Hew Ib-te Flan
Under a new rate plan adopted ty a num'ber of power companies in Illinois,
electricity is a clieaper source of farm power tiian other tj^es ordinarily used, pro-
vided tlie farmer can make adequate use of the electricity, according to S. W. Lehmann,
head of the farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The new plan makes it possible for the farmer to get service with out any
expenditure as far as the line and transformer costs are concerned where the invest-
ment for the line and other equipment is not more th<in $^50. Under this scheme the
farmer agrees to pay $10 a month for the service, for which he can use up to I50
kilowatt hours of electric energy. The rate, therefore, for the first I50 kilowatt
hours is 6 2/3 cents an hour. All additional energy that is used costs 3 cents a
kilowatt hour. With such a rate in effect the farmer who can make adeq-uateuse of the
service will find that electric power will pay its way on the farm, according to
Lei:anann.
The farmer who can not find adequate uses to justify his spending $10 a
month might find it to his advanta;:'e to pay for the line construction and get the
service under a lower minimum charge. Kost power corjpanies have such a provision.
Electrical power under this plan usually costs less than when a small unit plant is
Used, "because of the high depreciation of the storage battery and unit plant.
Furthermore the small unit plant will not provide con^-lete electric service for the
farm.
"Con^jlete electric service for the farm can be furnished on a basis that is
satisfactory to the farmer only when considerable use can be made of it. The farmer
who expects to use electric service for lighting and for minor appliances in the home
only can not expect to get the service at the same cost a kilowatt hour as the man who
makes use of it for lighting, prmping vvater, cocking, other household uses ?nd for the
various power pTirooses about the fai-mstead, Wr^ere general use is made of electric
service on the farm the power company not only is justified in finajicing the line to
the farm but also is justified in helping the farmer get his equipment."
To Hold Cook County Truck 5'.-owei s ' School Eebruary n , 12 and IJ.
A school for truck growers will be conducted by the department of horticul-
ture College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, at La Grange, Cook county, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday, February 11, 12 and I3. La Grange is readily accessible
by hardroad from nearly all points in the northeastern part of the State, thus giving
various commercial vegetable growers in tliat region a chance to get together for the
discussion of problems of mutual inte-est.
The program will consist of taU-:s oy various members of the department's
research and extension staff, by eiiperienced track growers in the Chicago district
and by various other invited speakers. Problems of marketing as well as of produc-
tion will be considered.
,,
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congresi May 8, 1914. H. W. MuurosD, Director.
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Usin,^ Phosphates As Lime Substitute Tfas Carried Too Far
Some foundation has "been discovered for the claim made a few years ago
that phospliates can take the place of limestone in sweetening acid soils, hut the
idea was carried to an extreme, accordi.ig to 7, H. Crane, associate in soil fertil-
ity at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Many farmers got the eroneous impression tliat 200 to UOO pounds of phos-
phate could take the place of three or four tons of limestone in correcting soil
acidity, he explained. Experiments iiaade by the college revealed that a four-ton
application of limestone was far more effective, both in increasing sweet clover
growth and in decreasing acidity, than a ten-ton dose of phosphate which produced
more sweet clover than the other phosphate treatments hut which was economically im-
practicable.
"There is no doubt that phosphate applications often are beneficial to leg-
ume crops, but when used in such amounts as are ordinarily used in practice, this
effect on crops is more likely due to supplying their needs for phosphate rather than
to the effect of the phosphate on soil reaction.
"Claims made for phosphates in sweetening acid soils are based on the fact
that the injurious effects of soil acidity ma;/ "be due in part to the toxicity of a-
luminura compounds which hecome 'soluble' or 'exchangeable' as a soil becomes acid.
The most practical way of making these toxic aluminum conipounds non-toxic is to cor-
rect the acidity of the soil by applying limestone. However, phosphates, when they
dissolve in the soil, react with these poisonous aluminum salts, converting them in-
to the very insoluble non-toxic aluminum phosphates.
"In greenhouse trials carried on at the experiment station a very acid soil
on which sweet clover would not grow was treated with superphosphate in amoionts rang-
ing from none up to 90 tons an acre. Sweet clover growth was increased with increas-
ing applications of phosphate, the maxim-am growth being made under a treatment of ten
tons of phosp'oate an acre. Althoiog^ such an application of p'flosphate is out of the
question in practice, the res\ilts indicated that the toxicity of the acid soil was
lessened by the phosphate. On the other hand, a four-ton an acre application of lime-
stone was considerably more effective, both in increasing sweet clover growth and in
lessening the acidity, than the economically impracticable ten-ton dose of phosphate."
-M-
Electricity Beats Frosty Pumo Handle For C-etting Water
Now tliat the frost is on the pump handle, electricity stands out stronger
than ever as the most nearly ideal power for pumping water, says E. W. Lehmann, head
of the farm meclianics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
When electrical power is used fcr this job, a large storage tank is unnecessary, the
pump may be automatically operated and the cost of operation is relatively slight,
he pointed out.
"For ordinary household use, the operating cost of an electrically operated
pump is very slight. It takes only four or five Icilowatt hours a month to provide
water from a shallow well. For a complete farm water supply for stock as well as
household use, it would require around 30 kilowatt hours a month, when pumping from a
deep well. The actr.al cost would, of course, dopend on the rate available. The cost
at a rate of six cents a kilowat hour would be less than two dollars a month for the
coniplete needs of the farm.
"While the size of storage tank is deterained to a large extent by the kind
of power, it also is affected by the amount of water used da.ily and the amount used
during a short period, as well as the s^ipply. '.Tith an eieccrically operated outfit,
under ordinary farm conditions, with a good well, a relatively small and inexpensive
storage tank will supply encuglri water for the farm needs.
-M-
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Expense On Septic Tankn Is Svjellei Py Needless Cleaning:
Unsuspecting owners of homes equipped with a septic tanic are likely to
spend a lot on money having the tank cleaned out when it dees not need it, according
to E. ^. Lehmann, head of the farm mechanics department, College of Agricxilture,
University of Illinois.
"Occasionally the home owner is led to believe th-at the tank needs clean-
ing because it apparently is full. Usually the man who is lool'ing for such a joh
cliarges a good deal for his services and there is no reason to /ro to the expense un-
less the taiilc really needs to "be cleaned.
"If a septic tank gives no trouble there i s no reason to worry about it.
It should be inspected at least once a year to be stixe of its condition. When work-
ing properly, a septic tank has a scum several inches thick over the surface. On
casual examination it would appear that the taiilc was full of more or less solid ma-
terial and should be cleaned out. However, a tank of proper size should operate for
a number of years without requiring any attention.
"The condition of the tank can be easily determined if there is any reason
to believe that it needs cleanin,'^. P.emove the top and examine it by using a one-by-
four inch board or other scantling, pushing it slowly down through the contents of
the tanlc. The thickness of the scum on the suria.ce can be determined reasonably ac-
curately. The space between the scam and the sludge which accumailates in the bottom
of the tank indicates the active area in the tanlc at the time of examination. If the
sludge in the bottom of the tanlc has accuiiulated to a point where there is very little
space between the bottom of the scum line and the top of the sludge line it should be
cleaned out.
"T7ith the two-chamber tank, the condition of the second chamber also is a
factor. Several years of satisfactory service could be secured before the second
chamber would fill up, even though the first chairiber was practically filled.
-U-
"Beauty" Of Illinois Parra Soils I/iay 5e Only "Skin Deep"
"Beauty is only skin deep", and this old saying is just as true of farm
soils as it is of fla.ppers, according to Dr. R. S. Smith, chief in soil physics at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"In the east-central part of Illinois there is a large acreage of dark-
colored soil which luoks all riglit on the surface but which is underlain by an im^
pervious, unweathered, glacial till which in many places comes near enough to the
surface to be very harmiul. In contrast, in soathern Illinois there is a soil type
which, if judged only by what it is now producing, would be rated low. Upon examina-
tion, however, it is found that while this soil is very low in organic matter and is
acid, it is reddish yellow throughout the profile and is very permeable. This soil
responds to good treatment and good farming. Hence its potential value is much
higher than the value indicated by the crops it is now producing.
"Some of the most important characteristics or features to look for in ex-
amining and appraising a soil are: the depth, color and texture of the surface and
sub-surface layers; the permeability and color of the subsoil; the depth to carbon-
ates, and the degree cf acidity of the entire profile. The best color for the sur-
face soil is dark brown or black, for the sub-surface a slightly yellowish brown and
for the subsoil yellow or reddish yellow with a miniinam of drab and gray. In Illinoir
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Fanners Are Q.uick To Take Up Kew Plan Of C-ett ing Ahead
Eagerness of Illinois farmers to put t?ieir operations on a paying business
basis is reflected in the past five years ' growth of the fann bureau-farm manage-
ment service inaio^urated by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, ac-
cording to H. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and management department.
ITnen it was started in 1925 the service was the first cooperative farm
venture of its kind in the United States. Enrollment totalled 240 farmers in Liv-
ingston, Uoodford, McLean and Tazewell counties. There are now 640 farmers in ;.'.ree
different groi^js enrolled in the service. The three groups are of about eq-oal size.
The first takes in Livingston and Woodford counties, the second McLean and Tazewell
and the third Henry, Knox, Peoria and Stark counties.
TThat farmers think of the service is indicated by the fact that v/hen the
first fo^or years of the work were completed 420 men signed up for it in the four
counties where the plan had been originally started with the group of 240.
That there is a service to be rendered is indicated by the records from the
farms of cooperators. Case pointed out. Of the 210 farmers completing records each
year during 1925, 1926 and 1927, a total of 175 were on the same type of soil. An-
alysis of their books showed that the one-fifth most profitable of the farms made an
average of about $3,000 more a year apiece than did the one-fifth least profitable
farms
.
There are three ways in which the service helps farmers put their business
on a better paying basis, Case explained, Pirst, an annual audit and axialysis of tho
records kept by the cooperators enables each one to loiow how his business paid in
comparison with that of other men farming under similar conditions. Second, an annual
report is issued showing each cooperator the strong and weak points of his business.
Third, each cooperator has a chance to learn how each line of farm work is made suc-
cessful in his locality.
Tlie service is a development of the farm account work started 14 years ago
by the college. M. L. Mosher, of the college farm organization and management de-
partment, is in general charge of the field work for the three groups. E. A. Eisher
has been employed as field man for the group in Henry, Knox, Peoria and Stark counties,
while J. B. Andrews is working with the group in Livingston and Woodford counties and
W. A. Herrington with the one in McLean and Tazewell counties. Members of the farm
bureaus in the cooperating co^jnties, through their executive committees, select a man
to serve on an advisory committee to cooperate with the college farm organization and
management departm.ent, which adrrdnisters the V7ork. This local gro^jp is responsible
for the final selection of the man to serve them. In general their financial support
provides for the salaries and travelling expenses of the fieldman. Tne major part of
the local expense is met by the cooperating farmers. The college contributes about
one-third of the total expense.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congrcs» May 8, 1914. H. W. Mdmfobd, Director.
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Biilletin G-ives Best Methods And Varieties For Oats Crop
Fourteen years' work by the cxreriir.ent station of the College of Agricultiire,
University of Illinois to find the most profitable varieties and methods for the
state's annual crop of fo-'jx million acres of oats are s-jinmarized in the station's
most recent 'bulletin, "Varieties of Oats for Illinois".
Despite the fact that oats during the past fev/ years have been considered
an unprofitable crop, there has been no perceptible I'alling off in their production
either in Illinois or in the United States as a whole, it is reported by the authors
of the bulletin, G. H. Dtingon aind T7. L. Burlison.
For northern Illinois the highest yieldin~ varieties of oats grovrn for a
minimum of five years on the EeKalb crop experiment field are Silvenr.ine 6-402,
lowar, Albion (Iowa 10?), Hichland (lowa 105), a:id Zanota, in the order narked, ac-
cording to the bulletin. The most productive central Illinois varieties tested for a
minimum of four years on the Urbajia field aro j-opher, Albion, Za_aota, Richland and
State Pride (Wisconsin 7) . The five best souther:; Illinois varieties tested for a
minimijm of four years on the Alhambra field are Victory, Silvermine, Albion, Burt
and Si:cty-Day. A big hazard to oat growing in southern Illinois is believed to be
the inability to sow the crop early enou£^;h.
Eull-less oats, over a five-year period, yielded very favorable in com-
parison with the best hulled varieties, considering the q-'oantity of hull-free grain
produced.
A 15-peck rate of seeding proved best with Silvermine oats at DeKalb, but
with Si±ty-day oats at Urbana the net yield increased as the rate of seeding in-
creased up to a maximum of 18 pecks ari acre.
Preliminary observations indicate that in the interest of getting adeq-oate
stands of clover, the 8-inch drill row for oats is to be preferred to closer seeding,
and that even a wider drill row rr^y be advisable, especially on thinner soils.
Kanota, Sixty-Day (Illinois Selection), I'inota, Hull-less, Anthony, Gopher,
Fowld's H-jJLl-less, Burt, Comellian and State Pride proved r^ore resistant than other
varieties in withstanding early spring freezes.
-1'-
Flanninc Done ITow Saves Garden From Bein-^ A TIeei Patch
If a little more planning were done at this time of the year thousands of
farm vegetable gardens in Illinois would turn out to be something more than weed
patches, in the opinion of L. A. Somers, of the horticulture department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"An unplanned garden rarely has more than half the vegetables that it
should have. A full assortment consists of about 40 kinds. Too often in the -jn-
planned garden there will be ten times more lettuce than the family can possibly use
and only one-tenth as much spinach as the family sho"ald have. "Tnen it comes to the
labor question, an unplanned garden with part of its vegetables in beds, pa.rt in nar-
row roT7s, ajad with cool season and warm season vegetables mixed together miakes horse
cultivation of the ground impossible.
"It takes about half an acre of groijnd to raise an adeq^'Jiate supply of veg-
etables for a family of six persons when the rov.-s are far eno-'Ogh apart for horse
cultivation. Exact cal eolations sho-old be made on the number of rows or the fraction
of a row to be devoted to each kind of vegetable. The vegetables should be grc^ped
according to their cliir^tic requirements, all the cool season crops being put to-
gether and the warm season crops kept to thom.selves."
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Giallied Field Malces 125 Bushels Mo re TOaeat When Terraced
Terraces built with practically no outlay of cash have been the means of
reclaixifiv and building up the yielding power of a ' badly-gullied 25-acre field where
a few years ago Silas. J. Andrus, s. !7abash county farmer living near Mt . Carrr:el, h-ad
a hard time jwnping the ditches with a wagon trying to get off the ensilage com, ac-
cording to a report which he has sent to 3arl G. Johnson, farm mechanics extension
specialist of the College of Agric"iJ.ture, University of Illinois. Andrus is one of
the noany farmers of the state who are cooperating with the college in putting on
demonstrations to show their neighbors the merits of terraces in stoppin", heavy losses
caused by soil washing.
"We had been trying to control the washing in this 25-acre field by strawing
and brushing the ditdies but found that it was a losing fight. For a guide in laying
out the terraces w,e used Circular No. 290 from the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, entitled, "Saving Soil by the Use of I^-^xi.gu-a Terraces". T?e borrowed the
necessary level from the city of VA. Cai-mel. Three of 'is worked at the job.
"Three terraces were made in the field about ICO feet apart. The terraces
kept the water from going down the slope and kept the soil on the field. Some shovel
work was necessary to keep the water from finding low jilaces and breaicing over during
the winter.
"In the spring the field was plov.'ed and sowed to soybeaxis. The terraces
were dragged up with a ditcher. We harvested one ton of soybean hay an acre, then
disced the gro-ond and sowed it to wheat which made 15 bushels an acre or 5 bushels an
acre more than before it was terraced. There were no ditches in the field to bother
us at harvesting time. With the tractor pulling an eight-foot binder we went around
ajai aro\md the field as if the terraces were not there. A year before this it i:roald .•




"Accredited" Not Health Guarantee In Buyinig: Baby Chicks
Now that the first shipments of baby chicks are moving through postoffices
of the state, chick b-uycrs should be forewarned tliat t?ie term "accredited", as it is
now used, does not give chicks nor the hatcheries from which they came a clean bill of
health, it is pointed out by Dr. Robert Graham., chief in animal pathology and hygiene
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"A more important item, in the fut^axe livability cf the chicks than knowing
I
whether or not they are accredited is to determine whether or not they are from tested
; stock and if the test was applied by a com.petent veterinarian. Many hatcheries in the
1 middle west test all their egg-sufiplying flocks for bacillary white diarrhea and
[
tuberculosis. Other accredited hatcheries to date have miade no particular effort to
j
establish disease-free flocks by test.
"Hence, accredited flocks in Illinois and many other middle western states are
not necessarily healthy flicks nor are accredited hatcheries those which buy their
;
eggs only from healthy flocks. In fact, ac-creditei chicks under the system now being
ij used in some states may be from diseased flocks.
"No plan of controlling bacillary white diarrhea or tuberculosis will be
completely successful "ontil all m.at"are breeding stock is tested and the reactors
elim.inated.
"Clean houses, clean groimd and clean wholesome feed complete a sanitary
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Outlook Promises No Improvement In Farm Prices For 1930
Having just about held their own during the past year, Illinois farmers
can expect no improvement in prices during 1930 on the hasis of present prospects,
according to the annual state agricultural outlook report prepared ty the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Earnings of Illinois farmers last year aver-
aged, in general, just ahout what they did in 192S and a little above the very low
level of 1926 and 192? > the report points out. Conditions varied, however, between
different sections of the state. Some inrorovement probably will be made during the
year in domestic demand conditions which are now unfavorable. With good weather and
unless smaller acreages are planted, larger crops will be harvested both at home and
abroad and prices will, accordingly, tend to be lower, the report points out. Farm-
ers should concentrate on adjusting their production to demand and on adopting low-
cost methods rather than expanding their operations with the expectation of cashing
in on high prices, the report recommends.
The state outlook report is based largely on the federal statement pre-
pared by the federal department of agriculture in cooperation with U5 state agricul-
tural colleges and the federal farm board.
Illinois farms now have fewer hogs and more cattle and sheep tlian a year
earlier., according to the report. Supplies of hay are liberal but those of feed
grain are only moderate.
Demand for Illinois farm products should be helped by some expected im-
provement in the present unfavorable business conditions in this country and in the
principal foreign markets. On the other liand, the report continues, the increased
foreign production of com and expanding foreign production of hogs may be expected
to lessen the demsuid for these products from abroad.
Discussing individual Illinois farm products, the report continues:
"With favorable weather and average yields, there will be larger supplies
of com, oats and barley in 193O and lower prices than in I929. The reduced demand
for com, resulting from a decline in the nuinber of hogs and the lower European de-
mand apparently has more than offset the influence of the short 1929 United States
crop.
"Growers are planning too great an increase in soybean acreage this spring
and if it materializes prices are likely to be lower.
"The long-time outlook for wheat is for increased production and lower
prices. The rapid adoption of new low-cost methods of production in many parts of
the world is responsible for this sit-uation. The world carryover of wheat will be
lower on July 1, I93O, than a year earlier, but a larger winter wheat crop is in
prospect. Soft red winter wheat is likely to continue to sell at a premium compared
(Continued)
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with hard winter wheat.
"The heef cattle price cycle apparently has reached its peak and the trend
over the next few years will he downward. The increases that are taking place in
nimbers of cattle on lanas are not expected to increase market receipts "before the
fall of 1931 and. the increase may even be delayed beyond tliat.
"Reduced supplies and a lower demand are indicated for hogs. Prices
should average as good as in I929. The unusually heavy summer receipts which caused
the market to turn dovm earlier than usual in 1929 are not likely to be repeated and
the decline should come later than it did this past year.
"Supplies of lambs will be larger than in recent years because the tenden-
cy to hold back ewes for breeding purposes has been checked, Torld wool production
7/hich has increased rapidly in recent years apparently has reached its peak.
"The dairy situation is not as bad as the present low butter prices would
indicate, farmers are raising r.ore young stock tlian is necessary to replace present
dairy herds. Low-producing boarder cows can be sold now for more money than they
can be expected to bring during the next few years.
"An increase of 5 per cent in the number of chickens on farms and larger
storage holdings of poultry indicate that t»rices of eggs and -Doultry will be lower
in 1930 than in I929.
"The volume of apple production is likely to show an upward trend over the
next few years and there are enough peach trees to make burdensome supplies possible
whenever weather conditions are favorable to this crop."
- M -
Fear Illinois Is No Longer Free Of European Corn Borer
Illinois' days of freedom from the destructive corn borer are at an end or
almost certainly will be some time during the coming season, according to a state-
ment just released by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The
statement is a four-page printed circular entitled, "Com Borer Developments During
1929", by W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Sur-
vey; G. H. Dungan, of the college agronomy' department, and A. L. Young, of the farm
mechanics department.
"This does not mean any real cliange in the situation"
,
the circular says.
"It does mean, however, that if the farmers in the eastern counties are to avoid
serious damage from this insect, they must adopt rotations and farm practices that
will permit the plowing under or burning of all cornstalks and weeds in and about
cornfields by the middle of llay each year. "
More intensive work than in I92? was carried on during the past year by
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, the State Natural History Survey
and the federal bureaus of entomologj'' and plant industry to develop better methods
of control, according to the statement. Consistent and distinct progress was made
in discovering the few superior producing strains of com which have marked resis-
tance to the borer. Further coverage studies made during the year strengthen the
belief that it will be possible for farmers to keep the borer reasonably well in
check without greatly increasing their investment in machinery.
- M -
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Sees Su'-erlor Advantages In Flan ?or Cattle ?utures Market
Livestock men and packers lic-.ve been rresented with a proposal by profes-
sor Sleeter Bull, associate chief in Tisats at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, for a futures market in cattle which, it is claimed, would be a greater
boon to American agriculture t::ian the recent innovation of selling hogs on futures.
Details of Prof. Bull's plan were worked out before the schenie of establishing a fu-
tures raarket for hogs was announced, but he did not get the formal -oro-DOsal made in
time to pre-empt the field.
Selling beef cattle in a futures or contract market would have seven out-
standing advantages, as seen by Prof. Bull. It would, he said, stabilize the pro-
duction of calves and feeders by providing a regular market for them, it would stim-
ulate cattle feedin? because of the insurance of profits and the ease of financing
the feeding operation, increased cattle feeding would soon eliminate the com sur-
plus and have a bullish effect upon the prices of agricultural products generally,
it would mean more business for the commssion men as the details would be liandled
by them, the packers could so distribute their purchases as to instore themselves a
regular supply of quality beef throu;::hout the year, the price of qualitj^ beef would
be more or less stabilized because there would be a more regular supply throughout
the year and it would stimulate the demand for qualit;^ beef.
Under the plan as proposed by Professor Bull future markets would be es-
tablished for different months for fat cattle of good, choice and prime grades.
Two contract grades would be specified: choice heavy steers and choice light steers.
Price differentials would be established between heifers and steers and between the
different grades of each. Packers would bu;.' for future delivery and the future mar-
ket for fat cattle would thus establish the raarket for thin cattle. The corn-belt
feeder would pxircliase feeders and immediately sell them for future deliverj', presujn-
ably at a price which wo^old insure him a profit.
"!7hen the cattle reached the market, they would be graded by governiT:ent
graders just as grain is graded in this country or as hogs are graded in Canada.
Cattle which graded choice would receive the f-oll contract price for which they were
sold. Cattle grading prime would receive a premiui^a in addition to the stipulated
price, while cattle grading good would be penalized. These differentials would be
constant and would be stipulated in the rules and regulations for future trading.
Cattle grading lower than good would be sold on the basis of the cash market for
such cattle.
"The present cash irarket for cattle would in no way be interfered with b3^
the contract market. Any feeder who preferred to take his chances on the cash mar-
ket could do so.
"
- M -
Information Blar^^: TJill Aid Advisers In Tater System -York
An information blank for tlie use of farm and home advisers in helping home
owners with plans for water systems has been prepared by E. 5-. Johnson, farm mechan-
ics extension specialist. Ilhen a home owner starts asking questions on how to in-
stall a water system it is only necessary for the adviser to hand him several of the
blanks, have him fill them out and then taXe them to his local plumber or hardware
man or write to a pump company and get definite recomiLendations and prices. This
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Che ckn.iT) Reveals Seed Corn Crisis Rivalling One Of 191S
A seed corn sitiiation as grave as that in the bad year of 1918 will pre-
vail in some Illinois coimties this spring, while the whole state will be hard
enough hit so that farmers shoiold tai:e immediate steps to mal^e sure of a supply of
seed stock. This is bro^u^t home by the res''J.ts of tests completed on seed corn
samples which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois collected from 13
cotinties in connection with a state-wide s^xrvey of conditions, according to J. C.
Hackleman, crops extension specialist.
Some of the samples were so poor that they gave only 43 per cent germina-
tion, while more than a third tested below 90 per cent, which is the rainim-umi test on
seed ordinarily considered fit to plsmt.
Farmers who have not tested their seed shoiild do so at once to protect
themselves against a scarcity which may develop later, Hacklemazi s'-jggested. There
are a number of sources of good seed in the state and farmers who find that they
will need to buy should get in touch with their county farm advisers. Growers who
have surplus seed should notify their county advisers so that prospective buyers can
be put in touch with supplies, he said.
Buying of seed at a time like this needs to be done with caution, Eackle-
man has warned. Apparently there is a wild scramble for germinable seed corn
throughout central Illinois. Judging from reports as to what is being p''arcxiased, it
will behoove the buyer of seed to look caref-olly into what he is getting. In a time
like this, Hackleman pointed out, bu;v'-ers are inclined to give too little attention
to type and to become a little wreckless in their b"a;,ring, particularly if a few ears
out of a crib test good.
Wet weather d-oring the past fall followed by the extreme cold of the win-
ter played havoc with seed com, Hackleman ercplained. In many counties it is now
impossible to find satisfactory seed in supplies which were picked before hi^sking
time but which were not dried artificially. 3ven farn storage houses which ordinar-
ily keep seed in good condition failed their owners in the extreme conditions which
have prevailed. Seed from oxie particalar storage house is now germinating 49 per
cent, whereas ordinarily this building keeps seed in such good condition that it
germinates 95 to 100 per cent. The case is cited of another farmer who had 1,500
bushels of what he thought was good seed but which when tested germinated around 70
per cent. Not half of the corn in the river bottoms of Illinois was ever harvested
because of rains and high water, while one county is going to need 5,000 bushels of
seed corn as a res\ilt of flood conditions, according to reports to the college.
Counties from which farm advisers and farmers s->i)mitted seed corn samples for the
college's survey of conditions were Mercer, Hancock, Peoria, Woodford, Tazewell,
Sangamon, Champaign, Vermilion, Douglas, Clark, Marion, Saline and Pope.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19M. H. W. Muuford, Director.
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Fruit O-g^look P^t s PromJ-^jn On Garef-jl Orchard !'Ianag:e:nent
A tig apple crop is in sight for 1950 and this vvill put a premiuiii on prop-
er spraying and other {^ood orcliard management in order to £:et more higi grade fruit,
sa^'s the annual state agricultural outlook report prepared by the College of Agri-
cultta-e, University of Illinois. The 1930 peach crop in Illinois will be of little
comrriercial inportance but future crops vrill depend largely upon the care the trees
get during the coning season as to pruning, colt ivat ion, spraying and fertilisation,
the' report adds.
A good soil management program is the best way to increase tl'^e yield of
Fo. 1 grade fruit, cut production costs said boost profits, in the opinion of E. S.
Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the college.
"Drainage arid organic matter are of first importance in such a program.
A water-logged soil about the roots of a peach tree eventually will kill it. Apples
may withstand poorly di-ained soil better t'mm peach trees out nevertheless respond
profitably to good drainage.
"A sweet clover green manure crop seems to offer the best solution to the
organic matter problem in modern orcharding. It is recom^iiended that the soil of an
orchard site be treated with a limestone sweet clover soil building treatment before
the trees are set. On newly set orchards sweet clover can be planted in the middle
of the rows with cultivation strips along the tree rows. In Ifey of the second year
the sweet clover can be turned under and a cultivated crop planted.
"In western Illinois where the buffalo tree hopper is bad a limestone
sv/eet clover soil building plan should not be used until the trees are five years
old. Sweet clover has proved a good soil builder for apple orchards regardJLess of
their age or location. However, there h^as been very little testing of sweet clover
in bearing peach orchards.
"At times plant food elements for fruit trees m-ust be supplied in quickly
available commercial fertilizers. Amm.oniumi sulphate, nitrate of soda and calci-jn
nitrate are some of the common fertilizers used to supply nitrogen, the principal
fertilizer element used in orchards."
- M -
Farm. Woman Stretches 200 Pigrchased Chicks Into 204 Fowls
liaising fo'or more chicks than she paid for from the hatchery is the newest
kink in profitable poultry raising to be introduced to Illinois flock owners. Tr^e
woman who did it is Mrs. Fred LaJige, a farm flock owner of Jo UaA'^iess couiity, who is
one of the many cooperators in the farm, flock record project which the College of
Agricult'iire, University of Illinois is carrying on throuinhout the state to encourage
the keeping of records as a basis for stud^^ing the efficiency of farm flock produc-
tion. Last spring Mrs. Lange ordered 200 chicks from a hatchery and out of this num-
ber she planned to get the 60 or 75 pullets needed to restock her flock in the fall.
Che hatchery donated 16 chicks for good luck. 3y follouing recommiended practices
iJrs. Lange act-jally raised 204 chicks, losing only 12 and leaving her with four m^ore
:lian she had ordered. One of the important points in her success was the fact that
:he chicks were confined to the brooder house and a wire floor outdoor porch until
;hey were 12 weeks old.
- M -
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New Diists Beat Old Method Of Treating Oats Seed For Snut
Commercial cheniical dust treatments lor seed oats, two of which farmers
can b"jy ojf' ^'^''•s market this spring have given yield increases that are all the way
from a half to six and a half bushels an acre bigger than those produced by the old
wet formaldehyde seed treatment, according to Dr. Benjaiain Koehlar, crop patholO;~ist
of the College of Agricult-Jire, University of Illinois. As compared to no treatment,
the chemical ducts produced yield increases ranging all the way from six and a half
to fcirteen aiid a half bushels an acre.
Smut, which the treatments are designed to control, coi:monly ca'oses losses
as high as 10 per cent of the oats crop and d'-ii'lng the past four 2''ears the college
investigators have found losses ranging from 2 to 25 per cent.
Superiority of the dusts over the old wet formaldehyde treatment and over
no treatment was deironstrated in tests conducted during the past two seasons "oy the
experiment station of the college, Dr. Koehler reported. All seedings in the tests
were made with a drill. In addition, tests conducted in cooperation with farmers in
several counties in which the seed was broadcast. Drilling treated oats was more
satisfactory than broadcasting. If it rains between the time of seeding and sprout-
ing, it seems as tho-'jsh some of the treatments axe less effective on broadcasted
oats tiian on drilled oats. Treatments never should be made very far in adva:ice of
seeding, probably not more than a week before. On the other hand, seedings should
never be made the same day on which the seed was treated. The seed should first
stand over night or possibly several days.
One of the dusts which will be on the market this spring is a formaldehyde
dust and the other is an ethyl-mercury-chloride compo^ond. Both are sold -ander trade
names. Dusts in general aire more foolproof and convenient than the old wet formalde-
hyde treatment because they come prepared for use, no s"ab sequent drying of the grain
is necessary, treatment can be made several days prior to seeding and as dust treat-
ments already are becoming stsmdard for the treatment of corn and wheat seed, the
process is simplified by using the same method and apparatus for the treatment of
all these crops.
A good mixing machine which can be made "o^j a blacksmith or which can be
bought is necessary for applying any of the dust treatments. Mixing with a shovel
will not do.
- M -
Canker Cleanup Checks Ruin 3y Destructive Apple Tree Pest
!
Blister canker, which has been largely responsible for the premature pass-
i ing of 50,000 apple trees in one Illinois county alone diju'ing the past four years,
can be successfully controlled in infected orchards only through the careful and con-
sistent elimination of spore-bearing cankers. Tliis has been determined for the first
time in experiments carried on during the past eigitt years by the experiment station
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and reported in its most recent
bulletin, No. 340, entitled, "3rperiments 7ith Blister Canl^er of Apple Trees". Dr.
H. W. Anderson, associate chief in pomological patholog:^', who conducted the experi-
ments, is author of the piiblication.
Cutting off diseased limbs, practiced by many orchardists, does not elimi-
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Six Test nations Produce Kg Profit On Lovir Lamb Market
With lanb prices the lowest they havr been since 1921, not even the best
of six different rations paid a profit in the season's lanb feeding experiments at
the College of Agriculture, University of Iliir.ois. All of the rations would have
been even deeper "in the red" had it not been for the fact that low-priced Texas
lambs were used this year for the first time in eiglit years of lamb feeding ex-
periments at the college. They were bought for about $3 a hundredweight cheaper
than blackfaced feeder lairis from the northrest would have cost.
Approximately 100 larib^feeders and farmers turned out for the recent sheep
day at the college to get the res^olts of the completed experiments and pick -up other
pointers on sheep breeding and raising. Waen sold on the Chicago market the fol-
lowing day five of the six lots of laribs bro"'Jght $11.35 a hundredweight, which was
75 cents below the day's top figure. The sixth lot was held back for further ex-
periments.
The best ration, from the standpoint that it shov/ed the least loss, was a
hand-fed one of shelled com, cottonseed rneal and alfalfa hay. The lot of lambs
fattened on this ration lost 5 cents a head. The second lowest loss cazrie on the lot
which was hand-fed on slielled corn and alfalfa hay, each of the la-ibs in this lot
losing 18 cents. There was a loss of 27 cents a head on a lot hand-fed on a ration
of half shelled com and half whole oats for the grain feed and alfalfa hay for the
roughage. Fifty cents a head was lost on a lot self-fed on grcjind corn and grcjnd
alfalfa hay, while this same loss had to be taken on the lot which was self-fed on
ground com, cotton-seed meal and ground alfalfa h-ay.
Again this year it was bro'oght home in the experiments that the old stand-
:
ard ration of shelled corn and alfalfa hay is hard to beat in fattening lacibs in
I
Illinois feed lots. "The more Tre experLment the more we are convinced that the thing
for Illinois lamb feeders to do is to use a good legume hay and shelled com", Prof.
'W» G-. Janmlade, i^i charge of sheep husbandry, told those attending the meeting,
-M-
"Pipe Dream" Of Tuberculosis Eradication Becoming Heality
Denounced ten years ago as only a pipe dream, livestock tuberculosis
eradication has since been so successf-ol that it is reaching its goal far sooner than
its most enthusiastic supporters had anticipated, J. J. Lintner, inspector in charge
of tuberculosis eratication for the federal department of agricijlture, Chicago, re-
ported to the recent annual veterinary conference of the College of Agriculture,
Jniversity of Illinois.
"Ifhen the project was started in 1917, cattle of the United States were har-
joring a general tuberculosis infection of 4.9 per cent and in many states the in-
fection ran as high as 80 per cent in certain locsilities. Since then the infection
imong cattle for the entire country has been reduced practically to 2 per cent, two
,entire states are accredited, two m.ore scon will be and the next few years will see
i;he majority of the states in the same status."
I Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Coneress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mum ford, Director.
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Peach &rowers Start Building From Ruins Of 1930 Hopes
Illinois peach growers were not the only ones hit by the late January cold
snap which destroyed prospects for a 1930 peach crop in this state, according to H. S.
Marsh, horticult-oi-e extension specialist of the College of Agricu3.ture, University of
Illinois, Various -unofficial reports indicate that the peach crop has "been severely
damaged in Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma, he
said. No reports have been received from other states.
"What few preliminary observations have been made in Illinois indicate that
there has been winter injury to wood tissues in the peach trees as well as the killing
of the fruit buds. The severity of this winter injury will vary from one locality to
another, but it is recommended that growers follow information which has been garthered
during past years on the treatment of winter inj-'jj'ed trees.
"Normal pruning can be given the trees if the winter injury is not severe.
However, the badly injured wood sho^jld be cut out. If peach pruning can be postponed
until later in the winter or early spring a more intelligent wood removal can be .-..
practiced since the winter injured parts of the tree show up more as the season ad-
vances. Winter injury on wood tissues is readily recognized by the characteristic
chocolate-brown, water-soaked appearance of the injured areas. In case of doubt as to
the degree of winter injury growers should postpone pruning until the trees start their
spring growth.
"Since the main function of the woody tissue is to carry the water and sol-
tible plant food it is advised that a nitrate application be given the trees just as the
leaf buds are beginning to open so that the tree may be stimulated into growth and new
wood formed to replace the injiired areas. Theoretically the addition of nitrate will
increase the efficiency of the injured wood as well as stimulate new growth. Trees
that are given this nitrate application in the spring will have a much better chanqo
to recover from winter injury than trees' which are not treated with a corrimercial
nitrogeno-us fertilizer. It is highly important that peach trees get a fertilizer
(treatment this coming spring."
-M-
Farm Sheep Flocks Can Be Ua.de To Pay Despite Low Prices
Good farm flocks of sheep can be made to pay even in the face of present low
iprices for lambs and wool, in the opinion of authorities at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Improved methods which help produce these profits are to be
tried out this year by flock owners in six of the biggest sheep raising counties of
the state.
A meeting is to be held in each of the six coimties sometime during February
to explain the management of farm flocks so as to raise early lambs from them and get
the most profit from them. W. G-, KamrrLlade, in charge of the college's sheep husbandry
jldivision, is to give the instruction at each of these county schools.
The six counties in which the better methods will be pushed are Adams, Cal-
tioun, Clark, Marion, Wabash and Wayne. Tliere are many farni flocks of sheep in these
counties and some of the men have done well in getting good incomes from their sheep
vriand lambs. An effort will be made to standardize the methods taught at the schools so
iithat each sheep owner may understaiid the plan which is likely to prove most profit-
lible under his conditions.
"In Illinois many flock owners have found that the best plan is to have
.ambs born in the winter and then feed them grain as soon as they will eat and have
_|-hem fat enough to sell at an early age," said E. T. Robbins, livestock extension
-|ipecialist of the college. "Lambs which are sold before Juiie 1 often bring more dol-
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Farmers Crowd Back To School Seek in,:; Hog Profit Secret
PossilDilities of saving as much as $4 on each hog they are fattening is the
drawing card which has taken Illinois farmers back to school again in overflow crowds,
according to E. T. Roth ins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
c-ulture, University of Illinois. Dtiring the winter the college is holding hog feed-
ing schools in 32 coimties in furtherance of its state-wide project on halaiicing com
for hogs. The higgest tro^jile with the schools is their popularity, according to
Bobbins. At several places the crowd has overrun the accommodations. On a cold day
in Jacksonville when 40 were expected the crowd reached a total of 70 and packed the
room so closely that the men scarcely had enough elbow room to figiare out the value of
different rations for hogs.
At the schools the men are learning what feeds are v/orth buying to add to
com and other farm grains, they are finding out vih;/ past"jTes in stimmer and alfalfa
hay in winter make money on hogs, they are figuring the prices they can afford to pay
for various si:5)plem,ental feeds and they are learning how to save most of the money they
have been spending for minerals.
It \7a3 at first estimated that $2.50 a hog would be cut from the cost of feed
by many producers who took up the plan outlined at the school. The saving, however, is
actually figuring out to be even more than that. At the Jacksonville school, for in-
stance, one of the proposed rations cost $1.44 a hundred pounds of feed as compared
with a ration which another man was iising and which cost $1.83 for each 100 pounds of
feed. The men at the school figured that the cheaper ration would save $1.75 on each
100 po-onds of pork produced or $3.93 on thocost of producing each 225-pound: hog that
was fattened on the ration. In a school at Monticello one farmer figured that he coulcl
save $3.24 on each hog "oj balancing his com with a combination of protein feeds having
44 per cent of protein instead of using a mixture having only 20 per cent protein whicx
I
he had been feeding to his hogs all winter.
-M-
I
Bi?; Team Hjtches Have A "Pull" As Aids To Farm Relief
Big-team hitches have a real "pull" as agents of farm relief and they are go-
ing to get a chance to use it in 20 Illinois counties this spring, according to E. T.
Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Campaigns to extend the use of teams of five or more horses will be put on
in the 20 counties by the college extension service in cooperation with local county
farm advisers.
Both valuable tLme and money are saved to the benefit of the farmer ;i?hen big-
;eam hitches are used, Robbins pointed out. On a quarter-sect ion f?.rm the operator
H;ains two weeks of highly valuable time in the spring by doing the plowing, disking and
larrowing with a six-horse-tandem team instead of the usual fo-or-horse-abreast outfit.
?he bigger team likewise saves about $30 in nan labor d-oi-ing the year, in addition to
whatever profit there is in the corn crop because of getting it plsjated on time.
Robbins will hold a half-day sc?iOOl on iig-hitches in each of the 20 counties
lefore the spring work begins. The 20 counties in which the work will be carried on are
idams, Brown, Greene, Henderson, Eenry^ Iroquois, JoDaviess, Xnoxj LaSalle, Livingston,
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Illinois Peacli Orchards Can Recover From $2.000.000 Loss
Peach growers of Illinois sioffered a $2,000,000 crop loss through the
cold snap of late January, but in good, well cared-for orchards on good sites the
chances are favorable for a coirplete recovery oi the trees and a normal crop in
1931, provided the proper kind of care is given during the coming season, accord-
ing to Dr. M. J. Dorsey, chief in pomology at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
Surveys just completed by horticultural staff members in 14 peach growing
counties revealed that in every orchard visited live buds were so scarce as to
indicate a coE^lete loss of the fr-jit crop for 1930. The same cold snap which
nipped the Illinois peach crop likewise damaged the crop in Arkansas, Missouri,
west Tennessee, western Kentucky, Indiana and southern Michigan, according to re-
ports received hy Dr. Dorsey from other states. The crop in the eastern coastal
plain region, south and east of the Alleghany mountains, apparently escaped.
Varying degrees of wood browning have occurred during the winter even in
the best cared for Illinois orchards. The browning deepens progressively to the
older branches and trunk. Tlie twigs or branches, however, have not been killed
back to any extent. Under these conditions it will be best with the younger, fast-
er growing trees to practice the normal pruning. ¥ith older trees, however, where
the growth has slowed down and there is an excess of fnjiting wood in the top, it
would be advisable this year to m.ake heavier cuts, in order to induce a greater
growth of fruit irig wood. Excessively heavy pruning or dehorning is inadvisable
except where the branches have been killed back. It is best then to Trait until
growth has started so that the cut can be made to the last growing bud.
The most severe injury this year may be looked for on the trunk on the
south or southwest side. In some of the locations, especially on the lower ground
where ternperatures as low as 20 to 23 degrees below zero have been recorded, this
type of injury is most severe. On some trees the bark is separated from the wood
a part, or in some cases all, of the way around. Fnere the bark is still tight the
cambium does not seem to have been killed. If there are no other complications
these trees will pull through.
On account of snow protection this winter there has not been much root or
crown injury. This type of injury occurred during the winter of 1923-24 and was
5ed by some with tjara-dichlorobenzene in.iurv.confus para-dichloro jury
An important point this season is to keep the trees in condition. Except
in cases where heavy applications of nitrogen were made last year and where the
carry-over influence can be depended upon, it is recommended that an application be
made at the beginning of growth when the ground is warmer and when the nitrogen
ordinarily would become quickly available. Nitrate of soda, calcium nitrate and
sulphate of ammonia would be effective onder these circumstances.
Printed in fuTthcrance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. Momford, Director.
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Strip Pesky Barbs Off Barley Without Cut in Srain Yields
Those toi-menting barbs on barley, i7hich have made an otherwise desirable
crop unpopular vvith many farmers, have at last been conquered and barley can now be
gro'.vn and handled in comfort without sacrificing high yields, says 0. T. Bonnett,
assistc'JTit in plant breeding at the College of Agricialtiire, University of Illinois.
Srnooth-aTjr.ed, or barbless, types ijhich give high yields have been developed by
plant breeders of various experiment stations, he said.
Cross-breeding, or hybridization, has been used as the means of producing
smooth-aimed varieties most all of which trace to Lion as one of the parents. Lion,
a smooth-awned, high yielding variety, has the objectionable black kernel, but when
it is crossed with white, rough-awned varieties there axe produced white, smooth-
awned high yielding strains.
Several promising smooth-awned strains selected out of a cross of Manchuria
with Michigan Black Barbless (probably the same as Lion) are being tested at the
experiment station of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. Plant
breeders at the Wisconsin station have produced Wisconsin Pedigree !To« 37, at Michi-
gan, Spartan, and at Minnesota, Velvet.
All three of these varieties when tested at Urbana in 1923 and 1929 gave a
better two-year average yield than the rough-awned barleys in the same test. Wiscon-
sin Pedigree yields 49 bijshels an acre as an average for the two years, Spartan 44.2
bushels and Velvet 41.7 bushels. Michigan Black Barbless averaged 42.8 bushels
during this same period. The best roijgh-awned varieties were Silver King and Wis-
consin Pedigree No. 5, each with an average yield of 41.7 bushels.
TTliile varieties tested only for a two-year period are recommended with
reservations, the smooth-a^vned varieties are enough better than the rough-awned ones
with which they are compared to merit trial on a small scale by farmers interested
in barley growing, Bonnett said.
-M-
Accurat e Herd Records Save Necks Of Many Valua.ble Sires
In these days of dwindling dairy profits, dairy herd improvement associa-
tions in Illinois are saving more money than ever before for their farmer members
by showing up many valuable herd sires that might otherwise be shipped prematurely
to the butcher, according to C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College
of Agric-alture, University of Illinois, A comparison of the records of the daughters
with those of their dams shows the true worth of the dairy bull and this is one of
the several services which dairy herd improvement association members get, Eliode
explained.
Recently in McLean, county a two-year-old heifer completed her first year's
record with a production of more than 500 pcoads of butt erfat. A check on the
records of other daughters of the particular sire in this case showed that their
production ranges from 375 to 500 poiinds of butterfat.
"A bull that will transmit such high and efficient production is a
oighty valuable animal to own and too many of them are sold to the butcher before
their true worth is known. Right now is a very important tl-ne to be guarding
against this when the spread between dairy sales and cost of production is not as
;
great as it has been. Luckily the McLean county bull is still alive and in active
servi ce. More farmers could well afford to follow the practice of hundreds of suc-
cessf'ol Illinois dairiTnen and keep records on their herd through the dairy herd
I improvement association. On the basis of such records the inefficient cows may be
j
culled, the herd sire proved and the feeding methods checked."
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Hauls and Spreads ?ort.v Tons of Line In A Day And A Half
At a saving; "ooth of val-uaole tiiae and la/oor, J. B. Rice, a La.Salle co-onty
farmer living foxu* and a half miles from a railroad, has v;orked out a scheme Trhereby
he hauls and spreads a 40-ton carload of limestone in less than a d^y and a half
•7ith a d-unip truck, a manure spreader and three men, it is reported by C, i,I, Linslcy,
soils extension specialist of the College of Ajrriculture, University of Illinois.
It takes only a few minutes to load the truck "by means of a platform at
the side of the limestone car, Ihe nan at the car has a load on the platform, ready
to duii:rp into the truck as soon as it returns to the car. The load is quickly trans-
ferred ''oy tipping the platform, thios makin^ it unnecessary for the truck to stand
idle r/hile the lime is "being shoveled.
Tiiiie and labor also are saved in unloading axia spreading. The track load
is duTiTped directly into the manure spreader, thus saving .-in extra handling of the
limestone rrith a shovel. A roadside ditch is t<?2con advantage of in transferring the
load from the dump truck to the spreader. The spreader is pulled into this ditch
and the truck hacked tip to the edge from There it is dumped.
Tlie lima is spread while the truck is making the return trip to the car.
In the meantime the nan at the car has rjiother load on the platform read;;/ to d'-jinp.
Thus the limestone is unloaded and spread with only one handling with a shovel.
Rice says that the method has taken most of the liard work out of handling limestone.
-H-
Euncry Rodents Are Kow Kcn3.cinp: Un-protccted j'ruit Trees
Famished oy the severe cold and heavy snows of the past two raoAiths, rab-
bits and nice threaten heavy da^tiage to apple and cherry trees between now and the
end of March unless fruit growers apply control measures o^oickly, according to &.C,
Oderkirk, of the federal biologica,l survey. He is cooperating with the Illinois
State natural History Survey a:"d the College of Asricuitfjre, University of Illinois
in rodent control in this state.
Reports already liavo come in of injurj'- by mice during the winter and
further daiiiagc by these pests is likely because they h-avs been forced to turn to
apple, cherry ojid young shade trees for succulent food. The most effective control
meas-ji-es tha.t can be put into force include supplying food in tlie shape of prunings
from orchard trees, wrapping trees with paper or wire rjid the libcrpj. use of
poisoned bait to destroy the pests.
"State laws prohibit the use of poisons against rabbits and it therefore
is necesscxj' to use paper or wire protectors at the base of trees or distribute a
liberal qu^intity of prunings, hay ond grain where rabbits are attacking trees. It
mas'" be iiiipra,ctical to leave enough prunings to satisfy the needs of rabbits. In
such a case it is advisable to sacrifice alfalfa or clover hia:,' placed at convenient
points where rabbits will find it.
"The m.ost effective control of mice is poisoned baits scattered along sur-
face runways, beneath matted grass and on bare ground near trees wliere mice v/ill
easily find it. Strychjiine coated wheat, rolled oats and sweet potato bait will be
eaten readily,
"Directions for preparing the baits .-^nd other information on control of
field mice is found in Po-rmers Bulletin 1397 which may be sec-jxed i"rom count;- farm
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Warn Against Spread Of Wlieat Daraa^^e By Wild Ckirlic Teed
Wild garlic, a weed which already is costing Illinois wheat growers
$100,000 annually in the form of discounts on contaminated grain, not only is spread-
ing north hut also is becoming more serious in the infested areas of the southern part
of the state, according to a warning sounded in a new circular soon to he issued hy
the College of Agriculture, Universit" of Illinois. The new publication is entitled,
"Wild Garlic Control in Illinois" and was written by J. J. Fieper and L. ?. Hickey.
No cheap chemical control has as yet been found said eradication of wild
garlic from cultivated fields by means of sirr^jle cultural practices continues to be the
most practical method, according to the authors. Three practices, they say, are es-
sential: (1) plowing the land in the fall, (2) plowing again in the spring, and (3)
planting the infested area to cultivated crops and tilling these crops thoroughly with
the sweep or blade type of cultivator. "These practices must be followed for at least
three years on every field in order that the plants growing from the liard-shelled bulb-
jlets after delayed germination may be killed.
"Since most farmers will be unable to put the eradication program into op-
eration on their entire farm at one time, it is advisable to select fields on which to
start and let the program progress over the entire farm as facilities permit. Mean-
while the other fields may be fanned according to one of two plans: (l) a type of
agriculture may be followed in which the presence of wild garlic does least damage to
^the agricultural products. Such a system may include horticultural crops or cultivat-
ed legumes such as soybeans or cowp.eas.or cowpeas and cultivated grain crops such as
;om and sorghum. (2) A cropping system may be adopted which interferes with or in a
iLarge measure prevents the production of aerial and underground bulblets. In such a
rotation, spring grains may be included but not winter grains."
Cooperation of all interests is needed to solve the wild garlic problem,^ the
;ircular points out. Producers of clean wheat should be rewarded by getting the full
:iarket price for clean wheat, while prices paid for garlicky' wheat should reflect the
ictual difference in market value. The market should distinguish between garlic-
;ainted animal products and those free from gai'lic flavor. ?arm advisers can help by
mcouraging the adoption of organized, systematic plans for the eradication of wild
^lic in counties where the weed is a problem. A project for this purpose is out-
.ined by the extension service of the College of Agriculture. The experiment station
Irill continue its study of control methods and will also identify suspicious specimens
fhich farmers may send in. Farmers should adopt a workable plan of control and
-pradication based upon the best information available and carry such a plan through
l;o completion.
Other pointers on the control of wild garlic and the liandling of garlicky
I'heat are included in the circular which is No. J,n2 and which may be obtained upon
.•equest to the University of Illinois, College of Agriculture at Urbana.
-M-
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IThite Sweet Clover Leads Five Le.^Tumes As Profit Yielder
As a money malier, Diennial white sweet clover topped four other soil
building clovers compared for green manuring purposes on the light colored soils of
southern Illinois during the past three years, according to C. J. Badger, associate
in soil experiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The comparisons were made on the college's soil experiment field near Ewing.
The yields of wheat, corn and oats following the biennial white sweet clover
had the highest money value, but red clover was a close second. The money value of
the yields produced by the use of Hubam or annual sweet clover, alsike and yellow
biennial sweet clover ranked close together but somewhat lower than that of red
clover.
In comparing the clovers, separate catch crop seedings of the five differ-
ent legumes were made in wheat in the early spring of one year, allowed to grow
through the remainder of the season and then plowed down green for corn the following
spring in a rotation of wheat, corn and oats. All five of the clovers, except the
Hubam or the annual sweet clover, produce green growth to plow down in the spring of
the second year. The Hubam matures and dies at the end of the first season.
The three-year average shows that common biennial white sweet clover pro-
duced the highest com yields of any of the legumes or 17.7 bushels an acre. The
corn yields in the case of the other clovers were 15.^ bushels after red clover,
1-5 bushels after alsike, 13.^ bushels after yellow biennial and 12 bushels after
Hubam,
The average yields of two wheat crops were highest following the Hubam
and lowest following the biennial white and yellow sweet clovers. Wheat yields
following alsike and red clover were a little lower tlian after Hubsun.
The average yield of two oat crops were highest following yellow bien-
nial sweet clover, with yields from alsike and red clover a very closs second and
from Hubam and white biennial sweet clover lowest.
-M-
Costly Gold Snap Tfill Save Expense Of Spraying For Scale
"It's an ill wind that blows nobody good."
Extreme cold weather of January, which practically wiped out the 193^ com-
mercial peach crop in Illinois, will save the cost of applying a dormant spray for
the destructive San Jose scale in orchards north of a line drawn across the state
from St. Louis, Mo., to Centralia, according to a report which W. P. Flint, chief
entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, has just made to the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Recent examinations have shown that in that section of the state north of
the designated line less than 2 per cent of the San Jose scale is alive. This is
as good a kill as is usually obtained by spraying and it is doubtful therefore if a
dormant scale spray will be necessary in orchards north of the line, Flint pointed
out.
The percentage of live scale increases gradually from the Centralia line
on south. In the Ashley-Centralia region there is from 2 to U per cent of the
scale alive, according to counts made by S. C. CI:iandler, assistant entomologist of
the survey. Sixteen per cent of the scale is alive at Carbondale and Uo per cent
in the extreme southern peach growing districts.
-M-
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"Peanut Stand " ?p ras S:-:vg Little Q'.iiiice To Pay Profits
A surprisingly lua^-e number of Illinois farms yield a total annual income
of less tlian $3,000 eacli and it v/ould be as hard to get rich operatina; some of them as
it wovild operating a peanut stand, according to Prof. H. C. :'. Case, head of the
farm organization and mana^'^ement department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. The point is, he explained, that some farmers are doin.5 too small a
business to make a satisfactory income.
^en the income is no larger than $3,000 a year, current operating ex-
penses, mortgages or interest on the investment eat up so much of the fund that
there is not enougli left for a good standard of living, he declared.
"One of the important weaknesses on many farms, especially those under
160 acres, is that the right things are not being produced to bring in a good sized
income. This does not necessarily mean tliat farms smaller than I60 acres must be
larger in order to be profitable. Throughout Illinois it is more important for many
farmers to increase the income from each acre rather tlian add to their acreage.
"?or example, the '^an on an 30-acre farm who has perhaps four-fifths of
his land in com and oats which are sold on the market is pretty definitely limited
as to the size of his income. The adding of alfalfa, soybeans or even a small acre-
age of truck crops where there is a local demand for such products may help add to
the income.
"Of still greater iiTiportance, however, is the production of livestock which
will utilize labor during the winter as well as increase the value of the crops grown.
Dairy cattle and poultry provide one of the best meoJis of increasing the volume of
business on small fn.rms because they give a large return for the amount of feed.
Frequently a man does not like to handle livestock and does not have the market for
the more intensive crops. Under such circurastances, he may well consider operating
a larger unit.
"Farmers might better the organization of their farms by sitting down at
the beginning of the year and listing the products they expect to raise and the
amounts they can expect ujider normal conditions."
-M-
More Than Three-Fourths Of 12,U5U Club Members Finish Job
Enriched by more than a half million dollars, lU,670 of the 12,^514 rural
youngsters enrolled in boys' and girls' k-E club work carried their farming and home-
making projects through to cort^jletion to iiake I929 a record year in club work in
Illinois, according to reports just compiled by club leaders at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. The year showed an increase of U.l percent over 1928
in the percentage of club members finishing their work when almost four-fifths, or
79-5 percent, of the enrolled members completed their endeavors. Also there were 29S
more local clubs in I929 th^'ii in 192g and 3,532 more members enrolled. Ninety-two
of the 102 counties of the state were represented among the 1,3^^ local clubs which
were active during the year. Incomplete co\anty reports on 11 of the lb projects of-
fered to club manbers showed an estimated financial value to the youngsters of
$U79,9go.55.
In eight different counties, 100 percent of the boys' club members completed
their projects, according to the report of E. I. Pilchard, boys' club specialist.
They were Ifedison, Mason, Moultrie, Stark, Brown, Carroll, Franklin and PuPage. Per-
fect records were recorded by girls' club members in six counties, according to Miss
Mary E. McKee, girls' club specialist. They were Effingham, Gallatin, &reene, Madison
St. Clair and Clinton. Vermilion county led all others in enrollment for the year
with a total of 96U members, 200 of whom were in girls* projects.
Lulu LiV /^3M
Auvuaii- •lYuniinoiiiev
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Bi-eed Uid Promising Strain Of Spring Wheat At U. Of I,.
A promising strain of high-yielding, scab -resistant spring wheat which
seems to be well adapted to a large part of the spring wheat growing area of Illi-
nois has been isolated and is now being tested by the eTperiment station of the Col-
lege of AgricTiltTore, University of Illinois, it is annovjiced by Robert E. Fare, as-
sistant in plaiit breeding.
The new strain, called Illinois No. IB, has been a higher yielder than
Marquis, one of the commonly grown varieties, and shows a much greater resistance to
scab tlian either Marquis or Garnet under Illinois conditions. In tests thus far the
Illinois No. 1 B has shown less than one-third as high a percentage of scab infec-
j
tion as Garnet.
The strain will be thorovighly tested again this year axid the seed increased.
If it continues to perform well, it probably will be ready for distribution in the
spring of 1931.
In the three years that the Illinois No. IB h-as been tested here at the
Urbana field it has yielded an average of 27.1 bushels an acre with 7,5 per cent
scab infection. During the same period Marquis has given an average yield of 23.3
ibushels an acre with 18.5 per cent scab infection. Garnet has averaged 27.1 bushels
|£in acre with 21.5 per cent scab infection.
During the two years the Illinois No. 13 has been grown at the DeKalb
crop experiment field it has yielded an average of 29.4 bushels an acre with 16.3
per cent scab infection, wriile Marquis averaged 25.1 bushels an acre with 29,5 per
cent scab infection. Garnet made 31 bushels an acre with 54.3 per cent scab infec-
Ibion.
The Illinois No. IB originated from what is known as a mass selection
nade from the Illinois No. 1 variety. The Illinois No. 1 variety, which has been
;rown at the Illinois station since 1915, was a mixt-ore of white and broimi chaff
types. The white chaff type also has 'oeen isolated by selection and has been desig-
lated as Illinois No. 1 A. This strain has yielded about like the Illinois No. 1 B
)ut is more susceptible to wheat scab.
New Sheep Manual For 4-H Clijbs Aims At High-Class Flocks
j Aimed at the development of high-class flocks by farm boys and girls, a
hanual for 4-H sheep club members of the state has Just been issued by the extension
lervice of the College of Agriciiltm-e, University of Illinois. Popularity of sheep
I'aising increased among Illinois farm boys and girls last year, there being 314 mem-
bers enrolled in sheep clubs in 25 counties as compared to 183 members the previous
rear. W. G. Eammlade, in charge of the college sheep division, and S, I. Pilchard,
leys' cltib work specialist, are authors of the new manual.
- M -
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Tests Zxplain ^.7hy Fruit S-pecie s 3iffer In Adaptability
The first comprehensive comparisons of the rate of transpiration, or loss
of water, in different fruit species, just completed at the experiment station of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, shed new light on some of t/ie hither-
to unlmo\7n reasons vhy fruit species differ in adapta.'bility and response to cultural
conditions.
Tlie comparisons were made hy V. W. Kelley, associate in poniolo;;y, aiid are
reported by him in a new erperiment station bulletin, "A Comparison of t/ie Tra.isp4ra-
tion Rates of Twenty-One Deciduous Fruit Species". Practically all species of fruits
commonly £^rov7-n in Illinois vers included in the comparison.
Transpiration rates of the 21 species showed wide variations and, what was
more si-;;nif icant , transpiration rate and drouth resistajice were found to he corre-
lated, Kelley reported. Tlia,t is, those species uhich transpired very slov/ly are con-
sidered drouth resistant by close observing horticulturists, while those which have
a hijh rate of transpiration are said to be non-resistojit to di'outh.
Fnether or not transpiration is a meas'OJfe of drouth resistance is a ques-
tion on which scientists have heretofore been about eqioally divided, but results of
the Illinois investigations definitely settle the point so far as fruits are con-
cerned, it was said.
The findings have some significance in fruit growing practice and would
have a bearing on the recommendations involving locality, site and c-altural opera-
tions for the various fruits, Kelley pointed out.
- M -
"Bad Luck" ilo Farm 3u::bear If Machines Are Ready For Work
3ad luck gets credit for too many of the costly breakdowns and delays which
occur in farm field work every spring, in the opinion of R. R. Hudelson, extension
specialist in farm organization and management at the College of Agricult-ore, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Often it's bad preparation rather than bad luck that's to blame,
he says. Machinery that is fixed in advajice seldom has to stop for repairs VThen the
good days for farm work are here, he pointed out.
"Any one who still doubts whether or not it pays in dollars a-id cents to
have machinery all read;^' and waiting for the starting g^ua in the spring should con-
sider the case of a western Illinois farmer who has earned m.ore than 7 per cent on
his investment as an average for four years. He is one of the most successful ac-
count keepers in his section of the state and one of the things that has helped him
get there is a good system for avoiding loss of time when the weather is right for
work. He tags every machine when it comes in from the se8,son's job. On this tag he
writes what the m.achine needs in the way of repairs. The winter season aiid rainy
days provide the tim.e to mak:e all the repairs listed and the r.iachine is left repaired,
cleaxL, oiled and ready when the weather man says go. Just to make doubly sure, this
farmer lias a shop where the common tools are kept read;/ for a quick repair job. In
an orderly set of pigeon holes he keeps a supply of all the common sizes of bolts and
aails, each size to itself and all arranged so as to be fovutid without loss of time.
I&.S night be expected, his farm shows a high degree of efficiency in the use of labor,
power aiid machinery. Last year he raised 111 crop acres a man, 48 crop acres a horse,
ajid his machinery and equipment expense totaled only $1.58 an acre. This included
'repairs, depreciations and machinery sijpplies such as motor fuels and oils."
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Ann-ual Grape Pi-ijninc Best Done Before Buds Start Swelling
Grapes must "be pruned every year if good crops are expected and now is the
time to do it before the buds swell, it is recommended by Dr. A. S. Colby, chief in
small fruit culture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The job
should be done even after the buds swell rather than not done at all.
The Kniffin system is the best to use. The four-cane system is recommended
for all ordinary conditions, but the six-cane probably will give the best results if
the vines originally were planted too close and if the variety is a strong grower in
a fertile soil. The four-cane system consists of a two-wire trellis with the wires
about three to five feet above the ground on which the fruiting canes are trained in
either direction. The extra wire necessary for the six-cane system should be placed
about a foot and a half above the one just below it. The canes should origiiiate
within eight inches of the trunk. From foior to six, depending •i5)on which system is
being used, should be selected and cut back to leave a total of from 40 to 80 buds on
the vine, depending upon the variety, the vigor, soil conditions and the system which
is being used.
In addition, three or four short canes, or spurs, about two buds long and
arising close in at about the level of the wires should be left at pruning time.
Shoots which will grow from buds on these spurs may be used as fruiting canes the
next season. This is called the long-cane renewal method.
If the vines produced a large number of very vigorous shoots, as measured
both by length and diameter, the previous season it is an indication that they were
pruned too heavily. More buds should be left at pruning time this year. The number
may be doubled over that of last year in most cases. Where a good many shoots re-
s'olted from the past season's growth which ripened out to the end but did not make
an excessive growth either in length or diameter, the same number of buds should be
left as before. If a high percentage of canes of low vigor is found on the vines,
fewer buds should be left and the vine thus given a chance to regain its balance.
- M -
Tools Of New And Improved Models Banish Aches From Gardening
New and improved models of hoes are even being brought out now and with
the improvement in the design of this and other tools much of the ache in garden work
can be banished, according to 3. L. Weaver, of the horticulture department. College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The feel of the improved hoe is entirely
different from that of old style ones and its ease of operation and effectiveness are
admitted by experienced gardeners. A much narrower blade and a change in the cutting
angle give the increased efficiency.
"It is admitted that the rake and hoe should be a part of every gardener's
equipment, but the greatest pleasure and effectiveness remain undiscovered by the
amateur who has not used the wheel hoe. The large wheel types are easier to operate,
but are not as efficient and do not allow as close cultivation as machines with
wheels of smaller diameter. These machines are well worth while for the smaller
types of gardens if a saving of time and labor is desired. Eorse drawn tools are ad-
vocated for saving time and labor in the farm garden. Such gardens frequently are
cultivated with riding cultivators, the shields being used when the plants are still
small. As the plants grow, cultivation with tools of this sort becomes increasingly
diffic-alt. One of the best implements for such work is a one-horse cultivator with
adjust.p.ents for depth of culture and width of row. A few large shovels are not as
good on this type of cultivator as a number of small ones."
- M -
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Illinois ?arTns Make ITitrogen Fertilizer vforth Millions
Illinois farms loon -up as huge rcan-ofacturing plants in the light of
[figures showing that last year more than ICC irlllion pounds of nitrogen fertilizer
I having a commercial value of between $2G,C00,CCC and $30,C0C,0C0 was produced on
farms of the state thro-'o^jh the growing of a record crop of 750,300 acres of sweet
clover. The fig-ures were compiled hy C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of
the College of Agric^ilturc, University of Illinois.
Nitrogen is needed for grain crops en practically all Illinois soils and
sweet clover is a cheap so^jrce of this plant food, Linsley pointed out. Through the
nodules on its roots, sweet clover gathers nitrogen from, the air and when the crop is
plowed under or pastured, this nitrogen is added to the soil. Thu.s a fertilizing
element which wo^xLd cost from 20 to 3C cents a pound if bou^ght on the market can he
had in unlimited q^jantities and free of charge from the air. An acre of good sweet
clover contains 150 po-onds of nitrogen, eno^jgh for 100 bushels of corn.
"Rapid increase in the use cf sweet clover during the past ten years shows
that farmers h^ve been quick to see the value of this crop. In 1920 but 70,0C0 acres
were grown in the state. The amourit has increased rapidly each year since then and
in 1929 reached the record of 750,000 acres.
"Last year 12 co^anties in the state each grew more than 15,000 acres of
sweet clover. One co^anty grew 30,000 acres last year, or one acre for every eight
of cropped land. This was Grundy coijnty. Farmers of this co-'jnty have learned that
a leg-jme such as sweet clover must be grown regularly on the land if profitable crop
fields are to be produced.
"This increase in the acreage of sweet clover has bro-'Jight about a rapid in-
crease in the tonnage of limiestone used in the state because farners realize that
limestone is needed on much of their land before sweet clover can be grown success^
fully."
-M-
Three Illinois 4-H Club Q-irls Names For Free Summer Trips
Three farm girls out of the 3,455 enrolled in girls' 4-H club work in the
state have been selected on the basis of their outstanding records for free trips to
lational and intematiorial 4-H club events to be held this sumirier in the east, it is
jnnounced by Miss Mary A. McKee, girls' 4-H club specialist of the College of
igricult-'ure , University of Illinois.
Catherine Sullivan, 21 years old, of Knox county, will be the state's official
ielegate to the international 4-H leadership training school to be held at Camp Vail,
Springfield, Mass., for two weeks beginning September 7. Joe Hardy, 19 years old, of
Jancock county, and Mildred Mies, 13 years old, of Livingston county, are to be the
[llinois girls' clob representatives at the fourth national 4—E camp to be held June
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Fanners Take To Horses To Get Advantage Of Grain Prices
With present low prices of corn, oats and hay favoring the man who fams
with horses, interest in this type of power is picking ^Jap among Illinois farmers, ac-
cording to E. T, Rohbins, livestock cxtensicn specialist of the College of Agric-jlture,
University of Illinois. He has just concluded a series of ir.eetings held in 19 counties
for the purpose of instr^acting farmers who are acting as local county leaders in the
tig-team project which the college is carrying on in the interests of more economical
use of farm power. Almost 600 project leaders and their neighbors turned out for the
sessions.
"Those attending the meetings reported fine success with the new system of
combining more horses into one team and driving them easily with only tT;o lines on the
leaders. Men told of plowing one or two acres more a day with their old gang plows
after replacing the four-abreast hitch with one which avoids side draft and thereby
saves about one-fifth of the power. They told of farming a quarter section all alone
or a half section with only one hired m^Ti.
"There was general agreement that fanning with horses is economical both
in overhead and operating costs. Some men told of managing their horses so as to
have no depreciation in teams. They mentioned very small investments in equipment for
horse farming. Some of the men remarked that sumner pasture at night and during
periods of idleness and also stalk fields, straw stacks and a little legume hay in
winter reduced the cost of feeding teams to a very low figure. In nearly every m.eeting
some one mentioned th^t the man who farms with horses or mules deserves credit for
patronizing his own industry and helping to furnish a home market for surplus com
and oats.
"




Too many orchardists still prune as if they were doing it for exercise
rather than for profit, in the opinion of V. W. Kelley, of the pomology division,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. They cut instead of prune, he ex-
plained.
Pruning increases profits by lengthening the life of the tree and improving
the marketability of the fruit. Pruning should aid the tree to form a strong frame-
work capable of bearing m.aximum crops over a long period. The essentials in the
formation of such a framework are: (l) limiting the number of framework branches to
five or six and spacing them vertically six to twelve inches apart on the tr-unk, and
(2) the selection only of wide-angled branches for the permanent framework.
In trees five to fifteen years old pruning should be done with a light touch
and should be limited to such cuts as are necessary to maintain the permanent frameworV
to remove water sprouts and suckers and to thin out an occasional branch in particular-
ly thick portions of the top.
To prune intelligently and profitably, it is necessary to know some of the
arinciples involved. It is definitely known, for example, that pruning dwarfs both
bhe branch that is pruned and the tree as a whole. This is true because it reduces
She leaf sTirface which is the tree's manufacturing plant for food materials.
Another principle is that pr-uning the young apple tree delays its coming
into bearing and reduces the yield. Studies made by the experiment station of the
sollege of agriculture show conclusively that pruning apple trees that are just com-
ing into bearing postpones profitable production. The reduction in yield is pro-
portional to the severity of the pruning. Unpruned trees come into bearing sooner
;han those which have been pruned annually.
-M-
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Erosion Moqt Destructive To Fanr. Lands In Spring; Months
Soil erosion, which annually caiises rr.illif^ns of dollars worth of damage to
farm land, will get in some of its most destructive work d-axing the coming spring
months, unless farmers follow a plan such as the one used by C. W. Holmes, a Peoria
county farmer living near Edelstein, it is pointed out "by E. G. Johnson, farm
mechanics ertension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Erosion must "be especially g"aardod against in the spring because of heavy rains and
the fact that most of the land is in a c\altivated state.
Holmes hasn't plowed over the ditches in his fields for the past five years.
He realized that every time he plowed them the dirt would wash out and leave the
ditches deeper than they were before. He plans to seed them to timothy and let them
go back to sod, which is probably one of the best plans for preventing ditch erosion.
"Holmes has gone far toward preventing serious sheet erosion by keeping the
fields in cover crops and maintaining the organic matter in the soil. However, the
"best way to stop sheet erosion and also prevent the further washing of ditches is to
terrace the entire field. Detailed infomiition on terracing is given in the college's
circular No, 290, Saving Soil by Use of Mangum Terraces.
"In another field Holmes has worked out a system of successf-ol soil-saving
iams. The tile had been washing out in places and so he put in some cheap concretf*
soil-saving ^dams. By doing the work himself and using his own gravel he built them
at low cost and in a surprisingly short time they were silted full.
Cheap dams can be made from such materials as hog wire, brush and rock.
The main thing to remember in building dams of this sort is to keep the center of
them low so that the water will flow over there rather than wash around the ends.
Farmers B-'oIletin No. 1234, entitled, Gullies - How to Control and Claim Them, which
caji be secured from the United States department of agriculture, Washington, D. C,
contains some valuable pointers on building dams".
-¥-
Early Pigs "Catch The Worm" In The Form Of Added Profits
Like the early bird that catches the worm, early-farrowed spring pigs have,
since the war, been paying from 75 cents to $1 a hundredweight more profit than late
spring and early summer pigs, according to R. H. Wilcox, of the farm organization and
management department. College of Agriciolture, University of Illinois. The added pro-
fits come from the fact that the September market, on which the early pigs are sold,
has been higher than the November, December and January markets for the lat* pigs, he
explained.
"The earlier they come the better" has, accordingly, come to be the slogan
with hog men who plan to raise spring pigs, Wilcox reported. Farm cost studies made
by the college show that there is a good foundation for this general belief ai-nong
farmers
.
"During the months of October, November and December since the war, com
hogged down in the field cost late pigs about 14 cents a bushel less than old com
fed to September pigs. When this advantage in price of com was balanced against the
fact that these late pigs took more corn it was found that late spring pigs can make
their pork cheaper than the early pigs. But cheaply made pork is not always the most
profitable. Prices since the war on the November, December and January hog market
have been so far below September, on the average, that early-farrowed pigs have
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Isolate OrganiGin Implicated In Costly Poultry Disease
Discovery ajid isolation of a pathogenic organism which causes at least one
type of infectious fowl bronchitis, long the most destructive menace to the extensive
poultry fattening industry of the com belt, has been announced following seven years
of reseaxch by Dr. Robert Graham and his associates in the division of animal path-
ology and hygiene at the College of Agriciolture, University of Illinois. The organ-
ism, a pleomorphic, or changing, coccus, or pearl-shaped germ, has never been de-
scribed before so far as the investigators 'know.
It is not claimed that the organism is the only factor involved in the
disease, for the reason that environmental conditions 'onder which the malady occurs
naturally have not been reproduced artificially to the point ^ere the acute type
can be reproduced consistently.
So deadly is the bronchitis disease that it has been knovm to wipe out 500
fowls in one poultry fattening plant in a single night. It is not only the fatali-
ties, however, which have caused the inestimable losses suffered by the thousands of
fattening stations scattered throughout the com belt. In order to escape a heavy
death rate among their birds, operators of poultry feeding plants have been compelled
to cut their feeding period in half. This has resulted in their producing a lower
quality dressed fowl with a consequent cut in profits.
The disease produces an inflammation of the larynx and "opper trachea ac-
companied by profound symptoms of toxemia and depression and difficult respiration
resulting in death in acute cases.
In addition to isolating the organism the investigators found that the dis-
ease is not a bronchitis, as is popularly supposed, but a laryngitis. It also was
learned that the disease occurs in a sub-acute, or mild, form which heretofore has
not been recognized as associated with the malady. Recognition of this fonn of the
disease is important in its ultimate control.
Those associated with Dr. Graham in the discovery and isolation of the or-
ganism were I. B. Bo-ughton, S. A. Tunnicliff, and E. C. McCulloch, former members of
the animal pathology and hygiene division, and Prank Thorp, Jr., and W. A. James, as-
sistants in the division.
No serum or vaccine ha$ as yet been prepared with which to combat the or-
ganism, but this and other phases of the problem are still jnder investigation. In
the meantime, poultry raisers and feeders must place chief reliance -apon rigid sani-
tation of their farms and plants and isolation of suspected fowls, Dr. Graioam said.
- M -
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Pair:/ Cows Must 3e Three -Tonne rs To Pay Profits ITow
It costs the dairyman from $125 to $175 a year to keep a cow "under present
conditions and at ctirrent prices any "l)ossy" that isn't turning out well atove three
tons of milk a year is a money loser, according to fi-^res compiled hy Prof. H. C.
M. Case, head of the farm organization and management department, College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois.
On the basis of annual keeping charges ranging from $125 to $175 a year, a
cow giving only 5,000 pounds of milk in 13 months would he producing it at the rate
of about $3 for 100 pounds. A cow with a record of 8,000 pounds, or four tons, might
keep her costs down to less than $2 a hundred. Lfany farmers are now getting less
than $2 net at the farm for 100 pounds of milk after the costs of hauling are deduct-
ed.
"^ith the present price of cattle on the market, this is a good tine for
dairymen to dispose of cows that are such poor producers that they have no chance of
returning a profit.
"In addition to wide variations in the production of cows, there oxe wide
variations in the cost of producing milk from cows giving the same amount of milk.
The conditions which cause these variations in cost are largely under the control of
the dairyman. Out of more than 200 full-year records which the college collected on
dairy herds, examples were found where the feed cost was $30 more a cow for some
herds thaii it was for other herds having about the same average production of milk.
Feed malces up about one-half the cost of keeping dairy cows, hence the home produc-
tion of feeds needed for properly balancing the rations of the dairy herd is of great
importance.
"The cost of labor was more than twice as high on some farms as upon others
with cows of like production. Some herds were handled so that the heifers coming
into the herd replaced older cows with no depreciation, while in some herds where
cows were kept to an old age sind had to be sold at a low price, depreciation alone
amounted to $25 to $35 a year for each cow in the herds. Variations occ^u•red also in
the other items of cost, such as the expense of the bam and other equipment, veter-
inary charges and general e2q)enses. The cost of depreciation, upkeep and the annual
costs on barn alone was $10 a cow higher on some farms than on others."
- M -
Poiiltry Prices May 3e Held Down If Expansion Proceeds
Low price levels for poultry and poultry products face producers as a re-
sult of present indic&,tions of expansion and increased production, according to P. S.
Elliott, assistant in poultry husbandry at the College of Agricjlture , University of
Illinois. This danger, against which flock owners of the state were first warned in
the college's 1930 agricultural outlook report for Illinois, has just been brought
home again in estimates of commercial hatching compiled by the federal department of
agriculture.
Figures collected by the department and reported to the college indicate
that the number of young chicks hatched in Janua.ry of this year was about 25 per cent
larger than in January, 1929. Firms reporting to the department also stated that
their advance bookings up to. February, 1930, for chicks to be delivered dioring the
year were about 44 per cent greater than similar bookings at the same date last year.
latcherjTnen expected total hatchings to be about 17 per cent larger than in 1929.
"These figures are not meant to, nor should they, cause the steady producer to go out
)f business, but they should be considered carefully by any one intending to make a
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Com Stocks Small But Little Ahead To Increase Demand
TThile present holdings on corn both for the cotmtry and for Illinois are
relatively small and probably will leave no large carryover at the end of the year,
there is little in sight to indicate a rapid expansion in the demand for corn, in
the opinion of L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural economics at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. His observations are based on reports
from the federal department of agriculture as to com on farms on March 1.
For the country as a whole the holdings are about 25 million bushels less
than the average of the past two years when there were small year-end carryovers.
In Illinois the holdings are about 5 million bushels larger than last year and 40
million bushels larger than the very low figure of two years ago.
"In spite of a short national crop and carryover of com, prices are low and
have been dropping off fast in the past few weeks. Part of this has been caused by
the widespread business depression and the general tendency for prices of goods
established in open markets to decline. It also reflects the fact that consimiption
of corn has been considerably less during the past winter than in either of the two
previous years. One thing that has contributed to the decline in consunption is that
there were about four million fewer hogs on farms in the United States on Jan-uary 1,
1930, thaji a year earlier. Cattle feeding operations have not been on a large scale.
Liberal sx^jplies of hay have held down consvanption of corn,
"Of partic-ijlar interest to Illinois is the fact that the market movement
has been less than a year ago. The large stocks of wheat in terminal elevators have
prevented central market interests from acc-umulating corn in large quantities. Ex-
ports of corn have been negligible, amounting only to 3 million bushels for the four
months ending in February, as compared to about 29 millions for the same period a year
earlier. European crops of corn were larger in 1929 than in 1928 and Argentina is
reported to have a bumper crop to harvest this spring. Corn products plants, which
make up the largest single cash market f«r Illinois corn, report that they used 15
per cent less corn from November through February than they did during the same per-
iod a year ago.
"One factor which eventually will make for a higher level of corn prices is
the fact that the relationship between corn and hog prices is now definitely favor-
able to hogs. This sooner or later will stimulate an increase in numbers of nogs
which will absorb any surplus com and establish a better balance between corn sup-
plies and demand."
-M-
S-pread of Wild Garlic Adds To Problem Of "Onion" Cream
Spread of the wild garlic weed in Illinois makes it more important this
spring than ever before that farmers and dairymen guard against an onion flavor which
will contaminate the milk and cream if their cows eat this weed, it is pointed out
by Dr. H. A. Ruehe, head of the dairy department, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. Wild onion, another weed which appears every spring in many localities,
is just as bad.
Creamerymen usually pay less for onion cream than for clean-flavored cream,
because just a little of it will spoil a large churning of butter. Consequently all
such off-flavor cream must be carefully graded out at the creamery. Taking cows off
onion- and garlic-infested pastures four or five hours before milking helps to over-
come the bad flavor, but it is best to inspect the pastures carefully in the spring
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Illinois Farmers Lead In Probing; Their Business
Keenly alert to better business methods, more farmers in Illinois than in
any other state had I929 accounts on their entire business analyzed in a standard
accounting service supervised by the various state agricultural colleges, it is re-
ported by H. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organization and management
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Although the service is
available in nearly all states, Illinois has held the lead for several years, he said.
Already 1,900 have checked in their I929 accounts for auditing by the farm
organization and management department. It is likely that this number will go to
2,000 before the season's work is completed. More tli?ji 1,500 of these accounts were
kept in connection with the college's statewide e:ctension project on account keeping,
while about UOO were kept by members of the special farm biireau-farm management
service in 7oodford, McLean, Living.~ton and Tazewell counties.
Interest of Illinois farmers in better business methods is still growing
as fast as at any time in the I5 years since the college began to offer its assist-
iance along these lines, according to Hudelson. This is shown by the fact that 7^
farmers recently have been helped to start accounts for the first time. In all, dur-
ing the past three months members of the department have visited 95 counties of the
state checking accounts with farm operators and helping new account keepers start
their records.
Work of closing and analyzing the nineteen hundred 1929 accounts already
received at the college was started in December as soon as the first accounts were
available. Eight hundred sixty-five books already have been returned to the farm
bureau offices or to the individual farmers. Each book when completed carries a
summary of the year's business giving an analysis of the investment, income and-ex-
penses and a statement of net income, rate earned on the investment and the realized
value of the fai-m operator's labor and management for the year.
Later each farm operator completing his 19^9 accounts will be visited by
one of the college representatives who will bring with him a final statement on the
year's business. This report is set up in such a way as to show how the individijal
business differed from that of other farmers in the same locality for the same year
and what changes would be most likely to improve the net earnings of the particular
business. In the past this h^s led to better incomes on the great majority of those
farms where an attempt has been made to correct weaknesses revealed in the accounts.
Illinois has at least 1? common plants which are poisonous to livestock
and if the loss from these is only one-fifth as much as from plant poisoning in
western regions the total would run to three and a half million dollars annually,
according to Ir. J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in crop production, at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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mm "Filling" Livestock Defended As User Of Sui-pl^ses
^^ 5^r from being an absolute waste as if often claimed, the practice of
"filling" livestock before it is sold might be a real help right now in relieving
grain surpluses if even more feed were used in making the "fill", it is pointed out
by H. C. Ashby, livestock marketing ^ecialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
"Filling", or feeding at the market, is really but an equalizer of the
shrinks which always occur when livestock is moved from farm to market, no matter
wliat the method. In order to get a normal selling weight, stoclanen alio-? their
animals feed and water at the market before they are weighed, if no feed were allowed
at the stocliyards some hogs would be sold empty, some partly filled and others full.
Despite years of discussion no other simple and satisfactory method has been developed.
"Under one plan of marketing which is used considerably, hogs are unloaded
from the cars, are given access to water but get no feed before weighing. The ad-
vantage claimed is the econom;-- to the shipper in saving the price of the corn which is
con'imonly fed.
"One stoclnnan who checked up on more than Uo cars of hogs found that the
water fill alone averaged about 1S5 pounds a car. ¥aen six bushels of corn a car was
fed, in addition to free access to water, he got about 275 pounds more fill a car.
In a recent test at the South St. Paul market by the North Dakota Agricultural Col-
lege more tlian 11,000 hogs were weighed right off the cars, empty, and these weights
compared with the sale weights later. Res^olts showed that the increased weight due
to corn and water consumed at the yards paid for all terminal marketing e:^^pense,
including yardage, feed, coiimission and similar items, and left $Ul.70 a car, besides.
"IThether a water fill or water and com is more satisfactory, stockmen' must
decide for themselves, taking into account all factors involved. When there is any
doubt, the safest plan is to check up by comparing actual weights under the two plans.
Accurate scales are, of course, necessary, in getting the right answer."
-M-
Overtaxing P.oots Shortens Life Of Asparagus Patch
The secret of long life and those all-important profits in the case of an
asparagu-s patch is bound up in the roots, according to L. H. Strubinger, of the
horticulture department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Asparagus
that is harvested this spring, he explained, will draw heavily upon the reserve food
s-i:5;ply that was stored up in the roots of the plants during last year's growing
season, rather than taking the necessarj,"- plant food elements from the soil. If the
roots and plants are to remain strong enough to produce the desired crop year after
year for a long period, it is essential that good cult'oral practices be used, he
pointed out.
"Heav;' ms.nuring long has been depended upon to furnish the necessary plant
food. The manure preferably should be put on late in the fall, but if it is not added
then it should be spread very early in the spring. As scon as the ground is in con-
dition to be worked, the ma-'iure should be thoroughly disked into the soil. To control
weeds axi± keep the soil from getting badly packed another thorough disking should be
given the whole patch immediately following the cutting season,
I
"A recent practice in many sections is to depend upon commercial fertilizers.
^k mixture of UOO pounds of ritrate of soda, 3OO pounds of superphosphate and 26o po\mds
of muriate of potash an acre b.as proved enough in many areas where asparagus is grown
on rather light soils. The commercial fertilizers should not be applied until toward
the close of the cutting season."
-M-
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^H. C-irdlin g; Dama,g;a On F-mi t Trees I-Ieal ed 3y Q-raftin.q:
^P Fmiit trees in all parts of the state have been tadly girdled "by re"b"bitsTEd other rodents durin-: the past winter but they can be saved by bridge grafting,
according to 3. L. McK'onn, of the poir.ologj^ division, College of Agrictilture,
University of Illinois. The best time for doing the grafting is after the bark
readily separates from the wood but before the lesves are pushed out.
"The idea in this type of grafting is to bridge over the girdled area and
again establish connective tissue between roots and branches. Shoots of the past
season's growth should be used for the bridges. These shoots are known as scions.
Water sprouts are most satisfactory. Under normal conditions placing the scions two
inches apart around the trunk will be enough to save the tree and keep it in good
production for years.
"Around the edge of the girdled area, remove the bark as far as necessary
to reach healthy, undried or uninjured bark. At each point where the end of a scion
is to be inserted make a small slit through the bark. These slits should extend back
an inch from the edge of the freshly exposed bark and should be parallel with the
tmmk. Slits in the lower and upper edges of the bark aroxind the injured area should
be in pairs, that is, one in the upper edge above one in the lower edge. It is under
these slit places that the end of the scions are to be inserted. Placing the slits
in pairs will insure having the scions parallel with the tree trunk.
"Scions to bridge over long areas should be cut long enough so that when
they are pushed in place under the bark of the tree they will form an arch. After be-
ing cut to the proper length, the scions should have a smooth, even taper from one to
one and a half inches long cut at each end. The tapered surfaces on the ends should
face in the same direction, so tl:iat they will fit flush with the trunk. Sark on the
back side of the tapered ends should be shaved off.
"TTlth the tapered surface of the scicn next to the tree wood, the base end
is pushed down between the bark and wood of the tree, fith the base end held in
place, the upper end is inserted "onder the upnjer one of the pair of slits. To make
sure that the scion is secured in place, a snail brad is driven through the tree bark,
scion and into the tree wood. The entire grafted area and the exposed wood on the




Eig Profits Sell Fruit G-rowers On Improved Methods
Money not only talks but also convinces, it has been concluded by H. S.
Marsh, hortictilure extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Last year E. A. 7iegand, a lu Page county farmer and fruit grower, fol-
lowed some of the college's recominendations on iroproved orcharding methods and spent
$66 for materials in spraying his three-and-a-half-acre apple orchaxd five times.
The result was that he sold $1,300 worth of apples at his front door.
This yesur when Marsh went ba.ck to Tu Page county in the interests of imr-
proved fruit growing methods, a record crowd of 117 farmers turned out to attend a
pruning demonstration on the farm of Fred Keller, near Downers Grove. This is the
largest crowd which has ever attended a pruning demonstration given by Harsh in his
several years of work in the state. As a result of the big crowd in Du Page county,
the week's total of farmers and growers who got pointers on pruning for better yields
and higher quality was 3U2. A total of eight demonstrations was staged by Marsh in
jBuPage, Knox, Peoria, Woodford and Tazewell counties.
-M-
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Soybean G-rotrerG To Meet At U^ Of. I_^ In September
Picking the leading soybean state for th.e event, members of the American
Soybean Association will hold their eleventh annual meeting at the College of Agri-
c-JLLt^jre, University of Illinois, Septem,ber 10, 11 and 12, it is announced by Dr. 17.
L. Burlison, president of the association and hsad of the college agronomy department.
Illinois, \T/hich last year grev? more than 20 per cent of the countrj.-'s soy-
beam crop, last entertained the amniial meeting of the v^ociety in 1921 when the sec-
ond annus.l conclave was staged here.
Officers of the association will be in cliarge of arranging the program and
organizing delegations of visitors fromi their respective sections of the covxitrir.
The group of officials includes, vice-president, Prof. P. S. Wilkins, of the Iowa
State College of Agricultua'e and Mechanic Arts, Ames; secretary-treas^xrer, J. 3. Ed-
monson, farmer, Clayton, Ind. , and executive cominitteemen. Hoy Chasteen, farmer,
Crothersville, Ind.; Dr. W. C. 3thridge, College of Agric-alture, University of Mis-
souri; Harvey Clapp, farmier, Accotink, Va.; and Prof. J. B. Buchanan, Ontario Agri-
cultural College, Guelph.
Industrial utilization of soybeans so as to expand the markets for the crop
will be among the important problemis on which stress will be laid d'aring the aiinual
meeting, according to Pres. Burlison. An attempt is being made to sign vxi speakers
of national importance for this phase of the program.
Soybean production and feeding work on the 1,000-acre experimental farm, of
the college will be billed as another attraction on the program. There will be tests
and comparisons of more than 75 important varieties, studies on date, rate and method
of seeding and investigations of inoculation and harvesting to hold the attention of
the nation's soybean growers.
Big-scale methods practiced by some of Illinois' leading soybean growers
!7ill be the occasion for special tours d-'oring the meeting. A trip will be scheduled
uo the farra of T7. E. Eiegel, near Tolono, where the visitors will get to inspect 600
acres of soybeans and stud^/ various methods of seedbed preparation and other corn
)elt practices with the crop. On the John T. Smith farm in the sa.me community the
growers will have an opportunity to see various makes of combined harvester-threshers
Ln operation.
An eflort is being made to get som.e special exhibit material from the Ori-
3nt
, native hor.e of the soybean, for a special feat-ore of the meeting.
- V -
Priated in furtherance of the Aericulttiral Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mom ford. Director.
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Illinois Hon St.-qts Samine; Porer Of $35.000,000
Tiny thougli she is, the Illinois xara hen fjid her 25 million sisters last
year would have paid net profits totalling' $55,000,000 if all of tnen:; liad lived up
to their opportunity, according to a report by H. H. Alp, poijltry e"ter.sion special-
ist of the College of Agricult-jj:"e, University of Illinois.
ITct profits at the rate of $1.40 a hen, or a total of $55,972, were paid
dm'ing 1329 03/ the hens on 213 farms whose operators cooperated with the college ex-
tension service in keeping acc^jxate flock records. Alp reported. Interest, lahor,
feed and all other costs were paid in addition to the net earnin^]; of $1.40 a hei':i;
.
Unfortunately, not all hens in tlie state paid as well as those in the 213
demonstration flocks which, in the main, are handled accord.ing to the latest irrrnrovei
practices in breeding, feeding and najnagement , Alp er^jlained. Even within the 213
flocks there was a wide range of earnings. The best one-third of the 215 flocks paid
net profits of $2.77 a hen, or almost twice as much as the average for the whole
gro\5), while the poorest one-third of the flocks netted their oxners only 14 cents a
hen. This was $2.63 a hen less th-an the average for the best one-third and $1.25 a
hen less than the average for the whole group.
The average return for each ho-or of labor was 32 cents for all 213 flocks,
$1.53 for the best one-third and 30 cents for the poorest one-third.
One clue to the wide difference in earning power of the different flocks
was found in the number of eggs laid by each 'nen nnd the selling price of the eggs.
The average for the whole group was 126 eggs a hen, as compared to 156 for the best
one-third of the flocks and 112 for the poorest one-third. Tlie average selling price
a dozen of eggs was 33 cents for all flocks, 37 cents for the best one-third and 30
cents for the poorest one-third.
Tlie average number of hens in each of t?-e 313 flocks was 1S4, a fig^Ji'e
which varied but little in the case of the best and the poorest one-third of the
groig). 0':Tners of the better flocks did, however, weed out their birds more caref-al-
ly. The percentage of hens culled was 47.8 per cent a flock in the case of the best
one-third of the flocks, 44.7 per cent in the case of the 216 flocks and 43.3 per
cent in the case of the poorest one-third. The investment varied little between the
three groups, being $4.33 a hen in the case of the 216 flocks, $5 a hen for the best
one-third aiid $4.92 a hen for the poorest one-third. Tne poor flocks used just as
much feed as the good ones. Total feed costs for each hen averaged $2.32 3. heir, for
the 215 flocks, $2.31 a hen for the best one-third and S2.3S a hen for the poorest
one-third.
- M -
!Tew Feadinig Ti-ps Help Herd Owners Weather Prices
H^jndxeds of Illinois dairjinen are successf-olly coping with present lower
prices for dair;/ products 1)Y using better feeding practices picked up at winter dairy
cattle feeding schools held throughout the state oy the extension service of the Col-
; lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to a report of results. Herd
owners who attended are cutting their costs, saving in their feed bills, building up
the production of their cows and otherwise putting their new-found information to
good use in the present sit-oation, according to C. 3. Shode, dairy extension special-
ist who had charge of the schools. The case is cited of one DeZalb co-onty dairj^.r.an
who cut 22 cents off his feed cost of producing 100 pounds of milk and 5 cents off
', his cost of producing a pound of butterfat without increasing production. He simply
i changed his ration and fed his cows according to the wa.y they were loroducing.
I
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Orchardists Warned Against Outbi'eak Of Apple Scab
Apple growers in Illinois are facing an epidemic of the destructive apple
scab disease which will lower the qixality and value of their 1930 crop ijnless every
effort is made to combat the outbreak, according to a warning by Dr. H. ¥. Aaderson,
associate chief of pomological pathology at the College of Agri cult-ore, University
of Illinois.
A combination of circumstances during the summer of 1929 paved the \-!a.y for
the threatened epidemic this spring, he reported. The disease is fairly easy to con-
trol, but the sprays must be applied at the right time and thorough coverage must be
obtained, Br. Anderson pointed out.
"Jour lime sulphur spra2-''s used at the rate of 2 gallons of the concentrated
commercial liquid to 100 gallons of water should be applied. The first should be put
on when the fnj.it buds are showing pink, the second when the petals are two-thirds
off, the third one week after the petals fall and the fourth two weeks later than the
third.
"A number of growers are using other tj'pes of spray materials v/hich perhaps
cause less injury to the fruit but do not give as good control. The finish of some
varieties of apples is seriously marred by lime sulphur sprays, in which case milder
I
sulphur spray materials should be substituted. If growers wish to try other spray
i materials they should first consult the ercperiment station."
The epidemic of scab which is threatened for this spring dates baci: to the
spring of last year when a severe outbreak occorred as a result of excessive rains
and cold wea,ther, Dr. Anderson explained. Following failiire of the fruit to set in
jmany sections of the state, growers abandoned spraying for economic reasons. As a
'.result, heavy leaf infection occ-iorred later in the season and these infected leaves
will be the soui-ce of millions of spores for "seeding" the leaves and fr-ait this
i spring.
•
If apple growers can keep down the scab epidemic they are in a fair v/ay to
realize a profit on their 1930 crop, according to Dr. Anderson. Despite the pros-
pect of a heavy crop, good prices should be realized for high q-oality apples in this
section of the country because the peach crop has 'oeen destroyed by the cold weather,
he pointed out. However, poor quality fruit probably will go begging for a market
and apple scab is one factor which will lower quality.
The disease also seriously injures the trees by reducing the available lesi"
s^orface for food production. Last year many yo-ong orchards just coming into bearing
formed no fruit buds for the 1930 crop due to the reduction of leaf s-'orface through
scab infection.
- U -
G-rowers Cheered As Frult -Nipiaing Cold Kills Bv^^s
Illinois growers can console them.selves with the fact that the winter's
:old snaps which played havoc with the 1930 fnjit crop also thinned out the insect
jJnemies of the state's orchards, according to a report to the College of A'jriculture,
Jniversity of Illinois by S. C. Cliandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois
latate Hatural History Survey. Among the many destructive pests of the state's fruit
|;rowing industry which were hard hit "oy the extreme cold was the Oriental fruit moth,-
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" Convenience " Of Livestock Trucking Costs $400.755
Trucking rather than I'ail shipping more than a million head of livestock
to the Peoria, East St. Louis and Chicago terminal markets in 1927 cost Illinois
farmers $400,765, all of which must be cliarged up to the "convenience" of truckage,
according to a hulletin just issued hy the experiment station of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, on a study of livestock truckage rates in the state.
In the space of a single year, 1928 to 1929, there was a 55 per cent in-
crease in the numher of livestock trucked to the three markets and the proolem of
necessary adjustments between truck and rail transportation is a "basic one to the
livestock industry of the state, it is concluded by H. C. Ashby, associate chief in
livestock marketing, who conducted the study. Results of the stud;' suggest that the
best service is not necessarily truckage all the way from farm to market but tliat it
often may be a combination of rail and truck, he added.
Convenience and greater flexibility of movement were found to be the two
main reasons for the growing use of truck transportation. In the majority of cases
the actual cost of truckage was higher than shipment by rail.
More than 54 cents a head would have been the apparent net saving possible
in marketing livestock by rail instead of by truck, on the basis of the 1927 truckage
and freight rates, according to the bulletin. The saving on the basis of December,
1928, truckage rates would have been 24 cents a head. On the basis of 54.4 cents a
head, the saving in favor of rail shipments would have been $400,763 on the 1,115,606
head of livestock trucked to the three markets in 1927, it was pointed out.
After all other factors are accounted for, the net difference between the
cost of the two methods of transportation meas^ores the cost of convenience of ship-
ping by truck, it is explained in the bulletin.
"A downward tendency in truckage rates on livestock is indicated by a com-
parison of 1927 rates with those of December, 1928. further shifts in rates will de-
pend largely •i5)on the possibility of further reduction of the actual costs of operat-
ing trucks, development of a larger back haul business and the adoption by truckmen of
adeq-'jate records of their respective operating costs. Stockmen will not benefit from
truckage rates that are too low to support efficient and dependable truck service."
Tliat the entire livestock marketing system may be changed by the increasing
use of motor transportation is a possibility which stockmen are beginning to realize,
j
according to Ashby. Trucking, for exairple, may be encouraging the establislmient of
j innumerable small markets at the expense of the present terminals; probably it has al-
! ready accelerated direct marketing; it may tend to\7ard decentralization of the pack-
' ing industry; it has impeded operation of local cooperative livestock shipping asso-
ciations, and yet, if properly used, it could well contribute to an effective farmer-
3wned and controlled livestock marketing system, Ashby explained. Railroads, it
would seem, should be interested in the new transportation problems confronting live-
stQck shippers but as yet they appear to have taken little active part in their solu-
tion, he added. - M -
_ Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congresi May 8, 1914. H. W. Mdufoed, Director.
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New Hi Of. I_i. Process Imp roves 3ven TTell-Bred Corn
Hidden faults and weaknesses lurking even in "well-bred" varieties of com
can "be extracted painlessly to the benefit of yield and other desirable characters in
a new process which is being successfully demonstrated by the plant breeding division
of the Collei^-e of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Tnile the work has not gone
far enout^li to justify any definite conclusions, the method does show promise of mak-
ing the terni "well-bred" more meaningful, according to W. J. Mumm, instructor in
plant breeding.
Self-pollination is the Vze-ir to the process, it was explained by Mui.im. By
this process of breeding it is possible to analyze individual ears of corn and bring
out both the good and bad points of the variety involved. Some ears are found which
show no abnormalities and which perform better tlian others in the field. Seed from
such ears is mixed together to fonn a "remodeled", or reconstituted, strain.
As commonly grown by farmers, corn is widely crossed, e^:periments showing
that there is 5 per cent or less of natural self-oollinat ion, according to I/Iumm. As
a result an infinite variety of abnormal types are not seen by the farmer, although
the factors for then are present in his strain of corn.
Not until the variety is subjected to self-pollination do those abnormal
and undesirable types appear. After one year of selling they show up in large num-
bers. Often the selfed ears sho^7 defective seeds. Some of these seeds have nothing
but a seed coat and are not filled with starch at all, others may have an endosperm
but are germless and can not grow. Some kernels do not have a, resting stage, but be-
gin to germinate on the ear before harvest. Among the plants themselves the most
coinnon abnormalities that appear are those associated with a lack of chlorophyll, the
green coloring matter of the plant. The majority of such plants die in the seedling
stage. Other ears produce dwarf t;/pes that form little, if any, seed. Other abnor-
malities show up after the seedling stage. Plants from, some ears produce no pollen,
some no shoot, while some plants have neither tassel nor shoot. Some plsjits are
golden in color and others striped. In addition to the ainormal types, many others
are found that are undesirable because they sjre weak rooted, weak stalked, smut sus-
ceptible, late nat-axing or low yielding. All ears producing these abnormal and unde-
sirable t^^es are, of course, eliminated when the reconstituted, or "remodeled",
strain is formed.
- M -
Soil G-uessin." Too Sxpensive ?or Bureau County Farmers
Having set themselves to knock the guessv/ork out of soil treatment, Bui'eau
30unty farmers are in the midst of a coimty-wide soil testing program ijnder the di-
rection of ?arm Adviser W. W. Wilson and the extension service of the College of Agri-
iluLture, University of Illinois, it is reported by C. M. Linsley, soils extension
specialist. The project is expected to pay profits in the form of savings on clover
seed, limestone and phosphorus and better all-around crop yields.
1
First steps in the campaign were taken recently when 16 fanners who are
icting as soil project leaders in the 21 cornm.unities of the county met with Farm Ad-
'iser Wilson for a soil testing school. They learned how to test 640 acres of their
Jwn land for acidity and available phosphorus and to draw maps of their fields show-
ing where limestone and phosphate were needed to jack up crop yields. Having been
••JLUstructed at the school, they will assist Pami Adviser T7ilson in a series of soil
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Illinois Nut Growing Stiflad 3.y First -Year Hazards
Despite the spior of increased interest on the part of prospective growers,
nut growing in the northern states is rraking slow headway because few of the trees
live longer than the first year after they are transplanted, according to Dr. A. S.
Colby, chief in small frj.it culture at the College of A-^riculture, University of Illi-
nois. Most of the failure in transplanting nut trees trace to the use of wrong prac-
tices, he said.
"In the first place, when nut trees are transplanted the tops must be cut
back severely, at least one-half, to make up for the loss of roots in digging. Neg-
lect of growers in doing this has res-iolted in the loss of many nut trees at trans-
planting tLne, Furthermore, when the trees are received from the nursery they either
should be heeled in or put in a cool cellar until the grouxid is ready for plaiiting.
Often it is a good plan to immerse the trees, roots and all, in a long troi.:igh filled
with water and leave them there for a few hoiirs before transplanting.
"Planting should not be done when the ground is wet; neither is it desira-
ble to use water in the holes as the trees are being set. It is preferable to plant
in rather dry soil, tamping the dirt well about the roots to keep out air spaces.
"Tile hole should be dug deep enou,gh and wide enough to accommodate the
roots without crowding or bending them upwards. Tlie tree should be plaiited at least
as deep or even an inch deeper than it stood in the nursery. If the soil is poor at
some depth, only good top soil should be used in filling in about the roots. Manure
or concentrated fertilizer, such as nitrate of soda, should not be used in the hole
near the roots. A couple of handfuls of bone meal or tankage may, however, be mixed
with the soil about the roots.
I
"After the tree is set and while the hole is being filled, a basin-like de-
ipression may be left at the base of the trunk to be filled with water. A mulch of
,
strawy manure may be used to advantage about the trunk, especially the first season.
! Another method of getting enough water close to the roots is throi:igh the use of a
small drain tile placed in an oblique position and sunk to its depth close to the
tr-'onk. Tlie tile should be filled with water occasionally during the dry season.
Surface watering is not recommended.
"Recent investigational work has shown that it is helpful to paint the en-
tire trunk and branches of the tree with a thin coat of r.ielted paraffin at the time
of planting to prevent excessive loss of moisture until the roots can be^in to func-
tion properly."
- M -
Thousands Of Farms Tijrhten Efficiency With Big Teams
So popular have big-team tandem hitches become as economical power units
that last year 34,000 Illinois farmers worked at least one team in front of another
for plowing and other field work, it is reported in a revised edition of the free
farmers' circular, "Big Teams on Illinois Farms", Just issued by the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. About 5,700 of these farmers used larger hitches
than they had used two years before, it is pointed out by E. T. Sobbins, livestock
iextension specialist and author of the new publication. Tliis, he said, marks a great
'change from conditions existing a few years ago when the usual outfit for plowing,
'disking and harrowing was the power-wasting team of four horses abreast. Directions
for arranging the big-tearn hitches, tips on saving time in harnessing and pointers on
Iselecting the lead-te.ara horses are given in the circular. It is illustrated with 33
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"QMJck ?reezin,-z " May Revolutionize I.!eat Ind-gstry
G-reat changes, which some have gone so far as to predict ^11 be revolu-
tionary, -.Till be bro-jght about in the nieat industry 'by the recently introduced "ouick
freezing" method of preparing and distributin- mea.t products, according to prof.
Sleeter 3ull, in charge of the raeats division of the College of Agriciolture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
Under the new method, retail cuts of meat suc?i as chops, steaks and roasts
are quichly frozen at extremely low tesperat-jres ranging iron 10 degrees belov. to 50
degrees below zero, according to the process used. T.ie cuts are made 'op into attrac-
tive pa,ckages, -usually with a transparent wrapper, with the net weight, the name of
the cut, the brand or grade of the meat and the name of the pacher printed on the out-
side.
xhe new method does not use the recently introduced "dry ice" ^^rinciple,
but the details of the process are being kept secret 'by packers, according to Prof.
Bull. Retailers handling the quick-frozen products caii do so with their ordinary
coolers, although freezers are better.
One advantage of the r^ev r.ethod to the producer is seen in the fact that
it widens the outlet for cuts of choice meat. In practically every s-.Tiall to^rr-.. Prof.
3iall explained, there are a few families who wo -old bu;;,'- choice cuts of meat if they
could. Because of the small demand, however, it is impossible for the small-town
tutcher to h?jidle the choice gra.des under the old syste.n.
Tlie retailing of ouick-frozen meat does not require the services of a high
priced meat cutter. Prof. Bull explained. The neighborhood grocery, the delicatessen,
the drug store and even the filling station may handle it, according to Prof. Bull.
Since the name of the cut, its weight and its quality are stamped on the original
package, the housewife in buying meats is no longer at the mercy of the unscrupulous
or ignora.it butcher, "of whom, unfortunately, there are a few", Prof. Bull said.
Most of the big packers have beg-on to sell frozen meats and many of the
smaller ones are experimenting or watching the experirr.ents of others, it was reported.
Qiiick-frozen meats will keep indefinitely in the frozen condition and the
quality is claimed to be as good as tliat of the fresh product, according to Prof.
Bull. In fact, some claim that the freezing process makes the meat more tender. The
freezing is done so quickly that only very sm^all crystals are formed within and aro^ond
the cells of the meat. The cell walls are not broken and when the product is thawed
there is only a very slight leakage of Juices, no losses in flavor or food value, and
no change in the appearance.
Methods of quick-z'reezing have been used successfiuLly in the fish indvis-
tries for years. The plan also is being used for certain fruits, such as stra.wberries
,
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®Ije iExtettBian Messenger ^
Lone Study Upsets Cld Beliefs .4!b out SFeot Clover
Sone of tlie old beliefs about both tlie ^ood a.id bad points of s'nraet clo-
ver have been -upset 'oy the experiment station of the College of Agri cult -ore, Univer-
sity of Illinois during its collection of what is probablv the most extensive set of
facts on the past^'JJ.'in^ of this pop^olar legpume. The facts were compiled in connection
Tjith studies on the summer maintenance of beef cows.
One of the first thin;5S the study did was to refute the frequently-heard
claim that sweet clover is an uicertain crop, accordin/v to R. H. Snapp, associate
chief in beef cattle husbandry. 3e.;;;inning with 1S15 the station has sown street clover
each spring- in small grain, principally/ oats, and i:^ 12 out of 15 ^ears has succeeded
in getting a stand of clover good enough to be left for pasture. The experience of
those years has shown that when the soil has been limed aiid the seed properly inocu-
lated, sweet clover may be relied upon for past'oring livestock during the late spring
aiid early suni^ier of the second year.
It also was found that nothing is gained by t-'orning cattle onto sweet clo-
ver pasture during April as is often advised o-j men with little sweet clover experi-
ence ^ho fear that the crop will get rank and woody unless closely grazed from the
time growth starts in the spring. D-oring the 12 years the average erasing season for
second-year sweet clover was fo'-ond to be from Hay 11 to A\Tg^J.st 15, a period of S6 days.
A third point broioght out was that the carrying capacity of sweet clover
has "oee.-i grossly exaggerated by some advocates of this forage crop. It is true that
a field of good sweet clover will afford more grazing than an equal area of almost
any other hind of common pasture. Nevertheless, seldom during the 12 years was it
found advisable to stock the sweet clover pastures with more than one cow and calf an
acre. The fields were typical corn belt land to which both limestone and phosplis.te
had been applied. In addition as much barnyard inan^jxe as co"ald conveniently be plowed
under was applied every fo-or or five years.
Clipping the clover about J-one 1 was foxmd to be of no advantage from the
standpoint of improving the quality of the pasture or prolonging the grazing season.
Little difference Y,-as noted between clipped and "jmclipped parts of the field as to
the tLue of blossoming and ripening of the seed.
Evening; Up Stand Cue To Profit I'or 3eaj.'. C-rowers
Higher and more profitable yields of soybea.is co-old be harvested ':iy Illi-
nois fairmers if the stand were more uniform in the field, according to results of
studies o-j the plant breeding division of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Tro varieties, Irlpzichu and Illini, planted in rows with a foiir-row beaii
drill were studied.
G-etting a more 'jniform stand is largely a mechanical problem of getting a
more uniform distribution of seed, it was concluded. One thing that .affects the flow
of seed through the drill is the physical condition of the soil. If it is in good
condition the drill will draw evenlj^ and jarring will be minimized. On the other
hand, if the surface is covered with clods or ridges a;"id there are low places, the
drill car. not run evenly, there will be much jarring and consequently a, patchwork of
thick aiid thin seedings over the field. In making the study of stand, 100 one-foot
sections were staked off in each of the two varieties in raadom fashion aiid couits
made of the n-'jmber of plants in each one-foot section. In the "anchu variety tr.e n-jm-
ber of plants a food varied from 1 to 11 and in the Illini from 1 to 15, with averages
;
of 5.23 end 7.59 -plants, respectively. Thus there -ere thick a.id thi:-! patches in the
rows.
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Find Short Zwi To ^250 Llore Profit A Car O.i Ho 2.3
A short cut to added profits of $350 on a C3,rload of fat hogs has Ijeen
figured out 'by farmers in 11 Illinois counties where the extension service of the
Colleje of AG;ricult\are, University of Illinois held swine feeding schools during the
past trinter. Stocknen attending the schools calculated that betvyeer- the hast feed-
ing plan a-id the most expensive rations which different far^Tiers proposed at the
schools there was an average saving of this much in the cost of raisin:^;: a carload of
hogs.
^he 11 co'jnties were ar.ong 35 in T7hich the hog feeding schools hrou^ht a
total 0- 2,143 fanners up-to-date pointers on more economical and profitable feeding
systems. Llemhers of the college e^iirr^al huGoar.dr;.- staff served as instructors. S. T.
Hoobins, livestock extension specialist, ^Torhed in 28 of the co^jnties; Dr. 1. S. Car-
roll, chief in swine husbandry'', in foior of them, and G-. 3. Hvmt, a member of the
swine division, in tTro.
Before the series of schools started, Robbins had estimated that many
farmers could save $2.50 a hog by f i~'arin~ more carefully on the feed. In the 11
counties there was time enough to do some comparative fig-boring between different ra-
tions the men were using. The average saving on a 225-poi:!nd market hog by using the
most economica,l ration amounted to $3.39. On a carload of 75 hogs the total saving
would be $234.25.
Importance of balancing home-grown grain with moderate amo^jnts of suita-
ble feeds supplying protein at a low cost a pound was stressed at the schools. It
was fouiid that the largest hog raisers were the quickest to appreciate tnis principle
In ZcDonough coTonty, for instance, the "honor roll" hog raisers, who use both sanita-
tion and economical feeding, raise an average of 234 hogs a year, while the others
reported an average only of 145.
The 35 co-'jnties in which schools were held were Kane, Scott, G-reene, Lee,
Bureau, I'ercer, Ogle, >!cDonough, Adam.s, Scciuyler, l/'organ, TToodford, Sanga-7ion, Macon,
F-oIton, Hancock, Peoria, Stark, Henderson, barren, "Kr.ox, Henry, Iroquois, Livingston,
LaSalle, Veimiilion, JoDaviess, Stephenson, Brown, Cass, Menard, !!cLeaji, DeTJitt, I'lason
and Piatt.
- K -
Can 't To^ pLecord Com Yields ITith Usual Plant Hate
Illinois farmers can't beat the world's record yield for com oy planting
the crop at the usual rate of two grains a hill in rows 42 inches apart each way, ac-
cording to G-eorge K. Bungan., assists^^t chief in crop prod-^jction at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. The pl-ants have to be thicker thsri this to make
efficient aiid profitable yields of 100 bushels or more ssi acre, he pointed out, Tliree
times this -js-oal rate is -jow thick the world's corn-yield "king", Ira C. r.arshall,
Ada, 0., plants his corn, according to Bungaii. Last j^ear he got a little m.ore than
175 bushels a^i acre on a ten-acre field. He planted thick enough to get a stsjad of
from four to five plants a hill in rows 32 inches apart one way and 34 inches the oth-
er way. r.-.is means 25,943 plants an acre. 'Tlien com is planted at the us'oal rate of
two grains a hill in rows 42 inches apart each way there are only 7,112 plaiits an acre,
It takes lots of moisture and plant food materials, however, to noui'ish 25,943 plants
an acre, B^jngan pointed out. "Tliere is no best rate of planting that can be recom-
mended for a farming region. The best rate in one field may not be the best for the
adjoining field. For instance, in the college's northwest rotation of com, soybeans,
.potatoes aiid alfalfa the highest yield was obtained with fo-'or stalks a hill. In the
lisouth central rotation of corn, corn, corn and soybeans the highest yield was pi'oduced
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Ur-^es That Cost Of Ue? Tool Be Checked Against ITeed
Inventories in machinery and eauipment have gone up fast on many farms d-or-
ing recent years and thereby saddled the OTOiers T/ith a heavy biji'den of e:rpense at a
time when incomes have teen lir.ited, it is pointed out hy H. C. Hoss, of the farm or-
ganization and management department, College of Aj^ri culture. University of Illinois.
This is a good thing to reuemter, now that the opening of spring -lor'-z has raised a
question in the minds of many faiTiers as to now r.ucli new equipment they should, "bu^r
for the season's work, he said.
"More than one question must te ajisT'ered in couiting the cost of new equip-
ment. 7ill it serve many uses or is it limited to a single operation or for a few
days? IThen equipment has a small amo^ont of use the overhead cost is likely to be high
in relation to the arr.orant of use. Are the available power, labor and shelter suffi-
cient for the new equipment? Vaer. definite information is lacking, careful estimates
furnish a good working basis. Fnat will be the an^iual cost for depreciation or wear?
This m.ay be determined by dividing the original cost of the equipment by the n^jmber
of years wiiicl. it may be expected to last. Kow much interest would be secured on the
invested capital if it were put to other uses? !7hat tjill be the current operating
costs for fuel, repairs, s-qjplies and the like?
"Efficiency as well as econom;y' miist be considered. If the new equipment is
bou^it can more land be handled with the same amount of help or the same land tended
with less outlay for hired labor? !7ill new equipment displace less efficient power or
raachinery units and thus be a saving or will it ca-ose good machinery no-,? on hand to be
scrapped at a loss? Will doing the work miore nearly at the right time increase the
anouit or q-oality of the product for sale? Till larger power units eliminate some op-
erations in field work and th^Jis make a saving? TTill tl.e new types of eqmpment give
an opport'onity for custom work from which a direct income is secured?
"The decision wiiether to 'ovy machinery or equipment can be made only after
weighing the benefits against the costs. The farm as a -unit rather than a single op-
eration forms the basis for this decision. Records of the use and cost of eqiiipment
of similar kinds on other farm.s may furnish a dependable basis for judgment."
- M -
Four Selected From 9 . OOP 4-H Boys For Prize Awards
A q-uartet of the most outstanding farm, boys among the 9,000 junior 4-H club
members of Illinois have oeen named by E. I. Pilchard, boys' cliib specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, for the ajinual awards of free prize
trips aiid scholarships. Lewis Butzow, 20, of Kilford, and George A. Doole, 20, of
Adams, will be the Illinois boys' club representatives for the fourth national 4-H
club camp to be held June 18 to 34 on the grounds of the federal department of agri-
culture in TiTashington, D. C. The honor of being the state's boys' club representative
at the international 4-H leadership training school. Camp Vail, Springfield, Mass.,
September 7 to 20, went to Ralph Tf. Bivin, 21 years old, of Palmyra. Ralph S. Teverly,
I?, of Decatur, was awarded the Baltimore and Ohio railroad scholarship of $100.
- M -
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^K ' Two-Thirds Of Sick Fowl s Carry Profit -Knock ins ?oms
About two-thirds of the mature fowls sent to the experinient station of -the
College of Agricultui'e, UniArersity of Illinois for diagnosis are infested with profit-
cutting TTorrns, it is reported by Dr. Fran!- Tliorp, Jr., assistant in aniiaal pathology
and hygiene.
"Chickens harbor two general kinds, roundworms and tapeworms, both of which
cut e'jg yields, sap the vitality of the fowls and make them lose flesh. Lowered vi-
tality in infested fowls often paves the waj' for other infectious diseases to gain a
foothold,
"The two chief causes back of the heavy infestation in Illinois flocks are
overstocking ground and the practice of free range, or the use of poultr;/- grouiids
year after year without proper rotation.
"TTorm medicines are not wholly effective because they do not destroy the
eggs of the parasites and furtherr;ore they give the owner a false sense of security
which often leads to neglect of essential sanitary measiores. Cleaii grou^id, or poultry
sanitation, is better th-an medicine in preventing worm infestation. Such sa^iitation
consists of clean houses, clean feed and water and clean raiiges. Clean ranges are
best provided by a doiisle yarding system, the lots being rotated from year to year
and properly cropped the year when they are not being used for chickens.
"Since sj'u'iptoms shown by po-jltry are very misleading, an autopsy is neces-
sary for ail accurate diagnosis in case of worm troubles. The local veterinarian is
best qualified to render such service.
"Tiiere are two species of roundworms which locate in different parts of the
fowl's digestive tract. The large roundworm is found in the intestine back of the
I
gizzard. The small ro"undworm lives in the ceca or blind pouches.
"Tapeworms are flat, segmented, ribbon-like organisms which by meaiis of
hooks and suckers attach themselves to the intestinal wall. They vary in size from
several inches down to microsco-oic forms."
Farmer Hits Trail To Win Followers For Lime , Legumes
Determined not to keep a good thing to himself, Charles Anderson, an Iro-
quois countj/' farmer, is counting on having 17 limestone a:id legume "converts" to his
credit at the end of the season, a,ccording to C. ¥.. Linsley, soils extension special-
ist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Himiself a believer in the
profit-making powers of lime au-.d le.g^i'aes, Anderson hias pers-jiaded 17 of his neighbors
to go together on a carload of lim.estone with each one talcir-g from two to foiu- tons.
This they will spread on "so-ur" land where corn is to be planted this year and where
small grain and clover will follow next year. The limestone plots, Linsley explained,
will be valuable to the 17 farmers and to their neighbors, as well, in proving the
value of limestone for growing clovers and the value of clover on grain crops which
follow. The idea is pai't of the program which the Iroq^-Ois Coijnty Farm B-jreau is car-
rying on in cooperation with the agricultural college extension service to promote the
use of limestone and the growing of legumes for soil improvement. The plaii was decid-
ed t^jon a year ago this spring. At a meeting of the 19 soil project leaders of the
county, it was decided that each leader would attenpt to get a number of his neighbors
to go together on a carload of limestone for demonstration purposes. Aiiderson was the
first of the leaders to get the necessary orders for a carload.
- M -
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Good Tile Drainage Gives Farmers Edge For Season
Spring is the tL^.e of the year when farmers with tile-drained land get the
j-ump on their neighoors because their fields dry out eaxlier and may "be prepared and
planted more nearly at the proper tiine, it is pointed out "by E. T7. LehiTiann, head of
the farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture, Universitj' of Illinois.
"The advantage extends thro-u^.out the season. If a row-crop is planted, it
may be cultivated much more quickly following a rain than it could if the field were
not well drained. On many farms there are small wet spots of a few acres which delay
or inconvenience the work in getting the seed bed prepared and the field plsa:ted. Wet
spots in a field also interfere with harvest.
"There is more moisture available on soil that is properly drained than on
soil which is poorly drained, and the dangers of a dry spell later in the season are
eliminated to a large degree when the fields are drained. This is due to the fact
that a deeper root zone is provided with good uader-drainage. Since roots extend to
a greater depth, the plants are damaged less by the effects of dry weather. Soils
that are well drained are more absorptive and more of the water which falls on the
land is stored for futiore use.
"Laiid that is carefully drained is not stjbject to erosion to the same degree
as land poorly drained due to greater absorption. After all, it is the water which
discharges over the surface which causes soil washing. TTlien there is good liider-
drainage soil washing may be at least partly eliminated.
"On well drained land there is very little heaving, due to the action of the
frost, while on poorly drained soils, due to greater moistiire, freezing and tl'jawing
will heave aiid damage the crops. This damage is especially noticeable in wet spots in
a field of winter wheat."
- M -
Calves On Pasture Need Grain To Pay As "Baby Beeves "
Beef calves that are being turned out now to ru.i with their dams on pasture
need grain in addition to their mother's milk and grass if they are to be quickly
fattened into profitable "baby beeves", according to !T. 3. Young, of the a:iimal hus-
bandry department. College of Agric-.ilture, University of Illinois. Tliey should be
taught to ea.t grain before they are turned out so that they may be fed in a. "creep"
while running irith their dam.s during the snmmer, he said.
"The creep for the calves after the;/ are put on pasture should be located
near the source of water and should be large eno-ugh to accommodate all the ca,lves at
the same time. A long box or trough may be used in which to place the feed but a
self-feeder will save time and labor and have no ill effects on the calves.
"A good mixed ration to feed calves in a creep on pasture is 4 parts corn,
3 parts oats and 1 part linseed or cottonseed meal, by weight. A calf does not relish
a feed which sticks to his mouth and tongue as well as he does one more coarse which
he has to chew. Hence it is not necessary to grind the corn fine but merely crack it
coarsely so that the calf may chew it easily. Likewise the pea-sized cottonseed or
linseed meal is preferable to the finely-ground. The oats may or may not be ground,
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Soybean Croo Costs $24 An Acre on Illinois Farms
Soybeans, the crop nhich has had a rapid rise in Illinois during the past
few years, costs about $25 an acre to grow in the central part of the state, ac-
cordin;';: to fijjures just annoionced bj' R. C. Ross, of the farm organisation aiid
manasoment department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, folloi7ing a
two-year study on 182 farms.
Tliis cost, which is based on the 1928 and 1929 crops, includes pay for
the farmers' ov/n time at hired man's wages, the use of power and machinery, the
cost of seed and inoculation, twine, harvesting, meals, overhead, taxes o.nd interest
on land value. There were slight variations in the fig-axe depending -qson whether
the crop was threshed, combined or put v:p for hay. The acre cost of $25 compares
closely rdth that of corn.
The 182 central Illinoio farms which were included in the two-year study
grew a total of 8,543 acres of soybeans, or an average of 47 acres a farm. Approxi-
• mately 28 per cent of this acreage was harvested with the binder and thresher method,
62 per cent was combined and 10 per cent cut for hay.
I
Of the total cost of $25 an acre, $9 went for preparation of the seed bed,
I
seeding and cultivation, seed and inoculo.tion. Costs of harvesting the crop and
{ delivering the grain varied somewhat with the method of harvestin", but anottited
1 nearly to $6. Taxes and interest on land accounted for the rest of the cost, or
more than $10 an acre.
Yields for the two years were the highest on record, averaging 22 bushels
an acre for those cut and threshed and a little more than 23 bushels for the com-
bined beaiis. Acre costs varied but little \7ith differences in yield, but the
higher the yield the lower r.'cre the bushel costs. Average bushel costs varied from
$1.04 to $1.07 in 1928 and 1929, depending upon the method of harvesting. In years
with lower yields the bushel cost would have been hi-'^hor. If no allowance were made
for the feed or fertility value of the otr-.iw, the bushel cost could be calculated by
dividing the acre cost of approximately $25 "oy the member of bushels an 3,cre. On
this basis 20-br.shol crop would cost $1.25 a bushel, a 17-bushel yield $1.47 a
bushel and a 15-bushcl harvest $1.57.
- M -
iTcv Followers Flock To Swine Sanitation System
Having won more nev followers, the swine sanitation system advocated^by
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is being used by nearly half the
2,143 farmers who attended hog feeding schools which the college held in 35 counties
during the past 'winter, according to a report by 3. T. Robbins, livestock extension
specialist. This marks a steady increase in the popularity of the simple plan of
raising pigs without ever lotting them get wonny, Robbins pointed out. Tv;o years
ago the estimates of county farm advisers indicated that about 9 per cent of farmers
used this plan. Only in five coijinties v.'as the estimate a.s high as 50 per cent.
- M -
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Lack Of Plan Most Wasteful FaixLt In Farm Drainage
More money is wasted on farm drainage thro-agh failuz^e to have a complete
definite plan for the entire layout than in any other way, according to Prof. E. W.
Lehmann, head of the fanii mechanics department, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. It is all right to do the jol) a little at a time, hut the part which
is put in should fit into the plan of the whole layout, he pointed out.
"The first thing is to sir.e up the outlet and the entire area to "be drain-
ed. In addition, any fields which discharge water on to the land to he drained must
be considered. Otherwise the main tile outlets and s-'ob-mains are likely to be too
small. The outlet may be an open ditch, a natural stream or a larger tile.
"Size of the main tile depends -opon the slope as well as upon the area to
be drained. The slope must be determined and then the size of the tile fi^.uxed by
means of proper tables and other information. This v/ork is best done \>-j an enqjeri-
enced drainage engineer.
"Size of the laterals is not calc^olated. It has been found that a 5-inch
lateral is better than the smaller sizes. Few drainage engineers recomiiend a
smaller size than this except for short laterals of a few hundred feet, for which
4-inch tile may be used.
"In tight soils laterals are spaced closer together and not so deep as in
the more open soils. The common spacing of laterals is from six to eight rods apart
»ith an average depth of three feet. From the standpoint of economy it is desirable
to use reasonably long laterals. The maximum length ordinarily recommended is about
jne-quarter mile.
, "Care must be taken to see that all the tile are placed on a uniform grade.
jlhere the land is very flat it is sometimes necessary to place the upper end of the
ILateral near the s-arface to get a slight grade. Sven 1 or 2 inches fall to the 100
jTeet will give very satisfactory results."
- M -
Costly Slumps In Milk Flow Ealted By Sudan Grass
Slijnps in milk flow dixring July and Aug^j-st, which annually cost Illinois
lairymen thousands of dollars, co'uLc. be avoided on raaiiy farms by seeding a small
icroage to Sudan grass for late summer pasture, according to C. 3. Rliode, dairy
ixtension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Dairymen who have used the crop for several years find it a highly valuable
'eed during the late, hot stnnmer. A McLean county fai'mor who has pastured the crop
'or the last four years says he likes it fine and is able to tiorn his cows on it
.
'rora four to six weeks after seeding. He uses it to supplement his permaiiont pasture
.nd usually lets the co';7s run on it two to three hoiors a day. The crop makes lots
f feed and only a small acreage is needed.
It is resistant to drouth and heat and makes a good pasture in late summer,
t makes the most feed d^iring July, August and September when the average pasture is
t its r/orst. It is a warm weather plant and should not be seeded until the gro^Jind
sis thoroughly warm, us-'oally from May 15 to July 1.
Tiie seed is broadcast on a well prepared seed bed and disced in. It may
Iso be seeded with a drill. The us^jid rate of seeding is from 10 to 30 pounds of
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Ilew Method. May Control Serious Rust Of Black'oerries
A new mctiiod being developed by the e:rperiment station of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois offers promise as a, successful control for
oran^^e rust of blackberries, \7hich is widespread on wild blackberry species and
annii;ally is getting worse in commercial plantations, according to Dr. A. S. Colby,
: chief in small fruit culture
.
In the new method a commercial chemical is a.pplied to the surface of the
. stubs remaining ajfter the diseased canes are cut off early in the spring. Other
J canes arising from the so-me root stock, which also is infected with the fUii^tls , are
5 more easily reached and killed by this method than by a.ttempting to remove all the
extensive root system oy the old method of digging, according to Dr. Colby.
b No spray program will control orange rust. Dr. Colby said. Unless the
a commercial chemical is used on the cane stubs, the only other effective method of
e combating the disease is to dig up the plants early in the spring and destroy them.
Since wild brambles are especially subject to orange rust, all diseased plants in
the nei^iborhood of the patch should be destroyed, roots and all, it was recommended.
1.
ST Orange rust of blackberries has been known in Illinois since 1350 and
i once a plant becomes infected it never recovers, Dr. Colb^'- said. The leaves usually
are so heavily infected that they are of little use and consequently diseased plants
i do not mature a crop. The disease is commonly spre^,d during May by spores which
.
are carried some distance by the wind. TJhile the disease affects blackberries and
( dewberries primarilyj it sometimes appears on black raspberries. It has attracted
: wide attention, especially from amate-or berry growers, because of the striking
4 orange color of the affected leaves.
- M -
L Abandoned Land Growing $o00-ArL-Acre Crou Of Pin Oak
Once cleared for cultivation but later abandoned because it could not be
drained, a strip of cheap bottomland in Jackson county is now growing a volunteer
crop of pin oak trees which will be -orth as much as S500 to $800 oji acre, accord-
ing to L. S. Sawyer, extension forester of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
It is estimated that in Jackson co^jnty aiono there are 130,000 acres of
such lane-., most of which is valued at not more than SlO -aii acre. Sawyer reported.
Mojiy farmers in that p,9.rt of the state have on their farms unproductive area of wet
lland that co-uld grow timber at a profit, ho said.
T"nc pin oak c-^jn be cut and sold for piling when the trees get to be 14 to
22 indies in d.iamcter, So.i.7ycr e:^jlained. l/Ioasuremcnts which ho made on the rate
'! of growth of j'^oung trees on abandoned fields west of the Sig Muddy river in Jackson
county showed a f,aso growth. The trees are increasing in diameter at the rate of
an inch in two or three years, he reported.
"If protected from fire and livestock, this yo-'ong stand of pin oalc, on a
40-year rotation, will produce a crop of piling which at present prices will bring
las much as $600 to $800 an acre. Tnis is a much larger return than could be ex-
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Three Conimtinities Acce-pt Cham;>ai33. Players ' Challenge
Havinc won out over 35 other competitorr., four rural coraniunity clubs will
participate May 23 in the first state tourngjnent of one-act plays ever held in Illi-
nois, according to an announcement by 3. E. Lindstrom, assistant in rui'al sociology
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The tournament is being held
at Urbana as a result of a challenge issued to the three other entries by the Cham-
paign county group.
A group of players fi'om the Savoy community '.-'ill carry ChampaigTi co-'cu^.ty 's
challenge. Competing against it \7ill he pla^/^ers from Lilylake in Kane county, the
Allen community in La Salle county and some Kanka'cee co^jnty community '''hich is iret
to be decided. A round of one-act plays which 39 diffei-ent r-oral comiTiunities of the
state staged during the past winter with Lindstrom 's assistance and supervision will
be culminated bj' the state toui'nament
.
The Savoy group, winner over nine others in the Champaign coijnty prelimina-
ries, will make its challenge with the presentation of, "The Mayor and the K'lani-
curist", by Georre Ade. The Lilylake playevs, rho won out over groups from 11 other
communities in a touxnament staged by the Sycamore Cominuiiity club of DeZalb cotmty,
will present, "Help Yourself", by T7alter DeLeon. Pl-ye .-s from the Allen Coirnuiiity
club in L?. Salle cotiiity will maize their bid for state honors with the presentation
of "The i'Teighbors", 'oy Zona G-ale. This club was the first-place winner in a pre-
! liminary tournament with seven other clubs. The honor of representing Kanlcakee
county in the state toiirna.ment is being sought by nine different coiaiunities, but
the finals will not be held until shortly before the date of the state meet.
The state tournament will be held the evening of Hay 23 in the new theater
in Lincoln Memorial hall on the university canipus.
-M-
Schedule June Meetings on Twelve Soil Eroeriiaent Pields
A series of field meetings, featuring striking results from the trea.tment
of wheat Isjid with different fertilizers, will be held during June on 12 of the soil
experiment fields ivhich the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois maintains
over the state, according to an announcement by Dr. P. C. Bauer, chief of the fields.
Tlie schedule is: Enfield, TThite county, J-ane 3; Ewing, Fra.i'-din coimty,
June 4; Sparta, P.andolph county, Jime 5; Lebajion, St. Clair county, Ju-ie 5; Oblong,
Crawford county, June 17; Newton, Jasper county, June 13; Toledo, Cumberland county,
June 19; Carlinville, Macoupin county, J-jne 20; Clayton, Adams county, June 24;
Carthage, Eancock county, June 25; Dixon, Lee couiity, June 26, and Ajitioch, Lal^e
county, June 27.
The wheat, together with other crops growing on the fields, will supply
one or more points of interest that will be of value to all farmers attending the
meetings, Dr. Bau.er said. Various types of clovers for use a,s hay, forage and soil
improvement are growing uiider different systems of soil treatment. Oats will be a
point of attraction on a number of the fields. Ezq^erimontal plantings of com will
be explained and various kinds of crop rotations shor/n to farmers attending the
J,
meetings.
I Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act
approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muufokd, Director.
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Illinois C-ro'vs But One-Fo-urth 01 Potatoes She Uses
Illinois uses about fo'ir tiaes as many potatoes as she "^rows, according to
a new bulletin, "Growing Potatoes in Illinoi-;", Just issued "by the experiment sta-
tion of the College of A^;riculture, University of Illinois. Recommended practices
which if adopted ^•ould increase the yields of potatoes in the state and maice them a
more profitable crop are set forth in the new publication. It 'las \7ritten by J. J.
Pieper, assistant chief in crop production; T7. L. 3urlison, chief in crop production,
and W. ?. Pliiit, chief entor.^.olegist of the Illinois State Natural History Survsy.
Drouth is tho greatest natural hazard aiiong the many problems iThich have
confronted potato growers during tho past decade, according to the authors. The
most serioux! hpjadicaps.that can be controlled are insect pests and potato diseases.
"Bordeaux mixture added either as a dust or a spray to arsenate of lead
will increase yields an average of about one-third. TTlien insects axid diseases are
very abundant, yields may be increased 50 to 100 per cent by such a spray.
"Northern-grown seed potatoes are decidedly superior to home-gromi. As
an average of 50 trials extending over 12 years, northcrn-groiTn seed yielded almost
12 per cent more than home-grown seed.
"Cobbler and Early Ohio varieties are recommended a.s the most satisfactory
early potatoes. Carman No. 3 is an outstanding late variety.
"Potatoes are tolerant of acid soils. Tnere legumes 'vill gro-;7 sa.tis-
factorily rithout limestone, it is not necessary to lime the land for potatoes.
"Barnyard manure gave the most consistent and largest increases of any
fertilizer. IThere heavy laan^oring is impracticable, it is recommended that the field
be tested to determine its need for phosphorus. If it is needed it should be ap-
plied in the form that will give the largest net return.
"Most soils of the state have enough potassium for field crops. Tliis
lalement is likely to be lacking only on sand;/, peaty and clay soils low in active
[orgajaic laatter.
"Use of commercial fertilizers in potato growing is to be considered only
ichero it is clear that profitable increases in yi^ld can not be obtained in more
3Conoraical -crays."
The new bulletin, which is No. 344, may be obtained upon request.
-M-
Many Dairymen Blind To Added Profits In Cheaper P.ations
One live money-m^Jsing tip that man^'- Illinois dairy hard oirners are over-
-ooking is tlie matter of lowering the cost of the rations T?hich they are feeding,
iccording to C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of A^^riculture,
Iniversity of Illinois. Often it is possible to change from a good ration to one
hat is just as good but which may be fed at a lovfer cost, he said.
This can be backed with the ex^:ierience of successful farmers, he said.
n Jackson county a farmer recently reported that he was able to save 34 cents on
very ICO pounds of grain and still get just as much milk by changing to a cheaper
ombination. A llacon county farrr.er reported a saving of $40 a month in his cost of
iirain and still held -op his production.
"On the average, farmers nho feed good rations at the lowest cost are those
Iho use farm grains with the addition of enough high protein supplement to malce a
alanced mixtiure. Cottonseed meal, soybeans, rioybean meal, linseed oil meal and
;luten feed are su;oplem.ents IThich usually f-ornish the cheaper sources of protein."
I -M-
I
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1.25? Fr.rmers May Net As Much Ao $3,000 ?or racin.s: Pacts
TTithin the next three aonths, 1,933 acco-ant-ket3-_jin;j; farmers of Illinois
will face the v'acts about their business \7ith the result that their annual profits
in some cr.^es evsntually nill "be boosted as r.uch as $2,000 a year, according' to
R. H. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organization and raana.jement at the
College of Aj^riculture. University of Illinois.
The 1,933 fa.nners are those who completed their 1929 accounts in the
standard farm accounting service offcred by the agricultural coll3;5e. Their books
have noj been analyzed at the college and retixmed with a statement of the year's
business. During the three months of May, J^ine and July each of the 1,933 famers
will be visited by a representative of th3 college farm organization and manr.gei'nent
department. At that time each of the farmers will get a more cor.Tplc.te analysis of
his 1929 business together with a report covering all of the farms in his coixity
which were enrolled in the acco\anting service for 1929.
"Tlie farmer and the accounting service man put their heads together on the
significant phases of the report", Hudelson explained. "They discuss such questions
as: How are the figures in the report derived? Uhat do they indicate as to the
efficiency nnd problems of the particular farm? How have other farmers solved
similar problems and how did that affect their net incomes? TThat caused earnings to
be higher or lower than for preceding years? Judgiiig by the experience of the
hxindreds of farmers enrolled in the accounting service what changes in organization
or operation give the most promise of inci-casing earnings on the particjlc.r farra?
"It is a common rnJLe for the farmers to face these and other facts frankly
and earnestly. In a large majority of cases this leads to improved incomes. In
many individual cases tnc improvement nas ranged from $600 to $2,000 a year after
allowance has been made for changing weatner and price conditions.
"Earnings of farmers enrolled in the work average well above those of the
rank and file of farmers in the state. This probably is partly because the men are
better business men to start with and partly because of the tips they get from a
study of their accounts."
-M-
Farmers Plan Boos t Of 25 Per Cent In 1930 Soy Acreage
Encouraged by high yields diiring tae past two seasons and very favorable
prices in 1929, Illinois soybean growers have intentions of boosting the acreage of
this crop 25 to 30 per cent during the present season, according to H. C. Ross, of
the farm organization and management department. College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
"Records on nearly 4,000 acres in central Illinois in 1928 and 1929 showed
average yields of approximately 23 bushels an acre. Average yields on farms keeping
records for the seven-year period 1921-1927 were 15.7 bushels an acre with only one
year, 1925, showing a yield as nigh as 20 bushels. Much of the added yields was due
I
to favorable seasons.
"The most common price received for mill beans by growers in 1928 was
$1.20 a bushel. In 1929 tnis price was bid ap so that the most common price was
$1.44 a bushel. The anticipated demand for soybean oil in 1929 due to a shortage of
linseed oil was an important factor in the price of milling beans last year. This
demand is likely to be less this year if the intentions of growers to increase the
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Dollar For Lime Adds Tev^ Bushels An Acre of Com
For every dollar that he has spent on limestone to sweeten his soils,
Clifton Davis, a Morgan cotinty farmer, already has got hack 10 hushels more com an
acre and there are still other "benefits to come in the form of more efficient yields
during the next seven to twelve years, according to a report "by C. M. Linsley, soils
extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. One
hundred sixty acres of the Davis farm ali'eady has ''oeen limed and he says that he will
spread one or two carloads a year until the entire farm, is covered.
Two corn crops grown on a field that was treated with limestone and sweet
clover yielded a total of 60 bushels an aci-e more than they would have if -untreated.
The three-ton-an-acre application of limestone cost about $6 and will last 10 to 15
years. Eveiy ton of limestone has returned a total of 20 hushels of corn.
Davis, who is a cooperator in the college's statewide limestone-legume
project, was convinced several years ago that his low yields and clover fail-ores
were a sign of something wrong with his soil. Tests revealed that it was acid and
in 1925 he spread his first car of limestone. An unlimed strip was left throiTgli
: the center of the field for coinparison. Sweet clover was seeded in the spring of
1927. The limestone made the difference hetween a fine crop on the limed land and
no crop on the untreated strip.
In the spring of 1928 the svjcet clover was plowed under for corn. Land
where the sweet clover was plowed under made 70 "bushels to the acre, while the un-
limed strip yielded about 35 bushels of common quality com to the acre. The same
field was put back in corn in 1929, the limed land making 55 bushels and the un-
limed about 50 bushels to the acre. The 35-buGhel increase one year and the extra
25 bushels the next made a total increa,se of 60 bushels an acre for the limestone
and sweet clover.
Hot only was the yield boosted to a more efficient basis but also the
quality of the corn was improved by the limestone and sweet clover combination.
Com on the limestone and sweet clover Ipnd grew faster and at the time the com
was laid by was a foot smd a half taller than that on the untreated strip. This
faster-growing com matured earlier and produced good quality, dry, sound corn,
while the crop on the untreated land did not mature ri^t ;ind made poor quality
grain. Sv/eet clover made the difference by supplying plenty of nitrogen aiid active
organic matter.
-M-
List Dates For Seven S-jmmer Mectingis at U., Of I
.
Tiic schedule of summer meetings and conferences at the College of Agri-
I
culture. University of Illinois as recently announced includes: Home Advisers'
Conference, May 27, 28 and 29; Annual 4-H Club Toivc, June 4, 5 and 6; Farm Advisers'
Confcronco, Juiie 11, 12 and 13; Agricultural Open House, June 16, 17, 18 and 19;
Future Farmers of America meeting, June 19; State Judging Contest for "Vocational
Agriculture Students, June 20 and 21, and Smith-Hughes Agricultural Teachers'
Conference, June 25, 24 and 25.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Too Much To Ho-oe Few Fro-it Inflect Piit Off Two Years
Hopes of frait growei's that the oriental fruit moth, newest invader of
Illinois orchards, will be set hack two years hy the wiusua-l conditions prevailing
this season are a little too strong, S. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the
Illinois State Nat-oral History- Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture,
U6iversity of Illinois. Tlie moth has ju.st "begun its activities for the season.
"Recent exair.inations have shown that the number of over-wintering worms,
including both those on the ground and tree, has been reduced from 70 to 80 per cent
by the severe winter. However, the insect has been found to have five broods in
Illinois. TThen we consider the astonishing speed with which other multi-brooded
insects like scale regain lost footholds we are inclined to withhold our cheering
for a while.
"ITot even the loss of its favorite fruit, the peach, will be as hard on
the fruit moth as might at first be supposed. Recent orchards surveys have failed
to disclose a peach anywhere. However, it is the habit of the insect to feed as a
borer in the tender terminal shoots for the first two broods entirely and for part
of the third, fourth a,nd fifth broods. Hence it will really be July before the pest
will miss the peaches if the trees continue to grow Tfell. After that time will come
the critical period. If trees arc cultivated late and tender succulent growth con-
tinues throughout the season, some of the fruit moths will bo satisfied to stay in
the peach orchards without any fruit.
"As quite generally happens, however, twigs begin to harden off when
cultivation stops, making it impor.sible for the little wonas to enter. This v/ill
be especially true in some orchards this year. Some ai-e badly winter-injured aiid
will not put out the usual amount of tender growth. Other orchards are being seeded
to some cover crop much earlier tlia.n usual because of a lack of crop. T^iis will
result in a slow growth which will harden off early.
"In such cases one of two things T,ill happen. If the orchard is at con-
siderable distance from other kinds of fruit there will be a great mortality of the
]
insects in the late broods and very little carryover for next year. This happens
; every year in southern G-eorgia. If apples or pears are planted close to peach
:
orchards moths of the later broods will fly over to these orchards, lay eggs and
thus prevent race suicide. It is probable that these other fruits will be worse
infested this year than in 1929."
Bigger Teams S-oeod Spring Plowing On Illinois Farms
Spring plo;7ing, a big proportion of which was done with horses and mules
in Illinois this year, has been speeded up on maiiy farras by using six-horse teams
working three in front of the other thrue instead of the old power-wasting four-
abreast hitch, it is reported by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Six horses hitched in the three-
and-three combination make a plow turn six acres a day more easily than a team of
four can cover four acres, he said.
j
There has been plenty of good vTeather in which farmers could keep up with
I their work thin spring ruid. all have realized that the so-called "hay burners" used
the cheap corn and oats to advantage in economical field work, Robbins said. Even
thoiigh horses do use hay and pasture when they are idle, these feeds are cheap and
considerable of them is produced any way for the good of the land, he pointed out.
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Selling "First Love " Starts Club Boy As Dairyman
G-etting rid of a little $75 heifer calf which was his "first love" in 4-H
dairy calf cliib work started Thomas Chamberlain, a 17-year-old farm boy of Charleston,
as a daiiyir:an who novr owns one of the higher producing cows of the state and who,
with his father, is cari-ying on a milk "business in the home town, according to a
report by 3. I. Pilchard, boys' cliib work specialist at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
The original heifer calf with which Thomas started in 1926 did not come
up to his expectations when she came into production. Consequently, she and her
calf were sold for $225. An additional $75 was put with this so that better quality
stock could be bought. Thomas selected two purebred Jerseys out of high producing
dams in the herd of Norton Garth, Trenton, Kentucky. One of these heifers dropped a
heifer calf on April 6, 1929, and recently when she conipleted her first year of pro-
duction she had- produced 451.5 pounds of butterfat, a highly creditable mark. In
addition she won $60 in prize money when shown at the Illinois state fair in 1929.
The second heifer, on which Thomas also won prize money at the state fair,
dropped a pair of twin bull calves on the way home from Springfield. Like success-
ful dairymen do, Thomas is checking
-up on her production, but her first year's
record is not complete yet.
Thomas, who is still in high school, made a success of 4-H dairy cliib work
from the time he took it up four years ago. At the end of his initial year, he was
made state champion in the first-year dairy calf club project and awarded a free
trip to the Chicago International Livestock Exposition. The next year he was awarder^
a trip to the National Dairy Show for being the outstanding dairy calf club member
of the state. Last year he was selected state champion in the third-year dairy calf
club project and given another free trip to the International. In their milk busi-
ness, Thomas and his father are supplying milk to Charleston for 10 cents a qijart.
-M-
Alfalfa's Benefits Can Be Claimed In. Southern Illinois
Despite alfalfa's high yields and known sitperiority over other hay crops,
there is a scant though growing acreage of it raised in southern Illinois, according
to D. C. Maxwell, assistant in soil survey mapping at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Southern Illinois soils will grow high yields of the crop provided they
lave good sxirface and underdrainage, are fairly high in organic ira-tter and are
sweet, he said. This is the time of the year to get ready for a patch of the crop,
16 added.
"Soils which are found on the flat to und'olatin^ topography in the souther.
jart of the state usijally are underlain by a highly impervious subsoil which prevents
idequate drainage. Alfalfa can not be grown on such soils with assurance of success,
lowever, on the rolling, well drained soils which usually are underlain by a pervious
•.ijbsoil alfalfa can be .ro-^vn if other soil conditions are made right. The windblown
;oils knoAm as loess soils, which are foimd along the larger drainage courses, and
;he rolling, exceptionally well drained glacial soils known as drift soils are
)articularly well adapted to alfalfa growing.
"Alfalfa requires a sweet soil. Sour soils, of course, can be sweetened
dth limestone. Higher yields of alfalfa are obtained if the soil has plenty oi
rganic matter. More of this can bo added by putting on animal man\xre or plov/ing
inder green manure, preferably sweet clover."
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Abuse Limits Profit ifrom Vclualile Leftover Tirfoer
Valufitlc as It is, the three million acres of timber which Illinois has
left out of its original fifteen million acres of forest is being abused in a way
which no farmer would mistreat his corn crop if he expected any return from it, it
is pointed out by L, E. Sawyer, e:ctension forester of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois ajad the Illinois State Natural History Survey.'
The average farm woodlct in the state would yield from $3 to $5 an acre a
year if it were protected from fire azid livestock and given a little common-sense
attention, according to Sawyer. To do this it would have to produce only 3OO to 5OO
bo9-rd feet of timber a year at the average price of $10 a thoasaJid, he explained.
"ITot much of p. corn crop would be expected if it was left uncultivated,
if the earth was pacl:ed dry and hard around the roots and if the base of the stalks
was scorched by a good liot fire. Yet this is the way woodlots are being abused on
many fsrras.
"Clean cultivation is good for corn, but a woodlot requires an abundance
of undergrowth. If cattle are allowed to graze in a wooded area, they eat off the
leaves of the young trees and prevent the underbinsh from growing. Their trampling
coiupacts the .soil so that the roots of the trees can not get the proper amo-ont of
air and rcoisture,
"Fire running through a woodlot destro^'^s all of the young trees that have
not been eaten or tr.impled by the cattle and bums the bark on a great many of the
older trees. Hollows in the butts of trees and bare areas on the trunks where no
bark is growing, often for several feet up from the ground, are evidences of this
injury.
"Woodlots can be c-'oltivated by keeping out fire .and livestock, for the
young trees ?jid underbn.xsh in rJi ungrazed woodlot are equal to cultivation. They
shr.de the gro\xnd and preserve the moisture, their roots and the accumulation of dead
leaves year after yerrkeep the soil in good physical condition and increase its
fertility. Destroying this uiiderbrush njid leaver of leaves by fire or grazing or
both robs the soil of its miilch and makes it dr^.- r>jid hu-d,
"Fire and grazing dtb the two worst enemies of wooded lo-id and therefore
should be kept out. In -^.ddition, deformed, defective and undesirable trees should
be cut out. Desirable species should be planted in the open sjiaces.
"Much of the original timberland of the state that was cleared for farm-
ing purposes or throiigh lumbering is far too steep to cultivate at a profit. Srosion
is taking place on it at an alarming rate and it had better be turned back to timber.
Even where the soil on these steep slopes is held in place by a sod, there is very
little grazing possible. Few of these areas are yielding enough to pay the taxes."
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Bidding And Hate E^''il3 Conylicate Stock Trucking
Thirty-five per cent more livestock was sent to three Illinois markets by
truck in I929 than in 1928, indicating tliat the transportation system within 50 and
75 miles of the markets is changing fast, according to H. C. Ashby, livestock market-
ing specialist of the College of Atjriculture, University of Illinois.
Steadily changing trucking rates and desperate competition "between truckmen
are the two most significant factors in the present sitioation, he believes.
Both declines and increases in truckage rates on livestock were revealed in
comparisons between the 192? rates and those in effect in December, 1928} a stuidy
which is reported in the college's Bulletin J)h2 , Livestock Truckage Hates in Illinois.
The declines ranged all the way from 1 per cent to more than Uo per cent and the in-
creases from 2 per cent to more than Uo per cent. However, there were many more
decreases than increases.
"In many localities stockmen say that there is really no established rate -
that when two or more truck men start bidding on a job no one is sure what the rate
Till be until the last bid is made. That often means very cheap hauling, temporarily,
however, trucks must pay their way if they are to stay in the business. Responsible
operators recognize this and are trying to maintain rates that will permit such
maintenance of equipment as will insure good and dependable service. Stockmen can not
afford to employ any other kind.
"It is possible that the time is approaching when livestock owners will have
to help decide, individually and collectively, what sort of truck service they want
and what they are willing to pay for that grade of service."
-M-
Build Prosperous Farms By Letting Beef Herd Do T7ork
Twenty-five years of letting white-faced beef cows and calves convert hay
and pasture into cash has made the southern Illinois farms of Joe, Grover and Sid lebb
.aiEong the most productive in Franklin coianty, according to a report by E. T. Robbins,
jlivestock extension of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Each of the three sells from $2,500 to $3,500 worth of fat steer and heifer
vearlings each year, most of which is income from the land itself.
Good homes, big barns, big mules, tall com and short-leg-red cattle are
indications of prosperity on all of the Webb farms, Robbins said. Their success is a
Sood example of what farmers cja accomplish by following the recommendations outlined
in the college's state-wide extension service project for encouraging livestock in the
farm plan.
Within a few years it is possible that beef cows may be bought c.t moderate
prices to start such a beef-making project as the Webb's have been carrying on,
itobbins said.
The three brothers own and operate about two sections of typical southern
[llinois land. Last year Joe's 36 beef cows raised 3U calves. His brothers, Grover
md Sid, live on adjoining farms and they too keep white-faced cows^and fatten their
lalves as yearlings. Each plans to increase his cow herd to about ^O head during the
lext few years.
They have haiiled lots of linestone and they grow sweet clover. While this
;rop is adding fertility to the soil it also pastures the cows. The cows are wintered
'mpast\ire, stalk fields, straw stacks, red top hay and a little silage. The calves
ire fattened on corn, cottonseed meal and soybean hay.
-A
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Sq^uare Meal MaJces Bacteria Tireless Builders of Soil
Given a square meal, certain kinds of bacteria are tireless workers in
building up the fertility of the soil, according to 0. H. Sears, assistant chief in
soil biology at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In fact his re-
commendation to farmers is, "Feed the bacteria and they will feed you". These
bacteria, or soil micro-orf^anisms, are largely responsible for the changes which
occur in soils whereby plant food materials are liberated for the production of good
crops, he explained.
"It is obvious that a clearer understanding of the relation between
bacteria and the plant food resources of the soil will aid in Lirproving the fertility
of farm lands.
"Like all other living things, soil bacteria need suitable food for their
growth and activity. Some are able to use food from many different soTJjrces while
others prefer a selected diet. For best results, therefore, it is necessary to sup-
ply food for those organisms whose activities are expected to be beneficial and with-
hold food from those which will have an unfavorable influence. At the same time, it
should be remembered thr.t a given kind of organism may be helpful in one situation and
harmful in eJiother.
"The use of straw illustrates this point. An aTDplication of straw encour>-
r.ges development of micro-organisms which feed unon the nitrate supply of the soil.
Hence if straw is plowed tinder immediately before a com crop on ordinary soil, it
will cause the bacteria to compete with the com crop for nitrates and consequently
yields will be lowered. However, if straw is plovred under in the fall of the year,
the straw may favor the utilitation of nitrrtes by bacteria and thus protect the
available soil nitrogen against leaching and ultimate loss."
-M-
Proven Methods Bring $d06 Quick Cash From 55 Lambs
Quick cash in the form of $6o6.60 for 55 lambs has convinced Ivan Snow, a
Woodford county farmer, that it pays to push lambs along for an eai'ly market, accord-
ing to E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriciolttire,
University of Illinois. Even with the price far below other years. Snow said that
he was going to try the same plan again next year.
He is a cooperator in the college's project on early lamb production,
designed to improve the q-uality and price of Illinois lambs, "lien he sold his crop
in April, 15 of the lambs averaged 52 pounds at I7 cents a pound at home and Uo
averaged 79 pounds at 15 cents a pound in Chicago. The light lambs netted $S.3U a
head, while the heavier ones had a gross value of $11.85 each. Snow figures that he
got as much as he would for these or later lambs next fall.
Chief advantages of the plan are that the lambs escape stomach worms, there
are seldom any losses from dogs, the lambs can be sold before hot weather slows up
their growth, cash is secured quickly and the animals usually bring more dollars a
head than those which are kept until the next fall or winter.
After last year's lambs had been weaned in June, Snow's ewes and ram were
left on sweet clover pasture and bred promptly. The ewes were Eambouillets and the
ram a Hampshire. The lambs were dropped between December I5 and January 20. Prom
the time they would eat anything they ho,d alfalfa hay and all of the grain they wanted.
The grain mixture was principally shelled corn and oats fed in a trough in a pen.
The pen was equipped with a "creep" entrance so that the ewes could not get in and
bother the lambs.
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Alfalfa Growers Are Cheered By Hews Of Wilt Control
Cheering reports tliat a fairly satisfactory control method is in sight for
alfalfa wilt, which anniuilly is wiping out more fields of this crop in Illinois, are
being sent to alfalfa growers by Dr. Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist of the
College of AgricrJture, University of Illinois.
Govemraent investigators in coopei-ation with the experiment station
pathologists of some of the states in the alfalfa seed producing region have made
some selections from a Turkenstan strain of alfalfa which are Highly resistant to the
disease, he reported. Apparently the resistaait strains also are winter Iiardy, it
was added.
"Until seed from these resistant selections is available there are four
: thin£:s that growers can do to help keep the disease in check. A field should not he
1 replanted to alfalfa aifter there has been wilt there. Alfalfa should not be cut
w".-iile the plants are wet with dew or rain, Newly planted alfalfa fields should be
{located so that the drainage water from an old alfalfa field can not run over them,
:!!hen a nev/ and an old field are readj' for cutting about the same time, the new
should be cut first. In this way the mower is not likely to carry the disease to
I the new field. The disease is spread rapidly by drainage water and mowing machines,
i
"Tlie disease is carried in the soil and after it has once appeared in a
ifield, the use of a resistant variety on sach land seems to be the only satisfactory
;control. However, it will be at least four or five years before seed of the resist-
•ant selections can be produced in la.rge enough quantities to be available commercial-
'ly» It should be warned that there are considerable differences between some of the
different Tiirkenstan importations and therefore not everything tliat is offered as
Turkestan seed should be accepted as being wilt resistant nor as being desirable.
"There has been an unusual number of reports of alfalfa fields being wiped
out by the wilt this spring. In one of the dairy soctions, about half the alfalfa
fields visited were in a state of rapid decline from the effects of the wilt. This
serious disease has been introduced into the state rather recently. It was first
. discovered in Illinois in I92U near Freeport, but circumstantial evidence indicates
that it probably existed in the state as much as ten years before that time.
"Uiider Illinois conditions, once the disease becomes established in a field,
the stand usually is ruined by the time another year has passed. Under western dry
Land conditions, however, the disease may linger for a number of years before it does
. mich damage. There is no question that the disease is becoming more widespread in
Illinois every year."
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giving Up Horses Costs Farmers Uqq Million On Grain
Fanners of the United States would be getting almost UOO million dollars
a year more for their corn and oats crops than they are now getting if they were
using horses and mules as much as they were ten years ago, according to figures
worked out hy E, T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
"Ten years ago farmers of the United States kept nearly 6^ million more
horses and mules than they do today. If these were here now they would eat an aver»-
age of 25 hushels of com and U5 "bushels of cats annually. This woiild take up 6 per
cent of the nation's 19^9 com crop of 2,622,189,000 "bushels and 23 per cent of the
oats crop of 1,238,65^,000 "bushels.
"Economists figure that the price of grain usually is increased a"bout 1^
per cent for each 1 per cent decrease in the crop. Such an added consumption of
grain crops and a consequent decrease in the total narketings would mean a proba'ble
increase of about 9 per cent in the price of corn and 35 psr cent in the price of
oats. In other words, if United States farmers were operating as largely with
horses and mules as they did ten years ago, they would be adding about 7 cents a
bushel to the present price of com and I5 cents a bushel to the price of oats.
"Applying these figures to the average annual production would mean
$192,271,800 more for the nation's com crop and $201,762,150 more for the oats crop,
a grand total of $39'+,033,950 - almost ^0 million - for the two crops.
"Adding the increases to the average April farm prices of 78 cents for
com and ^2 cents for oats as reported by the federal department of agriculture
would give a price of 85 cents for com and 57 cents a bushel for oats. This oats
price would be two- third of the com price, the ssjne as before the war, instead of
practically half the price of com as at present.
"This is whj'- Illinois farmers often point out that those who continue to
use horses and mules, for field power axe patronizin.5 their own industry/ and helping
!boost the market prices of corn, oats, hay and of horses and irrules. On these farms
;the effort at farm relief begins at home, 'Anywaj'' , as one farmer put it, 'who
i should be expected to patronise the fanii industry if farmers do not'?".
-M-
Growers Can Halt Bean Leaf Beetle By Dust Or Spra,v
The Mexican bean beetle, a threatening menace to the bean crop of Illinois,
has not yet been found in the state, but the bean leaf beetle, another pest, is mak-
ing inroads into truclc and garden patches of green beans in the southern end of the
state. This is the report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by
S. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
The best method of staiqjing out the bean leaf beetle is by dusting with
calcium arsenate, Cliandler recommended. Since bean foliage is subject to arsenical
injury, the calcium arsenate should be diluted 9 parts of hydrated lime or by 1 part
31 sulphur and U parts of lime, he pointed out. If the grower is not fitted for
lusting but can spray he can use 1-| pounds of calcium arsenate and 3 pounds of
: bydrated lime in 100 gallons of water.
The mexican bean beetle is now present in neighboring states and a lookout
is being kept I'or this destructive pest in Illinois. Growers are asked to report any
lew enemies of beans and to send specimens to the state entomologist b-uilding at
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Com Husking ChaniDS Have Rivo.l In Meclinnical Pickers
Another of the few remaining heroes of American rural life, the chrjiipion
com husker, may he nothing more than a. myth to ^ener-^.tions of the fut-ure, judging
from figures on corn husking costs just announced by the College of Agricolture,
University of Illinois.
It cost 10.4 cents a bushel to husk o.nd crib corn by hand, wherep.s the
cost with one-roT7 mechanical pickers in 192S ,aad 1929 was 8.3 cents a bushel and
only 6,6 cents a bushel with two-row pickers. The h-^jid husking costs were calculated
on the bo.sis of detailed cost records which the farm organiza,tion and management
department collected on 13,000 acres of hand-husked com. Costs on oae-row pickers
were secured from 102 farmr, pjid on two-row pickers from 54 farms.
At average rates paid h-^jid huskers, the cost of harvesting Illinois' annual
crop of about 8,000,000 acres of corn is around $20,000,000, according to P. E.
Johnston, of the farm management department. With wages now high as corapared to the
price of com, many farmers have turned to mechanical pickers as a possible merjns of
reducing their harvesting costs, he said.
Fort^xnately for those boys who aspire to be chaiapion com huskers, not all
Illinois farms are organized to use a mechanical picker to advantage, Johnston ex-
plained. Many farms are too small, m:\ny farmers have family labor available for hand
husking aiid on other farms the cash outlay for a tractor and picker would be excessive,
J
)^f. All the figures on cost of husking were secured from farms in east central
Illinois. The figures for the mechanical pickers are based upon records kept by the
faiTQers c^id include their estimates as to the life of the machines. All '-^ere new
implements aiid all were of the power take-off tyoe, so that depreciation was hard to
estimate. The figures on mechanical pickers did not include the cost of picking up
the com left in the field or the loss where the corn was not saved. The cooperating
farmers estima.ted that the two-row pickers left much more corn in the field tlian did
the one-row in^lements. This loss of corn would be serious on farms where there was
*no livestock to clean it -up. Savings made thro-agh the use of mechanical pickers would
be offset by tlTe loss of grain if one- and two-row pickers left as much as one and a
iialf and three bushels, respectively, more corn in the field than hand husking.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mum ford, Director.
J.xn
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Ne^7 Metliod Usaf^al In Treat in ~ Kilk Anemia Of Pi:~s
Costly mortality tolls which milk anemia taJces in suckling pi^s, can now be
prevented jt means of an effective method worked out "by the nutrition and sv/ine
divisions of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it has been announced.
The disease, which is a nutritiona,l disorder, has been checked b;- brushing
the udder of the sow two or three times daily with a dilute solution of iron and
copper sa.lts thickened with com syrup. 1!he effectiveness of iron and co^; per in the
cure of nutritional anemia was first demonstrated at the University of Wisconsin
College of A;L.'ricultTare. The Illinois method of administering the materia,ls v.'cs work-
ed out by T. S. Hamilton, associate in animal nutrition, a,nd G. S. H\mt , assistant in
swine husbandry.
lilk anemia has blocked the efforts of swine producers to take advantage of
the more orofitable ea.rly pork markets njnd at the some time use their labor to better
advi\iita/;c during the slack months of the year. To accomplish these ends they have
had to breed their stock for unnaturally early faiTOwing. Litters are faa-roved in
barns o.ii(i arc kept indoors for -onduly long periods because of the unfavorable ireather.
During this long confinement when the little pi;;s are restricted entirely
to the soit's millc for the first three or four weeks of life, an anemic condition of
the blood develops rapidly. At birth the blood of the pig contains 10 to 11 g^^j^s of
hemoglobin in each 100 ciibic centimeters, but immediately thereafter this concentra-
tion is thinned out until at 10 to 14 days of age it may be much less than half the
birth ''inount. If the little pig is then put outside where it has access to dirt,
sunlight a:.id vegetation rapid development of the anemic condition is arrested and the
iieraoglobin quickly returns to normal. However, if weather conditions prevent removal
from the barn, the impoverishment of the blood continues until the level of hemo-
globin at four weeks of age may be as low as two grams or even less in each 100
cubic centimenters of blood. This amounts to a severe anemia .•md is associated with
impaired appetite, stunted {growth, a paleness of the skin and mucous memb regies, a
swollen condition of the head, neck and sho-olders .oaid thumps. If the deficiency in
the diet is not corrected the mortality is high.
A drop in hemoglobin will still occ-or during the first week of life, even
when the new method of prevention is used, but an anemic level is never reached.
-M-
Tenant Farmer Buys Own Limestone To Convince Landlord
Tired of clover failures year after year, George Plackett, a Pord county
tenant famer bought two tons of limestone himself and thereby succeeded in convincing
^lis landlord thai; sweetening the acid soil on the farm would pay both of thern.
Plackett is one of the many cooperators in the limestone-legume project which the
:;xtension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is pushing
ihroughout the state. The dem.onstration which he staged was so convincing th-at the
-andlord this year ordered two ca.rloads of limestone for the farm, according to a
eport by C. I.I. Linslcy, soils extension specialist of the college. Plackett spread
ids two tons of lime on a single acre in a 40-acre field that was to go to oats with
|i seeding of red clover. Clover on the limed a.cre was cut separately and made three
'.Oads to the acre. The rest of the field averaged two tons to the acre. The dif-
"erence was so striking that the laJidlord ordered the two carloads of limestone
•ithout asking for further proof,
i
A.I1 ^
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Modern Fai-mstead Must Reckon With S-oeeding Traffic
i Speeding auto traffic along couatry highways is only one of the modem-day
actors v/ith v/hich famers must reckon in reorganizing old farmsteads, it is pointed
out by ¥. A. Poster, of the farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
"Pioneer farmsteads vvere laid out long before men dreamed of labor saving
; machinery, increa.sed production and efficiency. In those old days it was not un-
common for a bam or crib to be built across the hi£;hway from other buildings. Too
often under the stress of excitement or the necessity of having the building replaced
quickly it is rebuilt on the old site without regard to modem needs, efficiency and
appearaiice. Aside from everything else, there is a real hazard in dodging speeding
auto traffic with two full milk pails in hands or a bushel of corn on one's shoulder.
"Since pioneer farmsteads vxe not fitted to modern o.griculture, farm
owners should analyze their problems, make a definite plon and v/ork toward tliat plan
as their objective when they remodel or replace their buildings. Many good buildings
are poorly placed. It would bo desirable to have them corrvoctly located for efficiency,
safety and convenience, but they can not be moved because of cost or construction con-
ditions.
"l;!odern needs require convenience, sanitation, quiet, shelter from or
exposure to \7ind tind sun, safety and orderliness and beauty.
"The buildings should be located about a well drained open court or farm
'^ yard and they should be properly grouped, as crib, hog house and feed floor. This
] court should be open so that sunlight will enter in winter and refreshing breezes in
' summer. The feed lots should be located so that s-ummor breezes do not carry odors
J to the house. The fire hazard can be kept down by avoiding putting the buildings too
:j close together. Smaller buildings should be 40 to 50 feet apart, while the barn
1 should be from 140 to 160 feet from the house. The machine shed should shelter the
; farm yard fror;. the cold northwest winds. The garage and poultry house belong to the
:: gTQ-ap ner.rest the residence."
-M-
Find Pencil Outdoes Pitchfork In Piling Uo Profits
That the pencil is mightier than the pitchfork when it com.es to piling up
profits from beef cattle feeding has been brought home to 757 farmers in 19 counties
of the state during recent months, according to S. T. Robbins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The 757 farmers were those who attended beef cattle feeding schools held in
the 19 counties by the extension service of the agricultural college. With pencil and
:paper they were shown how to figure out for themselves the kinds and amounts of food
most needed by their cattle to pay a profit.
Figuring done by the men emphasized the importance and value of clover and
mother legume hay. At each school the men were shoi.vn the financial advantage of bal-
ancing the ration with moderate .amo-'jnts of suitable feeds supplying protein at a low
cost a pound. They also were sho^rn how to fignire the amount of D:ny simplementary
feed tliat probably would prove most profitable to use.
The 19 counties in which schools were held were Li-'ke, ICone, Coles, Lee,
Henry, McDonouciih, Pike, MacoT:5)in, Knox, Vermilion, DelCalb, LcaSalle, S.angai-non, T7oodford,
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Illinois Fai-mers Reap Millions In Uew Liming Record
A new record of almost a million tons of limestone which Illinois farmers
spread in 1929 to sweeten acid soils was enough to swell their crop returns "by as
much as 13 to 19 million dollars under the normal rate of expectancy, according to
figures announced by C. U. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Use of limestone and legumes for efficient crop production is one of the
oldest teachings of the college. Last year farmers of the state spread a total of
950,000 tons in putting the plan into practice. This was an increase of 200,000 tons
over the previous year and one of the biggest increases that has been made in the use
of limestone in recent seasons. The figures include only the limestone sold in the
state by commercial quarries. In addition a sizeable tonnage was put out by sm.all
local quarries.
;
Limestone, which costs aro-'ond $2 a ton, can be expected to pay at the rate
lof $14 to $20 a ton in the form of bigger and more efficient crop yields, according to
Iresults which the experiment station of the college has seciored on its soil experiment
Ifields scattered over the state.
"Increased use of limestone during the past yepjr shows that, in spite of
tiard times on the farm, farmers are scraping together the necessary funds for bu^-ing
limestone," Linsley pointed out. "They realize that dm'ing a period of low prices it
is more iiaportant than ever to prodiice high and economical jrields if taxes, interest,
labor and other expenses are to be m.et . They also realize that clovers are the cheap-
3st means of iniproving their crop yields and that limestone must be applied to sour
Land before clovers C£in be grown. In many cases it is a question of liming the land
ind increasing yields or ouitting the farm,
"Bankers would rather loan money to a farmer for limestone than for any
)ther purpose because they know that limestone is a safe and profitable investment for
sour land.
"Railroads, too, are behind the movem.ent . One railroad last year delivered
'5,000 tons, or 1,523 carloads, of limestone to Illinois farmers. This was an in-
•iixease of 142 carloads over the previous year. Limestone trains which give the farmer
•he privilege of having his carload of limestone dimped on the right of way at a point
learest his farm have done much to encourage the use of limestone."
-M-
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Machine Pickers Halve Time Needed For Com Husking
Time required for hiisking an acre of corn, one of the big jobs on Illinois
farms, can be halved through the use of one- and two-row mechanical corn pickers,
accordinf; to resiilts of studies on corn husking costs just announced by the ITarrn
organization sr.d management department of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Hand husking was found to take 5.1 hours of man labor an acre as conrpared
to 2.7 hours an acre for one-row pickers and 2,2 hours for two-row pickerc. These
and other figures collected in the study can be used by farmers as a guide in decid-
ing which method will be most economical under their particular conditions, it was
pointed out by P. E. Johnston, of the department.
In addition to the man labor, hand husking took 10 hours of horse labor and
5 hours of wagon use an acre. One-row pickers used 3.3 hours of horse labor, 1.2
hours of tractor and picker use and 2.9 hours of wagon use an acre, in addition to
the 2.7 hours of man labor. Two-row pickers took 2.9 hours of horse labor, eight-
tenths of an hour of tractor and picker use and 2 hours of wagon use an acre, in
addition to the 2.2 hours of man labor.
Offsetting some of the saving in labor was the added machinery cost of the
I
pickers. One-row pickers cost 72 cents an acre and the two-row pickers 60 cents an
acre for repairs, depreciation, interest on investment and shelter when depreciation
I
was calculated on the acre basis. Depreciation was figured on the basis that the
total amount of com that would be husked during the life of the pickers was 950
acres in the case of the one-row machines and 1,400 acres in the case of the two-row
• inplements.
I One importrjtit point in favor of the mechanical pickers is that when corn is
husked by hand the temporary labor hired for the job ranast be cared for in the home,
j
Johnston pointed out. In many years the com husking season extends from the middle
J of October until the end of the year.
-M-
Early Lambs Marketed For Twice As Much As Late Ones
Illinois sheep flock owners who have t^jimed to the raising of early lambs
sold their best early lambs d^oring the past spring at t^rice the price of top lambs
held over from last year, according to a report by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Early lamb raisers
Cashed in their 1930 crop at three to four months of age at very good figures, in
spioe of the over st^pply of big late lambs from 1929, he said. The added profits are
another argument in favor of the plan of giving lambs an early start, a q^xLck finish
and a prorjot sale, he pointed out.
Encouraged by the better profits and other advantages, flock orraors in the
state are raaking early lamb raising more common. They realize, Robbins explained,
that lambs born in January and February and fed grain from the start may be sold at
high prices in April and May, usually bringing more dollars a lamb than they ever
would bring if kept until the next fall or winter. The early lambs have no losses
from parasites, little risk from dogs, no setbacks from hot weather and no delay in
retijirninr^ the cash. In short, he said, 'they pay.
However, early lambs must be good to bring top prices. G-ood breeding and
generous feeding are amply rewarded. In four Illinois counties this year, the farm
advisers, in cooperation with the extension service of the agricultural college, are
:
putting on campaigns to register improvement in quality of lambs. Tliese co-ijnties
• are Adams, Clark, Marion and ffa^-ne.
-M-
£-•
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Piatt Fanner Outdoes Kog Raisers l?ith Simple Feedin,q Plan
Farmers who rant to cash in on their March pigs 'by feeding them for "big
weights in a short time should tajce a tip from M. S. ^ITise, a Piatt co-'xaty farmer,
according to S. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
cultm'e, University of Illinois.
Last fall Wise sold his 47 March pigs at an average weight of 240 po-unds
each. Fev7 men succeed in pushing a drove of spring pigs for such a heavy '.Tcight in
an average of less than six months, according to Robbins. The secret of his success
was using the McLean county swine sanitation system and balancing his corn with suit-
able feeds s'-jpolying protein at a low cost a pound. Both of these practices are be-
ing pushed by the college extension service, in cooperation with county farm advisers
and fana bureaus, in the interests of economical and profitable prok making on
Illinois farms.
Wise raised his pigs on a mixed clover and timothy pasture where no hogs
had been the year before. They were started on tankage and linseed oil meal, in the
proportion of two to one, while they were still sucking the sows and had all they
wanted of that mixture rind of com. Tliey ate 2,000 pounds of tanicage, 1,000 pounds
of linseed oil meal and 600 bushels of corn.
At this rate each bushel of corn and the five pounds of protein supplement
fed with it produced more than 18 pounds of pork. Each 324 pounds of feed made 100
pounds of pork. This is a showing of which any hog raiser might well be proud, ac-
cording to Robbins.
Wise began using the sanitation plan of raising hogs several years ago when
he was president of the Piatt County Farm Bureau and has since urged his neighbors
to talce •'jp the idea. This plan has kept his herds free from runts. The pigs all
thrive from the start.
T.ze mixture of tarJcage and linseed oil meal which he fed in the proportion
of two to one contains 51 per cent protein. With tankage at $75 a ton and linseed
oil meal at $50, the mixture supplies protein at a cost of a trifle less than seven
cents a pound. It is easy to figure the cost of a pound of protein, Robbins ex-
plained. Divide the price of 100 pounds of ojay feed by the percentage of protein
as marked on the sack and the result is the price of each potind of protein which it
contains, he explained.
Bigger Crop Starts Macon Farraer Usin^x Car Of Lime A Year
Having seen limestone and sweet clover add 25 bushels an acre to his com
crop in a single year, C, E. Rogers, a Macon county farmer, is planning to buy and
spread a carload of limestone a year until all the acid land on his farm has been
treated, according to a report by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Rogers is enrolled in the college's
limestone <?jid legume project and as such is one of the thousands of farmers in the
state who are using this combination to put their farms on a paying basis.
Rogers put his first carload of limestone on 20 acres in 1926. He seeded
sweet clover in the wheat that fall and left it stand over for a sweet clover seed
crop in 1927. The sweet clover then was plowed under in the fall of 1927 and the
field planted to com in 1928. The crop made 65 bushels to the acre. Without the
treatment the field probably woiild have made 40 bushels to the acre, Rogers estimated.
Last yeaj" this same field was planted to corn and made 50 bushels to the acre. It
was estiiuated that the yield woxild have been 15 bushels less than this, or about 35
bushels an acre, without limestone and sweet clover.
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Some Illinois Soils Net Foiir Times The Crop Others Do
Even with all their famed fertility and the hest possible individual treat-
ment that can be given them Illinois soils vary so widely that some of them are
worth almost fotir times as much as others as crop yielders. This is revealed in a
summary which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just issued on
crop yields harvested on 30 soil ejpcriment fields during the rotation period ending
in 1929* The summary takes the form of Experiment Station Bulletin 3^7 > "Crops
Yields From Illi^Gigrfoqperiment Fields in I929"
,
Under the most effective system of treatnent, soil on the Aledo experiment
field yielded crops having an average annual acre value of $^3 •30 during the rota-
tion period ending in 1929* In contrast, soil on the Odin field yielded crops hav-
ing an average annual acre value of $12,33. This was a difference of 25O per cent,
it is pointed out by F. C. Bauer, chief of the fields and author of the bulletin.
Even wider variations were shown by the soils on the different fields in
point of net increases from the most effective systems of treatment tried out on
them. At Ewing the most effective system of treatment produced crop increases hav-
ing a net annual acre value of $19»06, while the most effective system tried out on
the McNabb field yielded crop increases having a net annual acre value only of 5^
cents. This was a difference of 3 >300 per cent.
In order to test the effectiveness of different systems of soil treatment
ton the yield of farm crops, the experiment station has for many years conducted field
investigations in all sections of the state on e::tensive soil types varying widely in
productiveness. Some investigations of this kind have been under way since IS76.
The first of the outlying fields were established I9OI. During the I93O crop season,
30 of those i|!ield^ ^e]^« in operation and it is the results from them which are re-
ported in the new bulletin.
In general the less productive soils made the greatest net response to soil
treatment, and the more productive soils the least. Some of the more productive soils
save little or no net response for any system of soil treatment tried. On a large
aimber of fields the livestock systan of farming gave a larger net response thanthe
grain system. On some fields the simplest systems were the most effective, while on
Dthers the complicated systems gave the best results. The results again emphasize
the fact, according to Bauer, that no one system of soil improvement will give the
oest results on all soils. A study of the results from the fields, by rotation
periods, reveals further that the most effective system for any particular field
ihanges from time to time, tending to go from the simpler to the more complex. -A-
;lear lesson from the data is that farmers must be constantly alert if they are. to
nake the most economic use of their soils.
Farmers and other interested persons may secure free copies of the new
jullctin by writing the college at Urbana.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19M. 11. W. Mumforo, Director.
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growers Earned Fruit Pest Will Appear Earlier This Year
Second-brood codling moth, one of the serious fruit pests in Illinois, will
start hatching this season about 12 days earlier than last year and orchardists there-
fore will have to apply the necessary sprays earlier than they did in I929 in order to
keep down damage by the insect. This is the warning sounded in a joint statement
issued by the horticulture department of the College of Agriculttire , University of II-
'. linois and the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Surveys show that the dates about when the codling moth worms will start
coming out in the various sections of the state are: Pulaski, Union, Jackson and
Johnson county districts, June 27 to July 2; Marion,. Richland, Clay, Madison and
southern Calhoun county, J;ine 28 to Jvly 3? Macoupin, Effingham, Jasper and Crawford
county, July 2 to 3 J Jersey, Pike, Adams , Scott, Sangamon, Macon, Douglas, Edgar,
Champaign and Vermilion county, June 5 to &; Hancock, Henderson, Fulton, Peoria, Wood-
ford, Livingston and Iroquois county,July 7 *o 10; Rock Island, Henry, Bureau, LaSalle,
Kendall and Will county, July 9 to 12; Whiteside, Carroll, Lee, DeKalb and Cook county,
July 11 to 15 and northern Illinois, July I5 to 20.
"Sprays to control the first worms of this brood should be on by the above
dates. Apparently this second brood will be rather drawn out. Another spray there-
fore will be essential two weeks after the first one is put on. Another statement
will be issued later regarding late second- and third-brood worms. There probably will
be a considerable third brood throughout the southern half of the state.
"As the spray residue tolerance has been lowered this year, it is imperative
that every care be taken to prevent excess residue on the fruit. Where arsenate of
lead is used for the second-brood spray, growers should not use more than 2 pounds of
jlead to 100 gallons of spray. If the oil sprays are used, they must be applied accord-
:iiig to the directions of the manufacturer.
"If the oil sprays are used for the second-brood codling moth, fungicides
'should not be applied, since they may cause injiiry. If lead arsenate is used for the
isecond brood, Bordeaux mixture should be applied for the late blotch infection on
.blotch-susceptible varieties.
"If bitter rot appears in the orchard, Bordeaux mixture should be applied at
lonce. Owing to the dry weather which has prevailed in the early months of the summer,
-'the fingicidal sprays nay be omitted during the second-brood codling moth period
-except in those cases where blotch or bitter rot have been unusually prevalent in past
.((rears."
-M-
Pl\3gging Holes Now Will Save Farmers Big Rodent Bills
Farmers can save thCTiselves big fall and winter board bills for rats and
i.iiice by taking a little time now to fix up the places where grain, vegetables and fruit
"Till be stored later in the season, it is pointed out by specialists of the Callege of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Buildings of concrete, brick or similar material
/lay have cracks in the floors and walls providing harbors in which the rats and mice
^n live and breed, said G. C. Oderkirk, specialist of the federal biological siirvey
,
iho is cooperating with the college and the Illinois State Natural History Sxrrvey in
'odent control work in Illinois.
I
"Large pieces of sheet metal, thrown away at town and city refuse dumps, can
'liftcn be had without cost, cut in strips and nailed along edges of doors, sills and
'loors where rats have entrance to rooms in which food is stored.
"Most corn cribs need attention and in many cases the damage by rats can be
'educed by repairing the floor, raising it a foot or so above the ground and cleaning
flit thoroughly beneath it.
"Old lumber, boxes and miscellaneous material carried along from year to
ear in yards and in buildings should be piled so that there is a foot or more of
pace beneath it."
-M-
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Leaf Spot Disease Of Cherries May Make Fie A Luxury
Cherry pie may become an expensive luxury in Illinois in the near future
as a result of the increasing prevalence and destructiveness of a fungous disease
known as cherry leaf spot, according to Dr, H. W. Anderson, associate chief of po-
mological pathology at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, It causes
a yellovang and dropping of leaves *ich threatens the life rf what has "been a highly
satisfactory farm orchard fruit, he said.
Although not a new disease, the fungus h^s "become a threat as a result of
weather conditions which have favored it durin^g the past three or four seasons ac-
cording to Dr, Anderson. Most cherry trees have lost their foliage "before the ripen-
ing of the fruit and have "become so weakened "by a late secondary growth that they
were easily killed "by the cold winter weather.
"Fortunately, cherry leaf spot, or 'yellow leaf, is not hard to control.
Commercial lime sulphur diluted at the rate of 1 gallon to 50 gallons of water should
be used. This should be applied just after the blossoms have dropped, again about
ten days later and still a third time about two weeks before the cherries are harvest-
ed. A follow-up spray of the same material should be applied as soon after harvest
as possible. Lead arsenate at the rate of li pounds to 50 gallons should be used in
the first two sprays for the control of curculio.
"The fungus attacks the leaves only. It appears about the middle of May as
small purple spots over the surface of the leaf. Later the leaves turn yellow and
drop off. Following the loss of foliage the tree renews its growth so that frequent-
ly a second crop of blossoms is produced in the fall. This renewed growth is harmful
"because the wood formed does not nattire before the cold weather comes.
"The ftmgus lives over the winter in the fallen leaves under the tree and
in the spring the spores, or seeds, are produced and carried to the developing leaves
by wind and rain. Usually these spores mature shortly after bloom. The wet weather
Mch has prevailed at this time during recent years is responsible for the extensive
o\itbreaks of the disease.
"Ealcing up and burning all the leaves under the trees during the winter
aids in control. Cultivation early in the spring will bury some of the old leaves,
but even with raking and cultivation there are enough leaves left to furnish spores
'S for infection and hence these methods can not be depended upon."
-M-
G-ets 800 Pigs From lOU G-ilts To Make Pork Raising Pay
Something of a record in making pork chops can be claimed by Henry Seymour
,
-
an Adams county farmer who for six years has cooperated with the extension service of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in demonstrating to his neighbors
!1 the benefits and merits of the swine sanitation plan which the college is advocating
'' throughout the state.
This year Seymotir raised SOO pigs from lOU gilts, according to a report by
I E. T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist. Last January he turned five young
j'l
boars with the lOU gilts. All but one of the gilts farrowed during about a month's
|i time, principally in May.
Late in April, before farrowing, the gilts were washed with a spray pump
; and turned into a clean pasture field with scattered farrowing houses 5 "by 6 feet in
t| size. As advocated in the svTine sanitation plan, this was done to get away from
ii worms and other parasites and diseases which annually take a heavy toll in the pig
crop. Each gilt did her own work, excepting that diu-ing the first week after farrow-
ing a little corn, night and morning, was thrown in front of each house to encourage
the gilts to stay at home.
-M-
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Illinois Farmers Close Second Best Year In Decade
Lean as it was, 1929 was the second best year for farm earnings in Illi*-
nois since the depression began in 1920, according to simimaries which have j"ust been
made of accounts Tdiich 1,350 farmers in 90 counties of the state kept in coopera-
tion with their county farm advisers and the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
What little improvement 1929 did show over I92S was brought about by
better earnings in the southern half of the state. Average earnings for the north-
em half were almost exactly the same for the two years.
It was calculated that the average farmer of the state made 3«7 per cent
on his capital during I929. This figure is based on the average of the 1,950 farms
after allowance had been made for the iisual difference between farmers ^ho are pro-
gressive enough to keep accounts and those who comprise the rank and file of farm
operators. Even at this rate of earning, 1929 can not be said to have been a very
prosperous year for farmers, despite the fact that 192^ was the only year in ten
when average farm earnings in the state were better than they were in 1929* it was
pointed out by the college farm organization and management department.
Included in the calculated earnings of 3«7 per cent is compensation for
the farmer's management and risk, as well as for the use of capital. Even the pro-
gressive and business-like farmers who kept accounts in the college's farm account-
ing service earned only enough in 1929 to pay themselves a wage of $75 a- month for
their labor and management, after they had been allowed 5 per cent on their capital.
It has been shown repeatedly that the earnings of the rank and file are lower than
those of the account keepers.
In that part of the state lyir^ north of a line running approximately
east and west through Springfield, average farm earnings were remarkably uniform for
1928 and 1929. South of this line, particularly in the southeastern quarter of the
state farm eamii^s were better in 1929 than in I928,
Earnings in I929 were lowest for an area about two counties wide including
and extending eastrrard from Christian county. This area suffered especially severe
damage from the wet weather in the spring of I929 which prevented the planting of
corn in season and cavised poor filling of the small grain crops.
Although average Illinois farm earnings have been relatively stable for
two years and there was less than the usual variation from one part of the state to
another during 1929i there was the usual wide difference in earnings from farm to
farm. Between the one-third highest earning and the one-third lowest earning farms
in given areas of the state there were differences of as much as $3 »000 a farm in
net receipts.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
r"
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Pork This Year Leads Meats ?or Harvest Har^d Sinners
With hog prices the lowest they have been since I92U
,
pork this year has
no conipetitor as the piece de resistance of the dinners which farm housewives "ill "be
preparing for threshers and harvesters diiring the next few months, according to F. C,
Olson, of the meats division, College of Agric-ulture , University of Illinois.
Ho^jisewives who use pork in their menus not only will he taking ad.vantage
of lower prices hut also will be aiding the hog business of the state, he pointed
out.
"Perk, either fresh or cured, lends itself to a variety of uses and is
welcome as the main dish of the meal. It comes in the form of roasts, bacon,
steaks, chops and sausages. Either baked or boiled ham or picnic makes a good neat
dish for threshers. All are easy to prepare, A ham contains 63 per cent of lean
meat for muscle building, 2U per cent of fat for energy and 10 per cent of bone. At
present prices, the edible meat from a ham would cost approximately 3O cents a pound.
The picnic, erroneously called cala ham, comes from the shoulder. It is verj satis-
factory and much cheaper than ham, A pound of edible meat in a picnic will cost
about 2U to 25 cents. Cured meats which are baked or boiled are very good served
cold , especially at an evening meal on a hot day.
Fresh roast pork, although thotight of as a winter dish, may be used to good
advantage in the svcnmer and at present prices is very economical. The shoulder cut
is the cheapest and will serve well, costing ^proximately 25 cents an edible potmd,
Fresh hams will co^t a little more, while the heavier loins should cost only a covrole
of cents more than shoulders. If they can be bou^t at that price they are as
economical as shoulders.
"For those who like to make sandrriches
,
some of the surplus pork may be
used that way. They may be used for evening meals, picnics or afternoon lunches.
The filling for the sar.iwich may consist of country butter and a liberal slice of
bailed or boiled ham or roasted pork,"
'Hoppers Tlireaten Clover Unless Fed Poisoned Bait
Grasshoppers vrill practically destroy second-crop clover on many Illinois
farms this year unless farmers wage 77ar on them during the next few weeks, according
to a warning which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has from u. P.
Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History S'orvey.
"Within a few weeks after the first-crop clover is cut , young grasshoppers
will be abundant in the clover stubble on many farms. If these pests are allowed to
go unmolested they will, in scattered sections, practically destroy the second crop.
"A few pounds of poison bran bait scattered in infested fields at this time
will kill many of the young grasshoppers and prevent the damage. The best poison
bait for grasshoppers is made by mixing to^sether , dry, 25 pounds of bran and 1 pound
of Paris green. Then 2 quarts of black strap molasses should be mixed in 3 gallons of
water and this mixture stirrei thoroughly into the bran and paris green. This should
make a mixture Tvhich will just hold together when squeezed in the hand. The poison
bait should be sown at the rate of S to 10 pounds an acre, or as thinly as possible
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Terraces Permit Farmer To Perform Harvesting Feat
A harvesting feat which woiild have "been an impossibility a year ago will
te performed this year on the Christian county farm of Sam Baughman, near Palmer, as
a result of a simple terracing system which he built with the help of the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to a report
by E. G. Johnson, farm mechanics extension specialist.
Baughman will use a binder and tractor in harvesting a crop of oats off
the 20-acre field that was terraced. A yeax ago, before the terraces were built, the
field was so badly gullied that it could not be crossed with harvesting machinery
and some places were so bad that they could hardly be crossed on foot. One gully was
so deep that it took a day and a half with a scraper and a road grader to get it in
shape so that it could be crossed with the tractor that was being used in building
the terraces,
Baugliman was so well pleased with the terraces on the 20-acre field that
this spring he terraced 35 acres more that also were badly gullied. Now he has 55
acres of additional land that can be easily farmed, whereas formerly he had nothing
but small fields between gullies and ditches. In addition he is holding the soil in
place and building iip the fertility, Johnson pointed out.
Ordinarily it is more profitable to terrace the better land that is subject
to erosion than it is to terrace badly gullied fields, Johnson explained. Sheet
erosion skims off the fertile top soil and after it is gone erosion takes place faster
and gullying is more likely to occur. It is easy to see that if terracing will stop
gullying it certainly will stop sheet erosion, Johnson said.
More Illinois Farmers Now Using: Beef Profit Booster
i Many Illinois farmers this summer are supplying the needed "push" for more
{profitable beef-making on their farms by feeding a little grain to beef calves on
i pasture , says E, T, Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
! culture, Universitj'- of Illinois. Beef calves are now getting grain on many farms
: where before all the calves ever had during the grazing season r/as grass and the
cow's milk, he reported.
The new system is part of the college's program to help farmers take up
some of the slack in beef raising by saving both time and feed. If beef cattle prices
should drift lower during the coming year, those who ptish their calves with grain on
pasture also may gain an advantage in prices.
Visitors during the college's annual open house week say how easy the job
is done. A small self-feeder was put in a pen a rod sq-uare and located in a corner
of a bluegrass pasture near the water tanlc. The opening to the pen was 20 inches
wide and 3 feet high. The young calves had not been fed grain before going to pasture
with their cows, but they soon found the way through the "creep" and learned to eat.
Shelled corn, or corn and oats or corn and a little linseed meal may be
used satisfactorily as a feed for such calves. They do not eat much but ^at little
they do eat does them lots of good, Robbins explained. Such calves usually weigh
100 to 150 pounds more in the fall than calves getting no grain before weaning.
-M-
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Cattle Foeders To Have Anntial Day At Ik Ql Ll Aug. 1
Ei^t months of feeding experiments conducted "by the College of Agriculture,
Ifoiversity of Illinois to answer live questions in the state's beef cattle feeding
industry will be terminated with the annual cattle feeders' day, Friday, Aug-ast 1, it
is cLnno\mced by E. E. Snapp, assistant chief of beef cattle feeding.
Ordinarily the season's experiments are finished in time for the college to
hold it^pcua^^l cattle feeders' day by the first of July. This year, however, the
lighter appetites of the calves on feed delayed some important comparisons and hence
the tests will not be finished before the latter part of July. Scores of cattle
feeders, failing to see any notice of this year's meeting and worrying lest they miss
it, have written in asking when the meeting will be held.
Higli esteem in which cattlemen of the state hold the college's feeding
experiments is reflected in the numerous inquiries about the date of the meeting, in
the opinion of the animal husbandrymen of the college. The institution is generally
recognized as having done much through research and teaching to make the feeding of
beef cattle a success on more Illinois farms. This season's experiments are a valuable
supplement to the v7ork previously completed.
When this year's tests were started last NovembGr it was planned to rua for
the usual 200 days and as much feed was provided for the several lots as similar lots
had eaten over an equal period the year before. However, it will take about 240 days
to complete the test at the rate the calves have been eating. The reason the feed
svipply_r'^s the all-important factor, Snapp explained, is that one phase of this year's
experiments involves a comparison of equal areas of corn harvested an.d fed as car-
corn silage and as sound, mature com. The only way a fair comparison can be made
between the two areas is to wait until all the feed has been eaten.
Two lots of beef calves, or 30 in all, have been fed ear-corn silage and
one lot of 15 head has been fed the ripe, mature corn in the form of corn-and-cob
meal. Althoijgh all of these calves have eaten loss com than similar cattle in
previous years, their gains to date have been very satisfactory. For the first 200
days of the experiment, the ration containing the ear-corn silage produced higher
gains, which was the case in a similar trial last year.
Other trials which arc under way at the present time and on which results
will be available at the time of the annual meeting arc a comparison of com silage
and clover hay as roughages for fattening beef calves and a comparison of normal com
silage and green stover silage for wintering stocker calves V7hich arc to be fattened
on grass the following summer.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress ^Uy 8, 1914. H. W. Mumpord. D»,v(or.
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New Chemical May Deal Quick Death To Noxious Weeds
Recent success with chemicals known as chlorates has started scientists on
a new and hopefiil search for a long-felt need - a magic method of killing weeds, it is
reported by J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in crop production at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. The experiment station of the college, as well as
the experiment stations of almost every com belt state and many outside the com
belt, have begun experiments with the use of chlorates in the control of weeds.
First used as weed killers in the United States only five years ago,
chlorates have produced both some grand successes and some miserable failures, Pieper
said. This is the result, no doubt, of ignorance in the use of the materials, for
only a small amount of experimental evidence has been secured on their value, he
explained.
"Chlorates are highly promising in the control of noxious weeds, but their
use should be confined to small amounts until such time as experimental evidence will
permit more definite recommendations. It is advisable for users to try out chlorates
on different kinds of noxious weeds and under varying conditions of soil and moisture
on small areas, in order that as much information as possible may be accumulated on
their use in a short time. The point has not been reached where chlorates can be
recommended i.?ith the assurance that they will be successful under all conditions.
While many of the failures can be explained at the present time, some of them are
still puzzliiTg even to those who have had much experience with the chemicals. It is
:hoped that sooner or later recommendations which will guarantee a higher degree of
success can be made with respect to time and rate of application".
G-ets 14 Bushels More Corn After Pho sphat ing Land
Harvesting 14 bushels more com to the acre, Dan Miner, a Champaign county
ifarmer, has built vap his yield efficiency and net profits and improved the quality of
his crop by treating his land with rock phosphate, according to a report by C. M.
Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Tiie rock phosphate was applied in 1918 on cornstalk gro-und before oats and
red clover were sown. It was used at the rate of 1,700 pounds an acre on 20 acres.
ka adjoining strip was left untreated for comparison. Even that same year the effect
of the phosphorus was noticeable on the oats and red clover, although no yields were
taken for coitpari^on.
Last year the field was in com and even the early growth of the crop showed
bhe affects of the phosphate. As a result, com on the phosphated part of the field
ripened about two weeks earlier than that on the untreated part . Com on the phosphated
20 acres yielded 64 bushels to the acre, .while that on the unphosphated land made only
50 bushels to the aero. Besides yielding 14 bushels more to the acre, the phosphated
:orn was dry and sound, while the unphosphated was sappy and of poor quality.
Farmers can find out whether or not their soils are low in phosphorus by
{osing the new test worked out by the College of Agric-alture, University of Illinois.
To help spread the method, farm advisers of the state are cooperating with the college
Jxtension service in holding soil testing meetings at which farmers test their land
md map it for available phosphorus. The completed map shows where phosphorus will
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I'Tcv/ Plan Frses Turkey Raising; Of Its 7orst Risks
A young t-orkey in the pen is worth two on the range, judging from a neT7
circular, "Roaring Turkeys in Confinement", which has just been issued for farmers
and other interested persons by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Duriiig the past few years a number of people in Illinois, as well s.s in
other states, have had good rcs^xLts fron raising turkeys in confinement. In contrast,
little success has been had thus far in Illinois ?*ien turkoya have been allowed free
range with other poultry, it is pointed out by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist
ind author of the circular.
"Anyone who conternplatcs keeping turkeys in Illinois can hardly afford to
Dvorlook the method of rearing them in confinement. It provides conditions Trhich
lolp materially in preventing blackhead and worms, two of the worst scourges of the
turkey raising business. While the method takes considerable caref-'al work, the
results more than pay for the labor.
"Under the confinement system, the plan of yarding generally followed in
;his state is very similar to the plan used and recomraended in other states. Tlie
roroodcr house is located on ground on which po-ijltry has not ranged for tvro or more
rirears. This insures freedom from blackhead and worms, a highly important precaution.
Jhc young birds arc let out in one of four small yards that generally measure about
!.0 by 15 feet each. These yards are used in rotation, the yo'caig turkeys remaining in
::}ach yard for ten days to two weeks. By the time they have been in the fourth yard
?j:or about tv7o ijecks they should be roosting and able to do without brooder heat.
"As an alternative to the yarding system reconErscndcd for the first six to
ight weeks, a wire-floor pen may be used in connection with the brooder house.
"Prom the brooder house the young turkeys may bo moved to a rearing rc_-.go.
line to 1^ acres of good sod, clover or alfalfa range is gonera-lly considered eno-ogh
for about 100 turkeys from the tijne they arc six to eight weeks old until they are of
•:iarkctable age. The range is divided into four sections, each being used about a
ionth. A ver;- cheap roosting shelter usually is provided."
Incubation, feeding t-orkeys in confinement and care of breeding stock also




458 ?ojmers Are iionor Roll Pork P^^.isers Of State
Strong advocates of -jp-to-date methods, 45S -Ca-^merri in 24 Illinois co-xities
ave q-'oalified for the honor roll of progressive hog raiders in the: r respective
ounties, it is reported by S. T. Robbins, livestock extonnion specialist of the
ollege of Agricult-oxe, University of Illinois ^ To make thz honor roll, hog growers
'1st follow the swine sai.itation system advocated by the college and balance the com
r hogs with feeds si:5)plying protein at a low cost a pound.
r
" The 24 co-'jnties which maintain an honor roll of hog raisers are Adams, Jirown,
ureau, De^itt, Greene, Hancock, Henderson, Honr;', Irocuois, Jo Daviess, Knox, Lee,
ivingston, liason, McDonough, McLean, Ogle, Piatt, Sangaznon, Schuyler, Stark, Vermilion,
ibash and Woodford.
Hog feeding schools designed to give farmers the latest information on more
rofitablc pork production were put on by the college extension service in these aiid
ther counties o-T' the state d-aring the past winter and epring. Nearly half of the men
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Say Chea.p Q-rains Can Be Fed ffith Profit To Stock
At present low prices for wheat, Illinoii; farmers ciji tiirn the crop into
jrofits by feeding; it to hogs and other livestock, it is advised by animal husbandxy-
uen at the College of Agricolture, University of Illinois. Ordinarily wheat is too
expensive for ho.z feed. Present market trends arc such, however, that the feedlot
lay be a profitable outlet for at least some of the crop now being harvested in the
itate, it wa^ pointed out.
Wit^at vhen coarsely ground is worth about as much as the same weight of
]helled corn for hogs and sometimes it gives just a little better rcsxilts than corn,
-jccording to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist. When wheat is 75 cents
,
bushel and can be ground for 5 cents, making a total of 00 cents, it \7ill pay to
:}eed the wheat instead of 75-ccnt corn, he said. However, corn at 70 cents a bushel
ji.ikely would be the more economical feed. Ground wheat has about the same value for
[jther stock as for hogs.
Eicat has more protein than corn and hence the farmer's outlay for protein
rapplements would be less with this ^rrain than if corn was being fed, it was explained
/y W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry. When corn and tankage are fed it tal-ies in
j'.he neighborhood of 10 per cent of tankage to balance the ration. The same proportion
if protein can be supplied by 7 to 8 per cent of tankage if wheat is used.
I
Unless the wheat is ground there is a v;aste of 16 to 22 per cent, because
|;he same kernels arc not well chewed by the pigs and pass through undigested. Soaking
jfill not take the place of grinding. Fine grinding, however, is not necessary. If
;he kernels are merely broken in two the j'oiccs in the pig's digestive system will
lake use of the ^-rain. Finely ground wheat is not relished as well as coarsely ground
tecause of the pasty mass it forms in the mouths of the pigs when they are eating.
With new oats worth 30 cents a bushel or less in some Illinois counties and
!orn wprth 70, cents or more, it vdll pay farmers to use oats liberally for hogs, unless
.he slower rate of gain on the oats udll get the pigs onto a later and lower-priced
arket, Robbins said. Also at prices prevailing in most counties of the state, whole
lats for work horses and calves and coarsely ground oats for older cattle may \7cll
'eplace much of the corn, he added.
"Oats for hog feed are worth about half the price of corn a bushel. When
'ats are fed with throe times their woi^iit of corn, their feeding value a pound often
s equal to that of com. When fed as the only grain to growing shotos or fattening
ogs, oats are likely to be worth only about one-half to two-thirds as much a pouiid as
om. "When grinding is cheap it us^jally pays to grind oats for young hogs. It
Seldom pays to soak whole oats. If some corn is being fed, too, a good way is to
feed the v.'hole oats in a self-feeder and then shovel out what corn can be spared."
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Ha'oies Outbreaks Warn Communities To Fi-zht Disease
A run of pronounced cases of rabies diagnosed during the past month in the
laboratories of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has served warning
that the disease is again spreading; iind should be fought with rigid campaigns in every
locality of Illinois, it is announced by Dr, Robert Graharri, chief of the laboratory of
animal pathology aiid hygiene.
With Y/ajrm weather here, children and other persons are in greater danger of
exposure because thej'' are spending more time out of doors, he pointed out. Fnile dogs
primarily suffer from the disease, sig'nificant losses of sheep, cattle, hogs and horses
continue to occur as a result of exposure to mad dogs, he added.
"In communities where the disease has not appeared, it is advisable to employ
self-iraposed regnilatory measures that will solve the problem of unvaccinated dogs.
Muzzling often is recommended as a control measure in the suppression of rabies in dogs,
but in practice this method of combating the disease has not aet with popular favor
among dog owners. At the present tirae one of the best safeguards that can be employed
is the quarantine, by proper officials, of all dogs that have not been vaccinated by a
competent veterinarian. If the vaccination regulation can be put into effect with the
iSTjpport of every community, rabies can be reduced and the danger of human exposui-e
igreatly lessened.
"Veterinarians recognize that the vaccine for dogs is not an infallible
inraunizing agent, but it is of eno'ugh value in preventing the development and spread
of the disease to justify its use in connection with quarantine. Unfortunately, all
;dogs are not iramunizable and in such cases vaccine may not provide the desired pro-
tection. F^oi'thcrmorc, the disease h>?,s a long incubation period and occasionally dogs
are vaccinatod which are already infected but which show no symptoms.
I
"Frequent inspection of suspicious dogs and humane disposition of strays is
jrecommended. In case symptoms of rabies appear in dogs, the local veterinarian should
be consulted promptly. Such animals ;:ho-ald be placed in secure quarantine and observed
two weeks. Persons exposed to rabid dogs should consult their physician without delay."
-M-
Home Gardeners !7ill Find Celery An 3xact ing Crop
Popular as it is for fall and early winter use, celery is hard to grow in the
home garden unless conditions are imusuallj'' favorable for it, says L. H. Strubinger, of
the horticulture department, College of Agric-alt-jre, University of Illinois.
"Celery talces lots of water and consequently a high water table is desired.
In the absence of such a water table, reasonably satisfactory results may be obtained
from any one of the different types of irrigation. Th3 chief precaution that must be
obser/ed is to apply the water in such a way that the pltmts are not beaten down into
the earth and covered with mud. Dirt in the heart of celery is likely to lead to rots
iifhich will destroy the whole plant.
"The leaf spot is the most common disease likely to be present. This can be
controlled effectively by bordeaux spray. The standard formula for bordeaux usually
is used for celery, this formula being 4-4-40, or 4 pounds of copper sulphate in
solution, 4 pounds of lime in solution and 40 gallons of water. If the plants are
thoroughly and regailarly sprayed with this mixture at intervals of ten days to two
feeks there should be no trouble with leaf spot.
"Occasionally attacks of celery worm may occur, but if one pound either of
1-ead arsenate or calcitim arsenate is added to 50 gallons of the spray this pest will
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Another Endurance Test To Be Staged - But Not In Air
Illinois is soon to be the scene of another endurance test, "but this one
will be fou^t out on the t";round and not in the air where the Htmter brothers set their
new world's record, it is anno-unced by E. T. Eobbins, livestock extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Starting next month, 12 horse sind mule pulling contests with two state
chan?) ionships at stake are to be held by the college in connection with fairs in dif-
ferent parts of the state. In setting their new record, the H-onter brothers kept their
plane, "City of Chicago", aloft 23 da^'s. To '/rin a championship in the coming pulling
contests a team will have to pull for a distance of 27-?.- feet a new-record load on the
patented device kno\7n as a dynamometer.
The present state record for teams weighing more than 3,000 poimds was set
by a pair belonging to E. J. Longlci', a Mercer county farmer living near Aledo. This
team lifted a load of 3,100 pounds on the dynamometer and pulled it the required 27-2
feet. The championship for teams weir-'ning less than 3,000 poiinds is held "by a pair of
horses owned by Salph Seeder, a Douglas county farmer near Tuscola. They lifted
2,725 pounds and pulled it the required distance.
Oddly eno-ugh, one of the contests is to be held at Sparta, home town of the
record-holding Hunter brothers. Starting at G-riggsville, Aug. 12 and 13, contests
will be held at the Illinois State Fair, Springfield, Atig. 20 and 21; Tuscola, A-ag.
22; Knoxville, Axig. 26; Belvidere, Aug. 29; Uazon, Sept. 2 and 3; Lafayette, Sept. 5;
Aledo, Sept. S; Aug-usta, Sept. 11; Petersb-org, Sept. 19; St. Joseph, Sept. 24, and
Sparta, Sept. 26.
The contests are part of a project being conducted by the experiment station
iWf the agric-oltural college to stud^' the relationship between pulling capacity and the
Iweight, measurements and other characteristics of horses and mules. This will be the
'fifth year in mich such records have been taken. During the past four years a total
of 43 contests have been held in the state with a total of 522 teams entered. During
that time tha contests have furnished thrilling entertainment for the 157,000 people
who have packed the ringside, according to Robbins. In all of the tests of strength
not a man nor a, horse has been injured.
-M-
Color Is Too Luring To The B-uyer Of Trees And Slirub
s
Something almost as drastic as darkened glasses to shut out bright colors
ought to be worn by most home owners when they pick out trees and shrubs in nursery
catalognies during the next few months, in the opinion of 0. G-. Schaffer, of the
division of landscape architecture, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Today, he pointed out, most nursery catalogiaes feature those trees and shriibs
;with brightly colored flowers or fruit or v;ith a foliage color different from the con-
:,ventional green. Most prospective buyers are influenced more by these incidental
jcharacteristics than they are by others more important, he said.
"A plant must first of all be fit for the particular job assigned to it.
'^is may be to provide shade, to screen out an objectional view, to serve as a wind-
jbreak, to frajr.e in a view, to mark the entrance to the property, to accent some
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¥ork Out Systems For Fertilizing Minor Vcgotablcs
Ignored in most of the fertilizer experiments which different states have
made in the past, minor vegetahle crops, like carrots, parsnips and turnips, have had
their inning in tests carried on during the past six years by the experiment station
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and reported in a new hulletin,
"Fertilizing Twenty-Five Kinds of Vegetables". J. W. Lloyd, chief in olericulture,
and L. H. Strub^-nger, assistant, who carried on the tests, arc authors of the "bulletin.
Special search was made for possible substitutes and supplements for manure,
There is a scarcity of this material and various suggestions liave been made in the past,
including the use of cover crops to svgjply humus and nitrogen and.the use of commercial
fertilizers to furnish the other needed elements.
Taking into accoimt not only increases in yield but also the net val--^^ of
each treatment, the investigators made four recommendations for the fertilization of
the 25 vegetables:
"1. Limestone in addition to manure is recommended for the production of
ifche following vegetables on dark-colored silt loam showing acid reaction: cabbage,
3auliflower, carrots, eggplant, garlic, lettuce (both leaf and head) , onions, pepper
ind spinach.
"2. "Phosphorus as a supplement to manure and limestone is recommended for
.,i;ho production of green string beans, carrots, early cabbage, celeriac, celery, egs-
jalant, leeks, onions and parsnips.
"3. Potassiim in combination with phosphorus, limestone and m^Jiure is rec-
ommended fog^the production of beets, kohlrabi, leaf lettuce, peas, potatoes, spinach
and swiss chard.
"4. I^en manure can not bo obtained it is recommended that a complete com-
nercial fertilizer be used in combination with limestone and cover crops for the pro-
iuction of beets, cabbage, early carrots, cauliflov/cr, celeriac, celery, leaf lettuce,
mions, parsley, spinach, sweet potatoes, swiss chard and turnips.
"These recommendations refer particularly to the production of vegetables on
iark-colored silt loom with an acid reaction. For soils of the same type in which
tests show no lime requirement, the limestone could be omitted from the treatment".
It was not feasible to include all possible combinations of manure, cover
'|Jrops, and mineral elements from various sources. The best results from phosphorus
]is a si^jplemont to manure were obtained where no cover was grown. Phosphorus from one
!30urce only ("bone meal) was used in such combinations. In the comparative tests of
;he three soui'ces of phosphorus, cover-crop treatment was included on all the plots,
lere th.e results were strongly in favor of sviperphosphate. Similar favorable results
laight have been o"btained from the use of this material as a source of phosphorus in
.combination with maiiure without a cover crop, particularly if an equivalent amoimt of
.-'phosphorus had been applied.
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Two Months Left To Right Faults Of The Hen House
Faulty poultry houses are all too common on Illinois farms and less than
two months remain in which to get them fixed -up for winter housing of this year's
pullets, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
Ifoiversity of Illinois.
"It is not always necessary to huild a new house. Often some unused farm
building or the old hen house can he remodeled satisfactorily. There are, however,
seven things of which the flock owner should be sure, whether the house is a acxi or
remodeled one. First, it should be big enough to accommodate the flock, allowing
four square feet of floor space a bird. Second, it should be thoroughly cleaned.
Third, it should have a dry, sanitary floor. Fourth, there should be enough openings
to permit the entrance of sTifficient fresh air when needed. Fifth, it should have a
aon-leaking roof. Sixth, the old yard or range should have been cultivated and cleaned
up. Seventh, there should be plenty of nests and feed hoppers. Every 20 by 20 foot
house needs a feed hopper 10 feet long accessible from two sides.
"New buildings shoxild not be started without first knowing the principles
and general recommendations regarding good poultry house construction. Changing a
Duilding to correct mistakes is expensive. Blueprints of four poultry houses designed
Dy the farm meclianics department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
are available at a cost of 20 cents each to cover printing and mailing.
"Some poultrymen have raised a question as to v/hethcr or not concrete floors
:ire all right for poultry houses. When properly built this type of floor is satis-
factory. Concrete put on the ground will absorb considerable of any available moisture,
[t is therefore highly essential to insulate a concrete floor against dampness. In-
;5tructions for building different types of concrete floors are given in the college's
jJircular, No. 337, 'Housing Farm Poultry '".
-M-
Poor Dairying Ifader Fire Of Record Drive In State
With 1,500 organized farmers leading the fight, Illinois is waging the most
concerted drive that it has ever carried on against "boarder" cows and profitless
lairying methods, according to a report by J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension
it the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Organized by the college to
'urther improved dairying, a record nimber of 62 dairy herd improvement associations
dth 1,500 farmer members owning 23,000 cows are now operating in 78 different counties
if the state, he said.
The new record has just been set with the organization of three more associ-
•tions. A Menard-Mason county association will serve dairymen in a section which has
.ot had this service to date, while a Kankakee county group will take -up where a
"ormer disbanded organization left off. McHenry county already has two associations,
ut with the starting of the third organization a still larger number of McHenry
oimty dairymen will have definite information as to the production of their cows.
Each of the associations employs a tester who keeps accurate records on the
ilk and butterfat production of all the cows in the association herds and otherwise
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Fall Start Is Key To Success With Hewly-Made Lawn
Fall, and not spring, is the time to start the new lawn, says S. W. Decker,
of the floriculture division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, in
answering this much-discussed question. If the job is put off until spring the young
grass suffers from competition with the weeds and later on with the hot, dry weather
of summer.
A soil prepared like it would be for a prize winning garden is none too
good for the ncv? lawn, according to Decker. If it is heavy clay it will need to liavo
added to it some well-rotted manure, peat, sand and other material to open it up and
moke it more ideal garden soil. It should he rememhered that while the soil of the
vegetable garden is prepared and pl^mted each year, the lawn soil is prepared and
planted once to last for years to come. Time spent in preparation of the soil there-
fore is not lost. Seed planted on poorly prepared soil is, however, almost sure to
be lost.
"Work the soil deep; six to eight inches is none too much, piolvcrizc all
the clods, so tliat there are no low spots in which water may collect. Such lov/ spots
will be a continual source of trouble. The grass is very likely to be killed out in
the low spots d'oring the winter months, while that on the ridges will suffer diu-ing
the dry summer months. The difficijlty of mowing a rough lawn also is a point to be
1 considered.
"Grass seed should be planted just as soon as fall rains are assured.
Early planting gives the young grass roots a chance to grow to a good depth, which makes
it possible for them to withstand the alternate freezing and thawing in winter. It is
the heaving and the loosening of the soil about the roots that kills the grass. G-rasse-
with big root systems are much better able to withstand this alternate freezing and
thawing than grasses with shallow, weak root systems.
"If the young grass makes a good growth in the fall, say three or four
inches, it should be 'mowed with the mower blade set high".
Famous Crop Alliance Giving Way To New Combination
Another famous alliance, one which farmers passed on to their sons and
grandsons, is being split up, it is reported by F. C. Ga'olt, assistant in soil experi-
ment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Alfalfa is re-
placing timothy in the old overworked mixture of clover-timothy, he said. Many
Illinois farmers already are growing an alfalfa-red clover mixture as a regular crop
in their rotation, he reported.
High yields of fine hay produced by the new mixture is what spelled the doom
of the old combination, Gault said. At the college's Carlinville soil experiment field
the clover-alfalfa mixture yielded a five-year average of four tons of hay an acre on
land treated with manure and limestone. On the Joliot field in 1929, land treated with
manure, limestone and rock phosphate yielded close to four tons of hay. However, land
on this field treated only with manure yielded but one-fourth of a ton of hay. At the
Dquawka field, on dune sand, the clover-alfalfa combination yielded five tons of hay
an acre on land treated with manure and limestone.
The mixture is handled like the usual clover crop, being allowed to stand
3nly one year. In the first cutting the clover us^jally predominates, but in the suc-
ceeding cuttings the hay is largely alfalfa.
-M-
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Hot Less Wheat But More Alfalfa Is Illinois Problem
While farmers in Kansas and the rest of the wheat belt are settling the
question of raising less vrheat , Illinois farmer? should start groTrin-;; more alfalfa,
according to a new bxilletin, "G-roT7ing Alfalfa in Illinois", which has just been re-
leased by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Farmers' fig-ures show that alfalfa is one of the most profitable crops
that can be grOwn in Illinois ajid yet about 200,000 tons of it were shipped into the
state in a single j/car - 1923 , according to the authors of the bvilletin. They are
W. L. Burlison, !1.ead of the college ai^ronomy department
,
and 0. H. Sears and J. C.
Hackloman, members of that department.
While the acreage of alfalfa and other legumes in Illinois has been
widely expanded during the past ten years
,
few covmtics arc producing half the
legumes which good practices would seem to justify, it is pointed out.
New facts gleaned by the college workers in more than 25 years of
(Studying the many problems encountered in the growing of alfalfa under Illinois con-
'ditions are reported in the bulletin. It taices up the place of alfalfa in Illinois
;fa,rming, soil needs of the crop, the merits of different varieties, methods of seed-
ling, cultivating and cutting, and diseases.
Successful growing of the crop in Illinois depends largelj'- on soil
conditions, according to findings reported in the bulletin. Some Illinois soils are
naturally adapted to the crop and others can be made suitable by proper treatment.
Ihe crop can not be attempted in some areas chiefly because of the lone problem of
drainage,
Vaticgated alfalfas, such as Baltic, G-rimm and Eardigan, are more winter-
lardy under Illinois conditions than common alfalfas, the investigators found. Im-
ported seed, except from Canada, and seed grown in southwestern United States is not
recommended for Illinois.
^ Sowing alfalfa seed on sour soil invites failure, the investigators3mnt out. Limestone to sweeten acid soil should be applied according to the needs
:
3f each individual field. Parr/i manure boosted alfalfa yields and was especially
jiral'oable in puttir^ new seedings off to a vigorous start. Riosphoruc; can be used
: 7ith profit on many soils. The need for this element, as for limestone, should be
iotermined for each individual field, it is recommended.
TOicre alfalfa, is to be grown for the first time, carefvil attention must
;
Je given to thorough inoculation of the seed. Most Illinois soils lack the bacteria
;: that form nodules on and fix nitrogen in the alfalfa plant.
Spring seeding of alfalfa has given best results in northern Illinois
md is gaining favor downstate.
Three alfalfa diseases are of importance in Illinois , Bacterial wilt
las destroyed fields in many counties. Leaf spot pjid yellows are frequently present
3ut not so deadly and their att^.cks are more or less seasonal and irregular.
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T. B . la Unseen Wrecker Of Many Farm Poiiltry Flocks
Many "uns-uspccted poultry flocks that are harboring tuberculosis have
"been found as the result of the tuberculin testing of chicjcens in scores of com-
nrunities in Illinois, it is reported by W. A. James, of the animal pathology and
hygiene division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As is the
case with the cattle and swine types of the disease
, tuberculosis in chicken-? does
not show syn^jtoms except in the final stages of the malady, he explained. Hence it
may be riddling a flock without the owner's knowledge. Lameness, emaciation aiid
paleness of the comb are signs of the disease, but these same symptoms also are
common to other diseases.
"A definite diagnosis of the disease depends v5>on an autoposy examina-
tion. Owners suspectii^g the presence of the disease in their flocks should take
typically infected specimens to their local veterinarian for examination.
"Tuberculosis is more prevalent in old fowls than in pullets. In Ssct,
pullets rarely develop an advanced stage of the disease or become spreaders of the
infection. Young chicks should be placed on fresh ground each year until they go
into winter quarters. It also is advisable to sell or dispose of the old fowls and
keep the pTollets. The practice of annually disposing of pullets after the first
laying season is valuable in preventing the spread of the disease in majiy flocks.
"Tuberculosis in cattle is not communicable to poultry nor is the
disease in poultry transmitted to cows. Occasionally, cows may contract avian
tuberculosis. However, tuberculosis both in cattle and poultry is communicable to
pigs. Hogs infected with the bovine type of tuberculosis rarely transmit the disease
to poultry, while hogs with the avian type of the disease axe potentially dangeroiiB
to chickens.
-M-
Can Start Sheep Flocks Now Without Big Cash Outlay
Many fanners who have been waiting to b\:iy cheap sheep will have a good
chance within the next few months to start flocks without a large outlay of cash,
says W, C. Kammlade , in charge of sheep husbandry at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Investing in a flock of ewes at this time seems to offer the
prospects of reasonable profit , because of the small investment a head and prospective
low prices for feeds
,
he said. Whether or not such vent\ares will prove as profitable
as now indicated will depend largely upon the future course of the lamb and wool
markets and upon the man buying the sheep , he added.
"Not all sheep are profitable and the buyer must know the essentials of
good ewes in making his selections. Ewes shotild be picked for their indicated ability
to grow a good heavy fleece and to produce and raise lambs. Health, constitution,
ruggednese , conformation and size, length and density of fleece are in5)ortant con-
siderations. Ewes in poor health and lacking constitution are far out of date as
lamb raisers. Depth, width and roominess of body are suggestive of good feeding and
lamb raising qualities. Slight defects in conformation are far less ingjortant than
the above.
"TThen the ewes have been secured, the flock is only half founded. The
other half is the ram and he is Just as inportant as all the ewes put together. If
;, forty ewes arc half the flock and cost two or three hiondred dollars, no farmer should
1! expect to buy a ram as the other half of the flock for four dollars. A good sire
;: easily is Trorth ten times the cost of the average ewe. There is nothing to be gained
'by sneaking around the darkened p.lleys of the stock yards to "buy a ram. Purehred
breeders have something more suitable for the prospective flock owner."
-M-
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Paved Lot Steers PaY $7 More Than Tliose Fed In Mud
Under present methods of feeding, concrete pavement for cattle feeding
lots has become so important that it is worth $7 a year for each head of cattle fed,
at which rate it wovild pay for itself in a short time, it is pointed out hy R. R.
Snapp , assistant chief of beef cattle husbandry at the College of Agrictilture
,
University of Illinois.
When cattle are fattened in paved instead of muddy lots, the hogs
following the steers make added gains valued at $2 for each head of steers , labor
costs for feeding are reduced $1 for each steer, there is a saving of $1.50 a steer
in manure and the steers make added gains valued at $2.50 because of their greater
comfort , Snapp reported.
"Because of these advantages a small paved lot adjoining an open shed
is next to the most valuable piece of equipment on a livestock farm. Only the silo
is more important.
"Muddy feed lots impose a severe handicap t^son winter-fed cattle.
Many a man has had to ship half-fed cattle to market for no other reason than to get
them out of muddy lots in which they were standing 15) to their knees. Others have
permanently abandoned lato winter and spring feeding, thereby acknowledging their
defeat in the annual battle with mud and slush.
"In the early days of cattle feeding, large amounts of com fodder were
fed. The refuse from this formed a thick layer sufficient to bear the weight of the
cattle. Feeders of the present day with their silos full of silage do not feed much
shock corn, while the short straw varieties of small grain crops commonly grown pro-
vide altogether too little bedding to permit its use as pavement in feed lots^ In
fact, T7ith the growing use of the combined harvester-threshers, more and more straw
is left in the field with the result that an adequate s'upply of bedding material is
..becoming a real problem in many communities."
^
-M-
Tums Tables On Pig Troubles By Takiiv; Up Sanitation
One pig that was killed accidentally wa* all that robbed L. F. Randolph,
a Fulton county farmer, of a perfect pig raising record after he took -up sanitation
and other modern methods, whereas a few years ago he was fighting a losing battle
against all the problems that can pile 1:5) on a farm where hogs had been raised under
,
old methods for 50 years. He is only one of the hundreds of Illinois farmers who are
now following the swine sanitation system and economical feeding as advocated by the
,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and county farm advisers, according to
a report by E. T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist.
Up until a year ago Randolph had escaped few of the costly pig troubles
: common in old hog lots. With old methods of hog raising having been followed for 5O
,
years on the farm he was operating, many of his pigs died of worm troubles each year
; and many others were runts. A year ago he made a thorou^ cleanup, scrubbed the hog
house, washed the sows, hauled the sows and their litters to clean pasture and kept
them on this clover pasture with ground oats, tankage, linseed meal and salt until
"they wore turned into the cornfield in the fall.
Under this system he had 122 pigs farrowed in April last year and
marketed 127 of them in November at an average weight of 26S pounds. The pig that
ijwas accidentally killed was the only one v*iich wasn't turned into profits under the
new plan.
This year Randolph is continuing the same plan and his IS5 J^ril pigs
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Marketing Studies Reveal T7av 2.Q Lover Fruit Losses
Daraa.Ted fruit, hot? a heavy drain on the profits of Illinois fruit growers,
co'Lild ver5'- largel:;"- te prevented "by proper precautions in picking, handling, grading and
packing, according to results 01 tests whidi the experiment station of the College of
Agriculture, Universitj'' of Illinois has just completed and reported in a new bulletin,
"Some Factors Influencing the Keeping Quality of Fruit in Transit'.!,
'Three phases of the prohlem were investigated "by the college vrorkers in
attempting to T7ork out ways nhoreby Illinois growers could protect their profits. Tliey
st\iiied the careful vs. rough handling of strawberries, stimmer apples and peaches;
prompt vs. delayed loading of these same three commodities, and the use of different
types of packages for strawberries and peaches. The work was done by J. W, Lloyd,
chief in olericulture, and H. M, jffewell , associate in fruit and vegetable marketing, the
authors of the new bulletin.
Different operators use widely varying methods of picking, handling, grading
and packing Illinois fruits on a commercial basis, but altogether too frequently these
aethods result in mechanical injury to the fruit before it is shipped, impairment of its
teeping quality and reduction of its market value, the investigators found.
Among their recommendations were the folloTTing:
"G-rowcrs should place a premi"uin on quality rather than quantity of work done
In handling fruit. Two baskets of fruit handled with such speed that every specimen is
bruisod are likely to yield the grower less not return than one basket properly handled.
"The pan grading of strawberries, while not adapted to the handling of soft
varieties, is perfectly oTeasible in the case of firm varieties and if done with proper
3are does not damage the berries. It makes the product more attractive to the trade.
"Special care is reouired to pack bushel baskets of peaches and apples at
just the right degree ot tightness "0 avoid injury to the fruit in putting on the cover
and at the same time prevent slackness in the pac::cage after sliipment.
j
"The more quickly fruit can be placed under refrigeration after it is picked
'bhe better its carrying quality is likely to be. Delaj'' in loading is especially likely
to be disastrous if the temperatui-es are hi^i, Tliere are decided advantages in picking
[fruit in the morning while it is cool and placing it immediately under refrigeration,
"A slight change in construction of the standard ventilated strawberry crate
'SO that an additional one-fourth inch of clearance above the tops of the boxes is pro-
/idod woiild make it possible to have the boxes full upon arrival without having the top
faerries crushed by tight packing",
-M-
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Egg Producers Have Three Moves Against Low Prices
Prospects that egg prices will continue on a relatively low level for some
nonths leave three lines of action open to the shrewd Illinois poultry flock ovmer, it
is pointed out by F. E. Elliott, assistant in poultry husbandry at the College of
Agriculture, tfoiversity of Illinois.
They sliould : (l) strive for low-cost production; (2) avoid unwise expenditures
ospecially for expansion, and (3) injjrove q'uality so as to increase returns, he recom-
nended.
Storage stocks of frozen eggs on July 1 were 36 per cent heavier than at the
same time in I929 and 7^ per cent heavier than the average of the past five years,
blliott reported. Frozen egg channels consequently will not be much of an outlet either
cor fresh or storage sliell oggs during the next six months. Present stocks of storage
ahcll egs are 26 per cent larger than at the same time last year and lU per cent larger
than the average for the past five years.
"Consimer demand has not been strong so far this year and althoiigh it seems
to have been showing some iraprovcmcnt recently, there probably will be no strong active
iemand until business conditions improve. Present production is practically normal,
mt a fairly heavy fall production can be e:^ected for two reasons: (l) figures recent-
ly conpilfed indicate that there are 6 per cent more chickens in the country than last
-ear, and (2) earlier hatchings this past spring will allow for longer and heavier fall
)ullet production.
"In meeting :{ihis situation poultrymcn have a change to sell off hens laying
small or badly shaped eggs, as well as poor layers and ircproperly marked individuals.
i\irtherraore, it is not worth while at present prices to crowd a pullet into early pro-
Itiction for the sake of some small early eggs. The prospects are that for a pullet to
•eturn a profit this year she must show a long steady production of eggs of full market
^alue. It is "up to her owner to prepare her for this by starting her into the laying
season as a well matured individiial with a strong constitution and a store of surplus
i'at."
Faulty Scales Business Handicap To Illinois Farmers
With present-day bvisiness being done on a weight basis, farmers are being put
it a disadvantage because cornparatively few farm scales are accurate within the commer-
iial meaning of the term, it was revealed by checks made by the livestock marketing
division of the College of Agriciolture, University of Illinois.
Farmers must cither make sure that their scales are accurate and dependable or
•hey rust take the weights of those with whom they do husiness, it was pointed out by
U C, Ashby, associate chief of livestock marketing. There is, he believes, great need
'or competent servicing of farm scales on a basis of reasonable cost. Before duch
service can be successfully operated, however, owners rti.ust be shown how inspection,
csting sjid servicing of farm scales will pay, he said.
It was foimd that few farm scales get adeqijate maintenance attention, includ-
ng inspection, cleaning, adjustment or testing. Second many of the installations are
lid, having been in service for 20 to Uo or even 50 years, and due to weather, rust and
7oar arc f?.st reaching ''. condition where their performance is not dependable. Third,
i.-'Jiy of the later installations were a cheaper type of scale which arc less satisfactory
n scvor--'l respects than were the scales installed earlier. Fourth, increasing use of
lotor tiTLcks frequently results in overloading farm wagon scales, often with permanent
njury to the scale. Fifth, farmers are interested in good scales and appreciate any-
hing that will assist them in that direction,
-M-
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Exempting Co-Ops From Income Tax Held Sound Plan
Even with farmer cooperatives more prominently in the public eye than they
have over "been, there is still a rather general misconception as to why cooperative
associations have "been exempted from income taxes on their annual net accumulations
,
it is pointed out hy Dr. Charles L. Stewart, chief in agricultural economics at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Such exemption is necessary in order not to force cooperatives into awkward
and unfortunate business practices, particularly into the practice of "paying dividends
over the scales" , he explained.
The exen^jtion need not involve injustice to competing coiporations. Neither
is it given with the idea of providing a more legally acceptable way of favoring such
associations than woiild be the case if straight grants of treasury funds of comparable
value were made by legislative app'^opriation, he said,
"If no system of exemption were provided by law, cooperatives could keep
their accumulations at the end of the year down to a very small figure and thus avoid
income taxation by paying patrons whose goods they biiy an enhanced price day by day or
by charging patrons who buy goods from them a reduced price day by day. In case such
a practice of letting each transaction show immediately the effect of the cooperative
is followed, however, the public treasury gains nothing by refusal to exempt, the co-
operative's conpetitor may have to face a price war and the cooperative organization
itself has to lose some of the benefits which come from bringing together and disposing
i
of accumulations at the end of the year,
]
"^ere the accumulations are refxmded to patrons on the basis of patronage
lecturing the year past there may be no difference in dollars and cents to the patrons
:1 than would have come if the method of 'paying dividends over the scales' had been
;followed, but the patrons stajid a better chance of fully appreciating the price benefits
iwhen brought together as a total. Annual instead of more frequent distribution of the
!:patronage refunds also may make it easier for the cooperative association to get
-recognition at the bank for its deposits,"
Originate Tasty. New Ipe Creams By Adding Honey
Honey, used in the h^a!lan diet for centuries, has been cast in a new role as
a result of experiments just concluded by the experiment station of the College of
: Agriculture, University of Illinois. It was established that honey can be used satis-
factorily to replace 50 to 100 per cent of the sugar in an ice-cream mix and in these
proportions gives so distinct a flavor that a new and pleasing variety is obtained.
Fourteen different honeys were studied in the experiment and twelve of these were
-actually used in making ice creams, thus giving a wide range of flavors. Results of
the experiments are reported in detail in a new bulletin just released by the College
-Tinder the title, "Use of Honey in Ice-Cream Manufacture". The authors are P, H„ Tracy
and H, A, Ruehe , of the dairy manufactures division, and F, P, Sanmann, formerly a
member of that division. The experimental work was done by them.
Previous to the experiments the use of honey in commercial ice-cream
manufacture had been rather limited and practically no information was available re-
I
garding the merits or disadvantages of honey as compared with sugar for sweetening ice
I
cream. It was calculated that a honey ice-cream mix cost about four cents a gallon
more than a mix flavored with pure vanilla and sweetened with sugar. The cost, how-
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Next Five Years May Bring Less Favorable TOieat Prices
Low wheat prices which have prevailed in recent months exaggerate the tvoak-
ness of the nheat situation when viewed from a long-time basis. A generally weak
economic situation throughout the world coiroled with an enormous carryover of wheat in
the United States and Canada have been important factors in the weak market that
prevailed down to the first of September. 'Theat prices in the past have gone through
. irregular cycles of alternately high and low prices. The last peak came five years
ago in 1925. It appears ctuite likely that prices have passed through the trough of
the current cycle and that within a year or two they will be substantially higher,
Eeduction in production because of some curtailment in acreage, short crops tliat are
bound to occur somewhere in the world, heavier feed use and a general improvement in
the economic situation will be factors that will tend toward improvement.
However, it is not likely that wheat prices will average quite as favorably
, in comparison with the average of other farm prices over the five year period 1930-1935
as they did from 1925-19^9 • '^Vheat production is expanding in certain sections of the
^United States and in various foreign countries at a very rapid rate. New types of
machinery and new methods of production in the drier regions of many countries are
, tending to a rapid ersqjansion. The importing countries of continental Europe have
I
greatly increased their import duties against imported wheat. Production of the other
! major Illinois farm products is not likely to expand as rapidly as will wheat.
In making plans for future wheat plantings farmers should not be \induly in-
fluenced by the prices that have prevailed since the harvest time of 1930 ^"^^ they
should keep in mind that there ar* good reasons to believe that relationship of wheat
prices to other farm products is- likely not to average as favorably as over the five
years previous to 1930. - L, J. Norton, a3sistant cftiief in agricultural economics,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Cheap Wheat May Replace All Or Part Of Corn For Cows
T7ith wheat selling under the price of corn, many farmers are using or con-
sidering the use of wheat in the dairy ration. Present conditions warrant its use
for dairy feeding purposes. It is a good feed and may he successfully used for dairy
cows.
TTheat contains 12, U per cent of total protein and SO.l per cent of total
digestible nutrients, while corn contains 3,S per cent total protein and SI. 7 per cent
of total digestible nutrients. When ground wheat has approximately the same feeding
value as corn for dairy cows and may replace a part or all of the corn in the ration.
At present prices wheat is selling at approximately $28,00 a ton and corn
at $33.00. Under those conditions, wheat would furnish 100 pounds of total digestible
nutrients at $1.75 while 100 "oounds of total digestible nutrients in the form of com
would cost $2,02. TOieat is not a high protein feed, consequently high protein s-up-
plements should be used with it and other farm grains under average conditions. -
C. L. Hhode, dairy extension specialist, College of Agriculture, University of Illir.ois
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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IL. of Li. Tests Save Loss Of Sila.'^e Throii^li Spoilage
A large amovait of silage at the top of the silo spoils after the silo is
filled, unless feeding is begun at once or some means taken to stop the decay. When
the silage in silos measuring from 12 to 16 feet in diameter is allowed to stand
several months before feeding is begun, the losses may amount to as much as 5 to 10
, tons, or more. Much of this loss can be prevented by covering the surface immediately
after the silo has been filled. Three years' experiments carried out by the depai-t-
ment of dairy husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, have brought
out practicable and inexpensive methods of covering the silage.
The best of a number of methods tried is to cover the silage with a good
grade of roofing material and weight this do\7n with some finely pulverized material
such as eawdust, dry earth, or ground limestone, applied at the rate of about 15
pounds to a square foot. Experimental silos treated in this way and opened for feed-
ing three months after filling, showed no spoilage whatever over most of the surface.
; The only spoiled silage was found next the wall where air leaked in between the wall
. and the covering.
Before the covering is put on, the silage should be leveled and thoroughly
'tramped. The roofing material, which comes in rolls about 3 feet long, is applied
' one or two strips at a time, lapping the joints well. The sawdust, or other sub-
stance used as a weight, is then spread evenly over the roofing, care being talcen
that no holes are made in the roofing by stepping on it or in any other way. Wlien
1 the silo is opened for feeding, the material used as a weight may be placed in sacks
and stored at the top of the silo -until the following season.
Experiments have shown that the roofing material is the important feature
in this plaia. Covering the silage with sawdust, straw, or lime alone was much less
J effective than when these s"'jbstances were applied at the same rates on a square foot
:jover the roofing.
Earlier studies in which the surface silage was sprinkled with a solution
of a chlorine compound commonly used in washing dairy utensils showed that the treat-
ment delayed spoilage for a time. Three months after filling, hoFrever, there was
'little difference between the treated and untreated silos. - W. B. Nevens, assistant
chief in dairy cattle feeding. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
-M-
Com Following Sweet Clover Ti?Gathered Drouth Better
The record breaking heat and di'outh has severely cut the com crop for 1930.
Probably all fields have been damaged to some extent, out from farm to farm there is
a great difference in the amount of injury. A survey of the crop rotations in use
shows the importance of the previous crop.
Sweet clover, only a short time ago thought of as a dangerous weed, has
d'oring the recent dry weather, demonstrated its worth more clearly than ever before.
'Corn growing on land which had sweet clover in 1929 is conspicuous now by its healthy
I color, larger growth, and freedom from firing.
A typical illustration of this is seen on the Kalmquist farm in Bureau
county north of Ladd. A strip across one side of an oats field was seeded in the
spring of 1929 to sweet clover as a catch crop. Corn in this part of the field was
[thrifty with only an occasional dry leaf. It may yet make 35 to 50 bushels an acre.
.In the rest of the field the com was so badly damaged that it can not possibly make
rmore than one-half this much.- L. B. Miller, assistant in soil experiment fields,
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Three Evils Make Poult ry Houses Damp And Cold In Winter
That darrp poultrj' house last winter r^as the fault of the flock owner and not
the weather man. There are three reasons why poultrjr houses are danp and cold and the
weather man rhouldn't get the "blame for any of them. They are poor drainage, over-
cro'^diiit; ajid poor ventilation. Any one of them i^ bad enough, two of them are worse
and all three t0:sether take all the poultrymen's profits. One or all of them can be
remedied at a small expense of time and money.
Good drainage means a dry floor and a warmer floor. Tiling will irrprove
conditions and carr:' away the water which otherwise would be partially conducted
through the floor. Correct grading will carry the surface water awaj' from the house.
Never excavate for the floor but put cinder or gravel fill on the ground and concrete
or tile on this and then grade to the floor.
Crowding is done by housing more birds than the owner has facilities for.
!?hcre should be four square feet of floor space a bird and never less than 2^ e-quare
feet for the young pullet or sm.all birds. This provides 25 to 30 cubic feet of air a
bird, Tdiich is enough to last 35 to 50 minutes and still be reasonably pure and dry.
Jresh air added s-lowly provides this air change and prevents a cold house caused by
quick air clianges.
Ventilation means intelligent management rather than ej^ensive equipment.
The open front house properly handled is safe, but sound jxidgment must be used even
'With it. For instance, many houses pse built well with little air leakage. The
pullets have just started to lay and eggs are brir^ging a good price. The weather is
mild and the radio startles us by announcing, "Cold wave coning; it will be ten below
before morning". Too often the decision is: "Those poor chicks; I mrast close the
front". Sashes are hastily set in place and the chicks suffer for want of fresh air.
The house is damp and cold before morning and frost covers the ceiling. The chicks
are chilled and sluggish and the next morning the frost is much heavier, A little
common sense would have suggested muslin sash or a curtain and the birds would still
;have had sufficient fresh air and a more comfortable and healthful house, -W, A, Poster,
idepartment of farm mechanics , College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
-M-
Model Of Eif:jit-Eorse Hitch Used To further Big-Team Plan
A model of an eight-horse team hitched in modern fashion is traveling a
circuit of IS counties to further the state-wide work which the extension service of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is carrying on for big-team hitches
as aids to economj'- and profits. The exhibit, which is owned by the agricultural col-
lege, includes eight metal horses about 10 inches tall, eacli wearing a con^jlete har-
ness, Tiie horses are hitched in U-, 5-> 6-, and S-horse teams to little plows and
disks, using buck straps and tie chains, \7hen hitched in this way with two lines on
the leaders the model outfit shows just how the full size equipment is used in '^.ctua.l
field work.
This outfit started out in July and will return to the college in ITovember.
The schedule of counties for July was Piatt, Mason, Schuyler and Brown; for August,
Hacoupin, Sangamon and the Aurora Fair; for September, Iroquois, Greene, Morgan and
jiiivingston; for October, LaSalle , Knox, Henry and Jo Daviess, and for November, Lake
'and McLean.
Excepting when taken to a fair, the model is displayed in the farm bureau
i office of the county. All of the counties using this model are emphasizing the big
;(team project in their program of work this year.-l. T. Robbins, livestock extension
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Anno-unce Simple Method Of Protecting Stored Grains
Insect damage to stored grain, which every year takes a toll of msiny nil-
lions from farmers of the United States, can now "be prevented "by a simple and clieap
method of treatment worked out in two years of cooperative experiments by the Illinois
State Natiiral History Survey and the eDqjeriment station of the College of Agricultture
,
University of Illinois, it was announced today. W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of
the survey, and C. 0. Mohr, an assistant, were in diarge.
Materials developed primarily for the spra^ang of fruit trees proved the
source from which the investigators got their most effective weapons. Those materials
arc certain of the so-called luhricating oil emiilsions, miscihle oils or summer oil
emulsions. The tests were made with corn, the ears beir_g dipped into the liquids.
Both treated and untreated ears were then stored under conditions where corn destroy-
I
ing insects were excessively abundant.
j Treated corn was almost completely protected against injury by the insects
in five series of tests each extending over at least a six months period, Sermina-
< tion tests later showed that the treated corn grow as well as untreated. Feeding
tests with white rats showed no injurious effects from the treatment.
For many centuries man has been storing grain for his own use and then
sharing it with insects, Flint pointed out. Even with all the preventives that have
: heretofore been worked out, the measurable loss constantly runs above the one million
I dollar mark in single states and into several millions in each of the southern states,
1 he reported,
i
The new method developed in the Illinois tests is sTjpcrior for many situa-
1 tions to means, developed in the past, including special storage bins, fumigation and
heat treatment. Conditions under which the tests were made were as severe as possible.
the treated ajid untreated corn being stored for five months in rooms where the
Angoumis grain moth, the rice weevil, granary weevil, Indian meal moth, confused flour
beetlc and saw-toothed grain beetle were excessively abundant.
Corn treated with homemade lubricating oil emulsion used in the proportion
of 1 part of oil to 8 of water had 9 per cent of the kernels injured by insects. Corn
treated with a commercial summer oil spray used in the proportion of 1 part of oil to
10 of water had 3 per cent of the grain infested. Corn treated with another com-
mercial spray oil that was used in the proportion of 1 to 10 had five-tenths of 1 per:
cent of the kernels injured. Unprotected corn stored in the same room under the same
conditions had 100 per cent of the grains injured.
"Final recommendations can not yet be made, but the results to date indicate
that the method bids fair to reduce by many millions of dollars the present insect
damage to stored grain, especially in the southern part of the United States," Flint
said.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Cortgress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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New Price Plan Overcomes Faults In Milk Marketing
A new milk marketing feat^ure designed to overcome faults in the majority of
milk marketing plans now in operation in different cities of the countrj'^ is outlined
in a new circular, "Price Plans for Marketing Milk", Tiiich has just "been released hy
the College of Jigriculture, University of Illinois. Dr. H, ^. Bartlett, first
assistant in agricultural economics and author of the circular, devised the new
arrangement. It is known as the equalizing-value price plan. Two other systems are
described along with the nei? one.
Most of the present milk marketing plans are not on a strictly economic
basis in the distribution of proceeds to producers. Like other plans, the equalizing-
value price plan provides for the sale of milk to distributors on the basis of the
values in the uses to T^iich it is put, such as fluid milk^ cream, ice cream, ev^oratec"
whole milk, butter and other uses, Tlae new plan differs from the others, however, in
that it provides for the distribution of proceeds to each producer on the basis of
value contributed.
The new plan already is in operation in the Pittsbtirg, Pa, , and Peoria
markets and is being taken up in the Charpaign-Urbana, Bloomington and Decatur mp.rkets.
By its two-price basis of pj';7ment , the equalizing-value price plan encour-
ages a production which corresponds more closely to market sales, the circular points
out. Use of this feature in conjunction with the flexible price feature in sale of
milk to distributors makes possible the direct control of production at all periods
of the year. Tliis is of special inportance in preventing shortages or overproduction.
"This plan works automatically from year to year in adjusting farmers'
basic quantities to fluid sales. This obviates the necessity of frequent modifica-
tions in the structure of the plaji.
"The plan is sufficiently broad in scope so that it can include buyers
dealing exclusively in sijrplus milk as well as those whose sales are largely of
fluid milk.
"The plan can be adapted to use in two or more adjacent markets xdthout
complications. This feature is of special importance in view of the probable con-
solidation' of producers' association in some markets that now overlap".
-M-
Eorse-Power Plays Big Role In Plan To Gut Wheat Crop
Reduction of wheat acreage, which is the order of the day in American larr---
ing, can be done in a practical way in Illinois by growing the crop Trith horses and
mules. This practice, which also would yield other benefits in the form of econom-
ical power, is advocated by E. T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Tfheat f':>rmers report that growing the crop with horses and mules maiies it
convenient to keep some land in pasture, hay, corn ajid oats for feed. Without the
horses that land likely -'ould be sown to wheat. Each horse eats the grain and for-
age produced by about three acres of land. Tlie six horses commonly used to oper.^.tc
a l60-acre fa.rm wotild eat the crop from I5 to 20 acres. Tliis would help materi-iLly
to red'uce the acreage devoted to such cash crops as wheat,
"That many farmers are taking to the idea is indicated by the fact that
five- and six-horse teams fijlling gang plows have been a common sight in the wheat
counties of Illinois ever since threshing was finished. Heat, flies and hard ground
failed to stop the team work when the horses were hitched in the modern big-horse
teams as advocated by the extension service of the agricultural college".
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Searing Drouth. Slackens Adyrzice Of. Borer To'?rard St^.te
Hot, dry weather of the past stmmer proved an ally of the Illinois farmer
on at least one score, for it gave the Europe.a:a corn "borer a setback in the mpj-ch
which the destructive insect is making toward corn fields of this state. Tlais is the
report of Dr. W. P. Hayes, entomologist of the Illinois State llatural History Survey.
He is in immediate charge of the cooperative experiments on corn "borer control whidi
the College of Jigriculture , University of Illinois and the ITatural History Sixrvey are
conducting near Toledo, Ohio.
Had it not "been for the unusual weather conditions of the summer, the com
torer 8itua,tion might now be far more grave than it is, according to Dr. Hayes. Moths
of the insect began their flight in June, somewhat earlier than normal. They were
present in large numbers and one ers^ierienced government observer reported that the
flight was the largest he has ever seen.
These large numbers of moths laid twice as many eggs on the Illinois ex-
perimental corn plots near Toledo as were deposited last year on the same nrmber of
hills. Because of the weather conditions, however, the corn leaves curled vp and
exposed many of these egg masses to the direct rays of the sun. Consequently many
of the eggs dried up and failed to hatch or were loosened and blown from the plants.
This thinning of the corn borer's ranks left a spotted infestation, Dr.
Hayes rerported. In some counties of the infested area surrounding Lake Erie, borer
damage will be less than last year, while in others it will be heavier.
There has been some spread of the insect, in spite of the hot, dry weather,
although not as much as might otherwise have been the case. Early reports from the
simmer scouting for new infestations revealed that several new townsliips in Michigan,
Ohio and Indiana have been added to the infested area. A summary of conditions later
in the season is expected to give some indication of what can be expected of the
borer in the drier regions of the corn belt.
-U-
Illinois Farmers Kow Do Accountin;^ iZiead Of Other Jobs
Illinois farmers who used to do scanty bookkeeping by lan^ light in odd
moments now stop everything else until the "brain work" is done. At least, 2,^55
who are enrolled in the farm accounting service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, cheerfully stopped their tea-ms and tractors long enough during
the past summer to go over their accounts with representatives of the college farm
organization and management c'.epartment.
The accounting service is now roimding its fifteenth year and never was
there better interest nor more hearty cooperation on the part of the farmers who are
enrolled in it, according to a report by E. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm
organization and management. The college representatives made the 2,^56 farm visits
in 175 days, which is an average of ik farms a day. Often as many as 20 farmers a
day were visited between early morning and late evening.
The big majority of those enrolled in the project showed by action as well
as by work that they find a suitable accounting service a real help in managing the
modern business of farriing, Hudelson reported, tetany of them have been using the ac-
counting service for several years and showed by their attitude that they look for-
ward to the annual visit when a college representative familiar with a large number
of similar farms brings a complete summary of the past year's business with facts to
show the relative efficiency of the individual "business in all of its phases. The
reports which were talcen back to the farmers on their past year's business were pre-
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Millions Await Fanner When Cream Q:uality Sets Price
Millions more for farm relief could be directed into the pockets of
farmers without the necessity of governmental action if the practice of buying
cream on a quality basis were adopted by the butter industry, according to C. A.
Brown, associate in dairy economy at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
"Butterfat prices to the fanner undoubtedly could be raised approximately
two cents or more a pound if the quality of cream were improved enough so that all
butter manufactured from it would rate a score of 90, instead of around 88, as is
often the case. This alone would add millions to the returns of cream producers.
Dther millions would be added with improvement in quality by reason of the fact
that the consumption of butter substitutes, particiilarly margarine, wo\ild be re-
iuced and there would be a consequent increase in the use of butter.
"A very large portion of the cream produced in the com belt is not of
:3ufficient quality to produce butter better than 87 score. This is a poorer grade
jf cream than that produced in most dairy states. Butterfat prices in the com
lelt are relatively low primarily as a result of such a deplorable condition.
iJndovibtedly poor quality of cream is practically altogether responsible for this
condition, since it is evident that com belt states are not at a disadvantage
from the standpoint of distance from market and competition among cream buyers.
"The solution to the problem of cream improvanent lies chiefly in a
:ream grading plan whereby cream will be purchased on the basis of quality. There
ire different methods of grading cream, the most scientific being to grade on the
lasis by which butter is sold, namely, taste and flavor. This method, however, is
considered rather impractical under present conditions. Fortunately, it is prac-
:ical to grade on the basis of acidity and age of the creano In one of the north-
western states where cream grading is required by law, all cream is bought primar-
-ly on the basis of acidity. A spread of several cents exists between the different
grades as indicated chiefly by the acidity test,
"Parts of the states of Indiana and Kentucky and the entire state of
Tennessee now pay for cream on the basis of age. A premium is paid for cream not
lore than four days old.
"The acidity and four-day plans are practical in that they may be
sii5)loyed with but little difficiolty by the present staff of cream station operators
ind consequently do not materially increase procuranent costs. This is particularly
rue in respect to the four-day plstn.
"Just as cream producers are the principal losers under the present one-
irice system of cream buying, they would be the principal beneficiaries under a
grading plan whereby cream would be purchased on the basis of quality".
-M-
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Shj-pping Grain Direct Is Best Plan Under Uew Rates
To get the most out of the drouth-emergency frei^t rates now applying on
> grain going to certain sections of the coiontry, Illinois elevators and farmers should
i us'3 the plan of direct shipment, according to a notice just sent to elevators of the
' state "by Dean and Director H. W. Mumford, of the College of Agriculture, University
: of Illinois ajtid a member of the state drouth relief committee.
The plaii is outlined in a recent circular issued by the college under the
i title of, "Business Procedure in Shipping Grain Direct from Producing to Consuming
Sections". While the direct shipment method was not designed with special reference
to the emergency freight rates, it so happens that it is "made to order" for use in
: connection with those rates, it was pointed out by L. P. Rickey, associate in grain
j
marketing technology and author of the circular.
Most of the advantage of the emergency rates would be lost to farmers
around Centralia, for instance, unless they used the direct shipment plan instead of
buying tliro-ogh the terminal market at St. Louis, Dean f/hamford explained. It is true
that the proportional rate, which is the rate on grain originating west of the
Mississippi river, is only 6.5 cents a hundred pounds from St. Louis, Ho., to
.'Centralia. Hov/ever, the emergency rates do not apply on proportional billings.
".The local rate, which is 12 cents a hundred pounds from St. Louis to Centralia,
: would be the only one on which the emergency provision woiold apply. Hence, grain
! from St. Louis to Centralia would pay six cents a hundred poimds imder the emergency
'irate, or one-half the local rate. Furthermore, the price of grain on the St. Louis
t terminal market would be the farm price of it at its point of origin plus the freight
icost of getting it into St. Louis.
On the other hand, under the emergency provisions, farmers buying direct
caai get the cheaper grain available at Bloomington, for instance, and ship it to
^Centralia, for half of the regu].ar rate or 7-^ cents a hundred pounds.
As an aid to farmers in sections which are short of feed, the college is
compiling a list of elevators v.hich have grains of different kinds for direct ship-
-M-
Farm Price Probe Recalls Day Ihen Corn Was 20 Cents
;ment
,
1 Present farm, prices, althor^h the lowest since 1913, probably would have
=:i seemed "sky high" to the farm.ers of 1849 when eggs were a nickel a dozen and corn
"could be had for 20 cents a bushel. These prices and others since that time have
been recorded and analyzed in a new bulletin, "Prices of Illinois Farm Products
From I860 to 1929", which has just been released by the College of Agricjlture,
University of Illinois.
Yearly averages of prices, the character of fluctuations, and changes in
';production as a result of those fluctuations are given from 1865 to 1929 for each
:
of 15 important farm products including corn, wheat, oats, rye, barley, haj',
potatoes, apples, butter, eggs, chickens, hogs, cattle, veal calves, sheep and
horses. Tliere also is a compilation of the few prices of farm products which could
:'be found for years prior to 1855. L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural
economics, andB. B. Wilson, formerly research assistant in agricultural economics,
3iade the stud.y and wrote the bulletin. Only by studying the past can an xaderstand-
,
|ing be obtained of the general econom.ic forces that will govern price movem.ents of
the future, the authors point out.
-M-
•
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Direct 3-uying Of Grain Is A Money Saver For Farmer
Distinct savings in freight and terminal charges could be made "by grain-
bijying farmers if they vrould have grain shipped direct to them from the s-orplus-
producin^ areas instead of purchasing it through the great terminal points, as is
nov! do'ie, according to a new circular, "Business Procedure in Shipping Grain Direct
From Producint; to Consuming Centers", which has just heen released by the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A case is cited to show that farmers in
Scales Mound, a northern Illinois dairy community into which much grain is shipped,
could save $104 on an 80,000-pound car of grain by buying it direct from Masonville,
la., instead of having it go to Chicago first and then shipped back to them.
L. F. Rickey, associate in grain marketing technology and the author of
the circular, takes -up the importance of mutual confidence in direct shipments,
agents suited to handle such shipments, the purchase contract, the need of specifying
the weight of grain desired, indicating the kind of grain, freight charges and rout-
ing, establishing the grade of the grain, time between acceptance of contract and
shipment, setting the price, the bank deposit, m.ethod of payment, accurate \7eighing,
Loading and exaiTiinat ion of the car. The circular shows samples of forms needed in
3xecuting direct shipments of grain and gives a list of grain inspection offices of
interest to Illinois shippers.
"Most of the grain sold from the area in which it is produced goes thro-ugh
;he groat terminal grain markets. Manifestly, if feeding requirements can be filled
:)y bijying direct from the producing section, there is a distinct saving to be made
,m freight cliarges. Similarly, there are places in southern Illinois and in
'leighboring states to the east and south where feeding requirements exceed the amount
)f grain produced locally and to which grain may be economically brought direct from
".he surplus-producing area of east-central Illinois."
-M-
Paleness Of Celery Is Secret Of Its Pleasant Taste
If celery didn't have that pale, blanched look about it, it woulda't be
;he tastj'- salad crop that it is, L. H. Strubinger, of the olericulture division,
I'ollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, points out. The plant woiold have a
strong, acrid flavor if the green coloring matter were not driven from the stems and
.eaves of the plant by a process known as blanching, he explained.
"There are several ways of doing the blanching. For the easy, or self-
ilanching varieties, this may be done successfully by putting boards on each side of
•he ro\7. Such boards should be at least 12 inches wide and may be of any length.
)hey should be placed just as close to each side of the row as they can and are
lomnonly held in place by stakes driven on the outside to keep out just as much light
i3 possible. A specially prepared paper, quite similar to roofing paper, often is
lubstituted for the boards. It is much less bulicy and can be sorted more easily for
i.se in successive seasons. Tiiis paper comjnonly is held in place by wire arches.
'hese arches must be placed at four- or five-foot intervals to be the most successful.
1
"Another means of blanching often used is to bank both sides of the row vrith
jiioil. Great care must be taken to keep the soil from getting into the inner parts of
'he plant or rots are likely to occur. This method of blanching can not be used for
he early crops of celery because the higii temperature of the soil, together with the
lioisture content, would be very conducive to the development of rots.
"Fnen only a few plants are grown they may be blanched by wrapping each one in
,aper. Aiother metliod of blanching that may be used is to turn a tile over each plant
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Heavy Steers To Be Even Less Popular In IText Fev? Years
Clianging styles in the teef trade will see the heavier types of grain-fed
steers losing even more of their slipping popularity during the next few j^ears , it is
predicted by Sleeter Bull, in charge of the meats division at the College of Agrical-
ture , University of Illinois.
The present trend toward marketing grain-fed cattle of good quality at
younger ages than was the case several decades or even several years ago will continue
luring the next few years, he believes. The proportion of aged cattle, two years old
and older ,T7ill decrease and the proportion of calves and yearlings, increase. How-
ever, the choice, or prime two-year-old steer weighing 1,U00 to 1,500 pounds is not
likely toifeecome extinct as has the 2,000-pound steer of a generation ago.
"From the producers' standpoint the your»ger cattle are more economical be-
cause they put on their gains considerably cheaper than do aged cattle, their in-
crease in weight being high in water and low in fat. Also finished calves or year-
lings may be held for an anticipated rise in the market much more satisfactorily than
finished aged steers,
"From the consumers' standpoint the younger animals are more desirable be-
cause theif carcasses cut out smaller steaks and roasts ^fiiich more nearly fit the
purse and the oven of the housewife, have little or no waste fat on the cuts even
when finished and supply tender meat. Most consumers judge beef largely by its lean-
ness and tenderness; hence the lack of flavor in baby beef is not objectionable
except to a few connoisseurs. There axe enou^ of these connoisseurs, however, to
s-upply a constant, if small, demand for mature beef of quality, and a certain amount
of such beef always is in demand by the high-class hotels, restaurants and clubs, and
the dining car and steamship trade. If there is any surplus of such beef over this
limited demand it must go into the retail trade, usually at a sharp discount.
"Feeding of so-called baby beeves is less hazardous than fattening older
cattle. Owing to the high cost of production and the fact that finished mature steers
Ta.y be held in the feedlot for only a short time, a slight overproduction of such
cattle usually results in disastrous price declines. In the case of calves and year-
lings any surplus in the retail trade goes into coir^jetition with mature beef for the
hotel trade. Finished calves or yearlings also may be held for a better market much
more economically than mat-ore cattle. Thus a decline in their price is not likely to
be as great nor to last as long as a decline in the price of aged steers. In any
event, because of lower feed costs suc±i a decline is not so disastrous to the producer
as a decliie in prices of mature beef,
"In spite of the cheaper production costs the price of baby beef is fre-
quently as high or higher than that of mature beef of the same quality. This situa-
tion is explained by the wider demand for baby beef and the frequent oversi^ply of
heavy steers. Until feeders ^preciate this situation and reduce the number of heavy
steers of choice and prime grades this price relationship is likely to continue."
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Livestock Pools To. Close Sales Of Jifty I.^illions
Between kO and 50 million dollars T7ortli of business handled annually 'hy
about UOO cooperative livestock shipping associations in Illinois will be revie'7ed
in annual meetings which these associations will have well under way between now and
the end of November, accordir-g to R. C. Ashby, associate chief in livestock market-
ing at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, To have a live and inter-
esting meeting, many associations find a live and interesting program desirable, he
pointed out. Such a prograrr. seldom "Just happens". Usually it has to be planned.
Eight weeks in advance is none too soon to start , he said.
"Hequirements for the annual meeting vary with localities and with associa-
tions, Tliere should always be a mimeographed or printed rqjort of the past year's
business for distribution to the membership. It should be brief, but definite and
r.nappy. Some sort of a 'feed' puts across many a meeting. It need not be an expen-
sive one; often a cup of good coffee and one or two good sandwiches serve the purpose
aimirably.
"Problems of the association sho"aId, of course, be put before the annual
meeting. One good plan is to select as many association members or directors as there
are specific questions and then assign each one a topic for a five-minute discussion
in the meeting. This is one means of developing local talent, the thing every
; association should be doing. Finally there should be one talk or discussion which
links up the local association with the general livestock marketing program. This
.
sliould be a forward-looking presentation but one with an understanding of the real
iproblems involved. Most important of all, however, is to assign every officer and
every director some definite connection with and responsibility for the annual meeting.
Hie annual meeting should stimulate the membership to more active participation in the
association's business. Eie way to stage that IdLnd of a meeting is to plan for it
|far enough in advance."
$2*5 For Terraces Recla.im Ten Acres ITeigh.bors Gave Up
Although a. neigjibor advised that the field be aba,ndoned as worthless,
William L. ITade , a Clinton county farmer living near G-rcenville , reclaimed ten a.cres
of his farm by terracing it at a cost of less than $25, according to a report by
E. G-. Johnson, farm mechanics extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Erosion and gullying^ which iiad rained the field, are the
:aost serious problems on many Illinois farms ^ there "being aJbout five and a half
million acres of land in the state subject to thorn, Johnson pointed out.
This year, after terraces had stopped the gullies, Wade was able to harvest
^ crop from the entire field for the first time in the 12 or I3 years it had been in
; caltivation. It made 25 bushels of wheat to the acre and the crop was harvested with-*
:]out having to malie an extra turn with the binder.
It was four years ago that the neighbor advised Wade that he might as well
nake 1:5) his mind to abondon the ten-acre field. However, he continued to farm it in
:;spite of the fact that the g^ollies made the harvesting of a crop almost an impossibil-
.'ity. Finally, last fall ITade called in W. A. Cope, the farm adviser of the county,
land asked his advice about the field. It was decided tliat terracing was the only
[iiope, A drainage level was borrowed from the county engineer and the terraces staked
iout by Farm Adviser Cope, Wade built the terraces in two days' time with a two-horse
team and plow and a two-horse team and small road grader. The total cost for every-
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Big Apples Of Highest Color Will Keep Best In Storage
The higger and more highly colored ^ples are, the longer they vtiII keep,
it has been discovered hy horticultiirists. Hence, apples, like the eggs in the old
proverh
,
should not all he put in the same hasket , as most farmers do when they are
storing the fruit for winter, says R. L, McMunn,of the pomology division, College of
AtjriCTolture
, University of Illinois. By sorting fruits of a single variety into four
lots on the basis of size and color it is possible to extend the range of that variety
over a longer period than would normally be the case if the fruits were stored with-
out any division, he explained.
"^ples for storage should, of course, be selected on the basis of soundness.
Otherwise, the injured fruits will become infested with diseases and will then be a
source of infection for the sound fruits.
"The sound fruits should be separated into two lots, those that are well
colored and those that are not well colored. The reason is that the well colored
specimens have developed to a greater extent the wax coating on the skin and will,
therefore, keep much longer than green specimens in which this waxy coating has not
ieveloped. The better colored specimens not only will keep longer than the others
but also they will have a better flavor and will retain this flavor over a much longer
period.
"The range of the variety can be still further extended by separating the
.ffell colored and the poorer colored fruits into large and small sizes. Large, well
colored fruits will keep longer than the small, well colored fruits. Likewise, the
:Large, poorly colored fruits will keep longer than the small, poorly colored ones.
"After the apples have been divided into lots, it is well to wrap each one
(In wr^ping paper or newspaper. Better yet are the oil wrappers used by all com-
iaercial growers on varieties which are very susceptible to scald. For proper keep-
.;Lng, apples shoxild be stored at a temperature close to 32 degrees Fahrenheit in a
jpoom that has a rather high humidity. In basements with concrete floors it is well
:;o sprinkle the floors every few days to keep the hianidity high enough so that the
ipples will not shrivel. It is always well to inspect the fruit at freqpaent inter-
nals and remove any that is showing signs of rotting."
Fork Chops Made Six Weeks Sooner With Modem Methods
Modem methods of growing and fattening hogs, as demonstrated this past
summer by U5S Illinois farmers, have taken more than six weeks off the time required
;o get pigs -up to a marketable \:eight of 200 pounds each, according to E. T. Robbins
,
Livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Tanners usii^ the better methods can thus get their hogs on an earlier market which
isually is higher and more profitable than those of later months, he explained.
The U58 farmers are those enrolled in the college's statewide extension
iiroject on balancing com for hogs. As advocated in the project, the cooperators
:5racticed swine sanitation and in addition fed their brood sows, pigs, and fattening
logs such combinations of com and other grain with such a selction of legume pasture,
cape pasture, alfalfa hay, skim^nilk, soybeaxis , tankage, linseed oil meal, limestone,
3one meal and salt as was calcu-.ated to give maximum profit under their individual
:cnr-.?. Lions. Many of the U5S farmers had fastened and sold their spring pigs by the
raddle of September. It took them about six months or less to get an average weight
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S'armers In Upner Illinois Have Seed Com Advantage
Pamers in central and northern Illinois will have no shortage of seed
com for next spring's planting, althotigh the southern part of the coimtry's corn
belt will be hard hit as a res-alt of the past season's dro-a^at, according to J. C.
Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Any extra seed which farmers in the central and northern part of the
state pick this fall should find a ready aarket in the stricken area to the south,
he pointed out
.
Hegardless of whether or not farmers expect to rnarket any surplus, there
I, is anotherlreason why they should pick their seed com now, Hackleman pointed out.
Seed com is always best when it is selected just as soon as possible after it is
practically mature, he explained.
"Cooperative demonstration work which the college has carried on with
Illinois farmers shows that seed com which was field-picked as soon as it was well
matured and then dried out rapidly had six times as many disease-free ears as did
j
seed com which was left in the field until harvest time and then picked out as the
husked cortt. was dumped in the crib. Badly diseased ears were almost two and a half
times as numerous in the dump-picked seed com as they were in field-picked ears.
"Tliis is the result of the fact that the disease organisms remain active
during the late period of ripening and therefore the spread of the disease in the
ears is certain to continue until the moisture content of the com gets below 20
per cent. This neans that most com, especially with rains and relatively high
,
humidity in the fall, will be in ideal condition for the optimum spread of the
diseases which are in the fields and which already have infected a relatively high
percentage of the ears.
"The farmer who is expecting to disease-test his seed corn can not afford
I
to neglect field-picking. He should pick four or five times as many ears as he ex-
' pects to need. This will enable him to cull rigidly and thus insure himself a higher
quality of seed com next spririg. The farmer who does not expect to disease-test his
I seed is in even a more serious situation. Field-picking will be worth more to him
•han to any one else.
"Tile important thing in the storage of seed corn is to dry it out quickly
to stop the spread of diseases in the ears and prevent damage from freezing. Fire
drying is not absolutely necessary provided the corn is not piled. It should be
placed on racks aro\md which the air can circ^xLate and the racks should be so arrang-
ed that every portion of the room is well ventilated. If there is any question as to
air pockets or portions of the room in which the air is likely to become stagnant
and thus cause the corn to mould, an electric fan or some form of forced ventilation
nrust be provided.
"Seed corn should not be exposed to freezing temperatures until after the
moisture content has been reduced to 15 per cent or less."
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mum ford, Director.
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Com Borer Still A Menace Despite Setback In 1930
Despite the fact that the com borer did not make a normal increase ajid
spread during the -unusiml season of 1930, it will, unless controlled, become one of
the most destructive crop pests ever introduced into America and should be dealt with
accordingly through the continued cooperation of the farmer, the scientist, the ed-
ucator and all state smd federal administrative officials, according to a report by
a joint committee appointed by five national agricultural societies.
Dr. ¥. L. Burlison, head of the agronomy department, and A. L. Young, a
member of the farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, are members of the committee. It was appointed by the American Association
of Economic Entomologists, American Society of Agronomy, American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, American Farm Economic Association and American Society of Aaimal
Production.
The committee's recommendations and suggestions, "after careful investiga-
tion of the regulatory, research and educational activities", were:
1. That the quarantine regulations of the federal governments of the
United States and Canada, as well as of the state and provincial governments, be
supported and encouraged by all agencies and individuals interested in the welfare of
American agriculture.
3. That the extension agencies of the federal governments of the United
States and Canada and of the state and provincial agricultiural colleges, strengthen
and coordinate their programs of education relating to the corn borer, extending
these to conform with the spread and abundance of the insect and with the increased
:knowledge gained through research.
3. The following studies sliould be stressed beca^dse of their partictilar
iimportance: (a) the expedition of parasite introductions and the development of
(artificial media for mass production of parasites, (b) the development of effective
linsectides and their efficient application, (c) evaluation of the effect of environ-
Jiental factors on the insect 's activity.
4. Experiments clearly point to the probable development by breeding of
high yielding resistant and tolerant varieties of com which should be an importpjit
factor in control. To promote the development of such varieties, the com breeding
;programs of the state and federal governments should be continued and strengthened.
5. Research with farm implements should include the further development
lof plows and plow attachments and attachments which can be applied to the eqmpment
iialready on the farm; also a further study of pickers with stalk handling attachments,
-rakes and other stalk handling equipment
.
6. It is important that the relation of com borer control practices to
the entire farm business be determined and recommendations made for specific con-
ditions. Proposals including chojiges in cropping systems, complete utilization of
com, substitute crops, changes in com acreages and labor and equipment costs should
be worked out in line with the objective of maximum returns from farming.
7. Continued and further studies should be made on the influence of
:.iifferent degrees of corn borer abijndance ^j^ion: (a) feeding value of corn and the
:(:com plant in different forms, (b) ijgjon the yield of feed nutrients an acre, (c) the
comparative feeding value due to different methods of harvesting and preparing corn,
(d) use and feeding value of ijubstitute crops and (e) the influence of the corn
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Ui. Of Xi. Again Issues Val-oable Re suit s In Record Time
Val-'Oed at an inestimable amount, the results of research and experimenta-
tion carried on during the past year in the interests of better farming and home-
making today were placed in the hands of Illinois farmers and homemakers and other
interested citizens by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
This is the fifth consecutive year that the Illinois institution has led
all other state experiment stations in getting the results of its research work back
to the persons for whom they were intended.
The results are compacted in the annual report of Director H. W. Mijimford
for the year ended June 30. Issued -under the title, "A Year's Progress in Solving
Parm Problems of Illinois", the report is the forty-third in the station's history.
The new plan of getting the station's results back to the farmers axid home-
makers and other citisens of the state was inaugurated seven years ago by Director
Munford. For the past five of those seven years, the national record for speed in
getting such reports into the hands of persons who can use the facts has been held
by the Illinois station. The volume was compiled and edited by P. J. Keilholz,
extension editor of the college and experiment station, from reports submitted by
-.members of the station staff.
The range of subjects reported vpon in the 296 pages of the current volume
•extends from such siiijects as the relations between business men and farmers to the
:merits of simple, fadless diets in reducing weight. Between these two limits are
I reported many new facts on farm organizations, soils and crops, animal husbandry,
: dairying, entomology, farm organization and management , agricultural economics, farm
jmechanics, horticulture and home economics.
"At no time has the experiment station striven for volume in work attempted
:or results accomplished". Director Mumford points out in his report. "It is not so
I important that the station shall speak on every agricultural subject that occupies
.the public mind, but it is highly essential that when it speaks, it shall speak with
authority.
"TThat these and similar results of the experiment station mean in economic
and social values to the people of Illinois, the nation and the world at large is
inestimable. Facts developed by the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station do,
indeed, constitute a significant contribution to agricultural knowledge, for they go
to every comer of the globe - from the Danish arctic laboratory on the coast of
Grreenland to Cape Town on the south point of Africa, from Constantinople in the East
to the Leeward Islands in Polynesia. They go to the great libraries of Europe and
Asia as well as to those of the Anerican continent and to colleges in India, Egypt,
Palestine, and Syria."
-M-
Early Plowing Will Halt Damage By Serious Com Pest
It has now been established after a three years' study that the grape
"olaspis, one of the insects causing more or less severe damage every year to Illinois
3om, can be kept in check by plowing com land in the fall or early spring, prefer-
ably in the fall, J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural
history Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
It was discovered in the study that the loss from the insect is never severr
3xcept where red clover land is plowed late in the spring and com is planted imrnedi-w;-
l-y. Bigger reported. Plowing in the fall or early spring not only controls the insect
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Iron Of Mineral Mi xtvires 'v7orthless In G-eneral Feedin|g;
Iron, another caramon constituent of complex mineral mixtiores urged upon
farmers for balancing livestock rations, has been showi hy experiments in Illinois
and other states to be entirely worthless in general livestock feeding, according
to Dr. H. H. Mitchell, chief in animal nutrition at tie College of Agriculture,
' University of Illinois. The main use of iron on the farm is still for making farm
tools and machinery and not for balancing farm rations, he said.
The recently revived interest in blood formation and anemia and their re-
lation to the supply of iron in the food has led to an exaggerated idea of the im-
portance of iron salts in livestock feeding. Dr. Mitchell said.
At thQ_j)resent time the only known legitimate use of iron salts in live-
stock rations' Is'in the treatment of nutritional ariemia, a disease traceable solely
I to strict milk feeding under unnatural conditions of management, Dr. Mitchell ex-
' plained. At that, he added, the only well-lcnown instance of nutritional anemia
i among farm animals in this part of the vrorld is the anemia of suckling pigs confined
I
indoors for several weeks after farroT^dng. At the College of Agriculture, University
j
of Illinois,,a practicable and effective method has been worked out for giving iron
I salts to the"piga;f rom birth until all danger of anemia is past, he reported.
"However, this proven value of iron salts does not justify their use in
1 coraplex mineral mixtures, althougli they ajre found in many such mixtures on the market,
Furthermore, the form of iron quite generally used in such mixtures is perhaps the
I least available form that could be chosen, namely, iron oxide. There is every reason
to believe that it is quite unusable by animals, while a.ctual tests have shown that
anemic pigs are not appreciably benefited by relativelj'- ]^.rge doses of iron oxide,
although they respond readily to soluble iron salts,
"Experiments here in Illinois have shown that iron salts added to the well-
balanced rations of growing and fattening pigs over Uo pounds in weight do not inprove
the gains. In fact, particularly if the ration contains an iron-rich food like tanlc-
age, there seems to be some tendency towards an ujifavors.ble effect. Experiments at
the University of Wisconsin likewise have shown that the growth of chicks is not
improved by iron supplements,
"The coraplex mineral mixture, whether mixed at home according to some
.treasured formula or bought from a high-pressure salesman, is a 'shot-gun' prescrip-
j
tion for ills that may or may not exist. Such a mixture is more expensive than it
needs to be, it may injure livestock consuming it freely and it discourages the home-
I
malcing of minerals by giving the impression that mineral mixing is a fine art. As a
1
matter of fact, a mixture of two or three common minerals, such as limestone, bone-
i
meal and salt, is just as good or better and is much cheaper,"
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumtord, Director.
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Fall Peach Spray Will Insure G-ood Prospects For 19"^1
Illinois peacla trees withstood the drouth in surprising fashion, and
groTTcrs can insure themselves good prospects for a 1931 crop by applying dormant
sprays this fall, it is reported "by R. S, Marsh, horticulture extension specialist
01 the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Fall spraying eliminates the risk of "being delaj'^cd hy wet weather next
spring, Marsh pointed out. Also a ftill dormant spray is recommended in preference
to an early spring dormant spray to control effectively peach, leaf curl and San Jose
scale, he pointed out. Although the low temperatures of the 1929-30 vTinter killed
a high percentage of the scale insects, this past summer has heen ideal for a rapid
increase in the numbers of this post. Also the d.ry spring and summer greatly re-
duced disease organisms, hut wet and cloudy weather can make certain diseases a
menace in a very short time.
"Although the hot, dry, shimmer weather seriously damaged most crops in
southern Illinois, it seemed to he ideal for peach trees. Throughout the state they
generally arc in much better condition than anyone anticipated, considering the
abnormal ^^'eather. TThcro trees were pruned, nitrated and cultivated they have made
much recovery from their winter-injured condition and iiave appeared vigorous through-
out the summer drouth.
"Dormant sprays can be E^plied effectively as soon as enough of the leaves
jhave fallen to allow for thorough sprajdng. For fall dormant sprays, the grower has
|a choice of spras'^s using cither lime sulphur or an oil bordeaux. The latter is more
! effective in the control of San Jose scale. Detailed directions for raalcing these
sprays are contained in Circular Ko, 277f "Spraying Illinois Fruits", which may be
I
obtained on request from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
-M-
Lamb Feeders Need Wider Margin For Profits This Year
Lamb feeders of Illinois, one of the leading states in this business, will
have to figure on more margin between biiying and selling price of their lambs if they
make a profit this year, it is pointed out by W, G. Kammlade, in charge of sheep
husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Feed costs are not greatly different from last year and feeding lambs are
costing about one-half as much as then, he reported. Feed costs and other costs,
excepting buying price, remaining tlie same, it is necessai'y to have a much larger
margin when lambs are bought at a low price than when they are bought at a high price,
he e^iplained,
and sell them at 12 cents a pound
"It is possible, for example, to buy feeding lambs at 12 cents a pound/and
make some profit, on the 'basis of a pcand of gain costing about eight cents for feed.
However, a feeder would not make an;' larger profit buying feeding lambs at six cents
a pound and selling them for eight cents when his gains cost him eight cents a pound*
The selling price needs to be ahove feed costs as well as above buj'ing costs if prof-
its are to be significantly larger,
"At present prices, grain rations on farms this season will cost about one
to one and a half cents a pound and ro-oghage rations about three-fourths to one cent
I
a pound. This means that the cost of feed for a pound of gain in the case of most
feeders will be eight to nine cents. Thus, a selling price of $10 a hundred pounds,
judging from present prices of feeder lambs, would allow enough margin above feed
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Feed Sliortage Can Be Blocked By Planning Sul^stitutes
Illinois farmers will be up against it toth for hay and pasture in 193^
>
as a result of the past season's drouth, "but the emergency can "be net "by careful
planning, says E. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and management department
01 the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In the study of many hundreds
of farm records, examples have been found where men in svch situations have used a




"Recently many Illinois farmers have adopted good field arrangements and
rotations of crops vrhich fit into their plan of business. Weather conditions of the
past year, ho'irever, have been discouraging to the man :7ho is trying to follow a good
rotation. In many parts of the state, clover fields have been kill-ed by the dry
iveother. Such conditions have led some farmers to give up a good cropping system
after they once had it established. It is easy to put land which should have been
-in clover back to com, following a year when the clover crop has failed, and to
break up the rotation in that way,
"A good system of farming should include plans for handling such a situa-
tion. Careful consideration should be given to selecting emergency hay crops such
as soybeans or emergency pasture crops which in general had best be a companion crop
jof small grain and legumes, G-rain crops perhaps supplemented by rape give early
'feed in the spring and will be needed with the short s-uroply of feed that will be on
band, Spring-so^m legumes and sudan grass may ,-ive good sumer and fall feed,
iPasturo land may be divided, using part for spring pasture and part £or fall pasture,
:In such an arrangement some crops will provide early pasture, while others will pro-
vide later pasture,
"Ho matter what has to be done to keep a good cropping plan going, it
^should be remembered that such a plan lias helped many Illinois farmers increase their
iaarnings by making it more economical for them to operate their farms and at the
isame time supplying them with needed feed. A good cropping plan helps provide for
•the best use of labor, power and equipment, helps to maintain fertility of the soil,
Iprovides for the proper feeding of livestock and makes it easier to control weeds,
:ilnsects and crop diseases".
-M--.
Correct Feeding Nets Association Members $19 A Month
An average of $19.60 has been added to the monthly profits of members of
the McDonoiigh County Dairy Herd Improvement Association who have abandoned haphazard
nethods and are feeding their cows on the basis of what they produce, according to a
report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, viftaich sponsors these
associations.
The improved feeding methods have taken seven cents off the cost of produc-
ing a pound of butterfat and liave boosted the profits of the dairymen by that amount,
according to Ernest Rose, tester in the association, who made the report,
OiTners of the high producing herds in the association also are feeding
I silage and hay and balanced grain rations so that their herds will produce at a prof-
iltable level during the winter feeding season.
Profit-making suggestions and results similar to those from McDonough
pcimty are available to approximately 1,500 Illinois dairymen who are members of dairy
'lerd inprovcment associations now operating througliout the state, according to J. H,
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Drouth-Hi t Fe-^d Mfiy Be Conservpd Tith Good Shelter
With their feed supplies cut short by one of the worst drouths in years,
Illinois farmers can conserve what they do have by seeing that their grain, roughage
and livestock is properly sheltered for the winter, according to W. A. Foster of the
farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Shelter
for the grain and roughage !':eeps it in a palatable condition and prevents spoilage and
waste from mold, he pointed out. Shelter for livestock conserves feed by saving the
animals' body heat, thus raald.ng them more comfortable and contented.
"Every feeder dreads the cold winter rain, daxap clothes and chilling
wind if he }mows that the iinsheltered livestock must suffer. More grain and roughage
I
will be consTJmed and much wasted, while the gains of the cattle will be slowed up.
"An open shed ivith bunlcs mattes an ideal place for feeding, since the
-stock will seek shelter from the cold rain, wet snows, and wintry blasts if given a
I chance. The manure accumulates there and is saved rather than being wasted over a
.large area. These shelters which can be open to the south or southeast are built
16 to 20 feet wide and in any convenient length. The shed or combination roof is
used. One may easilj"" drive between posts with a spreader for the removal of the
imanure. Only a limited amount of materials is used. The construction is very simple
land can be put up with farm labor.
"The old barn or shelter may be made serviceable, convenient and com-
fortable at a small outlay of time and from salvage materials. A careful inspection
of the roof and a little rep?ir will put it in good condition.
"An inexpensive shelter can be made from polos and branches cut from
the wood lot and covered with straw or corn stalks."
-M-
Orchard Sanitation Will S-ivo Insects Farther Setback
Having gainnd th.^ir fight against insects and diseases during the past
summer, fruit growers can begin now to bolster their 1931 profits by practicing simple
orchard sanitation, accorcmg to R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Aided by carofal spraying and
the dry clear weather of the past summer, many fruit growers have reduced the insects
and diseases in their orcliards to a minimum, Marsh said.
Removal of diseased and infested trees in case they can not be profit-
ably redeemed is one orchard sanitation which Marsh recomTnonds. A light discing of
the orchard soil will help in the cleanup ctonpaign, if the soil is not subject to
erosion, he added. It is recommended that this discing be done in late October or
early November so that no second growth is encouraged to break the rest period of the
trees. Such cultivation will assist in the control of scab and leaf spot diseases as
t^ell as destroy the over wintering quarters of many insects which may be hibernating
in the soil. Also a late cultivation if done aro-ond the base of the tree will go far
toward the control of mice injury, Marsh said.
-M-
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Water
,
Not Drouth , Was The Mr; Threat To This Corn
Dry weather ruined the corn crop for many a farmer this year, but
Srnie Michael, a Carroll county farmer living near Lanark, almost lost his because
of a heavy rain. A system of terraces which he had built to prevent washing and
gullying on the field was all that saved the crop, according "to a report which he
has made to E. G. Johjison, farm mechanics er:tension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Just after Michael had cultivated the corn on a ten-acre field for the
second time, there was a U-inch rain, most of it coming in a very short time. "It
rained so hard", Michael said, "the water even came down the chimney and leaked into
the house." T\7o or throe years ago, before the field was terraced, a similar rain
was so damaging that the water came do^vn the corn ro-.7s in rivulets and washed small
gullies nine or ten inches deep over the entire field.
"It's hard to say how much terracing has been worth to this field, but
it is worth considerable," said Michael. "The corn in a near-by unterraced field
has yellow strips running thro-agh it showing whore washing has taken place, while
the corn in the terraced field is all the same color. This is a demonstration that
terraces are helpful in increasing yields on soil that is washy." The terraces caused
no trouble in preparing, planting or cultivating the field. Michael reported sur-
!
prise that he was able to get such a good check on his corn.
The terraces, which are designed to slow \Tp the flow of surface water,
thereby allowing more of it to be absorbed and preventing it from gaining enough
;
speed to wash the soil, were built with the assistance of Farm Adviser M. P. Roske of
! Carroll county. He staked out the terraces which were then built by Michael himself.
A small patrol grader and horses v;ere used in building them. The soil was in very
'poor condition to handle last spring and the terraces were not built as high as
t wanted. Nevertheless, thoy held up under the U-inch ra.in which came after the second
tcorn cultivation and another good rain which fell later. Michael is now mal-d.ng plans
I to terrace another and larger field this fall. Many other farmers in the state, once
i having seen the value of terracing in preventing soil washing, also have terraced more
land, Johnson said.
-M-
Premiums On Early Lamb s EncovTages Their Production
More Illinois sheep flock owners next season will practice the recom-
mended plan of raising early lambs, after having seen the tidy premiums which they
paid this year, in the opinion of E. T. Robbins
,
livestock extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Last spring a few early Illinois lambs were sold as high as $17 a
hundredweight or more and thousands were marketed at around $12. At the time, owners
were disappointed because prices were lower than they had been the previous year.
However, they are better satisfied with those prices now, in view of the figures at
which later lambs have been selling. Late lambs kept all siommer broi^ight only about
$9 a hundredweight . These late lambs grew scarcely any during July and August when
it was hot and consequently they have been expensive to raise.
This experience has encouraged more farmers to try and raise February
land March lambs next year and have them fat and sold before the usual June drop in
iprices, according to Bobbins. Listing the various advantages, he pointed out that
early lambs escape injuries from stomach worms, they have less loss from dogs, they
suffer no setback from mid-summer heat , and they are quickly turned into cash at a
itime of year when farm income often is at low ebb. Best of all, he said, they usual-
ly bring in more dollars a lamb than later lambs which are kept twice as long.
-U-
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Mexican Ranchers Adopt Illinois Plan Of Cheap Power
Famed for the time and money which they are saving Illinois farmers,
tie-team hitches as now used in this state have spread to far-off Mexico, according
to a report hy E. T. P.ohhins
,
livestock extension specialist, of the College of
^ricialture. University of Illinois. Already one Mexican rancher with 1 ,600 m^xLes
as a soiirce of farm-produced power is using the Illinois hig-team-hitch idea to good
advantage, Rohtins said.
Having heard of the success of the Illinois "big teams, the rancher last
spring wrote the agricultural college for information as to how he might use his
tractor plows with mules. The rancher is H. W. Pieke, assistant field manager of the
Compani Del Tlahualilo of Tlahualilo. Rohhins gave him some suggestions and also
sent the college's circular No. 355 entitled, "Big Teams on Illinois Farms". Recently
the rancher sent pictures of eight mules pulling a two-disc tractor plow and twelve
mules pulling a four-disc tractor plow. 'Each outfit has a truck made from the hind
gears of a wa^on to guide the plow and fxirnish a seat for the driver. To drive such
big teams only two lines are needed on the leaders. The rest of the mules are con-
trolled hy buck ropes and tie chains as in Illinois. Fieke wrote that, "it was no
trouble at all" to make the plows work well with the mules.
While Mexican ranchers are just beginning to take up the big-team-
hitch idea, Illinois farmers are going ahead developing new schemes for big teams
;vhich will enable them to get cheap and effective power. A Morgan county farmer,
for instance, has rigged up an ingenious outfit for using a t'.?o -wheel , two-bottom
tractor plow with six horses. At Robbins' suggestion, this farmer made a light
^tnick out of the frame and wheels of a discarded riding cultivator. This man
reports that the outfit is strong, steady and well-suited to a six-horse team,
litched three and three and driven with two lines.
-M-
U. Of I. To Hold First Hatchery School November 20, 21
Baby chick hatcheries of Illinois, of which there are about 5^0, are
;o be given a new service from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, in
:he form of a hatchery school. The event, the first of its kind in the state, will be
leld November 20 and 21, it was announced today by H. H. Alp, poultry extension
specialist. Newer develojments in the hatchery business, including flock improvement
?ork, hatchery sanitation and hygiene, and the feeding and care of poultry as it
ipplies to hatcheries will be stressed on the program. A number of outside speakers
ind prominent authorities connected with the hatchery industry of the country will
le scheduled on the program.
-M-
Tests Show Way To G-row Much-Desired Early Gladioli
5b.rly flowering of gladioli
,
a much-sotight result in the commercial
pi'owing of this flower under glass, can be brought about both by the use of artifici-
iil light and certain chemicals, but as yet neither of these practices can be recom-
lended for regular commercial use, according to experiments conducted over a period
f several years by the division of floriculture of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Results of the experiments are reported in a new bulletin
entitled, "Experiments in Forcing Gladioli", which has just been published by the
nstitution. F. F. Weinard, associate chief in floricultural phj'-siology , and S. W.
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Machine Pickin,°: Of 1930 Com To Cost More A Bushel
Mechanical corn pickers, a comparativelj'- new harvesting; invention, will
sho\7 a higher cost a "bushel for harvesting corn this year than T7as the case in 192g
and 1929* according to results 01 studies made by the farm management department of
the Collie of Agriculture, University of Illinois. On the other hand, hand huskers
are being hired for less money this year than either in 192S or I929, it was said.
Com harvesting costs are influenced by weather conditions, but these are
normal this fall. H.-uvesting costs with mechanical pickers vrill be high owing to the
fact that yield will be low, it was explained by P. E. Johnston, assistant chief of
the department. In 192S and I929 the com on 102 farms where one-row pickers were
used and studied averaged. U3 bushels an aare and on the 6U farms where two-row pick-
ers were used, the average yield was U5 bushels an acre. Average yield in central
Illinois 'will be lower than this in 1930 > i^ which case harvesting costs with mech-
anical pickers may be expected to be higher.
In 192s and I929 the department studied lU farms using one-row pickers
where the corn yields were below 37^' bushels an acre with an average yield of 3^^
bushels. .pn_ these farms the average cost a bushel for husking the com with the mech-
anical pickers was 10 cents. There were 19 farms where the same kind of pickers were
used but whore the corn yields were above Uy-^ bushels an acre with an average cost for
husking a bushel of corn was 7»^ cents.
The amount of corn husked with one machine also is an important factor in
determining the cost a bushel. TI'.c acreage husked with each of the one-row pickers
was larger on the farms where the yields were higher so that in the first group of
farms only 2,800 bushels of corn were husked with each machine, while in the second
group each picker husked 5»300 bushels.
In the case of farms using two-row pickers, there were no yields below 37^
bushels, but there were IS fam^ where the yield ranged from 37i bushels to U2-g
bushels an acre and on these the cost for husking was 7,1 cents a bushel. There were
20 farms where the yield ranged from kj^ bushels to 57-J bushels an acre. Here the av-
erage cost was six cents a bushel. In determining these costs it was not possible to
estimate the loss of shelled com which might well be considered as an item of expense.
In the case of the two-row pickers, the group having the lower yield had the
largest acreage a picker, so that the total bashels harvested with each machine was
about the same for both groups. This partly explains the variation in cost a bushel
between the one-row and two-row machines.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokd, Director.
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Cattle Peedin,"; Now Normal Despite Earlier Outlook
Cattle feeding operations are getting -under way on Illinois farms tmder more
normal conditions than scemod likely a few months ago, according to R, E. Snapp , as-
sociate chief in "beef cattle hushandr;'- at the College of Agrictilture , University of
Illinois. Feed supplies arc Ttcre normal than it seemed they would "be, while prices
both of feed and cattle are such that there is little unusual a'bout the "beef cattle
feeding situation this fall, he said.
"Com "belt feeders as a rule huy their feeding cattle in Octo"ber and
Novem'bcr. At that time there is a lot of rc-ugh feed in the way of stub'ble pasture f
meadow aftermath, second growth, and seedling clover and stalk fields. Tliin cattle
are adraira'bly well-suited for utilizing such roughages and often will make good gains
on these forages for from two to four weeks. Care should "be taken, however, lest the
supply of feed "becomes short, causing the cattle to stop gaining or perhaps even los-«
ing a little. Tliis is particularly likely to happen where steers are left out in
stalk fields after the arrival of cold weather,
"As pastures "become short or as stalk fields are picked over, additional
feed should "be sijpplied in the form of green corn in the early fall or as shocked
com later in the season. This can "be fed "by scattering it thinly over the pastiire
so that all the animals will have easy access to it and none will "be likely to eat
nnich more than his share. When this method is used, it is very rare for a steer to
overeat and go off feed or for an animal to hang around the hayrack and show no in«-
jolination to walk vap and get a taste of the new material,
"Cattle that are to stay on the farm several months may well "be fed
roughage alone for five or six weeks "before heiag given their first feed of corn.
Likewise, thin mature steers and cows that are to "be put only in good "butcher condi-
I tion will be likely to attain the desired finish on good clover hay and com silage
I
in a period of 100 to 120 days. Choice fleshy feeders, on the other hand, that arc
1
to be made prime in a relatively, short period should be started on corn as soon as
ithey reach the farm and be gotten up to a full feed by the end of the second or
third week,"
-M-
Half 4p ggg Is, A Froak Beyond Even The Best ^ Hcj^
A hen recently was reported to have laid an egg with three yolks, but one
thing Tftiich no hen has ever done is lay half an egg, it is pointed out by H, H. Alp i
poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
It is a case of a whole egg or none at all and consequently hens and pullets must be
fed accordingly, he said. If a hen or pullet is not being fed enough to lay a whole
egg, she may and often does go aliead laying at the expense of her body weight , Alp
explained,
"The term 'feeding for egg production* has often been too carelessly used.
The amateur is apt to take it for granted that the feeding program he is followiag
' is satisfactory for the reason that the pullets are laying. The bird laying daily
.
or every other day is performing a task which represents her maximum production and
as a result it takes a good bird, well-fed, to stand up tmder the strain. It may be
advisable for some flock owners to check on the gain or loss in weight of the flock
periodic weighing of a few marked birds,"
:iz .Ic
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Homeless Hen Is Pictured ^.s Sad Case Of Wasted Cash
The homeless hen should get a share of the headline along with homeless
men men now that winter in close at liand, in the opinion of H, E. Alp, poultry exten-
sion specialist in the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As a case in
point
,
he cites two flocks out of the many which he has been watching during the
. past summer.
Both have developed into flocks of fine pullets, hut now after all the
money which has been spent on them, they face the winter as birds without a homo. In
spite of the fact that the owners have gone to the expense and trouble of providing
a suitable brooder house and equipment and feed for rearing, nothing has been done to
provide them with satisfactory quarters for the winter, Alp pointed out. The hen
house on each of these farms at the present time is of the narrow type with a few
small windows in the south wall, is not more than lU feet wide and is of a type so
.
often associated with dampness and coldness. To make matters worse, there will be
more birds than the houses can accommodate,
"New and e:!5)ensive houses are not always needed. Ifeny Illinois poultry
I; flock owners could solve their housing problems by remodeling the old building.
.: Ihose who need information on remodeling can consult tlieir county farm advisers or
:i get the college's circular No. 337, entitled, 'Housin,^ Farm Poultry.'
"It sliould be remembered that a pullet laying in the fall is laying at an
i imnatural season of the year. If let alone, she would be content to follow instinct
: and lay in the spring, Tlierefore, when sl-:Le is forced to lay out of season, she
I
should be provided vrith conditions which are as nearly as possible like those pre-
' Tailing in the spring. Confining her to a poorly-lighted, poorly-ventilated, dirty
I and over-crowded house in weather which is normally against her natural instincts
I for production is far from surrounding her with conditions favorable for egg produc-
; tion. It would be more profitable to well good pullets rather than keep them in a
, poor house."
-M-
1930 Bad Codling Moth Year ; Ordiard Cleanup Urged
This has been a bad codling moth year and a. strict clean-up of orchards is
li in order if fruit growers are to keep down next year's damage by this serious pest,
according to a report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by S. C.
. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. A
recent survey of hO sprayed orchards in the southern end of the state showed an av-
:' erage of I9 percent of the apples wormj'. Chandler reported. This means that many
• worms have found places to cocoon up for the winter ready to produce a brood next
spring, he explained,
"Some of these worms have crawled into crevices in the rough part of the
tree between the ground and the main crotch. It might be a very paying practice in
the case of older, rough trees to scrape off this outer bark, collect and burn it.
The trees would then be in shape for the use of codling moth bands next season,
which, with the present carryover, may be a valuable supplementary control measure,
"Other worms have chosen various situations on the ground, attaching their
cocoons to old prunings, rails, cornstalks, or bits of wood lying around \xnder the
]ij
tree. Hibernation studies have shown that man-made hiding places such as old baskets,
I corrugated paper tops, fertilizer sacks and the like contain a very much larger pro-
portion of the worms than the natural cover of grass, leaves and weeds. A clean-v?)
of all such things may help materially in reducing next year's infestation."
v-'^-Jv iil-j.^ >•'-''? .-^. iaL^ '•
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Losses Of Com From Disease Could Be Cut In Half
Half of the millions of bushels of corn T7hich diseases are destroying
every year in Illinois could be saved and farm profits bolstered accordingly if
control methods already developed and knovm to be effective were applied, according
to a new bulletin entitled, "Corn Diseases in Illinois," which the ejqjeriment
station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois released today. The
necessary general control measures can be used by any interested farmer whether he
is able to distir.^uish the various diseases or not, the bulletin points out. It is
conservatively estimated tloat diseases annually destroy 20 percent, or one-fifth,
of the crop from the 8,700,000 acres of corn grown in Illinois.
1 Authors of the new bulletin are Benjamin Koehler and James R. Holbert
,
Iboth widely-recogTiized authorities on corn diseases. The former is assistant chief
.in crop pathology at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the latter
senior agronomist in the office of cereal crops and diseases in the federal biireau
!of plant industry. The 16U pages of the bulletin are illustrated with 71 different
Ipictures, some of them in colors, to show the nature, damage and control of the
ivarious "diseases.
Twenty-eight of the more important diseases, including seedling diseases,
jgeneral diseases of the aerial parts, root rot, stalk rot, leaf diseases and ear rot
jare dealt with in the bulletin.
Practices which the bulletin recommend as being important in a general
iprogram of corn disease control are:
1. Sanitation, that is, the removal of all old corn refuse from the field
or the thorough plowing under of such refuse so as to remove it from the surface of
the ground. Such refuse carries spores which otherwise are scattered by the wind
and reinfect the next crop.
2. Crop rotation, in order to prevent the accumulation of disease organ-
isms in the soil,
3. Soil management, including proper tillage, drainage, and soil fertility,
in order to provide conditions favorable to the vigorous and balanced growth of the
corn plant,
U, Development of disease-resistant strains in open-pollinated and inbred
stock by careful plant and ear selection for freedom from disease, for characters
found to be associated with resistance to disease, and for other desirable plant
iqualities.
5« Seed treatment, in order to check seed-borne diseases and protect the
;,kemel or young seedling against infection from the soil, especially when the en-
•iyironmental conditions are unfavorable for germination.
-M-
Printed in turtherancc of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8. 1914. H. VV. Mum ford, Director.
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Defiant Fleas Ro-gted By ITer;ly Develo-ped Control Flan
Fleas which during the past two years have 'become more trouhlesome than
oyer on many Illinois farmsteads, can now he cleaned out hy a newly developed method
ifnich is hoth economical and practical, according to a report to the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois "by M. D, Farrar of the Illinois State Natural
History Suirvey. The new method consists of cleaning up and spraying the oreeding
places of the fleas with a dilute solution of miscihle or soluble oil sprays.
Farrar, who holds a research fellowship from the Crop Protection insti-
tute, developed the new control in connection with experimental work which he is
doing under the direction of the Natural History Survey. Flea relief is especially
welcome just at this time in view of the fact that dry weather of the past two sea-
sons has favored the development of the pests, it was pointed out. Human fleas, as
well as cat and dog fleas, have "been found breeding on Illinois farms.
The first step in the new control method is a thorough cleaning of all the
farm "buildings, feed floors, sheds and feeding lots frequented hy any farm animals.
In this cleaning, all manixre , straw and dust is removed. Floors covered with dust
should be swept off with a broom, leaving only the hard surface. Material removed
in the clean-up may be spread on fields at some distance from the buildings.
Following the clean-up of the buildings, the floors and walls to a height
of three feet are thoroughly sprayed. The spray used is made from five gallons of
miscible or soluble oil to each 100 gallons of water. Several such oils are now
marketed and sold for the spraying of fruit trees during the dormant season, Enou^
spray material must be used to soalc up the surface of the floor and penetrate into
the cracks of the walls. About 3OO gallons of spray material seemed enough for the
average farmstead,
-M-
20-Cent Wheat Price Would Have Paid For This Liming
Limestone and sweet clover boosted the wheat yield so high for George
Deere, a Morgan county farmer, that the extra bushels would have paid for the lime-
stone, even if wheat were selling as low as 20 cents a bushel, according to a report
by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agricult-ure, University
of Illinois. An. increase in yield of 30 bushels an acre was harvested this season by
Deere after he had used the Illinois soil building combination of limestone and sweet
clover on one of his fields.
With the exception of a strip along one side of the field, the entire 10
acres on which the wheat crop was grown was limed three years ago. A heavy growth
of sweet clover was plowed tmder in the fgill of 1929 before wheat was sown. The soil
on the field was thin timber land and was too acid to grow clover without limestone.
Before limestone was applied and sweet clover plowed under, 12 bushels of wheat and
20 bushels of corn were about all that this land would produce, according to its
owner.
Responding to the previous treatment, this year's wheat, crop made more than
40 bushels to the acre. Deere estimated that the wheat on the unlimed strip made
only 10 bushels to the acre. Thus, Linsley explained, an application of limestone at
the rate of three tons to the acre, costing approximately $6 an acre, produced 30
bushels of whea.t. This one crop of wheat has paid for the limestone several times
over, while the one application of limestone will give similar increases for several
': years to come,
-M-
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^O-Cent Promixim Upwards Farmers ?or Grading Of Lambs
A premiiim on their test lambs of 50 cents a hundredweight ahove the top
market price Has the added profit which Adams county sheep flock owners pocketed this
year for grading their lamhs accordinL^ to market demands, it is reported by E. T.
Hobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
!Ehcy made five cooperative shipments totaling 1,125 lambs which were graded
by Fann Adviser S. F. Eussell and a committee of lamb raisers at the shipping point.
Hie 27 best fat lambs sold in East St. Louis at an average of $11.20 a hundredweight.
Tnere were 51U lambs almost as good which sold at $10.70, 202 bucks at $S,85, 263
medium lambs at $8,30 and 59 culls at $5.65. The average top price on the market at
the time of these sales was $10,70, so that the very best lambs in these shipments
beat the top by 50 cents.
Ihe medium lambs were of good type but needed another month of feeding to
sake them fat eno-ugh for the market. The culls were of a scrawny tj'pe , as well as
thin. The worst loss of all was taken by those sheep raisers who brou^t in buck
lambs and found that they sold at an average of $2,35 a hundredweight below the best
wethers.
It did not take the farmers long to learn that it pays to sell the kind of
lambs the maidcet demands. In the first sliipment on May 25, for instance, 20 percent
of the lambs graded as culls. In the very next shipment, there were less than 2 per-
Icent of culls, while the last four shipments averaged only 3 percent culls.
The project was carried out in cooperation with the extension service of the
College of Agric\ilture , University of Illinois, and was started last winter. At that
time, W. &. Kammlade, assistant chief in sheep husbandry at the college, addressed a
iffleeting at which 57 men pledged themselves to further the lamb inprovement idea by
idocking and castrating their lambs and encouraging others to do so, A check-up showed
ithat 53 farmers who had been selling buck lambs in the past had wether lambs to sell
this year. It is ejqjected that none of them will ship biick lambs to the market next
.year,
"So Cause For Alarm Over Sulphur Sprav In.jury To Apples
Excessively high teirperatures of the past summer were responsible for the
.injury to apples from sulphur sprays and growers therefore should not be uxiduly alarm-
ed over the damage, according to Dr. H, W, Anderson, associate chief of pomological
pathology of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Orchardists can
,.:^juard against similar injury in future years by following the college's recommendations
• on the matter of changing from sulphur sprays to Bordeau^c as soon as excessively hot
vweather is to be e:<pected, he recommended,
"All tj'pes of sulphur sprays, including lime sulphur, wettable sulphurs,
..and sulphur dust caused injury when applied too late in the season. Even when the
sulphur sprays were applied in June some injury occurred, owing to the fact that no
I'ain fell to wash off the excess sulphur.
"Fairly definite mahogony-brown areas occurred on the apples where the
ijSTilphur injury took place. When the b"'arnirig was serious the areas were somewhat
o^alackened as though a hot iron had been pressed against the fruit. Later the areas
.j7ere definitely sunlcen in some cases, With less serious injury the exposed face some-
ifciracs was merely brown and the fruit recovered vrithout serious damage. Direct scald-
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Hatcherymen To Meet In Uj. of li School , Nov . 20, 21
Illinois' 500 hatcherj'- operators T7ho produce a good share of the
$27,000,000 worth of chickens raised annually in the state will attack some of the
newer protlens of their business in a two-day school to be held for them llovera'ber 20
and 21 at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. L. L. Jones, secretary
of the International Baby COriick Association, LaPayette, Ind,
,
and G-. S, Vickers,
secretary of the Ohio Poultry Iraprovement Association, Columbus, 0,, head a list of
ik speakers for the school,
Tliose attending the school will be welcomed by Dean H. W, Mumford, after
.*iich L, E. Card, chief in poultry husbandry, will speak on, "Tlie Hatcheryman and the
Poultry Industry," Jones will discuss, "Eatchery Organization" and Vickers will
: speak on, "A Flock Inprovemant Program, for Hatcherymen" to round out the morning
session.
"Hatdicrj-- and Inc^jbator Sanitation," by T. S. Townsley, poultry specialist
of The Smdth Incubator Corrpany, Cleveland, 0., will open the afternoon program on the
first day. This will be followed by, "Some Aspects of Pullorum. Disease Control", by
Dr. W. E. Welch, diief veterinarian of the Illinois State Department of Agriculture,
Springfield; "Pullorin and Tuberculin Testing of Plocks" , by Dr. Robert Graham,
1 chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the college; "Cliick Sanitation in the Control
i of Diseases", by Dr, Prank Thorp, asoistant in animal pathology, and "Chicken Pox
Control by Vaccination" by Dr, W, A. James, also an assistant in animal pathology.
Opening the second daj' of the course, Jones will speak on "Care and Manage-
ment of Hatchery Flocks"; H, J. Sloan, instructor in poultry husbandry, will discuss,
"Poultry Feeding Problems", and W, E, Allen, director of research for Acetol Products,
Inc.
,
New York, will speak on, "Battery Brooding in Theory and Practice." During the
final afternoon of the course, H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist, will speak on,
"Successful Chick Rearing"; Ken?) Crome , hatcliery o\Tner and poultryman of Albion, will
speak on, "My Experience with a S^jecialty Hatchery"; J, Turner Mills, hatchery owner
of McNabb, will answer the question, "Should the Hatcheryman Be a Flock Owner and
Breeder?" and Vickers will eii^lain, "Service to Flock Owners and Patrons,"
Hatdierymen v4io attend the school will find a wide variety of work under
way in the college poultry division, E:q)crimental projects now in progress include
studies on the inheritance of resistance to pullonan disease, growth requirements of
chickens and turkeys, cod-liver-oil feedin^; of chicks, Vitamin E requirements of
'poultry, and cons-omer demand for eggs of different quality, as well as the more or
'less routine improvement of brecdin,:? and selection in connection with the regular
plant stock. From 50 to 75 students receive instruction in poultry husbandry every
year, In^jortant extension service projects are being furthered among farmers of the
state to encourage bettor methods of poultry breeding, feeding and management.
Printed m iurihtrancc of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congresj May 8, 191-t. H. W. MuuFoau, Director.
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Fall Is Time To Strike At Costly Piallort-n Disease
Close to 75 percent of the death losses in bahy chicks are traceable to the
infectious pulloinm disease or bacillary white diarrhea, and many poultry enterprises
have heen wrecked hy this nialady, according to Dr. Robert G-rahara, chief in animal
pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Blood
testing of flocks in the fall after culling time, in order to detect infected breed-
ing fowls and eliminate them, is one of the two chief hopes for checking the ravages
of the disease, he said. Eie other is the use of sanitary measures to keep down the
infection in incubators, brooder houses, and their surroundings.
Several clean flocks already have been established in a testing project
inaugurated by the experiment station of the agricultural college, cooperating with
local veterinarians. In other flocks the amount of infection has been greatly rc-
dtLced. However, a single test of any flock will not eliminate all infection. It
has been found advisable in some flocks to repeat the test every month until all
fowls harboring the disease liave been found.
As a means of hastening the extermination of the disease, more than 100
veterinarians during the past six weeks have been given special tra.ining in the ap-
plication of the blood test for the detection of pullorum disease. This training has
,
been given in the animal pathology and hygiene laboratories of the agricultural col-
' lege. Tliese men arc now qualified to give service in every locality of the state,
Dr. G-rahara pointed out.
Control of the disea.sc also is being pushed by the Illinois State Depart-
ment of Agriculttire, thro'Jgli the accrcditin:'- of flocks found free from the disease.
;A11 persons interested in obtaining accredited flocks should request Order No. 11
ifrora the State Department of Agriculture, Springfield, Dr. Graham said. This order
i tells how breeders and hatchcrj'mcn and flock owners ma.y cooperate with their local
•veterinarian in obtaining official recognition.
; There is no medicine, vaccine or ser^am that can be used to prevent pullorum
'disease, Dr. Graham said,
-M-
Test l'4 ,000 Acres In Launching Soil IriDrovemcnt Plan
Laundiing a huge, but modem soil improvement program, the Sibley Farms in
Ford county this past summer tested and mapped lU,000 acres both for limestone and
phosphorus, according to a report by C. I.i. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In furthering the progran , renters or
the Sibley farms spread 3,000 tons of limestone to sTTceten land which has been found
to be acid. The testing was done under the supervision of Carl Olsen, assistant
manager of tlao farms. Maps made on the basis of the test results show the renters
where limestone is needed and how much should be applied to the acre; also, where
phosphate is needed.
The management of the fanns furthered the spreading of the 3,000 tons of
limestone by renters d'oring the past summer by building a large elevated concrete
limestone bin whidi will hold 36O tons. The line stone is dumped from the cars into a
hopper underneath the track, from where it is elevated into the bins. Wagons and
trucks are loaded rapidly and easily ^oy means of scouts ecctending from the bins.
Thus, the limestone is transferred from the cars to wagons without shoveling.
-M-
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Fourth Gro-gr) Of Farmers ITow Joining; Business Service
I
Better business methods have just atout won over another group of Illinois
j farmers, it is reported hj^ M. L. Mosher, of the farm organization and management de-
'partment of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The farmers, ahout
200 of them operating in Srundy, LaSalle , Marshall and Putnam counties, are now or-
jganizing to get the tenefit of the farm hureau-farm management service project in-
1 augurated in 1923 hy the agricultural college as the first cooperative farm venture
I
of its kind in the United States.
Hie new group will he the fourth one of farmers enrolled in the service.
The three already existing are of ahout cq-oal size and have 635 farmers enrolled in
them. The first groiro takes in Livingston and T7oodford counties, the second McLean
and Tazewell, and the third, Henry, Knox, Peoria and Stark counties, Mosher is in
general charge of the field work for the three groups.
In addition to the SOO or more farmers who will he enrolled in the farm.
tureau-farm management service project after the fourth group is completed, there are
approximately 1,S00 farmers keeping regular accoiints in the college's farm accounting
project. In fact, the farm bureau-farm management service project is a development
of the farm accounting work started lU years ago 'o'^ the college. Under the new plan
the cooperating farmers pay the major part of the local e:<pense.
The service project is based on financial and production accounts kept by
cooperating farmers and on records of practices followed by them and kept by the field
men who visit the farms at regular intervals thro'Jghout the year. The service en-
ables each farmer to know how profitably he is operating his farm as con^jared with
others in the same area. It also indicates clearly where farm profits are leaking,
as well as where good work is being done. In addition, it brings to each cooperator
iefinite informa.tion about the farm practices followed by the more successful farmers,
-M-
Pinch Of Times Is Bringing Horses Back For Power
Hot that they are exactly changing horses in midstream, but more farmers are
^oing back to horses as a source of farm power in the present financial depression,
according to a report of the College of igriculturo, University of Illinois by W. H,
3oultas, McLean county farm adviser. Ke has been cncotiraging the use of big-team
litches and anticipates that even more interest will be shown in them next year than
i»as the case this year, Tlie popularity of the recommended Talkington eveners and
biuck ropes, which add to the simplicity and effectiveness of the big team hitches, is
!)ecoming more widespread every day, Coultas reported, A total of UU7 farmers attended
seven farm demonstrations which he staged with teams of five to ten horses.
C. E. Johnson, farm adviser in Iroquois county, wrote "Many are permanently
ladopting the big hitch in this county. All who try two lines never return to more,"
Hecent reports from farm advisers list 52 big team dem.onstrations given
ihis year by farmers themselves in 10 different coijnties with a total attendance of
(!?,6oU of their neighboring farmers. These dan onst rations showed teams varying from.
''live to ten horses. Monbers of the agricultural college staff have given Ul farm
ieraonst rations in 19 counties with a total attendance of U,l60,
Tb.e college not only has been advocating big teams for Illinois farmers,
3ut also has been using them, itself. A team of six Percheron mares has been plowing
steadily this fall on the college farms. They have pulled a 2g-inch gang ploWjtmnin,;
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Testing Reveals T. B. Threat In Many Foultry Flocks
With 45 per cent of 860,531 Illinois poultry.' flocks found to be harboring
fowl tuberculosis, this disease looms not only as a serious menace to chickens but
also to swine and calves on farms of the state, according to Dr. Robert Graham, chief
in animal pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The tests which revealed the disease in the flocks were made during the past year by
accredited veterinarians under the State Department of Agricultiire, Springfield.
That infected flocks of poultry are probably the principal sources of
avian, or fowl, tuberculosis in swine and calves was established b^' the college in-
vestigators in 1922. This form of the disease is now one of the important causes for
the retention of swine carcasses on the Chicago and East St. Louis markets. Hence, if
tubercalosis is to be eradicated in cattle and swine, some organized measures must be
taken against spread of the disease in fowls, Dr. G-raham pointed out. Cleaning up of
flocks; in addition to being a protection to other animals, is a distinct economic
advantage to the poultry raiser, he added.
Of the 860,531 fowls testeddui'ing the past year, 5.5 per cent reacted to
the tuberculin test. Up until the time the disease has reached the advanced stages, it
can be detected only by the tuberculin test or bj' autopsy of infected birds. Local
veterinarians are prepared to render a valuable service in the control of the disea-se
to flogfe owners in every community. Dr. G-raham said.
An infected flock can not be cleaned up except by getting rid of all the
birds or by testing and eliminating the infected ones. After a flock is once clean,
the disease can be kept down by selling all the poultry after the first laying season.
Many flock owners have realized the dangers of the disease and launched a clean-up of
their flocks, accordir^g to Dr. G-raliam.
-M-
Muzzling Horses Recommended As Disease Safeguard
Farmers in different localities of Illinois who are losing horses used in
lusking corn can prevent the trouble only by muzzling the horses or by keeping them
Jut of corn fields entirely, according to the animal pathology and hygiene division oft:
Jollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The nature of the disease is not
exactly known, but similar losses occurred several years ago. The malady follows a
iry summer with heavy rains in the fall. Losses in cattle also have occixrred as a
result of the disease, and it would seem advisable to keep cattle out of corn fields
;his fall if all danger is to be avoided.
Samples of suspected corn submitted to the animal pathology and hygiene
livision have been badly worm-eaten and decomposed. The disease is a fatal digestive
lilment
, accompanied by sudden bloat, obstinate constipation, labored breathing, loss
>f appetite and paralysis of the throat. The temperature of such horses remains
•otmaljbut they die in a very few hoiars following the development of symptoms.
Printed .n (urlheraiue of the Agricultural Kxlensioii Act approved by Congress May 8. 1914. H. W. MuMfOKU, Director.
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Soil Surprises Him: ITet Savine As A Result Is $450
Soil on Harold Sanderson's DeXalb county fai'm wasn't as bad as he thought
it was and by testing it to malce sure, he saved himself $450, according to a report
by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
Sanderson had planned to put two tons of limestone and 1,000 pounds of
rock phosphate to the acre on a 40-acre field. However, he decided that before ap-
plying the materials, he would take samples of soil from the field to a soil-testing
meeting being held in the county by Farm Adviser R. N. Rasmusen and the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A systematic test of
the field revealed that it already was high in available phosphorus and therefore did
not need a phosphate fertilizer and that only 10 acres of the 40 were acid and needed
as much as two tons to the acre. The limestone and phosphate for this field would
tiave cost Sanderson about $450 supplied at the rate which he had originally planned.
During the series of soil testing meetings, DeKalb county farmers tested
md mapped 2,000 acres of their land for acidity and available phosphorus. They found
(that 30 per cent of the land was sweet and did not need limestone for the growing of
:lover, 36 per cent was slightly acid and needed two tons of limestone to the acre,
26 per cent was medium acid and needed three tons, while 14 per cent was strongly
:licid and needed four tons. Approximately half of the 2,000 acres tested did not need
iDhosphate.
During the past summer farmers in 50 counties have done similar work in the
;esting and mapping of their soils for acidity and available phosphorus under direction
)f their county farm advisers and the soils extension service of the College of Agri-
nilture.
-M-
Flant List Is Not 4 Guarantee Of A Beautiful Home
"G-ive me a list of things to plant," an oft repeated request, is a bad
listake Americans make in setting out to beautify their home grounds, in the opinion
:[ iC Miss Florence B. Robinson, of the division of landscape architecture of the College
1
if Agriculture, University of Illinois. There is no list of plants for any given
.lurpose which will be satisfactory under all circumstances, she said. The result
ihould be seen as a unified whole, not as a miscellaneous mass of separate parts,
t should be a single beautiful picture, not a heterogeneous collection of plajits,
he added.
"Every site, every house and every design is an individual problem with
.ndividual needs. These needs must be considered in selecting the plants for each
qeparate problem. Soil and drainage and exposure affect the growth of a plant and
::'iffer in different locations. In addition, the design of the buildings, the materis'';
f their surface, their color and the surroundings will affect the choice of plants
f the results are to be beautiful and unified and harmonious, suitable in every way,
Heir groigjing, mass and texture and the color must be studied and related to these
.urroundings in which they are to grow. Only in this way can one expect to produce
'ifects worth keeping and entirely agreeable to live with.
"The effect should not call forth such remarks as, 'Hiat a lovely blue
oruce, ' 'What an exquisite Bechtcl's crab, • but rather the comments, 'What a cliarming
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Too Many Barns Now Starving Animals Of Required Air
Too many builders of modem farm structures forgot that even a beast can
live only three minutes without air, according to W. A. Poster, of the farm mechanics
department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As a result, farmers who
would not think of starving their flocks and herds or permitting them to go for days
without water deny them fresh air for hours, he said. There is no mystery as to why
stock kept under such conditions does not come up to expectations, he added.
Solution of the problem is a ventilating system properly designed and
installed. Such a system consists of outlets to remove the moisture and foul air
and inlets to replace the removed air with fresh air. Ventilating windows in the
dairy barn works very nicely until the cold spell comes, after which they are all
closed. Open front poultry houses are quite satisfactory if left open. The trouble
comes when the open front is closed. A ventilating system, carefully designed, while
aften costly, conserves heat by controlling the outflow and inrush of air. It con-
tinues to function as well in cold spells as in mild weather.
"Old buildings had plenty of fresh air. It poured in the cracks and
:revices and with it came the drifting snow. Drafts were present and carried off the
foul air and moisture. These buildings were so uncomfortable that builders turned to
the other extreme, that is, built better barns and houses of masonry or matched con-
istruction. Presh air was shut out except when a door or window was opened and the
Jreathed air with its moisture and impurities shut in. A cold, damp room resulted.
In such rooms, frost appeared on the ceiling during cold spells and grew heavy and
iThite. When it melted and ran down on the floors, it became a real nuisance in clean-
ing. All this time the hens or cows were feeling the discomfort. Egg production fell
>ff and the milk flow slackened. Then it became serious enough to investigate. Ven-
iitilating systems were then designed and installed to correct the fault."
-M-
Logan Farmer Doijibles Wheat Crop By Using Rock Pho gphat
e
A doubled wheat crop this year rewarded J. W. Cowan, a Logan county farmer,
-for improving his soil with 500 pounds of rock phosphate to the acre, according to
;
J. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
»f Illinois. With the more efficient yields, Cowan's cost of producing a bushel of
-Theat will be cut and he has the possibility of converting some of his wheat land to
..)ther crops without reducing the total size of his wheat crop, Linsley pointed out.
Wheat on the land where the 500 potmds of rock phosphate had been broadcast
)efore the crop was seeded made 25.5 bushels an acre, while on the rest of the field
'here no rock phosphate was used the yield was only 12 bushels. The demonstration was
•
lanned by W. W, McLatighlin, farm manager for the Citizens National Bank of Decatur in
irder to determine whether or not rock phosphate would increase the yields of wheat on
his land.
The treated wheat not only yielded about 12 bushels an acre more, but also
.latured about a week to ten days ahead of the iintreated wheat. Little difference could
i,ie noticed last fall in the growth of wheat on the phosphated land. In fact, little
'Lifference could be seen -until the wheat began to mature. Then there was a distinct
.j.ine where the phosphate started and this line co-'jid be seen for 10 to 15 rods, Be-
.ijiause rock phosphate does not always stimulate early growth, farmers often are led to
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Steers Fail To Show Vatmted Siiperiority Over Heifers
The much vaionted superiority of the steer over the heifer as a "butcher's
beast is not as great as has been claimed hy many in the heef trade, according to
experiments just completed by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In the case of light heifers, at least, there would seem to be no logical reason for
the usual price discrimination on account of sex, the investigators fotind.
Just published in bulletin form, the resiolts of the experiment constitute
the college's contribution on the national cooperative project, "A Study of the
Factors Which Influence the (Quality and Palatability of Meat." The cooperating
parties are the federal department of agriculture and 22 state experiment stations.
The bulletin is entitled, "Effects of Sex, Length of Feedin- Period and a Eation of
Ear-Corn Silage on the Quality of Baby Baef." It was written by Sleeter Bull, Fred
C. Olson and John H. Longwell, of the college animal husbandry department, who were
In charge of the experimental work.
.Half of all beef calves are heifers, a goodly portion of which go to market
as sucn, and it therefore was inportant to determine whether or not the price dis-
crimination against them is justified, the investigators point out in the bulletin,
rhe studies of ear-corn silage rations were incidental to the main purpose of the
sxperiment. Such silage was introduced into the corn belt as a solution of the soft
:orn problem and many feeders have continued to use it. No studies had been made,
aowever, as to how it affects quality of beef produced.
Light heifers, those weighing around 700 pounds after lUO days of feeding,
vere found to have distinct advantages over steers of similar feeding, breeding and
Teight in the matter of finish and thej'' cut out almost as well, the investigators
reported. Heavier heifers, those weighing aroimd SOO to 9^0 pounds after 200 days of
feeding, were slightly inferior to steers of equal weight, being a little over-done.
!!he heavier steers also cut out to slightly better advantage than the heavier heifers.
One point of superiority which the heifers demonstrated in the experiments
fas that they finished sooner than steers. Heifer calves of choice grade weighing
iround UOO pounds when put on feed required about lUO days of full feeding on a ration
)f com, cottonseed meal, corn silage and alfalfa hay in order to produce carcasses
;hat graded choice. Steer calves of similar grade and weight required about 200 days
)n this ration in order to produce choice carcasses.
It was found that a ration of ear-corn silage, cottonseed meal and alfalfa
lay when full-fed to choice feeder calves will produce choice beef but requires 30 to
pO days longer than a ration of shelled corn, cottonseed meal, corn silage and alfal-
' a hay.
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Illinois Claims Mid-West Honors In Growing; Of Apples
Illinois estatlished herself as the supreme apple-growing commonwealth of
the middle west whon growers from the "corn and hog" state carried off seven of the
ten sweepstakes and I23 lesser prizes in competition' rrith I7 other states at the
recent Mid-west Eorticultural deposition at Shenandoah, la., according to a report
by R. S. Marsh, horticultiire extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Further honors were accorded Illinois when J. C. Blair,
head of the horticulture department of the College of Agriculture, was re-elected
president of the American Pomological Society, which held its annual meeting in con-
nection with the exposition.
Six of the seven sv^eepstalces prizes won by Illinois apple growers were
captured hy E. L. Walker, Pearl, Pike county. He won the top award in the classes
for five best "bushels, best barrel, best ten trays, best five boxes, best five crates
and best peck basket of apples. The sweepstakes prize on best five trays also went
to an Illinois exhibiter.
Illinois growers, in addition to Walker, who had entries at the exposition,
included W. R. Soverhill , Tiskilwa; S. W. Hall, (Jriggsville; Arthur Foreman, Pitts-
field; L. W. Wise, Barryj Charles Sleeper, Hardin; Frank Dirksmeyer, Hamburg; Harry
;
Eerron, Hardin; Louis Ringhausen, Hardin; Harry Ringhausen, Hamburg; and Charles
' McDonald, Hardin, J. H. Allison, farm acviser of Calhoun county, assisted the
growers in his county in the selection and placing of their exhibits.
Illinois' prominence as an apple-growing state which produces 6,500 car-
loads in favorable years was brought before the exposition visitors by means of an
exhibit sponsored by the Illinois State Horticultural Society and arranged by Marsh.
;
Eleven bushels of apples were used in ma!d.ng a wall map of Illinois, which formed the
[background of the exhibit. It also showed the prirainent varieties grown in the
I state, the methods of packing them and some of the best-lcnown labels under which
I Illinois apples are sold.
I
Illinois made another contribution to the convention when four staff raaa-
I
bers spoke before different sessions of the meeting. They were Professor Blair,
' W. A. Ruth, chief in -Domological physiology, M. J. Dorsey, chief in pomology and
W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
-M-
"Topping The Market" May Eat Up Stoclanan's Profits
"Topping the market" , or getting the highest price, which is considered the
height of success by thousands of stoclcnen, often is not the most profitable sale,
it is pointed out by H. C. Ashby , associate chief in livestock marketing at the Col-
le.^e of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Canny feeders long have recognized that
the feediig nargin is more important than the selling price. Careful feeders check
the cost of feedlot gain and, observing carefully market prices, on their particular
kind and grade of stodc, sell whenever the ratio of gain-cost to market price indicate?
the largest return.
This applies especially on hogs. At most irarkets, hogs that are fat enough'
to grade "gopd" sell just as high as those enough fatter to grade "choice". Hence,
unless feed is cheap, the feeder often does better not to carry his hogs beyond the
"good" stage. A feeder's problem today is not to top the market, but to show a profit
:3n his feeding operations regardless of whether the sale price appears high or low
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More Iodine ITot ITecessary In Feeds Used In Illinois
Although iodide supplements are a common ingredient of mineral mixtures
sold throughout the corn belt, they failed to produce any favorable effect on f^row-
Ing swine and growing chickens in eroeriments by the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois, according to a report by H. H. Mitchell, chief in animal nutrition.
Until unimpeachable evidence to the contrary is obtained there is no good reason for
using iodide supplements in livestock feeding except to combat unmistakable goitrous
conditions caused by a lack of iodine in feed and water. Animal goitre is either
unknown or but rarely encountered in Illinois, he pointed out,
"Results of the experiments should be welcome information to those dis-
criminating farmers who consider the home-fixing of minerals for livestock feeding
an economical practice. Iodides are ejcpensive and not available on the farm.
"Animals have a truly remarkable ability to extract iodine from their feed
and water. The iodine thus obtained seems to be largely, if not entirely, used in
the nourishment of a single organ in the body—a small gland, situated in the neck
or at the junction of the neck and the trunk. This gland is called the thyroid. If
the iodine contained in this gland is much below normal, it enlarges into a goitre
and the whole body suffers. If such a goitre is produced by an iodine deficiency in
the food supply, the addition of iodine as potassium or sodiijm iodide to the food or
water, will cure it completely.
"In farm animals, goitre occurs frequently in certain areas of the country,
particularly in the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana and in parts of
Wyoming, Utah, North Dalcota and Minnesota. The most disastrous effects of animal
goitre are seen in the new-born young. In the goitre areas of the country, livestock
raising would be impossible without iodine medication of breeding females.
-M-
G-ood Cro-ppinr': Would Blocl-z Costly Losses ?rom Erosion
Many thousands of acres of Illinois farm land, which are now being eaten
iway by destructive erosion, could be saved by nothing more than good cropping systems,
Tell managed, accordirr to I)r» E, S. Smith, chief of the soil survey of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. On steeper slopes, however, special precautions
in the way of terraces, sod barriers, straw and brush fills and soil-saving dams must
36 used.
"Investigators of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station found that
)n a gentle slope seven inches of soil was eroded away m 5° /eais under continuous
;orn cropping, r^hile under a rotation of corn, v/heat and clovcr, the time required
Tor the erosion of seven inches of soil was extenaed to 437 y.-ars-. On the same
slope, a grass sod reduced erosion so much that it will ve'^xixTti 3;5^7 ytiars to re-
move the surface seven inches of soil. These fieyurea '.each that good farming is an
jffective foe of erosion, Tn fact, it may actually c:.a,?igto erosion from a foe of the
Land to a friend, for a very slow rate of erosion is bc^neficial because it constant-
ly renews the formed layer "oj bringing the deeper layers toward the surface.
j
"Destnj.otion is tai.ing place on a field whenever erosion is going on so
"ast that it can be seen. Hannful erosion on intermediate slopes is widespread
throughout the corn belt of Illinois. Fortunately, all that is needed in many cases
;o correct this condition is a good cropping system so handled as to provide protec-
•ion to the land during as much of the time as possible. Also, corn stalks rolled
lown so they lie at right angles to the slope decrease the rate of flow of the run-
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3-aries Old Fallacy By Doubling; Crop Of Com
A popular fallacy held by farmers who have never tried sweet clover for
soil btdlding lias been buried under a double com crop produced this year by Ernest
Malraquist, a tenant farmer in Bureau county, according to a report by L. B, Miller,
assistant in soil experiment fields of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois
Like other farmers who hold to the fallacy, Malmquist thought that he
could not afford to wait for sweet clover to benefit his soil. So strongly did he
believe this that he was considering buying a fertilizer attachment for his corn
planter. However, a demonstration was planned in which a strip of common white-
tlossom sweet clover was seeded across a UO-acre oat field in the spring of 1929»
The land had never grown sweet clover and was low in organic matter, altho\agh it
was naturally sweet and therefore suited to the growing of legumes. The clover made
a fine stfend and good growth and the entire field was plowed late in the fall of I929
ifor the 1930 com crop.
That part of the field having sweet clover on it produced 52.2 bushels an
acre, while the balance of the hO acres yielded only 2U.6 bu.shels. This difference
of 27.6 bushels an acre in favor of the sweet clover land resulted from, the seeding
of swee€'"elover at a cost of about $1 an acre. Fortunately, Malmquist needed no
limestone in this field, but said that he would gladly haul limestone when it was
needed to get such results, Ee reported that the only pla,ce in the field where he
could find good seed ears was on the strip of sweet clover land.
Phosphate, potash and complete fertilizer were applied in the row at com
planting time on a small part of the field as a coinparison with, and also in addi-
tion to, the sweet clover. Hesults from this treatment were disappointing, ranging
from a slight loss in yield to a gain of only 3*3 bushels an acre.
Farmers who are looking for the kind of results which Malmquist got can
start no" preparing for them, Miller pointed out. If the land on which the 1932 corn
crop is to be grown is acid, it will first need some limestone. Limestone spread
this fall will be weathered and ready for prompt action on the clover seeding next
spring. Plowing down the clover next fall will put the land in shape for the 1932
corn crop,
-M-
Small County Holds Illinois Record For Limestone Use
A record, which one of the smaller co-'onties of Illinois established last
year in the use of agricultural lim.estone, still "stands as a mark for other counties,
according to figures announced today by C. M, Linsley, soils extension specjialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The county is Monroe and the rec-
ord 43,000 tons of limestone hauled and spread by farmers in their efforts to produce
more efficient crop yields , he said.
-M-
Pruned in furtherance of Ike Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muufohd, Director.
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Electricity For Corn Germinator Costs But Little
Ten cents for every "bushel of corn tested is all that it costs for the
electricity to operate an electric seed corn germinator when the power is secured at
heating rates, according to E. W. Lehmann, head of the farm meclianics department, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This cost is very slight when the value
of a germinator for detecting the health and vitality of the seed corn is considered,
he points out. Men who do custom germinating usually charge from $2,50 to $3.00 a
bushel for testing com.
Tests carried on "by the experiment station of the agricultural college and
reported in Bulletin No. 332, "Electric Power for the Farm," indicates that the amotint
of electical energj"- consumed depends upon the construction and insulation of the box
and its location. A well-huilt "box, properly insvlated and located in a basement or
any reasonably warm room will consxime very little electrical energy.
In one test, a box with a capacity of 1 ,600 ears used 3^.^ kilowatt hours
of electrical energy during the germinating period at a cost of S.U cents a bushel,
with electricity at 3 cents a kilowatt hour. Tliis germinator box was located in an
outbuilding where some heat was supplied by a coal stove during the day time. A test
:on a large germinator with a capacity of lU,000 ears used ^95.7 kilowatt hours and
icost 7*6 cents a bushel. This germinator was in an unheated building. The average
energy i-ate was operated on a lower rate. A test on a small germinator with a capacity
of 800 ears operated with electricity sTjpplied from a small -onit plant showed a con-
siffi^jtion of 10.96 kilowatt hours. This germinator was located in the basement of a
residence where it was quite warm which acco-unts for the low energy consunrption. The
30st of operating this germinator was calculated on the basis of cost of fuel and oil
i2onsiamed and amounted to IS cents a bushel.
-M-
Work Out Eelpful Clues On In.iurv By Oil Sprays
Seven years' work by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois to
solve the problems of oil spray injury to tree fruits have broiight out the siaggestions
that oil foliage sprays should be used with caution, that highly refined oils may not
be a guarantee against inj'ory, that the under sides of leaves should not be sprayed un-
less such spraying is essential for the control of insects and that oil should not be
applied when the htffiiia.ity is very high. Victor ^, Kelley, associate in pomology, who
performed the eroeriments, repoi-ts the results in a new biilletin which the experiment
station of the college has just published under the title, "Effect of Certain Hydro-
carbon Oils on the Transpiration Hate of Some Deciduous Tree Fruits,"^
Most sprays under some conditions are harmful to the plants which they are
lesigned to protect, but perhaps no spray material has been so universally suspected
3f causing injury as lias oil, the bulletin points out. The subject has become of
general interest since the revival of the use of unsaturated oils in the dormant season
for the control of scaJe insects and the more recent use of saturated oils as insecti-
cides or ovicides during the growing season.
The degree of retardation in transpiration rose with the increase in con-
centration of the oil. However, one-half of 1 percent, the lowest concentration used,
caused a definite decrease in rate. There was no constant significant difference
between saturated highly refined and unsaturated oils in their effect upon transpira-
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Poisoned Bait Is Hardest " Cat " On Destructive Mice
Mice -now migrating into houses and other tuildings where they will damage
food, clothing and other property can "be cleaned out most effectively with poisoned
bait, according to a report to the College of jigriculture , University of Illinois by
&, C. Oderkirk, rodent specialist of the Federal Biological Survey, cooperating with
the Illinois State Natural History Survey. The bait recommended is made from powdered
strychnine on rolled oats,
"Tliis bait can be used in the majority of infested buildings. It is pre-
pared by mixing 1/2 of an ounce of powdered stryclmine and 1 tablespoonful of common
balding soda with 1 quart of dry rolled oats. One-half teaspoonf-al of it is placed
at intervals along the wall of a room. It should be scattered slightly instead of
placed in piles,
"In granaries and similar places where food is stored, the floor sliould
first be swept before the bait is distributed. In bins containing grain, burlap
sacks can be laid on top of the grain and the bait scattered upon them.
* "In houses, traps will rem.ove mice within a short time if carefully tended.
Lack of success in trapping usually results from the fact that two few traps are used,
.At least a half dozen shoiild be set in a room, infested with mice. Small pieces of
bacon, raisins, nutmeats, banana or cheese can be tied on or a pinch of rolled 03,ts
merely placed on the triggers of the traps. They should be placed along walls and
near objects in the room where mice will come in contact with them. If a ntmber of
traps are properly baited and tended, it requires but a few days to remove an infesta-
tion of mice."
-M-
$1 For Limestone Pays Back $7. SO In Better Yield
Farmers who can't spend $1 in order to make $7*50 are the only ones entitled
to say that they can't afford to buj.'- limestone to sweeten their acid soils, according
to C. M, Linsley, soils eictension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. E\''ery $2 invested in a ton of limestone for acid soil will return $15
3r more in more efficient crop yields, he said,
"Not being able to afford it , is a reason often given by farmers for delay-
ing the use of limestone:, 'This sometimes is an honest reason^ The farmer may not
lave the ready cash or he may not be able to borrow. Bankers, however, would usually
rat?ier loan money to the farmer for lim.estone than for any other purpose. They Imow
that an investment in limestone is a sound one anl one of the most profitable that a
farmer can make.
"Many of the farmers who are now using limestone were compelled either to go
Into debt or save and sacrifice in order to buy their first carload. They were willing,
(lowever, because they realized that this was a sure and profitable way of increasing
^heir incomie for the futijre."
"When a farmer reaches the point where he feels that he can not afford to
3'uy limestone, that is just the time when he can not afford not to buy limestone,"
Tas the comment of one limestone farmer. Another said, "If some oil stock salesm^an
"o-:!! approach these farmers who say that they can not gfford to b-a^,^ limestone and
3ffer them, stock in an oil well which was guaranteed to return $15 for every $2 in-
j
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Improved Prices Believed Ahead For Hogs During 1931
At least one of the standbys of Illinois farmers—hogs—face a more favor-
able situation diiring 1931 than has prevailed during the past year, according to an
outlook statement prepared by agricultural economists of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. An improvement in hog prices should make itself felt at
least by the latter half of the new year, the authorities believe,
"Those areas in Illinois ^ich produce the most hogs have harvested the best
com crop this fall. Producers in these regions should be in position to take advan-
tage of the favorable outlook for a year hence. In areas where feed supplies are
limited, the present low prices of corn and other feed grains are favorable to main-
taining normal production, even if feed must be bought,"
! Two things point to a reduced production of hogs in 1931 and hence better
jprlces for those which are produced, the statement points out. In the first place,
the corn-hog ratio, or the number of bushels of corn required to equal the value of
100 pounds of hogs, live weight, has not been favorable during the past few months.
In the second place, a small corn crop like that of 1930 u-^ually has been followed by
a smaller than usual hog crop.
"ri business conditions in^irove in 1931 » a-s is generally believed, such a
change will strengthen the demand for hogs as well as for other products. Improve-
iment in hog prices should become evident at least by the latter half of 1931^
"Heretofore, two poor corn crops have never come in succession. Hogs
furnish the largest single outlet for the corn crop in this country. With the pros-
pect of a better com crop in 1931 than was harvested in 1930 ^og prices in the late
fall and winter of 193I-32 are likely to be relatively better than corn prices,"
Banker-Farmer Bankinir;: On Limestone For More Profits
R. C, Taylor, baiiker and farmer of Cass coi;jity and one of the largest land-
owner's in that section of the state, is banking heavily upon limestone to multiply
his profits, according to a report by C. M, Linsley, soils extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Last year he spread 35 carloads, of
1,800 tons, of limestone on his farm and in 1928, he spread 26 carloads, or 1 ,U00 tons,
Se expects to lime all of his acid land as fast as he can get the material hauled and
spread. He knows that on such land no limestone means no clover, no clover means low
yields and low yields mean high cost of production and little or no profit , Linsley
pointed out,
-M-
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Heavier Losses Threatened By Cattle Lice This T?inter
Cattle lice, rrhich rim "up a heavy toll in the form of reduced milk yields
and slackened gains
,
are likely to "be more troiiblesome this V7inter than usiial , ac-
cording to a report to the College of Agriciilture , University of Illinois "by C, C,
Con5)ton, assistant entom61ogist of the Illinois State JTatiiral History Survey. There
has heen a gradual increase in louse population on dairy animals and other stock in
the past two years, owing largely to lack of proper control measures, Fortunately,
the lice are not hard to eradicate until a heavy infestation is allowed to develop
^
he said.
If cattle are treated hy the first of December and subsequent treatments
made at definite intervals, cattle lice will never become very numerous, nor their
control difficult. Too many times the mistake is made of treating only the badly in-
fested animals. The entire herd should be treated each time if the most satisfactory
and economical results are to be obtained.
The best treatment is raw linseed oil. Boiled or refined linseed oil is
likely to injur the skin. The oil may be applied with a handbrush or in the case of
short-haired animals, with a wad of cloth. A brush having uneven bristles is best
adapted to this work, A second treatment should be given two weeks following the
first and then monthly applications should be made until spring. The oil should not
be applied too vigorously but enough should be put on to reach the skin. It is a
good plan to keep treated animals out of the sun for a day.
Another treatment which is effective consists of dusting the infested parts
with a derris powder. Commercial preparations are now available for this purpose.
Ibis treatment is easy to apply and has no bad effects whatever upon the animal treat-
ed. However, the cost is somewhat greater than whon linseed oil treatment is used,
Ncw-Found Facts Have Bcaxing On Orchard Management
Studies by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois to locate the
roots of bearing spple trees have disclosed facts which have an in^jortant bearing
:i4>on the common practice of cultivation in the management of orchard soils, it is re-
ported by W. A. Ruth, chief in pomology physiolog3,% In the light of the experimental
results, shallow cultivation rather than deep would alwaj's be preferable, he pointed
)Ut.
A surprisingly large proportion of the feeding roots of bearing apple trees
fere found near the surface and in the area shaded by the branches. In fact , about
)ne-half of the finer roots of a fifteen-year-old Johnathan tree were within three
.inches of the surface and about two-thirds of them were within six inches. Of the
.siner roots within six inches of the surface, three-fourths or more were in the soil
•ifflder the branches,
"If cultivation is a part of the orchard management system, and it us^ually
LS, it would appear to be unwise to cut off feeding roots by cultivating too deeply,
'^specially at critical times. Since a drought may occur any time in the growing
.
season, and since the trees may often need an uninjured root system in the spring,
'hen the flowers are setting it would appear that shallow cultivation would always be
>referable. It is also evident that special care must be exercised in cultivating
ifter any treatment that encourages the growth of shallow roots, A superficial
growth of roots is the result of any practice which raises the water content of the
iTirface soil. It is accomplished by mulching with straw and probably by preserving
dropping branches which shade the ground \mder the trees,"
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Rodent g Riddl e Youn,^ Uriisruarded Trees p-urin-s,- TTinter
Thousands of young fruit trees in Illinois \7ill again "be killed or injured
• this winter "by mice and rabbits feeding on the trunks or larger roots, unless orchard'-
ists take precautions against these rodents, it is pointed out by R. L. McMunn, of the
pomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Mechanical tree protectors are very effective in shielding young trees from
I rabbits and the meadow; mouse, which feeds above the ground. Protectors made of one-
fourth inch hardware cloth, or sand screen, are the most satisfactory and cheapest in
the end. This material should be cut to measure 10 to 12 inches wide by IS inclios
long and then placed around the tree trunk. Such protectors can be left until the
'| tree outgrows them. Protectors made of window screen wire and small-meshed chicken
wire netting are unsatisfactory'- in that 'the screen wire rots out very quickly and the
„ chicken netting gives no protection against mice. Paper and wood veneer protectors
J are not to be recommended since mice can gnaw through them easily. Such protectors
also have a disadvantage that they must be removed each spring to allow for the en-
largement of the trunk.
The southern mouse, a species that works underground, must be fought with
i| other methods besides tree protectors. Allowing young pigs the run of the orchard
ifor two months after harvest will aid in ridding the orchard of this pest. Such a
.practice should not be carried on in orchards younger than six or seven years, since
Ithe pigs are very likely to push over younger trees. A good poison bait can be pre-
pared by boiling together for ten to fifteen minutes l/z ounce of strychnine, 1 3/^+
jpints of water and k pounds of sugar and then adding 1/2 peck of wheat and barley for
jtwo or three minutes longer. The mixture is then removed from the fire and stirred
jvigorously so that all kernels arc coated. Tlie seed of squash, pumpkin and melons
jare better than wheat if they can be obtained, A few grains of bait should be dropped
jin each hole and in the runways. All poisoned bait should be covered with vegetation
I
so that birds can not gain access to it.
-M-
Eomc Butchering Supplies Pork At "Good Old Prices"
Prices which prevailed "in the good old days of HO years ago" today will
provide the farmer with sugar-cured ham, breakfast bacon ajid pork chops for the family
•;table, provided he will dress j cut and cure his own pork, according to Sleeter Bull,
associate chief in meats at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
With live hogs worth S-| cents a pound on the farm, a 225 pound hog will
-.^furnish sugar-cured ham at I7 cents a pound, breakfast bacon at 19 cents, and pork
•chops at 17 cents. Costs of other cuts are: Boston (the top of the shoulder) , I3
•iceaats; picnic (the bottom of the shoulder), 10 cents; spare ribs, S cents; lard, S
*.T cents; and sausage, I3 cents,
"A comparison of these prices with prices for the same cuts in the butcher
•jshop show that the farmer who butchers his own pork will be well paid for his time
:and labor. Tlais docs not necessarily mean tha,t the retail butcher is exacting an un-
I
reasonable profit. Home butc-.cring simply l-umps together all the costs and profits of
[the stock buyer, the railroa-d, commission man, the stock yards company, the packer and
Ithe retailer and gives them to the farmer who goes to his own b-'.rnyard for his meat
-svpply."
j
Directions for the up-to-date slaughter, cutting and curing of pork have
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Wastin^g; $80 Makes Warren Farmer A Heavy Lime User
Eighty dollars worth of clover seed "liich he "oriknowingly wasted on acid
land made such a limestone convert out of Fred Fattee, a TFarren county farmer, that he
has hauled and spread 1,000 tons of limestone on his farm during the past two years,
according to a report by C, M^ Linsley, soils extension speu:'alist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. He used 700 tons in 19^9 'to sweeten his acid land
and diiring the past summer hauled and spread an additional 300 tons.
Two years ago Pattee seeded red clover on an unlimed UO-acre field of oats.
The clover came up in a fair stand but made verj'' little growth. In an adjoining- field
ere limertone had been applied, red clover produced a fine stand and made a heav;'-
^,rowth. Both fields were subject to the same rainfa.ll , weather, and season. Tlae only
!
difference vas that the acidity of one field had been corrected with limestone. Tlie
'failure of clover on the unlimed ground cost about $80 in clover seed. Pattee was
{convinced it would be better business to buy limestone with the money he was throwing
away on acid land.
In handling his large tonnage of limestone, Pattee has worked out a scheme
for saving both time and labor. Under his method, six men with two trucks easily can
unload and spread a 60-ton car of limestone in a day. He has a hopper which fits on
the side of a limestone car. Two men in the car shovel the limestone into the hopper
]and the load is then dunped into the truck as soon as it returns to the car from the
jfield. Tlie load is transferred by simply releasing a trap door, thus making it un-
' necessary for the trucks to stand idle while the load is being shoveled. Time and
labor also are saved in spreading the limestone. The two trucks are equipped with
endgate limestone spreaders so that the loads are spread without being transferred to
;a wagon or regular limestone spreader. Besides the two tinzck drivers , two men are
used at the field to shovel the limestone into the spreader,
-M-
Americans lasting Milli ons Through Faulty Building
TJith the present-day specialization in the various crafts, the American
public, and particularly the rural class, is losing millions of dollars througji trying
to build without nlans or with a set of poor plans, according to TV, A. Foster, rural
-architecture specialist of the CollXige of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Two or
three generations ago, he pointed cue, one man built a buiJ.l-'ng
,
doing irB-ny of the
loperations himself and super-rising the entire stracture. T^ic^.y with many crafts and
iea<jh man doing a limited amount of work, a set of good -plans j.s cheap at any price,
Eie farm mechanics department has available a cornprehensive list 01 plans of farm
iDUildings for whi'^h an architect's services ordinarily would not be secured, Tlie list
jalso includes a number of house plans which are s'oggestive and which could be used by
ipeople who could not afford an architect.
k
-M-
I'finted in hirtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. U. W. MuUFOfti>, Director.
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Dairy Plant Men To Get }Ten Facts In Ik Of I^ Coiirse
Higher q'uality products and other problerns facing the operators and
employees of Illinois' 1,200 dairy manmacturing plants will he talcen up in a dairy
manufacturers short course to he held January 26 to 30 at the College of Agricult-ore,
University of Illinois. P. H. Tracy, assistant chief in dairy manufactures, •vill he
in charge. The course will he a chance for all persons engaged in various Idnds of
^ dairy plants to get acquainted with the most recent information concerning the liandling:
: manufactiire and sale of dairy products.
Prominent speakers, in addition to menhcrs of the dairy department staff,
who have heen scheduled on the program include S, V, Layson of the Illinois State
.Department of Puhlic Health, Springfield; A. '1, Parrall , of the Douthitt Manufacturing
.Company, Cliicago; P. W, Bouska, of Beatrice Creamer ji- Company, Cliicago; II. ^, Hephum,
of the Peoria Creamery Conpany, Peoria; H. 7. MiJimford, dean of the College of igri-
:culture, University of Illinois, and A. L, Youn;^ of the farm mechanics department. A
51 feature of the course will he a bound copy of all the lectures which will he distrib-
uted to those enrolled.
The range of topics for the course includes the control of the composition
of dairy products, methods of grading milk, including the various tests used in ie-
jtermining milk quality; problems of dairy engineering, the manufacture of dairy by-
: products, including condensed milk, chocolate milk, cultured milk drinks and various
Jkinds of soft cheese; control of the pasteurizing process so as to obtain a satisfac-
jtory cream line and to prevent cream plug, cream feathering and off flavors, mianu-
jfactioring of butter, butter defects and methods of prevention and ice cream and prob-
'lleras related to its manufacture.
The annual banquet of those attending the course will be held Wednesday
•jevening, January 28, with Dean Mumford as the principal speaker,
-M-
Bond Parmer Uses Limestone And Clover To Double His Yields
Frank Potthast, Bond county farmer and former president of his local farm
: bureau, estimates that he has doubled his crop yield and hence widened his margin of
profit by using limestone and sweet clover for soil building, according to a report
which he has just made to C, li. Linsley, soils e?rtension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. In line with the college's reconmendations
,
Potthast started using limestone on his farm 13 years ago. All the crop land of I9O
acres has been liined~once aind'70 acres have been limed a second time.
This year the wheat crop on Ms sweet clover land averaged 25 bushels to
the acre. In I929 the average yield was 23 bushels, TTithout limestone and sweet
clover, the wheat yield during these years would have averaged about 12 bushels to the
acre, Potthast estimated.
His corn crop this year made only about 20 bushels to the acre owing to the
severe damage from the drouth. Commenting on this, he said "Altho this is not a very
heavy corn crop, it is Just 20 bushels more than I would have had if ray land had not
been limed. In 1929 'n^' corn averaged 60 bushels to the acre with limestone and sweet
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liachine 'Farming Problems Billed In Uj. Of L^ Course
A rapid increase in the lis e of mechanical power and power machinery on Il-
linois farms has put farmers of the state up against new prohlems which will be dealt
TTith in two tractor and gas engine short courses at the College of Agriculture,
"diversity of Illinois in January, it is announced by R. I. Shawl, of the farm me-
.anics department, Tlie first of the two courses will be given the week of January
19 to 2k and the second, the week of January 26 to 3I. The same work will be given
in both couj-ses.
Instruction will be of a practical nature designed to be of benefit to
many of the owners and operators of the estimated SO ,000 farm tractors in Illinois
and the manj'' road and industrial tractors.
Laboratory equipment available for tl.ose takir-g the courses consists of
fifteen tractors of the latest design. There also are ten tractor engines mounted
on frames, 30 farm gas engines and a representative assortment of magnetos, carbu-
retors, air cleaners and engine parts.
The operation and principles of construction of engines, valves, valve
timin-5, ignition, fuels, carburetors, lubrication and engine troubles will be ex-
plained in three hours of lecture work each day of the courses. Moving pictures
will be used to show many interesting phases of a power farming not covered during
the lecture or laboratory period. For four or five hours a day there will be
practical laboratory work covering the subject of engine construction, tractor
construction, engine timing, make and brealc ignition, high tension ignition, carbu-
retor study and adjustment, tractor and gas engiiE trouble work and tractor operation.
Materials used by those taking the course rill be covered by a fee of
$2.50 for each person enrolled. The number registered in each course will be limited
I
to 30 by the equipment available, Tlie farm mechanics department of the college and
I coimty farm advisers are receiving application for registration,
-M-
Locate Heaviest Yield! n?^ Barley "For Illinois Farmers
Tlie highest yielding variety of barley, which on a limited acreage, woxild
be a better payirig crop for Illinois farmers than so much of the now widely grc-Tn
iioats, is a smooth-bearded variety that goes by the name of Wisconsin Pedigree 37?
1 according to a result of tests by the agronomy,'- department of the College of Agricul-
iture, University of Illinois. This variety has been the best yielder at Urbana for
the past three years with an average of 51* 7 bushels an acre and the best at DeKalb
for the past two years with an average of 53*^ bushels an acre. Like Velvet barley
it has smooth beard,
A similar strain known as Wisconsin Pedigree 33 is considered as good as
Winconsin Pedigree 37 1 "but has not been grown longer than one year in the Illinois
test plot, Tlie barley ranlcing next in yield at DeKalb is Black Barbless followed
closely by Velvet, At Urbana the varieties 3'ielding less than the Wisconsin Pedigree
37 rank in the following order: Spartan, G-labron, and Black Barbless,
"Up to 192s barley was gaining rapidly in popularity with Illinois farmers
but since then the acreage has been decreasing, according to George E, Dungan, as-
sociate chief in crop production. In I926 and 1927 the returns an acre based on the
average farm price and average j^ield showed barley to be more than 90 per cent more
profitable than oats. In 1928, however, owin;^ to the scab epidemic, both the yield
and price went down until barley was only about 10 per cent more profitable than oats.
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H-undred Million A Year S-pent For Farm Building Upkeep
One h-undred million dollars toward providing employment and maintaining
economic stability will be thrown into the breach by Illinois agricultnxe if farr.iers
go ahead with a normal year of farm building const ruct ion, it is estimated by W. A.
Foster, rural architectui'e specialist of the farm mechanics department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. This big program is spread over a large area
and much of it is small repairs or unimportant buildings which seem negligible in
themselves but mean a lot in total expense, he pointed out.
"Of course, if this huge expenditure is to pay returns it should be done
with extreme care, wise choice of materials and full use of first class plans. Make-
shift repairs, temporary constructions and ill-chosen materials do not give full
value for the expenditures in time, materials or money.
"The farm building value of Illinois approaches a round billion dollars,
loT abou±„,one-seventh of the farm wealth of the state. Some of these buildings last
for a lifetime or even a century or longer. The vast majority, however, are short
lived. Conservatively, less than a score of years would see a cornplete turnover of
the average bui|, dings. Hence, the farm building construction for the state would
:approach 100 million dollars each normal year.
"Stori'n, fire, poor construction and weather, in addition to normal wear,
:all contribute to this toll. Then again, •'jnless the building is carefully planned
ind correctly built it is out of data long before it has worn out. This meajis that
the building should be carefully designed so it may be converted into other uses if
times and conditions demand."
-M-
$7.50 Is Cost Of Farming Without Legume Crops
The many farmers in the corn belt who are operating with no legumes or
Tith a very small percentage of them in their rotations may be taxing themselves as
auch as $7.50 an acre or m.ore for the "privilege" of farming this way, according to
J. B. Miller, associate in soil experiment fields at the College of Agriculture,
diversity of Illinois. This is revealed in the results of the ten-year period just
snded on the college's Morrow plots, the country's oldest soil experimental ground.-.,
le said.
Under a rotation of com, oats and clover on one of the Morrow plots the
iverage annual income an acre was $22.03. In contrast, the annual acre income under
I two-year rotation of corn and oats was only $14.44 or $7.59 an acre less than under
;he three-year rotation containing a legume. There was an even wider difference of
>9.23 in the average annual acre income between the three-year rotation and a system
'f continuous corn cropping.
Even the three-year rotation of com, oats and clover can be iiTiproved
?)0n by adding wheat and using sweet clover as a green man-'ore crop, Miller said.
-M-
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Less Insect Loss In 1951 If Haimts Cleaned Out Now
"Surprise attacks" launched against insects while they are in winter
quarters are one of the best and easiest ways to keep down the toll which these pestc
will take with their new and increased numbers in next season's crop, according to
J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Outstajading among the field crop insects which spend the winter in hedges,
fence rows cind timber land are the chinch bug and flea beetle. Others like the stalk
borer and army wonn spend the winter in grass and weeds in similar locations. Burn-
ing these hibernating quarters should be considered an essential part of farming
operations, especially in chinch bug infested areas, Bigger recommended in a report
to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Several of the insects at-
tacking clovers spend the winter in hedges and fence rows and in the trash, old stijis
and heads in and about clover fields. These, too, may be given a setback by cleaii-
ing up and burning fence rows and fields.
Orchardists, especially, will be well repaid for cleaning up all refuse
and burning the grass and leaves in and around the edge of the orchard. The codling
moth can live over in twigs lying on the ground, in old crates and boxes piled under
the trees or in discarded clothing or other similar articles left in the orchard.
Loafhoppers and the apple flea weevil spend the winter in the grass and leaves on the
;;;round under the trees. The plum curculio lives in similar places in nearby timber
'land.
Pests of vegetable gardens such as aphids, flea booties, leaf-hoppers,
Istriped cucumber beetle, squash bug and onion maggot spend the winter in plants and
bulbs left in the ground and on the field, in piles of trash or in the grass, loaves
and fence rows adjacent to the gardens.
Burning may be dono any time during the winter, the sooner the better, A
;time should be chosen when the grass and leaves are dry to a considerable depth,
3uming alv/ays should be made against the '.7ind. This insures a hotter, longer-lasting-
Ifire and one which is not liable to escape and bum where it is not wanted.
-M~
Small County Has Reason For Being Heavy Limestone User
One of the smaller counties of Illinois probably wo^old never have been one
3f the heaviest ILmestone users of the state had it not been for a speedy method of
setting limestone from the railroad car to the farmer's wagon or truck, according to
J. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
3f Illinois.
The county is Bond and it boasts of a scheme whereby limestone can be
transferred from the railroad car to the farmer's waiting truck or wagon at the rate
3f one carload ever-'- two hours, The service is offered by the Farmers' Equity Ele-
vator, G-reenville, and farmers of the vicinity have been quick to take advantage of
i-t, Already this year, 100 carloads, or 5,000 tons, of limestone have been handled
5y the elevator. Last year farmers in the community ordered 125 carloads of lirae-
3tone through this elevator. This was about one-third of the 13,000 tons of limestone
ihidh. farmers of the entire county used last year to sweeten thfiir acid soils and
aake the growing of clovers possible.
The loader was installed for the benefit of farmers in the community and
10 extra charge is made for the service. Rapid unloading of limestone without shovel-
i-ng is made possible through an elevator of the belt-conveyor tyjic which has been
mstalled on the railroad siding. Tlic limestone is shipped in bottom-dump cars ^.Thich
lake it possible to dump the limestone directly into the hopper 'jndcr the track. Fro.;
ibere it is elevated into the farmer's wagon or truck. The hard work of shoveling is
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Farmer. Too. May Now 3n.i oy His Bath In A Tinted Tvb
" It 's no longer a question of whether or not the farm home shall have a
bathtub, but instead, a problem as to which of the new tint shades it shall be, ac-
cording to E. G-. Johnson, farm mechaiiics extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Savings which can be made in the installation
of the farm pl-'ombing system have brought tinted bathtubs within reach of farm fa.nilies.
he said. At least one farmer, Omer Hossel, of S"'jmner, already has taken advantage of
the saving to give "nis wife this most modern household convenience.
A The saving, which amounts to $17, is made through using collapsible, rent-
able forms in building the concrete septic tank which the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois has designed and which it recommends for Illinois farms. ITot
only do the forms save money, but also they greatly 'simplify the making of the septic
tank, which is often the bugbear in the whole problem of installing plumbing in the
fann home.
Twenty-five county farm b-oreaus ajfid several lumber yards in Illinois have
.the collapsible forms to rent to farmers and others. L^jmber in these forms costs
$12 and there is at least $8 worth of labor on them, making the total a minimum of
""j. The forms usually are rented for $3 so that the saving to the farmer is ap-
^.
oximately $17.
These collapsible forms can be used 20 times or more before they are worn
n-,t
.
Many county farm bureaus have been putting them to good use during the past
ir. C. E. G-ates, farm adviser of LaSalle county, reports that that county's forms
have been used five times since last May. J. S. Harris, farm adviser of Mercer
Cr--;jity, says that farmers in tliat county have built three septic tanks with the
ntable forms since the latter part of September.
Find A Practical Plan Of Fanning Illinois Hill Land
Erosion, a costly drain on the fertility of Illinois farm land, has been
stopped almost entirely and crop values boosted nearly $18 an acre by proper soil
itreatment as practiced on the soil experiment field which the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois maintains at Elizabethtown in Hardin county, according to a
report by C. J. Badger, assistant in soil experiment fields. Erosion, or washing
away of the soil, is worst in the hilly regions of the state, as represented by the
:Elizabethtown field.
Plots on the field which have received no treatment whatever are crossed
with difficulty with machinery. Deep ditches have been washed out on these poor plot-
In contrast, on other plots where manure has been applied or where limestone has been
used and sweet clover grown and plowed down, the s^orface is easily crossed with ma-
chinery and no deep ditches have been washed out.
In one experiment on this field where sweet clover was grown .and plowed
•under for the improvement of the soil and both ILmestone and rock phosphate applied
.in addition, the average yearly value of crops over a four-year period was $22.43 a:i
(acre. The average yields d-aring this period were 14.5 bushels of wheat an acre after
jcorn, 41.9 bushels of corn, 17.9 bushels of wheat after a legume and 3,720 pounds of
"ood legume hay. In contrast, the untreated and badly -rashed plots have yielded crop;
.ving a yearly value only of $4.51 an .?.cre. Here the yields have been 1.2 bushels c.
~;:eat an acre after corn, 9.3 bushels of corn, 5.6 bushels of r;heat after a legume, ai;
"0 pounds of poor quality hay. On plots where manure and lim.estone have been applied,
.'3 average yearly value of the crops during the fo-'or-year period was $18.23 an acre.
-r.a yields were 9.2 bushels of wheat after corn, 35.9 bushels of corn, 14.9 bushels of
-"-eat after a legume, and 3,100 po-unds of good legume hay.
-M-
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Solve Spoilafre Pro"blem In Soybeans By Crossbreeding
One of the problems in the growing of soybeans, a crop which has
spread to new popularity a:id importance dui'ing the past few years, has been solved
through the crossbreeding of different varieties, it is announced by C. M. Woodworth,
Ciiief in plant breeding at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. 3y
crossing two varieties, plant breeders of the college have succeeded in producing
yellow-seeded varieties which will withstand unfavorable weather conditions in the
fi-^ld after ripening, he said. The results demonstrate that if a variety has a
tendency to spoil in the field, this tendency can be eliminated or lessened by
ossing with a variety having a hard seed coat, he explained.
Soybeans that do not take up water readily when soaked are said to
have hard seed coats. TThile yellow and green soybeans do take up water quite
I
readily, black and bro',7n soybeans do not. In fact, certain varieties of black and
Ibrcvn soybeans can be left out in the field all winter and yet a number of the
i
seeds will gei-minate the following years. Tliis s^oggested to the plant breeders
ithat there was a relation between the hard seed coat character and seed coat color,
1
A yellow variety, Dunfield, a soft seed coat, was crossed with a
bro!7n type having a hard seed coat. Seeds borne by plants of the first generation
;were intermediate in their ability to take 1:5) water, but were nearer the Dunfield in
;this respect th.an they T7ere to the hard seed coat parent. In the second generation,
there was considerable variation in the ability to taice up i^ater, the seeds from
some plants being as hard as the hard parent, others as soft as the soft parent with
cdSiiderable variation between these extremes. The majority of the plants resembled
Dunfield rather than the hard seed coat type. Also there was evidence of a trans-
gressing of the limits set by the parents. That is, some plants were even harder
than the hard parent and others softer than the soft parent.
• A genetic relation was fo-ond betv/een seed coat color and hardness of
the seed coat. The cross produced yellow, brown and black-seeded types. Plants
with yellow and brown seed coats usually were soft like the Dunfield parent, althougji
a few of each were just as hard as the brown parent. Most plants with black seed
coats were loard; plants with soft black seed coats were the exception. Since the
:relation is not perfect or complete, it is possible to transfer the hard seed coat
^character to a yellow soybean, and to transfer the soft seed coat character to a
black or brown soybean.
-M-
P.,mcJ m iurthcranc. oi ,h. Ag.,.ul<ural Extension Act approved by Congrcs, May 8. 1914. H. W.
Mu-fo.d. Dirraor.
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Abuse Hastenirv? Ola Xr.e Of Soils ,lnd Scanty Yields
Old .age is last tailing," its toll from Illinois soils, j-ost as it does in
iiuman life, and as a result crop yields in cl-is str.te are dropping off year after year,
according.; to S. A. ITorto-i, assistant chief in soil survey at the College of Agricx-iltiore
,
University,'- of Illinois. Soils are not -.tabic aiid everlasting as is comrnonly 'believed,
but are subject to continual chanj~e. Illinois f:\nn Ipnds arc gro^ring old throrgli the
operation of two forces, one being natural and the other pxtificial. I>Tot much can be
done to forestall the oper-.tion of the nat'oral foi'ces, but farmers can practice an
efficient system of soil management ^Thich nill prevent mvich of the land impoverishment
for '7hich they have been responsible in the past, I'orton said.
Man is the principal artificial factor in promoting soil age. Ke has removed
the original vegetative land cover subjecting the soil to serious erosion. 3y cifLti-
vating the soil man has increased tlie rate at -Thich the destructive climatic forces
operate, B^^ removing crops from the land man has rapidly depleted the available plant
:.'ood elements in the soil. „To counteract all this, it is necessary that soumd aaid
efficient syster.s of land cultivation be practiced. Illinois has much old yet yoijjig
l3nd; that is, youtiiful in development but old beca\-.se of being farmed hard. Tliese
lis are corroarable to the old looking young m?.r. ".'ho has taicen on the features of a^^e
"luse of overvrork,
G-ood land management also retards the action of the natural forces nhich age
isoils, 'Z'-ese ^reathering forces are constantly at r/ork breaking down soil minerals,
parrying a^'ay soluble plant food elements, fomiing corrpact , impervious layers and
jieveloping a definite set of soil characteristics.
Soils have youth, maturity and old age .?nd their cycle of development is
-parable to the span of hrman life. In maturing, they develop a set of features Just
,15 yo^.:!Jig people develop character and -oersonality a,s they mature. Features which
pharacterize aged soils in Illinois are graj' color, acidity or sourness, well-defined
isurface, sub-surface and subsoil layers and scant supply of available plant food, all
l)f which combine to lower the crop production level, 'These soil characteristics cora-
|)are with gra;>^ hair, stability of body features, loss of activity and tendency toward
jonservatism which marks old age in man.
I
Long-Used F?.rm Scale Proves SuTJerior To I<Iost Others
After giving more than 5O years' service, there is at least one farm scale
•n Illinois which still tests "good" but more than cZ- percent of all those tested
'ailed to measure -up to this standard, regardless of how long they had been in use,
:icoording to R. C. Ashby, associate chief in livestock marketing, at the College of
agriculture. University of Illinois. Tlie scales, 105 o^ them., were tested in connec-
ion "ith livestock shrirfcige studies conducted by the college.
The need for better maintenance if farm, scales are to be of maximum use in
oiern d-ecy farm marketing was one of the striking things broright out by the studies,
i'ew of the IO5 scales had ever been overhauled or even tested, ITo other piece of farm
achinory is expected to give accurate and continuous service for 25 to 5O years rith-
'^t service or attention, Ashby pointed out.
,
There were 12 scales, including the one i.rhich had been in use more than 50
i"ears
,
which rated "good"' because the error in them, did not exceed 2 pounds in each
I
jOOO pounds of test load. The average period of use for 11 of these good scales was
ore than 3I years. Eight of the 11 were protected by scale houses or were inside farm,
-ildings. This indicates the sort of service that rell-built scales, properly in-
i^alled,protected from the weather and given even reasonable care are likely to render,
>shby said.
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Skilled riorse Feeders Can Save n^juidreds Ox" Dollars
One place nliere many Illinois iarmor;? corJd "be saving themselves hundreds of
dollars in t'.;.ese. times is in doinj; the every-day jo": of feeding horses rrith '^lore care,
acc^ordin,; to 5.. ?:. '.Tilcox, of the farn organiz'.tion and mana.:jeraent department, College
01 .V;ricalture , University of Illinois. Th-is ir. revealed in records which fanners are
keepin; in cooperr.tion with the department, he saic, BetTJoen tT7o tj'pical central II-
linoir; farmc
,
for instance, thore xras p. difference of $732 a year in horse labor cost
for the se:^^ ero-unt of '.7or";, "his is an er-ca-iole of the savings "hich can be made Dy
Ivin : some tho\3ght to the kinds and amorntn of ;-rain rea-aired at different seasons of
year,
T-ic t~o f?.rms adjoin and hoth operator-; had kept careful records in coopei-a-
tion "'ith t?ic college. Their each opor-^tc atiout 370 acres of land and each has a trac-
tor. D'CJL'in,
:
the year in question, horrever, one carried twelve horses v.'hile the other
"'.
"Ucl his crops "vith only eight. In a comT^arison of their notes, the farmer r-ith
t^relve h-orr.cs ^.Tas nuch surprised to find that his neighbor had carried each one of
: eight horses on an average of 2,150 po"undn less ^.ra.in and 200 pounds less hay tiian
urn At the same time, his own twelve horses had each worked only 667 ho\u-s in a
"ar's time, while each of the eight on the adjoining farm had done 9^2 hoiors of
productive work. The expense of operating the tra,ctor on the farm with eight horses
$4-71, while on the farm with twelve horses, the tractor expense was $^38,
I
™ Taen the feed hill on each farm was added to the other costs of keeping
rses, the farmer with twelve showed an average cost of $137 a horse, while his neigh-
r with eight head had spent only $10S. Tliese wide differences in costs and hours
irorked, meant that the farmer who had fed his eight horses no more than they really
leeded, a_nd got high performance from them, incx^rred a cost only of $2.30 for a t-,:o-
jiorse team, in the field ten hours. In conti\a3t, his neighbor with high feed costs and
l.ow performance from, each horse, had a cost of $--,l-r for a two-horse team working ten
iiours. On '.lis 370 acres, the man with eij:ht horner. did just as m.tLch work as the other
'"ith a yearly horse labor cost $75S lesr,.
-M-
Terraces Convert TTastef-jd G-ulliec- Into Paying Land
'.Tasteful g^allies so deep that r> rmle "az buried in one of them two years ago
'•e been filled iip and are now being farmed over by Ed and 3rwin Fosse, Williamson
:ounty farr.iers living near Marion, since the building of terraces to reclaim a.nd save
;he land. Since taking over the 3^0 acres a few j^ears ago, the two brothers have
larried out an extensive soil building progra^m in which terraciritg has played a large
'art, axcording to E. G. Jojinson, farm mecha.nicn e"tension specialist of the College
if igricultr.re
,
University of Illinois. Already I30 acres of the farm have been ter-
j'aced.
'"Tnree men were kept busy most of the time last spring piitting in tile,
spreading lim.e and terracing," the brother Ed told Johnson when he visited the farm
•ecently, "7e feel that it is not only worth while but also necessary. T7e need the
lie for the low spots and terraces for th^e high .-rofJid. ,'7e wanted to lime the land
j'Ut knew that unless we put in terre^ces the lime would all wash away."
Tne two brothers staked out the terraces with a $25 farm level and used a
•0-20 tractor and steel V-shaped drag in building them, Tney learned how by reading
iircul-^.r ITo, 29O from tho College of Agric-olture , University of Illinois, entitled,
Saving Soil by the Use of Mangum Terraces," and the U. S.D.A. Farmers Bulletin
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NcT7-gyt)c Tomato Is Hailed As Boon To Q-reenlio-ase Men
The most serious protlem haniperii\3 the growing of greerihouse tomatoes, an
important Illinois industry, has been solved hy horticulturists of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois through the breeding and development of two new
varieties which are resistant to the disease, Pusarium wilt, and which at the same
time yield far more than other varieties.
The work :7as done by 7alter A. Huelsen, associate chief in olericulture,
and Merl C. Gillis, associate, and is reported in a new bulletin just released by
the experiment station of the college. It is No. 361 and is entitled, "Breeding Two
New Varieties of Greenhouse Tomatoes Resistant to Fusarium T7ilt".
The varieties are now ready for commercial use after four years during
which they were developed and tested, Tiiey have been named Blair Forcing and Lloyd
Forcing in honor of Dr. J. C. Blair head of the college horticultural department,
and Dr. J, W, Lloyd, chief in olericulture.
Tomato wilt , or Fusari"UE wilt , has been of increasing concern to green-
house growers until it is now recognized as the most iiiportant disease affecting
tomatoes grown in Illinois greenhouses. Growers liave resorted to the use of re-
sistant field varieties, but these have not proved entirely satisfactory under glass.
Even the best of the resistant field varieties, when grown in the greenliouse, fails
to pollinate well and the yields often are seriously reduced in the cloudy weather
and short days of late fall and early winter.
The two new varieties, which overcome these troubles, were developed by
combining certain varieties that are wilt-resistant with the Grand Rapids Forcing
variety, which is noted for its abilitj"- to blossom freely and to set fruits under
adverse conditions.
In addition to their wilt-resistance and yielding ability Blair Forcing and
Lloyd Forcing have a desirable type and size of fruit ^.ich has proved acceptable in
several markets. Tl:iese varieties also are characterized by earliness of maturity and
a picking season that is relatively short compared with that of the best resistant
field variety.
Tomatoes, lettuce and cucumbers undoubtedly are the three major vegetable
crops grown in Illinois greenhouses. Many growers consider tomatoes of more impor-
tance than the two other crops and at the same time considera,bly more profitable
owing to the fact that they seem able to compete m-ach more successfully with the
southern-grown product. Many growers are now raising both fall and spring crops of
tomatoes in the same house. Such intensification nat-cirally has brought to the fore
a number of problems which those interested in the business wish to have solved,
Fusarium wilt has been of increasing occurence am.ong these problems,
-.M-»
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Sliifts Plans At Last Min-ute And Saves $1^50 Expense
One of those last-minute changes in plans has put Russell Hurleraan, an Adams
county farmer, $150 ahead of ivhere he mi^ht have "been, according to a report "by C. M.
Linsley, soils extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Il-
linois.
Anxious to get the best crop yields possible, Hurleman had made plans to
order two carloads of limestone, costing $150, for one of his UO-acre fields. The
change in plans came T7hen S. F.Russell, farm adviser of the county, suggested that the
field first he tested and mapped to find out whether or not limestone was needed and
just how much should be applied to correct whatever acidity Tras found. Much to
Hurleman' s surprise, the test revealed that the entire field was sweet and therefore
T did not need limestone.
"Although most of the land in Adams county and the rest of the state is acid
and therefore needs limestone before it will grow the all-important legumes success-
j fully, there is nevertheless, a large acreage that still contains plenty of lime,"
..Linsley explained, "Soils of the state, often within a single field, vary widely in
.; their need for limestone. Soils that are slightly acid, medium acid and strongly
:.;acid may be present in the same field. It is important, therefore, that a systematic
land detailed test be made so that limestone may be applied according to the need for it,
"This systematic testing of soils is one of the projects being sponsored
jamong Adams county farmers by Farm Adviser Russell. In promoting the work, a series
iof local meetings is held in the various communities of the county. Farmers are given
Jdirections for collecting samples of soil from a single field or from their entire
farm. These samples are brought into a later meeting where they are tested under
direction of Farm Adviser Russell. A map is then made of each field showing where
limestone is needed and how much should be applied to the acre. This takes the guess-
: work out of soil treatment,"
-M-
$25 Septic Tanl: Still G-ives Farm City Conveniences
Built for $25 as part of a modern farm plumbing system, one of the first
!i Illinois-type septic tanl^s ever installed is still giving satisfactory service without
e^ever having caused trouble, according to a report of its owner, Rollo Booz, Colusa, to
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The Illinois-type tank was de-
signed by the farm mechanics department of the college in an effort to remove one of
•:the barriers to modern conveniences on Illinois farms.
The one upon which Booz reported was built as a demonstration by the far-m
iiraechanics extension specialist of the college when the tanJc was being introduced
throughout the state in I925. "It hasn't given us a speck of trouble", Booz said in
leaking a report on the first five years of service. It is estimated that cleaning out
?|the accumulation of sludge, one of the necessary operations with septic tanks, will
]|not have to be done for I5 or 20 years.
The Illinois-type tank is 10 feet long, 3 feet wide and 5 feet deep. It
:jtakes 20 bags of cement, costing $15 1 one and one-half yards of sand and three cubic
I'/ards of gravel. According to E. G-. Johnson, farm mechanics extension specialist of
|the college, anyone who can build a concrete sidewalk or a concrete feeding floor can
'build his own septic tank by following the directions in the college's circular
^^0, 336 "Sewage Disposal for the Farm Home".
-M-
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Better Practices Profit Livestock Men $500 A Year
Farmers who have built -up their livestock ei^ficiency hy following the teach-
ings of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois frequently report as much
as $500 a year extra income on that account, even on an average quarter-section farm,
says E. T. Hobbins , livestock extension specialist.
Such a farm usually has about five horses and the saving in man labor by
using these in big team hitches, as advocated by the college, amounts to $5 or more a
horse a year, or a total of at least $25. If there are as many as 16 ewes, they usu-
ally raise about 20 lambs and the gain is about $1 a lamb as a result of having them
born early so as to be sold in June and another $1 a lamb as a result of docking and
castrating, making a total of $hO there. If there are six eows raising beef calves,
the saving by keeping the cows entirely on rough feed is about $10 apiece, or if as
many as six steers are fattened, the saving by using an economical ration, balanced
with a low-priced protein, may amount to as much as $10 a steer. In either case the
total would be $6o.
If twelve sows are kept to raise a carload of 75 hogs which are marketed at
'a weight of about 225 pounds, the saving on each hog as a result of sanitation is
about $2.50, and the saving by balancing the grain rations with feeds supplying protein
at a low cost a poujid, am.ounts to another $2.50, making a total saving of $5 a hog.
.This would amoimt to $375 on a carload of 75 head.
,
The total of these items for the four classes of livestock is $500. That
jstock would consume about 2,500 bushels of corn in the course of a year and so would
fit in well with the general plan of farming followed over much of the com belt,
jllie figures are said to be typical of what may reasonably be expected.
-M-
Machines Paving Way Por Needed Reforms In Farming
One of the needs of the times on Illinois farms— lowered costs of production
;i««-is being brought about through the rapid increase in the use of mechanical power and
power machinery, according to R. I. Shawl, of the farm mechanics department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. To meet the needs of farmers for information and
•instruction on the use of mechanical power the college is offering two tractor and gas
engine short courses. The first will be held January I9 to 2^^ and the second January
2U to 31.
"Farmers whose farming practices will make it possible to improve their ef-
ficiency and economy bj'' the use of modern machinery will, no doubt, buy this machinery
during the next 5 to 10 years. Farmers whose conditions will not permit the econom.-
ical use of modern machinery, owing to size of farm, topography, farming practices or
,some other reason, either will have to change their practices or be satisfied with a
lower standard of living,
"However, it should be borne in mind that the development of new or improved
'machinery to handle present crops better or talie care of new ones, always will be a
factor in increasing the use of madiinery on farms. The widespread use of machinery,
:,after it has been periected to meet the needs of the farmer, will depend largely upon
;the economy of its use. With the continued decrease in agricultural population, with
:the greater perfection of farm machinery and with the trend toward larger farming
:'aiits, there undoubtedly will be many conditions where further mechanization of farms
"ill result in lower costs of production and larger profits.
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Sani tax-y Forces Thinned Despite A gO-Million Need
Illinois alone is paying a toll of not less than ti^enty million dollars
annually for animal diseases and yet the ra.v2r.5 of the veterinary sanitary forces
have been de'oleted to the point v/here scarcely enough p;raduates are hein^ turned
out to replace vacancies in the federal "bureau of animal in'^ustry, not to mention
the need of practitioners in city anf^ urhan districts, according to Dr. Robert
Graham-, chief in animal pathology anji hygiene at the College of Agriculture, tJni-
versity of Illinois.
An adequate veterinary personnel is essential not only for agriculture but
also for protection of public health. Dr. Grah^am pointed out. With two large live-
stoc''- centers in the state's borders ant^ the soecdins^ :to of transportation facilities
a contagious disease at an.y point on the continent constitutes a potential threat to
^ husbandry and public health of Illinois, he explained.
In Illinois there are approximately seven million people vho arc dependent
on 11,000 physicians for information regarcling health. This is approximately one
piiysician to every 633 persons. In the same territory there is a population of about
"^"^,000,000 food--:)roducing an:./ials including barnyarr''. fowls. The state h^s only about
^ veterinarians who arc espocially trained in the suppression of animal diseases.
Ihe average Illinois veterin,.raan' s services extend to R0,000 potential animal
patients. This is one vetorin-'rvrian to each 3,3^0 dairy and beef co^s , S,555 swine,
1,163 sheep, ^83 dogs and ll-l ,666 chic'-ens.
Certain of tho animal diseases such as tuberculosis, rabies, glanders,
anthrax, Bn;..cella infection of cattle, goats, s"T.no and possibly chicxons , septic
sore throat and certain specific dermatoses, actinomycosis and a group of parasitic
infections, including ring'vorm, por?r and beef measles and trichir^, arc commuJlicable
to man.
Some diseases of man traceable to ar.ir^als raav be most hopefully suppressed
by the veterinarian. To this end the veterinarian may be advantageously used in
extending mieat and millr inspection "programs, while ph^j'^sicians may be assisted in
choc!cir.g diseases of man traceable to animals by working with veterinarians, Dr.
Graham said.
-M-
?ind Wide Gap In Relative Prices Of ?arm Pr^o^uct_s
Recent years have seen development of ''-'ide differences between the relative
prices of irTportant Illinois farm products, but no single cause can be assigned for
the wide variety of change, it is brought out in a new bulle-in ,-uet issued by the
College of Agriculture, TTniversity of Illinois. It is !To . Ib^ . ''rrices of Illinois
?ami Proaucts from I92I to 1929" and was written by L . J. !:ortjn, assistant chief in
"ri cul tural economi c s
.
-M-
t'rmtcd in furtherance of the Agricultural Ejttensiofi Act approved by Contjrcss May'S, 1914. H. W. Muufokd. Dire.lur.
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Poultrymen Usinfr New Calendar Bt^t Not 13 -Month One
Although the proposed 13-raonth year has not yet been put into effect
,
Illinois poultrymen have started using a new t^-pe calendar which represents some-
thing of a reform over old kinds. In order to ail floc^r owners in more accurate
record keeping, H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture
University of Illinois, has designed a serviceahle calendar which ma':es it possible
for the poultry raiser to tell from day to da.v, week to week, and month to month,
just where ho stands.
Lack of a hand?;- recording device has prevented many flock owners from
oping the records so necessary as guides to "better methods. Alp explained. The
now calendar is so arran,5red that under each date there are spaces to record the
number of eggs, the income and the expense for that day. Spaces also arc provided
-r recording the weekly totals sind the monthly totals.
One of the features of the calendar is a standard of eg£' production for
each month of the year. This standard, is calculated from records which hundreds of
noultrymen throughout the state have kept in cooperation with the college. In
.!r,nn\:iary for instance, it is 5-6 eggs a hen, in February 8.8 eggs a hen, March 15.'4-
^eggs a hen and so on. On the sheet for each month there also is a place to record
the number of birds at the first of the month, the number of birds culled during
the month, the number of birds that died during the month, number of birds at the
end of the month and the average n^umber of eggs for the month.
Unlike most others, the new calendar does not feature the pretty girl.
Instead, each month the illustration deals with some subject of timely interest to
poultrymen. In February, for instance, it is homemade equipment, in March, a baby
chick feeder, and in April, clean ground for the brooder house. Likewise, each
monthly sheet carries a number of timely tius for poultr^Anen.
Copies of the new calendar are available to all interested poultrymen at
a nominal charge to cover cost of printing.
Proper Pnoning Aids A^^ple 5ro'."er Net $17 ,500 On CroT)
A southern Illinois apple grower with a 100-acre orchard spent $10,000 for
growing a crop and received $21,^00, while a western Illinois orchardist vdih 5OO
acres spent $25,000 to produce a crop the same year and got no more than his expenses
in return.
The difference in profit, according to E. S. Marsh, horticulture extension
I
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, traces not to the
fact that the southern grower spent more money an acre but rather to the fact that
he did more than just loart of a job. Recently, for instance, he employed four men
I
to prune his trees. Every year his 30-y6ar-old orchard gets a careful pruning so
{that he harvests a high percentage of No. 1 fruit.
I
Even if pruning isn't neglected, it can be done either a wrong way as
jwell as a right way, Marsh pointed out. In fact, some methods of nroning are more
liMiprofitable than no pruning at all- Pruning methods have changed greatly in the
past few years and. it is therefore iraDort.ant for growers to get the latest practical
and scientific information on the subject. Marsh explained..
"No pruning cut should be made unless there are good reasons which sub-
stantiate the Truner's decision to make the cut. All the detailed directions on the
|latost methods of -oroning aT3Ple trees are given in a circular which the college pub-
ilished last year. It can be seciired from county farm advisers or from the college
l^y writing for Circular No. 3% 'Pruning Apple Trees in Illinois.'"
-.i-ii
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Woodland Owners Now Underselling: Val'aable Products
In far too many cases the material cut from woodlands in Illinois is sold
only for a fraction of its real value because owners of timberland tracts as a rule
are not familiar with the standard methods employed in marketing. This is set forth
in a new circular entitled, "Marlceting Illinois Forest Products," which has just
been published by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The author of
the new publication is L. E. Sawyer, extension forester of the college and of the
Illinois State Natural History Survey.
In order that an owner may get a fair -orice for his timber he should first
secure an estimate of how much timber of each species he has for sale, it is recom-
mended in the circular. His nert steo is to get in touch with the consumers of the
different species and secure bids from as many of them as possible.
"The timber market, like all others, has its periods of depression and the
oTfier should avoid selling during a slump. While a large part of the mature timber
in Illinois should be marketed, it is usually not depreciating so rapidly that it
will have to be sold at once or become a total loss. The owner, therefore, should
ot be influenced too much by a buyer's statement that his timber is 'going back
'"".pidly . '"
The four common methods of sale eyolained in the circular are: (l) by
lump or lot, (2) by log scale, (3) by the piece or count and (U) by lumber tally.
All these methods have their advantages and. disadvantages, but none of them, will
bring the owner the m.aximum returns if his timber has to go throtigh the hands of
several middlemen before reaching the consumer, it is pointed out in the circular.
Selling direct to the m-anufact^jirer or consumer will yield the owner the most money.
Direct selling may be accomplished bv determining what products are to be marketed
and then getting in touch with the concerns handling those products or with their
local buyers. Many woodland o^^iers who do not have enough timber to allow them to
ship logs or other products to manufacturers in carload lots often are unable to
find a local market that will pay 3. satisfactory -orice. This difficulty can be
overcome by marketing the products from one locality on a cooperative basis.
-M-
Illinois Sheep Flock Owners Warned Against Lambing 111
With the lambing season at hand, Illinois sheep flock owners will profit
by being on guard against lambing paralysis, a fatal disease in ewes, which takes a
heavy toll each year, it i s pointed out by the laboratory of animal pathology and
hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The disease is associated with over-feeding and lack of exercise, officials
of the laboratory say. The all-important Doints in avoiding it, therefore, are proper
feed and exercise preceding the lam.bing period. There is no medicine, vaccine or
^ serom effective in the prevention or cure of this disease. If ewes are in too high
condition, it is advisable to reduce the rations and force the animals through feed-
ing practices to walk a distance each day oreparatory to conditioning for lambing,
it ras recomm.ended.
Affected anim,als do not eat and are unable to walk. Sleepiness or drowsi-
ness lapse into coma with death following in a majority of cases. A review of the
cases subm.itted to the college over a period of years shows that animals most often
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New ipO-Bushel Corn Clu"b Has One Gold-Medal Winner
Rewarded witln an official gold medal, C. E. Canterbury, Sangamon county
farmer living near Cantrall , is the first, and so far the Only, winner of a member-
ship in Illinois' new 100-Bushel Com Club.
Five other farmers, R, Richardson, Williamsville; ArthtiT Wolters, Grand
Ridge; Fred Holm, Peru; Howard Clegg, Ru,tland, and Lester L. Lehman.n, Pleasant
Plains, were awarded bronze medals for having produced between 75 a^icL Sk bushels of
com an acre.
The 100-bushel club is an adjunct of a men's lO-acre corn contest launched
this past year by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois and the Illinois Crop Improvement Association for the purpose of fur-
thering the more economical and profitable growing of the state's principal crop.
Awarding of the medals was a feature of the annual banquet of the Illinois
! Crop Improvement Association held in connection with the recent thirty-third annual




president of the crop iraDrovement body, and W. R. McGaughey, Decatur,
president of the Illinois Bankers' Association.
Out of Uo farmers in ten different counties who entered the contest last
1 spring, Canterbury was the onlv one who grew 100 bushels or more of corn an acre
j on his ten-acre plot. His yield was 100.U bushels an acre and was produced at a
total cost of $32.17 an acre, including fertilii^ers , labor and' machinery charges,
seed treatment, overhead, taxes, use of land and harvesting.
Rich-ardson grew gl.g bushels an acre at a cost of $30«0^ an acre, Wolters
80.U bushels at a cost of !*i27.21 an acre, Holm 77.1 bushels at a cost of $35.50 an
acre, Clegg 75*9 bushels at a cost of $30«91 an acre and Lehjnann 75*1 bTflsirels at a
cost of $26.08 an acre,
t Canterbury for a number of years has been a strong proponent of theility-type corn advocated for Illinois farmers by the agricultijral college and has
developed his own strain. He saclc-picked his seed corn from the standing stalk and
treated it for the control of seed-borne diseases. The field was planted April 2g.
T^t His 100-bushel s an acre was produced in a year when such yields were
rarer than ever because of the dry weather. He follows the college's system of
permanent soil fertility, having limed the field at the rate of 2^ tons an acre six
years ago and spreading a half ton of rock phosphate to the acre this past spring.
The field had been in alfalfa for two years previous. The soil is brown silt loam
and is tile-drained. In preparing the field for planting, Canterbury plowed it seven
inches deep the latter part of March, went over it twice with a tandem disk, twice
"Ith a pulverizer and then harrowed it once before planting and once before the com
came up. The seed was drilled 12 inches apart in the row vrith 3^ inches between rows.
-M-
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31ectrical Heat Fromisin,?: Ip Pro-QOgc'tion Of Plants
Electricity alreadj'- has proved so succsEsful as a substitute for manure
in hofbod heating that it is difficult to predict the uses of electric heat energy
in plant propagation, R. R. Parks, farm electrification specialist of the Missouri
Colle;;e of Ajgriculture , said at the recent thirty-third annual Farm and Home T7eek
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Electric hotbeds, owing to their sirnplicity and ease of operation, are
becomin,:- highly popiilar with Missouri gardeners , he reported. "Jith better prac-
tices, electric hotbeds for honE use might be feasible. Open soil heating for the
early starting of grapes, sweet potatoes, rhubai-b and other garden vegetables also
offer possibilities, he pointed out.
Electricity is superior to manure for hotbed heating in that it is clean,
free from odors, easily handled, dependable anc. in many cases is more economical
than manure on a cost basis. Parks pointed out. Among the advantages of the elec-
tric hotbed over the manure bed are that labor costs are reduced because of handling
heating apparatus rather than tons of manure, the hotbeds can be started later in
the season because of the more dependable heat and more normal grov^th of the hotbed
plants and an earlier market can be obtained for all crops.
"The method of heating is sinply to lay the heater cable out in the old
I
manure hot bed frame. Tlie frame is filled 'vith six inches of hotbed soil and tlie
j
ends of the cable connected to 110-volt service Trires. Sixty-four feet of lead-
!
covered resistance Hire cable are needed in a 6 by 16 foot bed. One or tno 6 by l6
foot beds can be operated direct from the house lighting circuit.
"Tliis scheme has been triea out by gardeners around St. Louis during the
past tro seasons with considerable success. A. season's operation on a 6 by l6 foot
! bed costs $6 to $10, depending upon the use to which it is put. The cost of equip-
ment for a 6 by l6 foot bed is approximately $2 for cable and $2 for switching and
fusin^y equipment'-'.
Although Parks and his cooperators have found this scheme successful,
they are continuing their work during the present season to find better ways and
means of insulating their hotbeds against heat losses.
_. -M-
Dair:,'nGn Urged 'To M^c TJider Use Of Own Products
Most markets at the present time are flooded ^ith a surplus both of whole
:| milk and cream and it therefore behooves tie producer to use as much of his product
as possible in as many different ways as he can, S. L. Tuckey , first assistant in
dairy manufactures
,
.recommended before the farm dairy operations section of the
recent thirty-third annual Farm and Home ITeek at the College of Agriculture , Uni-
versity of Illinois.
G-ood soft cheeses, like neufchatel and cottage, for sale at farmers'
markets will return to the producer a good mor.et3ry profit and when used at home
will effect5.vely replace other high protein foods, T?uckey said. G-ood soft cheeses
can be made with the use either of junket tablets or rennet extract, it was ex-
plained. Milk soured under controlled conditions with a certain strain of bacteria
is farrr.ore desirable than ordinary sour m.ilk. Cocoa syrup added to m.ilk will lend
variet;/-. The housewife can well afford at the present time to serve custards,
n creamed vegetables, cre.amed soijps
,
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U5O Herd Owners In 75 Counties TTar On Banp:' s Disease
Recognized as the rrorst profit destroyer in the cattle industry of Illinois,
Bang's dir.ease, or infectious abortion, is "bein,;^- -larred upon "by U50 herd o^^rners i n 75
different counties, Dr. Robert Graham, chief in ariraal pathology and hygiene , reported
to the recent thirty-third annual Tarm and Home TTeek of the College of Agricult^ire
,
University of Illinois.
Tlie U5O herd owners are enrolled in the college's experiment station proj-
ect on Bang's disease control and with the help of tlie institution and their local
veterinarians are testing and handling their herds with a view to completely eliminat-
ing the disease. Dr. Graham said. Already 30 '^erds have been accredited as free from
the disease by the Illinois State Department of A(j;ri culture. Forty-five veterinarians
of the state have been accredited for spplying the necessary test for detection of the
infection.
"lie owner can afford to maintain a herd of cattle infected with Bang's
, disease, JTeither can dairymen and beef cattle breeders risk judging the presence or
labsence of the disease by the breeding record alone. It has been shown that many
lanimals irjfected with the disease breed normally,
"Bang's disease causes loss thro'ugh decreased breeding f-unction, as many
linfected animals ultimately become sterile. Tlie mill: flow of infected animals a.lso
•jis reduced. In good dairy cows loss from milk i1ot7 alon.e may approach $50 annually/,
'Different ud.dcr diseases are more numerous in cattle harboring Bang's disease than
iin healthy animals, JFinally, the loss of offspri:ig must be added to the breeding
Idifficulties and decreased milk flow".
Present Prices Favorable For Modernizing Farm Homes
Present low prices of labor and materialn raalce this a good time for remodel-
.ing and modernizing a great majority of the q"0-3,rter million houses on Illinois farms,
fJ.. A. Foster, rural architecture specialist, pointed out at the recent thirty-third
annual Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Tliis majority of houses were built '7hen materials and labor were cheap and
before the present demand of modern equipment, greater production and efficiency,
he explained. The old farm house was surroujided by many accessory buildings, such
as the wood shed, puisp house, wash and butcher house, dry house, loom house, smoke
house, cave, coachhouse and others.
"Modern methods, utilities and efficiency have eliminated all these bi^ild-
ings and the drudgeries have become simple tasks by improved methods and labor saving
eq"aipment. Today all the tasks are done, the eauipment sheltered and the storage
made within the four walls of the farm house.
"Modern heating, sanitary equipment and storage require a basement in the
farmhouse. Also a basement saves steps and. e.^osure and adds to the comfort of the
comfort of the house",
-M-
ITatural Sources Of Fertilizers Best For Illinois
Natural sources of fertilizers still prove the most efficient for Illinois
farms, A, L. Lang, associate in soil experiment fields, reported to the soils section
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New Chemical For Treatment Of Seed Is Yield Booster
A new seed treatment chemical, ethyl-mercury-chloride , increased oats
yields slightly more than 12 bushels an acre and wheat i^delds almost 9 "bushels an
acre when it was used for treating the seed to control diseases, according to
results of tests made on it hy the experiment station of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. The increase in the oats jrield was an average of a three-
year test, while the increase in the wheat yield was an average of a two-year experi-
ment.
The new chemical is a dust which is applied to the seed in the usual way
but which costs somewhat more than seed disinfectants heretofore in general use. The
expense is about 20 to 30 cents an acre for the material alone.
In each test which the college made of the new treatment
,
the seed was
locally grown and of good q-uality. In no case was the see(? unusually heavily infect-
ed with any one particular disease. The result indicates that this treatment is ef-
fective in controlling a mjmber of seed-bome diseases and also protects the very
yoimg seedling from certain infections caused by organisms living in the soil, it
was pointed out by Benjamin Koehler, assistant chief in crop pathology.
r
"As tho understanding of diseases is enlarging and at the same time new
chemical discoveries arc offering safer and more effective chemical disinfectants,
the viewpoint of the place seed disinfectants should hold in the general program of
agriculture is changing. We no longer are concerned so much with treating only to
eradicate smut, for there is much more than that to be accomplished. Some of the
diseases which cut yields are inconspicuous and often unsuspected. Seed is treated
primarily to increase yields of grain. Ethyl ^nercury-chloride has done this con-
sistently in the tests so far, even if before treating there was no smut infection
carried on the seed either of oats or wheat."
-M-
Sunlieht Irjures Flavor When Milk Is Kept Outdoors
A. 'tallowy or even a burnt flavor in milk about which house^ves in Chicago
and other cities recentl-' have been complaining may be caused by nothing more than
leaving the milk exposed to light, according to P. H. Tracy, assistant chief in dairy
aanufactures at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Milk users who
tajce advantage of natural refrigeration during the winter months and leave bottles of
nilk standing in windows or unprotected out of doors are likely to find tlat the
flavor is impaired, he said.
Permitting the bottle of milk to remain in the sunlight even for 30 minutes
aay cause the milk to acquire a tallowy flavor sometimes described as a "cappy", or
lasteboard, taste. If the milk is allowed to remain in the sijn long enough a dis-
tinct burnt flavor will predominate. If the bottle of milk is exposed to diffuse
'-igbt only, such as that on the north side of a b-'oilding, the butterfat will be af-
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Some Illinois Soils Yield Ten Times More Than Others
Illinois farm lands vary so widely that crop yields from the most pro-
ductive are worth about ten times as much as those from the least productive. This
is reported in a new bulletin, No. 3^2, which the experiment station of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has just issued for farmers and other in-
terested persons under the title, "Response of Illinois Soils to Soil Treatment."
It summarizes results from 28 of the college's soil experiment fields that are lo-
cated on representative types of Illinois soil and that have been under investiga-
tion for T3eriods ranging from 15 to 26 years. F. C. Bauer, chief of soil experiment
fields, is author of the new publication.
Among the dozen soil treatment lessons derived from the fields was the
fact that farm manure used alone is an effective fertilizer on all kinds of soil.
However, on some soils it added more than $9 an acre annually to the value of the
crops grown, while on other soils it increased crop values only $2 an acre.
I
The more highly productive soils which will grow clovers without being
' treated usually can be made still more productive by plowing down crop residues
without additional treatment. On one such field this system added nearly $9 an
acre annually to the value of crops grown. On the other hand, the moderately pro-
ductive and less productive soils did not give very marked responses to this system
:) of soil treatment.
Limestone applied in addition to farm manure or crop residues increase
the value of crops grown as much as $17-75 an acre annually on some soils. This was
'a return of more than $35 a ton for the limestone used. The more productive, dark-
I colored soils did not give so great a response as the light-colored ones, although
on many of them the returns were profitable.
On some soils phosphate added more than $10 an acre annually to crop
values. The low response on other fields suggested that farmers need to know the
phosphate requirements of their fields before applying this material.
Light-colored, more mature soils gave strikingly greater response to
potassium fertilizers than did the dark colored less mature soils. On most fields
of light-colored soils, use of potassium has become profitable. The less productive,
dark-colored soils also have tended to give profitable res^oonses to potash fertilizer.
-M-
Balanced Rations Speed Economy Of Gains Made By Pigs
Many Illinois farmers report that they are putting across the rather un-
asual but economical feat of making their fall pigs gain as fast as spring pigs
1 usually do by following the recommendations of the College of Agriculture, University
3f Illinois on balanced rations. They are feeding their fall pigs all the corn they
will eat and also supplying in a self-feeder a mixture of two parts tankage, one
part linseed meal or soybean meal, and one part alfalfa meal, according to E. T.
Bobbins, livestock extension specialist. The alfalfa moal is used only in winter to
take the place of pasture and is an important factor in making fall pigs thrive.
Common salt seems to be the only mineral needed with this plan of feeding.
This same plan of feeding with omission of the alfalfa meal has worked out
'Gil with spring pigs. Albert Hayes, of Peoria county, sold several truck loads of
lis spring pigs last September weighing a little more than 200 pounds at six months
' >f age and bringing $11.10 to $11 .Uo a hundredweight. These were sanitation pigs fed
iccording to the college's plan. Those prices compared with prices of $8 to $8-50 a
•Tundredweight which farmers got in late December for pigs fed on ordinary rations
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Accounting Adds $2 ,000 A Year On Some Farms' Profits
Many Illinois fanners have added from $600 to $2,000 a year to their
earnin^Ts through keeping and studying careful farm accounts, according to a new
circular entitled, Tarin Accounts that Count," which has just been issued "by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. It explains how the Illinois farm
account book, prepared "by the college farm organization and management department
,
is helping farmers get the increased earnings. The author is E. R. Hudelson, associ-
ate chief of the department.
Careful accounts will earn profits for any farmer who will keep and use
them, because the present-day farmer needs a guide in making choices and decisions
which will reduce losses and increase profits, it is brought out in the circular.
The standard farm accounting service started in I916 by the college farm organization
and management department is designed to fill this need. In I929 approximately 2,000
farmers completed their accounts and had them analyzed by the department.
The farmer who wishes to keep accounts may get the Illinois account book
and by following the instructions in it keep his records by himself. He may, on the
other hand, enroll in the simple farm accounting project through his local county
farm advisor and the college extension service and keep his accounts on a cooperative
plan. Under this latter arrangement ho gets maich more information of a useful type
from his records with loss time snont on them.
-M-
Orchardists Told Serious Scale Is Becoming A Threat
A recent survey of Illinois peach and apple orchards reveals that the
destructive San Jose scale, favored by the mild fall and winter weather, is beginning
to regain some of the ground it lost by last winter's freeze, according to a report
to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by S. C. chandler, assistant
entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. This will put added im-
portance on dormant sprays which orchardists will be applying soon, he pointed out.
"One thing that must be settled in connection with dormant sprays is the
choice of material* In the case of apples the answer is simply 'oil'. There is no
need for a fungicide on apples in the dormant spray. Oil emulsion and most of the
miscible oils are cheaper than lime sulphur, easier on the machine and hands and
eyes of the operator and do a better job of killing scale.
"In the case of TDeaches it is necessary to spray for peach leaf curl as
well as scale. The Illinois State Natural History Survey, in cooperation with the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has been experimenting with a number
of combinations, some of which ai'e highly promising. For the present, however, the
safest and most efficient combination for both scale and leaf curl is the oil Bor-
deaux mixture which in general has proved, very satisfactory."
-M-
Florlsts To Have Week at IL 2^! !_: February 3 to 6
One of Illinois' important industries, that having to do with the growing
and selling of flowers, will set about to prepare for better times when the eighth
annual florists' week is held February 3 to 6 at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Pointing out that this is a good year for florists to add to
their stock of laiowledge and "prepare for the era of prosperity that will soon be
upon us," the college has annconced that narketing, costs of production and the
selling of flowers will be stressed in this year's course. H. B. Domer, chief in
floriculture, is in ch^arge. Members of the Illinois State Florists' Association
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Disease Control Would Save Fifth Of Valuable Com
More than one- fifth of Illinois' most valuable grain crop, corn, is lost
every year through diseases which could be at least partially controlled, according to
a new circular entitled, "Control of Corn Diseases in Illinois" Just issued by the
College of Agriculture. University of Illinois. The authors, Benjamin Koehler, the
college's assistant chief in crop pathology, and James H. Holbert , of the U. S. Bureau
of Plant Industry-, outline certain measures, which, if carefully and consistently fol-
lowed, may be expected to reduce losses from corn diseases.
Practices which they list as being important in s\ich a program are:
1. Sanitation, that is, the removal of all old corn refuse from the field
or the thorough plowing under of such refuse, so as to remove it from the surface of
the ground. Such refuse carries spores which otherwise are scattered by the wind and
reinfect the next crop.
2. Crop rotation, in order to prevent the accumulation of disease organ-
isms in the soil.
3. Soil management, including proper tillage, drainage, and soil fertility,
in order to provide conditions favorable to the vigorous and balanced gro'^th of the
corn plant
.
U. Development of disease-resistant strains in open-pollinated and inbred
stock by careful plant and ear selection for freedom from disease, for characters
found to be associated with resistance to disease and for other desirable plant
qualities.
m 5. Seed treatment in order to check seed-borne diseases and protect the
kernel or young seedling against infection from the soil, especially when the environ-
mental conditions are unfavorable for germination.
! 6. In addition to the above control measures, the germination test for
"IWgor and freedom from ^.sease usually is of value. In seed lots that have poor via-
bility, a germination teyt of the ear is very important. The value of seed treatment
and the germination test only partly overlap. Neither can entirely take the place of
the other and each has advantages not covered by the other,
-M-
I 60 Per Cent Of What Eggs Cost Is. Used U^ In The Feed
Feed rrakes up oO per cent, or almost two-thivis, of the total cost of pro-
ducing eggs, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension j-iecialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Hence, flock owners rrho take advantage of cheap
nill feeds and grains and thereby reduce their fsed cost to a minimum will find it
easier to make a Drofit en eggs which m.ust be sold fo:^ around 20 cents a dozen, he
pointed out. A satisfactory home-mixed mash for hens or pull. ts can be made for a
cost of about $1.65 a hundredweight on the basis of January prices, he said. It in-
cludes 195 pounds of grour.d yellow corn, 100 pounds of ground v.heat
, 100 pounds of
round oats, 100 pounds of meat scrap and 5 poun<i5 of QPnimon salt,
fniueJ in furthcf^ncc o: tlic A^jntullural Extcfision Act Sppro\ca ujf Congress Alay 8. 1914, ^r \\ , MuuFOSD, Director.
^ f^-r
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Put Uo $10 ,000 Loan To Build Soils For Farm Relief
Putting its backing "behind a new kind of farm relief program, the Salem
Chamber of Commerce has raised a fund of $10,000 which will be loaned to Marion county
farmers on easy terms so that they can buy limestone with which to build up their
coils, according to a report by C. M. Linsley, soils extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The plan is being carried out under
direction of Farm Adviser F. J. Blackburn, of Marion county, as part of the college's
statewide project on limestone and legxmies. He reports that farmers who have never
used limestone before are spreading it for the first time under the new plan.
Farmed for year after year without clovers, land in that section has gone
down in fertility to a point '^here profitable crop yields can no longer be grown,
Linsley pointed out. Tliese low yields and the accompanying low prices of recent
vears have not left many farmers with the cash to buy lim.estone.
Faced xith this situation, mem.bers of the Chamber of Commerce realize that
the business of their town is dependent to a large extent on the prosperity of their
farmers and that this prosperity could only be brought 'about, by building up the fer-
tility of the farm land. The College of Agriculture, University of Illinois long ago
aad shown that the growing of legumes, such as sweet clover, red clover and alfalfa,
is necessary to enrich the land, but that these crops can not be grown until the acid
!,:ondition of the soil has been corrected by the use of limestone.
The $10,000 fund which has been raised will be loaned at 5 'oer cent interest,
jthe farmer giving his note. One-half of the note is due in 2 years and the other half
Hn 3 years. Farmers borrowing m.oney from the fund sign a contract to apply limestone
.iccording to the directions of Farm Adviser Blackburn. They also agree to seed the
land to some legume and promise not to sell any legume hay from the land unless the
•eceipts are used to pay off the note,
-M-
Lambs Sold Before July 1_ Brought Premiums In 1930
If the 1931 lamb market is anything like the one of 1930 and those of many
irevious years, farmers can pocket a neat prem.ium by getting early lambs ready for
iiale before July 1, according to W, G. Kammlade , assistant chief in sheep husbandry
l.t the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Last year, he pointed out,
• arly lambs sold before Jvly 1 brought a good premium over late lambs sold during the
|atter half of the year. Problems of summer management and many risks also were
iessened through the production of early lambs, he added.
i
"To bring a good price, early lambs must be fat and of good form and quality,
hose weighing around 75 pounds generally are preferred. Breeding is an important con-
iderat ion in obtaining such lambs, but good feeding and management must accompany it.
"For young lambs a ration which is hard to beat consists of 2 parts cracked
lorn, 2 parts ground or rolled oats, 1 part wheat bran and 1 part linseed or soybean
(11 meal. Choice alfalfa, clover or leafy soybean hay should be provided with this.
tiis ration m.ay be hand-fed or self-fed. If it is self-fed it is advisable to cut or
i rind the hay, especially alfalfa or clover, and mix it with the grain, using eqiial
arts of concentrate and hay. Little lambs cannot eat the course soybean stems.
adgment on the part of the feeder is an important element in the results obtained."
-M-
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Illinois Apples Escape Worst Of Damage From Storage
Fortunately for Illinois growers, apples in this state escape entirely from
some of the most serious diseases in storage and are relatively iramiine to most of the
others, according to W. A. Ruth, associate chief in pomological physiology at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The damage varies from year to year
?nd therefore depends upon weather conditions. The exact relationship "between storage
diseases and the weather is complicated, however, and can not he defined exactly, he
said.
Fungous diseases which may shorten the storage life of Illinois apples are
blue mould, which causes most of the rotting of stored apples, hlack rot and brown rot.
These rots usually do not enter sound fruit , so that their control depends upon the
success the grower has in his spraying operations.
The most common non-parasitic diseases are scald, Jonathan-spot and stippen,
or "bitter-pit. Scald is the disease which turns the skin hrown after the apples are
taken out of storage. Jonathan-spot appears during harvest or soon after the apples
are stored. Stippen is a spotting and shrinking of the flesh just heneath the skin.
^en it occurs it usually makes its appearance after storing. It i? probable that
scald takes part of the stored crop of Illinois-grown Jrrimes and York Imperials every
year and that Jonathan-spot and stippen are factors evej..'- three or four years. Two
other non-parasitic diseases, soft-scald and internal breakdown, have been Icnown to
cause serious damage to fruits from, certain Illinois orchards, but only rarely.
Jonathan-spot
,
stippen and internal breakdown are more serious on larger
apples than on smaller ones. The size of the fruit not only depends upon weather
i conditions, but also upon the age of the tree and the amount of pruning. Apples from
I
youag trees are most often affected. Heavy rains near picking time increase the prob-
ability of damage by Jonathan-spot and bitter-rot. Internal breakdown is increased by
jhot weather and consequent over-maturity during harvest. So far the occurrence of
I scald and soft-scald has not been definitely associated with any weather or orchard
condition.
-M-
One " School Day" Nets $3.30 A Hog For Some Farmers
G-oing back to school again only for a day has paid Illinois hog raisers
profits which in some cases have run as high as $3.30 on every hog fattened, according
to a report by E. T. Eobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agricul-
tiire, University of Illinois. In a series of hog-feeding schools which the college is
now holding over the state, Bobbins has shown swine growers that an average saving of
thj s much probably could be m.ade by using an economical ration instead of the more
expensive ones which some of the farm.ers at the schools have proposed. The saving to
a farmer feeding out as many as 100 hogs would anount to $330 » Robbins pointed out.
Twenty-three of the schools already have been held in the leading hog-
raising counties and others are still to be held in 19 counties. Farmers have been
.crowding into them in large numbers. The benefits of swine sanitation and of balanc-
ilng farm feeds with s"upplements supplying protein at a low cost a poTind are being
^stressed. The most successful swine growers attending ^"je schools are balancing their
.;rations this winter with a mixture of 2 parts tankage , 1 part soybean meal , and 1 part
alfalfa meal. At the schools already held many farmers have told of making their fall
^pigs weigh about 200 pounds at six months of age when they were fed this protein sup-
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Hog; Situation Bri;:htens 1931 Illinois Farm Outlook
Illinois farmers face 1931 with the 'orospect of orices which will continue
lower than the I92I-I929 averae:e , but this will be oartly offset by Ic^er loror'uction
costs owing to lower wages and feed orices, according to the annual state agricultur-
al outlook report preioared by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Some improvement in the present unfavorable business situation may be eroected in the
latter half of the year and this should lead to improvement in the domestic demand fc
Illinois farm products. The report adds, however, that improvement in foreign
demand seems unlikely, because of low purchasing po'.ver
,
trade restrictions
and increasing foreign agricultural production.
The brightest spot in the report is the -ored.iction that with an average
corn croT) in 1931, hog producers are likely to find the corn-hog ratio favorable.
The mmaber of hogs is the smallest in ten years, with the exception of 1Q26 , and
storage stocks also are low. Export demand for pork, however, can not be expected
to show much improvement in 19^1 with large supplies still available in "Suropean
countries.
The Illinois outlook report was adapted from the federal report prepared
in a Washington, D. C, conference betworn representatives of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture and 33 state agricultural colleges.
"If weather corditions .permit the production of average yields of corn,
oats and barley in 19^1, la "'ser total suprjlies of feed grains, particularly corn,
will be oroduced than in 19"*'^ vdth little recovery in -orices likely. A shortage of
hay is probable unless more tl-.an the usioal amount of .annual hay crotjs is -orovided.
Increased seodings of red and alsike clover seem desirable and, more particularly,
the harvesting for seed in 1931 of as much acreage as proves suitable for that pur-
pose.
"Burdensome stocks of wheat and expanded -oroduction in the United States
and other exporting countries give a prospect for continued low wheat -orices in 1931.
On the basis of -orobable demands for oil and meal, no increase in plantings of soy-
beans except for hay, ap-oears J\-istified.
"Compared with a year ago, 10 per cent fewer cattle are on feed, but sup-
plies for slaughter late in 19*^1 -orobably will be larger than in 1930, especially sup-
plies of underfinished grass cattle.
.
The beef-cattle -orice cycle a-oparentlv has
passed the oeak, but some recovery in demand is likely after the midf^le of the year.
"Although some recoverj from recent low -orices for lamb is likely, increas
ed supplies can be sold only at a price somewhat below the relatively high -orices wh:'
:
prevailed before the recent drop. The number of she^-o in the United States is now the
largest in history.
"While decreased demand rather than an abnormallj'- large sup-oly has account-
ed for a large part of the d.rop in prices of dairy products, the present mmber of
dairy cattle appears larger than is necessary to supply normal demands.
"Heavy holdings of shell and frozen eggs and good current loroduction point
to continued low egg -orices during the first half of 1931- Smaller supnlies both of
poultry and eggs than in 1930 appear probable in the latter half of the year.
"The volume of a-pple production in Illinois is likely to show an u-oward
trend during the next few years. Peach production both in Illinois and in eastern
United States is ap-oarently past the r)eak for the present cycle."
'
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act apjiroved by Congress May 8, 1914. U. W. Muuford, Diraiur.k
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Illinois Farmers Get 1? Millions From 1902 Finding
A discovery made almost 30 years ago by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, during the past yea!r "benefited farmers of the state to the
extent of more than $17,000,000 at present commercial prices for nitrogen, according
to figures compiled by soils and crops authorities of the institution.
In 1902, investigators of the college discovered that the general failure
of alfalfa on farms of the state up to that time was caused "by the absence of suit-
able nodule, or nitrogen-fixing, bacteria in the ground. With the introduction of
the proper organisms into the soil, the acreage of alfalfa has gradually increased
until 228,000 acres were grown in 1930. In addition, 793,000 acres of sweet clover
grown in 1930 were deDendent upon the same kind of bacteria for growth and develop-
ment.
Valued even conservatively, these two crops "fixed" out of the air more
than SU million pounds of nitrogen and put it in the soil where it will benefit
future crops. If bought on the open market, this nitrogen would have cost farmers
in the neighborhood of ^17,000,000. By growing it in legume crops, they got it at
a cost of less than $2,000,000, leaving them a net of $15,000,000. Nitrogen is the
greatest need of much of the farm land in Illinois and at the same time is one of
the most oxoensive fertilizer elements when bought on the market.
The principle of inoculation also has benefited the state's soybean crop
'I to the extent that the efficiency of production in the 1930 crop would have been




Although soybeans are not a complete failure in Illinois without inocula-
Ition, ma.rked. increases in yield and improvement in quality have come about as a
! result of this practice. On soils of medium to low productivity, increases of as
much as 100 per cent have been observed, while even the more fertile soils have shown
some increase. Since only about 10 per cent of the land in the state already containr
nodule bacteria suitable for soybeans, 90 Der cent of the crop or 620,000 acres, would
have benefited by inoculation. Even if the increased efficiency of -oroduction were as
-:*ilow as five bushels an acre, the practice of inoculation, if applied to the 1930 acre-
age, would have meant about three million bushels more beans.
-M-
IB Paced by J. A. Powell, Windsor, Shelby county, 592 dairymen in 63 Illinois
TOttnties this tjast year qualified their herds for the "^.OO-poujid honor roll certificate
awarded by the National Dairy Association, it is reiDorted by C. S. Rhode, dairy ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Those eligible for the honor are limited to members of dairy herd improve-
nent associations having herds of five or more cows that average 300 pounds of butter-
fat or better during the year. The Illinois dairymen honored this year represent
about one-third of all those enrolled in the dairy herd improvement associations
"fhich the college is sponsoring throughout the state to further more efficient and
profitable dairying.
McLean coiinty, with two associations in operation, led the list with 37
nembers eligible for the honor, McHenry county was second with 26 and Stephenson
county third with 2U. Iroquois county topped the list for counties with only one
issociation. Twenty-two out of a total of 26 members in that association had herds
592 Dairy Herd Owners Honored For Their Efficiency
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Vaccination Js ITew Hope In CoToing; With :^owi Malady
That fowls can he successfully vaccinated against the serious contagious
disease of chicken pox, a practice which was first advocated in Hollan;^
,
has heen
demonstrated during the past four years with encouraging results by the eroeriment
station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it has just been an-
nounced. Success of the tests is made the "basis for a new circular entitled, "Vac-
Icinating Fowls for Chicken Pox," by W. A. James, assistant, and Robert araham , chief
in animal pathology and hygiene.
The experimental findings suggest that the malady might be reduced and
'possibly eliminated in manj^ farm flocks, with consequent inestimable savings to flock
j owners, by immunization at the proper time, the circular reports.
Chicken pox, canker or avian diphtheria of fowls occurs most often during
the fall and winter months and is manifest in a majority of infected flocks by yel-
lowish diphtheritic patches in the mouth and throat. However, the comb and wattle,
Eouth anri eye types of the disease all may occur in the same flock. The cause of the
'ifferent tvnes is identical.
Three methods of vaccination, swabbing, nricking and nicking, are described
jin the circular, but the warning is given that fowls to be vaccinated must be in
iTigorous condition and free from other diseases. Flocks th^t have never sufferer! from
l:;hicken pox or are unlikely to contract it should not be vaccinated. ImTTunitv develop
in four to six weeks following vaccination.
Pullets should be vaccinated before they begin to lay, the circular recora-
:mends. The vaccination reaction in laying flocks may check egg production and there-
fore should be avoided except in an emergency to check the sioread of the malady.
A limited supply of chicken pox vaccine prepared by the college is being
imade available to qualified veterinarians for demonstration work.
957 Illinois Farrmers On "^onor Roll "^or More Profits
Out to make $5 more a hog, 957 Illinois farmers in more than 20 counties
already have piit their na^nes on the state honor roll of swine raisers anri by the time
the list is complete for the year there are expected to be close to 2,000 on it ac-
cording to E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Aimed at more economical pork production, the honor roll is a list of those
farmers agreeing to cooperate with the College extension service and their county farm
advisers in demonstrating upon their farms the two improved and recommended practices
which make more m^mey than any other kinds of hog business. These are the use of swine
sanitation as fully as may be necessary to avoid having runt pigs and the balancing of
home-grown rations with feeds supplying protein at a low cost a pound. These two prac-
tices may be safely assumed to add $5 ^° the net profit on each hog, Robbins reported.
At county hog feeding schools which the college is now holding throughout
the state, many of the honor roll men have told of making their fall pigs weigh 200
pounds or more at six months of age by means of sanitation and economical feeding.
Others have told of selling their March spring pigs in September weighing around 200
pounds just at the time of the year when the market usually is relatively high.
Vermilion county, with 57 5 J^ow claims the largest number of honor roll
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Hill-Drop Plan For Pertilizing Corn Is Pi sap-pointing
Instead of increasing yields, comir,ercial fertilizers applied to corn "by the
hill-drop nethod loave actually reduced yields in a high percentage of trials made "by
the College of A,'_:riculture, University of Illinois, indicating that the method is be-
set with many problems, according to L. B. Miller, assistant in soil experiment fields.
"he tests were made during 1S2S and 1950 and no doubt seasonal conditions
were a factor, Iv/iller er'plained. Complete fertilizers have almost always given larg-
er early growth in the com, but this has been followed, in a hifjh percentage of
trials, by an actijal decrease in yield, he reported. The tests v/ere made on many
Illinois farr.-iS and showed a wide variety of results.
Broadcast applications of fertilizers commonly are used with good results
where the land has been farmed in sucr: a way that m.inei-al deficiencies result. The
imore recent method of hill-dropping small amo^jnts of fertilizer for corn gives a high
concentration of fertilizer near the plant with a sm.all acre application and tends to
lessen fertilizer losses through soil fixation.
I
Cor.:parisons made between the broadcasting and hill-dropping of a 5-15-5
'commercial fertilizer here at Urbana showed a very slight advantage in favor of hill-
dropping, but the average differences in the yields were not enough to be significant.
Hill-dropping was corrrpared with broadcasting the fertilizer both before and after
pleinting the com. The test was made across a series of plots of varying fertility
so that the effectiveness on soils of different productivity could be studied.
^
Hill-dropping of fertilizer for late planted corn in 1929 gave very good
results with increases of 12 to 15 bushels an acre, but showed very few significant
I increases with normal planting dates. Trials made cooperatively in 1930 in all sec-
•tions of the state were disappointing. Out of 57 corr^arisons iising hill- or rovif-
dropped mixed fertilizer on x^reviously ^jntreated land, 30 gave increases and 27 gave
'losses compared with their check plots. The average increase was 4 bushels and the
average loss 4,9 bushels an acre.
I
Hill-dropping of potash alone or vvith superphosphate was effective in prac-
tically all trials on alkali land and is recommended where corn yields are not satis-
factory on such liind.
-M-
CixLling Poor Cows Fould Speed Recovery Of Dairying
(CuJ-ling out the poor prefacing cows, many of v/hich are not even paying for
their "board and keep" under present prices, would speed up recovery of the dairy
' industry, in the opinion of C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of
^ic^alturo, University of Illinois. While decreased demand, rather than an abnormal-
ly large supply, has accounted for a large part of the drop in prices of dairy pro-
ducts, there are more than enough dairy cattle now to supply even normal demands, he
(pointed out. During the time of higher prices for dairy products, many of the poorer
I -ows made some money for their o^vners, but today they are failing to return even
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Pork Prospects Bright. But Sows Are Holdinf^ The Key
Hogs hold one of the few bright spots in the 1931 agricultural outlook and
whether or not fanners cash in on this advantage depends a whole lot upon how their
brood sows are fed during the last six weeks before farroT^ing, it is pointed out by
W. E. Carroll, chief in sv/ine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Tne bulk of the farrowing in Illinois cones in April, so that there is
still time to correct faulty feeding, he added.
"The two most common defects in the winter ration of pregnant sows is a
lack of protein and of some carrier of vitamin D. By farrowing time, a sow's appetite
for protein should be thoroughly satisfied. Although tests have shown that soybeans
may be used with success for this purpose, it nay be a safeguard to supply some tank-
age or skirnmilk, as these are known to be excellent.
"ITo natter v/hat protein supplem;ent is fed, a brood sow should get all the
- legume hay of good q-oality she v/ill consume whenever pasture is not available. Bur-
ning lactation the sow should cons^jme one-half pound or miore of such hay daily. To
make her do this, it may be necessary to grind the hay and mix it with other feeds.
Coarse or discolored hay should not be used.
"Whether or not brood sows should be fed mineral supplements other tlian
Isalt will depend ijpon the ration they are getting. Pregnant sows getting a gallon
'of skimmilk or buttermilk or one-fouxth to one-half pound of tankage a head daily
will need no additional mineral matter. Especially is this true if they are on
jpasture or are getting alfalfa hay. Rations composed entirely of seeds and grains,
such as com, oats and soybeans, should, however, be supplemented with a mineral
mixture
.
"?or this pui'poso a simple mineral mixture which v;ill meet the demands of
the pregnant sow in almost all cases can be made from 2 parts ground limestone, 2
parts steamed bone mical or spent bone black and 1 part common salt,"
Cover Crops ITot MaJi^ore Substitute Por Truck Crops
Despite the fact that manure is harder to get and higher in price, it is
not feasible to substitute cover crops for it in growing muslrmelons, tom^atoes and
:|market swoet corn in a three-year rotation in the Illinois corn belt, according to
the results of a six-year trial which the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois reports in a new bulletin, "fertilizing Tomatoes, Sweet Corn and Muskmelons in a
Three-Year notation." J. T7. Lloyd, chief in olericulture, is author.
What can be done by truck growers, hov/ever, to meet the growing scarcity of
manure is to use a system which is econor.ical of manure. One such system worked out
in the tests requires only 10 tons an acre once in three years instead of heavy ap-
plications every years.
Under this plan, manure and limestone are applied to the soil, starting wit'h
the melon crop. The next year, with tomatoes on the same land, steaiTied bone, dried
blood or other commercial organic fertilizer is applied. The third year the siifeet
corn crop is grown without additional fertilizer, the residual matter from, the two
previous years being depended upon to supply the needs of the crop and save the ex-
pense of fertilizing. The cornstalks should be disked and plowed under in the early
fall before the next rotation starts.
;
1!'rie quantities of other miaterials besides manure which are recommended as a
'result of the experiments are enough limestone to mieet the requirements of the soil,
500 pounds an acre of steamed bone meal, 500 pounds an acre of dried blood or an
equivalent amount of other organic nitrogen.
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Old Idea In New Form Is Used Uow For Saving Soils
Recalling pictures which they have seen in their school books, many people
still believe that the terracing which modern farmers use to prevent destructive soil
washing is similar to that of ancient times, according to E. G-. Johnson, farm mechanics
extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Illinois has about five and one-half million acres of land which are sub-
ject to serio-as erosion. Terraces are being used more and more to prevent disastrous
losses of plant food and soil materials on such land. The college extension service
has held terracing schools and demonstration in practically all counties of the state
in which erosion is a serious problem.
The practice of terracing is as old as agriculture itself, but the type
ised now is vastly different from that of the early days. As practiced in ancient
:es, terracing consisted of building land up in a series of level areas separated
walls. This type is seldom used now, except in landscape gardening, as it hinders
-- e operation of modern farm machinery.
The present type of terrace, called the Mangum terrace, consists of a
ues of low ridges built crosswise of the slope. The series of terraces built along
tne hillside catch the rim-off water and carry it on slight grade to an outlet at the
;r,ide of the slope instead of allowing it to wash gullies down the hillside. Mangum
jterraces are m.ade wide with a broad base so that the ordinary fanri crops and practices
are handled the same as before.
Tlic college recently has revised its circular No ^ 290, "Saving Soils by
,.'eans of the Mangum Terrace," in order to give farmers the latest information on the
inerits of them and. methods of building them.
-M-
Small Fruits Now On Up-Grade Since Hazards Overcome
Some of the hazards which have thinned out small fruit growing in Illinois
luring the past two decades have been overcome through research, and from all indica-
.;ions the industry is again to become com.Tion, it is reported by A. S. Colby, chief in
(Small fruit culture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"This is in line with the feeling that in the reorganization of Illinois
igriculture to meet present needs, the production of horticultural products should
)lay a more important part. In such a development, small fruit growing has certain
idvantages, such as reasonable initial outlay for plants, cult-ijiral requirements that
ire not too diffic^a]-t and quick and profitable retiums.
"Both local and distant markets for quality fruit are expanding rapidly,
jiiven more im;oortant to consider is the fact, not generally recognized, that a patch
j)f raspberries, strawberries and other small fruits may be cared for easily on a
'small piece of ground in connection with chickens, a vegetable garden and even a cow,
vi combination which will help to make a family self-supporting and pay big dividends
Ln health and hapiness as well."
As a result of recent research work, sound recommendations toward over-
coming the hazards of small fruit growing can now be made with respect to site of the
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San Jose Scale Survives Winter To Become A Threat
San Jose scale, one of the serious insects of Illinois orchards, has sur-
vived the present mild winter better than it has for a period of about ten years and
unless it is controlled this spring by thorough spraying will do costly damage to
fruit trees, according to a warning to the College of Agriciolture, University of
-Illinois by 1. P, Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State llatural History
S^orvey
.
A year ago the extremely cold weather killed most the scale and orchardists
were saved thousands of dollars when they were told they would not need to apply dor-
mant sprays to keep the pest in check. Such will not be the case this year, Flint
;) warned.
"It is true that only 2 to 5 per cent of the scale survived the winter of
: 1929-1930. Hovfever, the dry, hot summer of 1930 was ideal from the standpoint of the
scale. With an insect of this sort, having an extremely high rate of reproduction, a
strong comeback can be staged in one season, even from a sm;ill start. In the fall of
il930, a light to moderate infestation of scale could be found in most peach and apple
orchards in the state. With the continued mild temperatures of the present winter, a
very large percentage of these scale insects have been able to come thro'ogh in a
.'Vigorous condition. In fact, a greater percentage of scales are now alive than has
•Sbeen the case for a period of about ten years.
"Home-«ade lubricating oil emulsion or commercial oil sprays made by
, reliable companies are the most efficient and crieapest method of San Jose scale con-
'trol. Lime sulphui- also is effective if properly used, but is more expensive and
ch more disagreeable to handle."
-M-
Illinois Farmers Warned Against Trying Trebi Barley
Illinois farmers, v/ho are now growing about seven times as much barley as
fthey did 15 years a^o, should bev/are of a variety known as Trebi which has been brou^vht
in from the dry western states, it is smnounced by L, F. Hickey, associate in grain
'marketing technolo^' at the College of Agricoltijxe, University of Illinois. Even a
small amount of this type will r-oin the chances of a car of barley selling for malting
or pearling purposes, uses which bring growers a substantial premi'uin, he pointed out.
For Illinois conditions, Wisconsin Pedigree ITo . 37 or ITo . 38 are recommended from all
standpoints, Rickey advised.
Under western conditions, Trebi yields well, but here at Urbana in 1930 it
yielded less than varieties which are much more desirable, Rickey reported. It made
49 bushels to the acre, as compared to 52 bushels for Wisconsin Pedigree llo. 37. Tre'c
has rough, barbed beards and dark, hard kernels. Better yielding varieties have sraoo".
beards and bright, mellow kernels. One lot of Trebi hauled to an elevator may ruin
several carloads for the high-priced uses, Rickey pointed out. Mixing of seed by
threshing machines and other agencies would have the same effect
.
-M-
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Illinois Now Q-rows Only Fourth Of Potatoes Heeded
Illinois now produces only atout one-Tourth of the potatoes she uses, "but
by better cultural practices could very profitably grow more of them, accordin{5 to
J. J. Pieper, associate chief in crop production of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. The three outstanding barriers to better potato production in
the state are poor seed, poor soil and fo.ilure to control insect and disease enemies
of the crop, Pieper reported. It is suggested that northem-groism seed, either of the
Irish Cobbler or Sarly Ohio varieties be used and that where possible, certified seed
be planted.
Potatoes are adapted to a rich, sandy loam and do poorly on sand and on
l8tiff clay laom. Barnyard maniire applied to a good potato soil has given the most
consistent and z'ae highest increases of any fertilizer used in experiments at the
college.
Potatoes do not need limestone, for they will do just as well on an acid
soil as on a sweet soil. However, soils that are low in phosphorus will respond well
to the addition o^ this element in an available form. Only on peaty soils or the
joorer sandy soils will potash give marked increases in the yield of potatoes.
Yields have been materially increased where Bordeaux mixture and arsenate
)f lead have been used to control insects and diseases. On the average, these in-
creases have been 53 per cent. Increases as large as 100 per cent in yield have,
lowever, been obtained from spraying alone.
Spraying should be started as soon as the potatoes are six or eight inches
ball and be continued for four or five weeks at weekly intervals. Arsenate of lead
Ishould be added only when chewing insects like the Colorado potato heetle are present,
iordeaux mixture, hovyever, should be included in each application of spray or dust.
".t is highly important that the 'onderneath side of the leaves be sprayed as well as
;he top surface.
-M-
Herd Owners Can Now Make 5ood Buvs In Dairy Sires
t This is a good tim^e for dairymen to buy a strong herd sire and build up the
;jifficiency and profitableness of their herds, according to C. S. EI:ode, dairy exten-
!iion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The dema.id for
:'Urebred bull calves has slowed up during the past year with the res-'olt that the s^cip-
,ly is larger and better buys can be made, he pointed out. The practice of many
farmers in cooperating with their nei^^h.bors in bu^jring a bull shoiold be encoura:-jad, he
elieves.
Bulls should be selected from cows with good records and preferably from
ows that have produced good daughters. Many dairymen and breeders are members of
llinois dairy herd improvement associations and have continuous records of their
erds. Val^'jable breeding anirrials may be secured from such herds, Rhode said,
-M-
Illinois Fai-raers Out To Make Mo st Of Pork prospects
Illinois far/aers apx^arently are out to make the most of the favorable
|rospects which are in sight for hogs during the coming year, it is reported by E. T,
'oVoins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
llinois. More than 100 local hog feeding schools were held in different comraimities
nroughout the state during February in response to the popular appreciation of those
reviously held by the college and county farm advisers, he said,
-M-
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More Strawbern'' Growing Safe During Ilext Two Years
There is a shortage of strawberry production in the intermediate states,
which include Illinois, and growers might therefore expand their present plantings
at a profit, in the opinion of R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the
College 01 Agricultiire , University of Illinois. There is even room for some wheat
fanners to practice a little diversification by planting a small acreage of straw-
berries, he believes.
The state agricultural outlook report Just issued by the college shows that
the production of strawberries in the intermediate states was U2 vev cent less in
1930 than the peak yield of 1928. In I93O with a larger acreage than the present one,
strawberries sold for $U to $6 a crate. In view of the present shortage, good prices
should be had for the next two years, Marsh believes,
iP "Growers who follow the instructions as given in the college's circular
BO, 339, entitled, "The Strawberry Club Manual", should be able to produce I50 to 200
crates of berries an acre in a normal season,
"Good plants can be had at ^h to $6 a thousand and plant orders should be
placed for this year within the next 30 days. Varieties most profitable for marketing
in Illinois are Premier, Dunlap and Aroma,
"Success in getting high yields depends upon soil fertility. Five hundred
pounds of commercial fertilizer that is high in s-u^jerphosphate is not too much to use
on each acre of berries where the soil is of average fertility. Strawberry plantings
do exceptionally well when they follow a cultivated crop which has been preceded by
sweet clover< A well-drained fertile soil so located as not to be susceptible to
frost injury should be chosen for the patch,"
Small Start 7itb- Dual Cattle Ends In Farm Success
Thirteen years ago C. TJ. Stanley, a Clay county farmer, joined with two of
his neighbors in buying a Milking Slnorthorn bull for 4300< Since then the dual pur-
pose cattle which he has produced from this small start have financed the rearing of
his family of 13 children and he now has UOO acres of land which has been made prod-
uctive by cattle, limestone and clover, according to a report by E, T. Robbins , live-
stock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
After he and his neighbors had bou^^ht the Milking Sl-iorthorn bull, Stanley
ibought two cows for $200 each. ITow he has about UO of these purebred cattle. At
fairs last fall the prizes they won netted $600 above expenses. In the last few
years he has sold $5,000 worth of cattle. His wheat last summer yielded 35 bushels
an acre. He is the only one in the county who has such a herd of cattle and his farm,
his crops and his income show the result, Robbins said.
"At cattle feeding schools which the college recently has held in other
counties, reports have been given of farmers who have prospered far beyond their
neighbors when their one distinctive feature has been a herd of beef cows with enough
milking capacity so that part of the cows raised two calves apiece and the other cows
were milked. The monthly cream check and the Income from fat yearlings have repre-
sented real ret-urns from the land, Henry Raxton of Henry county improved and paid
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1950 Began An Era In Which Prices Will Average Lower
There are some indications that 1930 farm prices which averaged lower
than during the preceding nine years of 1921-1929 reflect the beginning of a new
period dm'ing which the general level of prices will be lower than for the nine
years. This is pointed out in a new bulletin No. 365, "Prices of Illinois I'arm
Products in 1930," which has just been issued by the College of Agric-olture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural economics, is
the author.
Prices of practically all commodities sold ^y Illinois farmers declined
generally in 1930. This decline probably reflects in part the influence of the
general downward trend in prices which began in 1920 and it is likely that it will
be only partially recovered when business conditions improve and strengthen the
general deniand for farm products, Norton believes.
Only 5 of 21 major Illinois farm products were higher in 1930 than they
were as an average of the previous nine years. These were the three related com-
modities, beef cattle, milk cows and veal calves and two horticultural products,
apples and potatoes. All the other products were cheaper. Rye, wool and wheat
were at the bottom of the scale, their 1930 price averaging only 71 per cent of the
average for the nine years, 1921-1929.
Changes in prices of sheep products and cattle are largely cyclical,
the bulletin explains, and then points out that sheep are now in the lower price
part of their cycle and cattle in the higher price phase. Sheep prices may be
expected to work relatively hi,gher and cattle prices relatively lower as they move
througli t.ieir current cycles. The present decline in the rank of egg prices is
probably largely cyclical also and in part is likely to be recovered as production
is reduced in response to the relatively low price.
The decline in wheat is likely to be fairly permanent "because of a
tendency toward increased production in other countries. Improvements in the
rankings of corn and hogs largely reflect the very short corn crop of 1930 and the
relatively small corn crop of 1929, the bulletin explains.
-M-
Calf Buyers ' School To Benefit 1,500 In Dairy Clubs
Safeguarding the success of the 1,500 or more farm boys and girls who
are members of dairy 4-H calf clubs in 73 Illinois co-onties will be the aim of a
second calf buyers' school to be held at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois on March 13, it is announced by C. S. Hhode, dairy extension specialist.
^Problems scheduled to be taken up at the school include finding suitable calves,
prices of calves this year, evaluating them on the basis of production records of
their dam and sire's dam, their breeding and type; kind of calves to select, avoid-
ing losses from disease, shipping calves and handling them in transit, pointers in
ibuying calves, feeding problems as related to the club heifer and fitting and show-
ing the calf.
-M-
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Cost Alone Does ITot Justify Illinois In 'jro'-ving TTheat
It cost Illinois farmers about 90 cents a ciishel to grow wheat in 1930,
but this does not settle the bothersome question of wliat they should do with the
crop even under present price conditions, according to R. H. ITilcox of the fann
organization and raanageinent department, College of Agric-olture, University of
Illinois.
Other things besides costs m-'jst be considered in deciding whether wheat
shall or shall not be .::,roiTn on Illinois farms, he pointed out. A snail-grain n-ojse
crop such as wheat helps in getting the necessary hay aid pasture crops started and
also in a large part of the com belt, there is less net expense in getting a new
legume seeding where wheat is used than there is where other available small grain
crops are used. Even on farms where a nurse crop is not always necessary, some
straw is needed for livestock. As a feed crop, wheat usually produces more total
nutrients an acre than oats and often more than barley. As a result, it can be used
to good advantage in the livestock program.
Purtherraore, Wilcox pointed out, the crop can be handled by labor and
machinery when there is little productive use for this labor in any other fie],d
work. There might be good reason to leave wheat out of the rotation if the labor
demands of the crop conflicted seriously with the demands of the more orofitable
corn belt crops such as corn and the legumes, he said.
It costs about 93 cents a bushel to grow wheat in the St. Louis wheat
and dairy area, according to cost fi.jnires gathered by the college. Land there is
valued at about $30 an acre and it talces approximately 12 man hcaxs and 24 horse
hours to grow an acre of wheat. Allowing 18 cents an hour for man labor and S
cents an ho-'or for horse labor aiid adiing these to the other items of expense, an
acre of wheat producing 18 bushels costs $16.75 in the St. Louis area.
In east-central Illinois where land varies in value from $125 to $175
an acre, it costs about 88 cents a bushel to grow wheat, according to fi.gures kept
by a gvo-jp of farmers for the college. In that area it requires about 10 ho-'ors of
3ian labor, 15 hours of horse use and an houi^ and one-half of tractor time to grow
an acre of winter wheat. Under corrent wage rates of 25 cents a man hour, 10 cents
a horse hour and 75 cents an hour for the tractor, along with other items of cost
as they now exist, it takes $24 an acre to grow a 27 bushel wheat crop in east-
central Illinois.
On the basis of these costs, 100 pounds of digestible feed in the form.
Df wheat grain cost the southern Illinois farmer $1.95, or practically 80 cents a
lundred less than oats. In the northern half of the state where land is higher and
lired labor costs somewhat more than it does in southern Illinois, 100 pounds of
iigestible feed was grown at a cost of $1.85 in wheat, $1.50 in barley and $2.10 in
)ats.
"These are the comiparativ3 feed costs of the various grains without the
straw. The actual feed nutrients of the straw accompanying the grain yields are
)ractically the same for all of them. Where additional roughage is needed, however,
)at straw probably is the most palatable of the small grain straws an-d the best
jtraw to use as feed. Wheat straw is better adat)ted to use as bedding than as
Teed."
-M-
Soils so rich that small grains could not be successf-ally grown on them
lotually prevailed in Piatt county when the early settlers cane there, according to
'he Piatt county soil report just issued by the College of Agriculture, University
:'f Illinois.
,
Attempts to produce small grains were a failure because of the rank
l;rowth resulting in lodging of the oats and rusting of the wheat.
YIZ -lol
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Devise Much-Needed Test For Use In Ice Cream Industry
A much-needed and invaluable test for the ice cream industry has been
devised by investigators at the College of Agric^alture, University of Illinois with
the perfection of a rapid and accurate non-acid method for determining fat in ice
cream. The work was done by C. R. Overman, assistant chief in dairy chemistry,
and 0. ?. Garrett, first assistant, who report the results of their studies and
explain the simplified technique in a new b^'olletin, "A Non-Acid Babcock Method for
'Determining Pat in Ice Cream," which has just been issued by the collOj^e.
In order that ice cream mixes may be quickly standardized and controlled,
it is necessary to have an accjrate and rapid method for determ.ining the fat in ice
cream. Most plants already have the regular Babcock equipment for testing milk and
cream. Many procedures, some of which use the Babcock apparatus, have been develop-
ed for the determination of fat in ice cream. Most of these methods have been
o'jjectionable, however, because they have depended on the action of an acid or a
mixt-'ore of acids for the liberation of the fat. The acid reacts with the cane
su-^ar to form a fluffy, charred material wiiich rises in the neck of the test bottle
d interferes with the reading of the fat column.
Two hujidred sixty-one different solutions using 11 chemical corripounds
;re made up by the investigators in their search for some non-acid reagent or re-
:i-,ents which could be used to replace acids. The method as finally adopted requires
two reai"ents. The first, called rea.gent A in the new test, is an alcohol-ammonia
mixture, and the second, reagent B, is a solution of trisodium phosphate and sodium
acetate in water.
Advantages of the new method are that it is fairly rapid, s-ioff iciently
accurate for comriercial use, is inexpensive and permits a large number of deter-
minations to be made concurrently. The operator, however, must become completely
familiar with the procedure in order to be successf'ol with it.
-M-
Fho sphat e TTidens Corn Margin By Bi^'^ht Bushels An Acre-
A wider margin of profit which could be obtained from much of the farm
. land in Illinois was secured 'by Oscar Cline, a Peoria county farmer, when he boosted
the yield of corn on his farm eight bushels an acre through the use of rock phosphate,
according to soils extension r-'orkers of the College of Agriculture, University of
-Illinois. The phospliate not only increased the yield but also hastened the m^aturity
of the corn and improved its q^jality.
Phosphate was applied broadcast to half of the field before corn was
planted in 1929. In 1930 the field was again in corn. The phosphated half made 47
bushels an acre with a noist^ore content of 27 per cent, while the unphosphated half
made only 39 bushels with a moisture content of 31 per cent.
"Much of the soil in Illinois is lov7 in available phosphoras. On such
I
soils an application of phosphate is needed to produce good crop yields. A 50-
jbushel-an-acre crop of corn requires approxim.ately 12 pounds of phosphorus. If there
is only enou^^h availsblo phosphorus for 39 bushels of corn, then a 39-bushel crop is
all that can be grown, even though there is enough nitrogen and other plant foods
for a much larger yield.
"Other soils are high in available phosphorus, so that in most cases good
•
clover crops which will supply nitrogen and active organic matter are all tliat are
needed for good crop yields, providing, of course, that the soil is sweet. Much of
I
the g-aessv>'ork in using a phosphate fertilizer can be eliminated by first testing the
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Cheaper Horse Power Brightens Outlook For Farmers
I
Prospects for farm profits in 1931 have "been hrightened at least a little
fay recent changes in the economic situation which, if they continue thro-ugh the year,
iwill cheapen horse power as compared with tractor poiTer, it is reported hy P. S,
:
Johnston of the farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture,
.versity of Illinois. This will operate to keep down production costs, a key
puint when the demand and price for farm products is at a low level, he explained.
"In the first place, feed grains are much cheaper than during the period
prior to 1930 and this will reduce the carrying cost of horses. Peed cost makes up
jut 80 per cent of the total expense of keeping a horse. On the "basis of present
-^od prices, the average feed cost for a horse in 1931 should be reduced at least 20
Iper cent below what it was in 1929 when it was $84 under central Illinois conditions,
to the present time, there has not been a corresponding drop in the price of fuel
!*^r tractor power,
"One of the chief advantages claimed for tractor power is the saving in
nan labor, but this certainly will be worth less in 1931 than in the years previous
to 1930. Monthly farm wages without board in the north central states decreased from
an average of $51 in January, 1950, to $42 in January, 1931. Such a drop in man labor
osts will minimize the value of economy in the use of man labor, which may be credit-
d to the use of tractor power. Hence, in 1931 tractors will lose some of the ad-
vantage which they held prior to 1930.
"The open winter has enabled farmers to do much of their spring plowing so
that there will not be the customary peak of work for the spring months. Here again,
the tractor will lose the advantage which comes from working it a large moraber of
aours a day during rush seasons.
"The fact that tractor power in 1931 will be in a less favorable position
IS compared with horse power does not mean that all farmers should use horses in 1931
ir that all x"armers should have used tractors in 1929. Each farm operator should
:hoose that type of power which will give him the highest farm earnings and the choice
?ill be influenced by local conditions."
-M-
Pour Crops How Being Overproduced; Might Be Payers
Four horticult-'ural crops besides strawberries have escaped the evils of
>verp reduction and therefore might be groivn profitably by more Illinois farraers, in
'he opinion of R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, They are raspberries, black walnuts, chestnuts
md plums. Strawberries may be profitable only for the next two seasons, but for the
>ther crops there seems to be no problem of overproduction in the near future. A
,;rower in southern Illinois got $4.50 a case on the 1930 Chicago market for some plums|ifa common variety. Another grower in southern Illinois paid a tax bill of $155 with
|Mney from a crop of chestnuts on three trees.
i Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfosu, Director,
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Adverse TTeather Halts 7estv;ard Spread Of Corn Borer
Illinois coiTi growers are starting the new crop year with their dread
eneray, the com "borer, still about 15 miles east of the state line, just opposite
the eastern edge of 17ill and Kankakee counties. This is reported officially in a
new circular entitled, "Drouth Checks Com-3orer Advance in 1950," which has Just
been issued by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
No further westward spread was made by the pest in 1930, while there was
a .T.arked reduction in numbers of borers in the more heavily infested areas, largely
because of adverse v/eather conditions, the circuJLar reports.
The statement of corn borer conditions at the beginning of the new crop
year was prepared by F. P. Plint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural
History Survey; 7. P, Hayes, associate professor of entomology at the university;
•iS. H. Dungan, associate professor of crop production, and A. L. Young, associate in
"faiTi mechanics.
TiThile the borer did not advance toward Illinois during 1930, the strategists
'ipoint out, "There is no question but that the insect will be found soon in Illinois,
if, indeed, it is not already in the state. Parmers in the eastern counties will be
-the first to feel the need of control m.easiires. If serious damage is to be avoided,
lit will be necessary to adopt rotations and farm practices that will permit the plow-
iing -onder or the burning of all cornstalks and weeds in and about cornfields by the
middle of May each year."
Infestation was kept down, but yields were not increased in a three-year
^test which the college and the natural history survey made near Toledo to determine
Ithe merits of late planting in com borer control, the circjilar reports. Porty-
:three different varieties of field corn and 12 strains of sweet corn were used in
dthese studies. D^aring the three years of the testa, corn borer infestations were
iiot high enough to m.alce marked differences in yields, despite the fact that the plots
ifere located where the natural infestation was the hea,viest of any in the corn belt.
One of the significant things brought out in the tests was that some
Tarieties yielding consistently high had consistently low infestations as compared
'with other varieties, indicating that they have a marked corn-borer resistance or
tolerance.
Back home, the advance defense work against the corn borer has been carried
forward with the breeding of its natural parasitic enemies here at Urbana and the




Old Farm Home Is Transformed ^"ith Modern Flumbing
The old farm home in Knox county isn't what it used to be since J. Ross
5aird, formerly an assistant in boys 4-H club work at the College of Agriculture,
Jniversity of Illinois took over the place. One of the first things he did was to
start modernizing the farmhouse by bu;^^ing a water system, and making arrangements for
, Installing a septic tanlr, according to a report by S. G. Johnson, farm m.echanics
•jsxtension specialist of the college.
1^ The septic tank which Baird installed was the Illinois type designed by the
;l:arm mechanics department of the college after careful tests had been made to work out
..'ihe principles of septic tank consti-uction and operation. Collapsible forms for the
concrete work which were fT;_mished by a lumber coiTipany made it possible for him to
save $20 in lumber and labor and at the same time insured a good job. Baird got the
•jMecessary directions for building the tank out of the college's Circular No. 336,
Sewage Disposal Systems for the Farm Home." The Bairds now have a water system and
Jathroom and he reports that they are much pleased with the result.
-M-
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Soiaid Fr-oning TTould Lengthen Life Of A-pple Trees
The average apple tree in Illinois orchards lives only about one-third as
Long as certain individ-ual trees, largely "because it is not protected with "life
insurance" in the form of sound pruning, in the opinion of V. W. Kelley, of the
jomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The average fruit
grower has not given adequate attention to pruning practices and there is much dif~
Terence of opinion and procedure in what pruning is practiced, he said.
"Lengthening the productive life of the tree by means of pruning depends
jrimarily upon the formation of a good framework during the first three or four years
ifter planting. Strength and permanence of "branches should "be kept uppermost in the
lind of the pruner. If "branches with weak crotches are allowed to develop, a part of
he tree likely will "break down under a heavy load of fruit or during a windstorm in
-he very prime of its productive period and after the grower has cared for it for
lerhaps 15 to 30 years. If too many framework "branches are chosen, the head will 'oe*
lome so crowded at maturity that some of the "branches will "be shaded out or will have
be cut out in order to adirdt light to the interior of the tree for proper colora-
ion of fruit
.
"Such large wounds whether caused by breakage or the pruning out of super-
luDus or unproductive branches e::pose the heartwood of the trunk to wood-rotting
'ungi which will shorten the life of the tree. Rapidity of the healing process also
l-a important in decreasing the possibility of infection. Hence, pruning practice
ihould aim toward the removal of smaller rather than large branches. If relatively
large branches mast be cut out, it should be done while the tree is young and vigor-
ous when healing will be most rapid.
"Splitting down of framework branches and the necessity of cutting out
,;arge branches in the bearing tree may be largely avoided if proper attention is
liven to the establishment of the framework in the beginning. Limiting the number
f framework branches is of first importance. Four or five branches arising from the
irunk will form an adeq-'jate bearing surface. These branches should have relatively
iiie angles since upright branches do not form strong unions with the trunk. Such a
Tamework will not break down and the head will not become so crowded as to necessi-
ate the removal of large branches near the trunk late in the life of the tree."
-M-
Better Methods Are B^ing So-gght By Srowers Of Grapes
^jk A stimulated interest in Illinois grape growing is reflected in the fact
'Hfc more requests than ever before are being made for information on correct pruning
nd training practices, it is reported by A. S. Colby, chief in sm.all fruit culture
t the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. To yield good crops, grapes
list be pruned every year. Tlie work is best done before the buds swell. However, it
s better to do it even after that rather than not at all. The temperature should be
bove freezing. Tying should follow at once before the canes are broken by the wing.
For all ordinary conditions, the four-cane ICniffin system is recommended,
-"^ the six-cane probably will give the best results if the vines originally were
lanted too close in a fertile soil or if the variety is a strong grower. The four-
i^ie system consists of a two-wire trellis with wires about three to five feet above
Ite ground on which the fruiting canes are trained in both directions. The extra
ire necessarjf for the six-cane system should be about a foot and a half above the
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Product ion Costs Mislead Unless T?hole Story Is Told
These are times when agriculture may be done an injustice and farmers are
liliely to he misled by figures on cost of production which do not tell the whole
story, it is pointed out by H. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and manage-
ment department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Cost figi-ires are misleading as to agricultural conditions in general and as
:to what farmers can expect on their own farms unless they are computed so that the
product involved carries a fair share of all costs, he explained,
"A strong talking point is made of low costs of production when prices of
farm products are low. However, the problem of keeping costs low is not solved by
.considering only the cost of a single product. The best basis for getting reliable
|cost data for the production of any farm product is a record of all costs of the entire
;farm properly distributed to each product. It is on this basis that the farmer must
imeet his costs of operation.
I "Charges for the use of the land, for instance, while one of the largest
leosts from the standpoint either of farm owner or tenant ; frequently are disregarded
lin presenting cost data. An interest charge on a fair value of the land and buildings
jcomparable to the interest rate on mortgages is justified. The cost of producing a
jcrop , as an owner- operator miglit figure costs, should include interest on the land,
Iffhich he would receive as rent if he rented the farm to another. A tenant should
icharge all of his o^^'n costs against his share of the crop
,
since the share going to
Ithe landowner represents a return for the use of the capital invested in the farm.
"Other items which mast be included in the cost of producing crops are man
labor, which should incite all family labor devoted to the farm work valued on the
bas'.s of what it would cost if hired; power costs, including all costs of keeping
lorses and the interest, depreciation and upkeep expenses of mechanical power;
nachinery and buildings, including interest, repairs and depreciation; taxes; seed„
fertilizer, harvesting costs and other special crop ejcpense, and overhead costs
levering farm expenses which do not pertain directly to any one enterprise but mist
;,je distributed to all productive enterprises. These overhead costs usually amount
io $1 to $3 on acre on crop costs under Illinois conditions.
"In general it is unfair to present costs of a single product when a rather
:;otnplete farm record has not been obtained for the entire business. Likewise, when farm
nosts are being interpreted, they should be considered in the light of a record from
(Jhe entire farm business showing total expenses and income."
-M-
IK' Dates for the meeting of the American Institute of Cooperation about which
^iome question was raised during the January Conference of Fai-m Advisers are June
j> to 13 and the meeting will be held at the Kansas State Agricultural College,
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G-ood Seed Wo\ild Add Up To $1 ,000 To Farm Incomes
Most farmers could increase their net farm incomes as much as $100 to
$1,000 a year by changing to high-yielding strains of seeds that prodiace crops of
good quality, in the opinion of M. L. Mosher, of the farm organization and management
department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is evident from a
study of a five-year record of farm incomes and farm practices made in connection with
the farm "bureau-farm management service vhich the college is conducting among fanners
in Livingston, McLean, Tazewell, and Woodford counties in central Illinois, he said.
The added income could be secured with little expense regardless of whether
the farm operator '^as a tenant or landowner or was in poor or good financial condition,
according to Mosher.
In the central Illinois area where much grain is sold from the farm? dif-
iferences in crop yields have consistently accounted for more of the d.ifferences in
Incomes between farms than any other of the important factors, Mosher reported.
"About five bushels an acre more corn and oats and relative increases with
.jther crops were secured one year with another by those men who were using strains of
seed recognized as high-yielding than was secured by the average of those who continued
Tith other kinds of seed. Many of the most successful farmers are on the alert to find
some strain of corn, oats, barley, wheat or soybeans that will yield more grain of a
jjood quality than that which they already have,
j
"A very few dollars spent for a bushel of good seed corn or for a few
iJUshels of small grain seed will give a start with the best strains available. By
:!)lanting such seed on good, clean ground, a farmer can save seed enough for the entire
';rop the following year. Any farmer wishing to get good seed may well learn from his
ijounty farm adviser where he can get such seed suitable for the conditions in his
•Locality."
-M-
Farm Operating Costs Are Still At Their 1913 Level
Even with all the many improvements in equipment and farm practice, the
;otal acre cost of producing farm crops is not very different today from what it was
.8 years ago, according to E. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and manage-
lent department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Less man and
lorse labor are used with the modem methods, but machinery costs are higher.
This situation, he said, now has added significance when the watchword of
'armors must be low costs. Whether or not farmers can justify the buj^ing of expensive
squipment will depend upon the relative cost of man and horse labor to the cost of
.arge-size, modern machinery. This is especially true in the case of the medium-
lized farm. Recent changes in the prices of things farmers buy and sell will force
'armers to put off expensive purchases until a better price relationship exists be-
ween the two groups of commodities.
"Hundreds of farmers who still owe notes for expensive purchases may well
ish they had deferred buying. Other farmers who have bought equipment more wisely
meet the needs of economical production have profited from their purchases. With
cm now selling for practically half what it has brought within the past year, it
akes twice as many bushels to buy an article that has not been reduced in price,
ispecially is this a burden, for instance, on farms that are too small to justify the
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Find Wide Range In Soil Response From Treatments
Different Illinois farm sells vary so widely in their response to fertili-
zation that a treatment which is worth $lU,10 an acre in more efficient crop yields
at one point in the state is act-ually worth $1,30 an acre less than nothing at another
point, according to A. L. Lang, associate in soil e:xperiment fields at the College of
jigri culture , University of Illinois. This is revealed hy results from the last rota-
^tion period on the soil experiment fields which the college maintains over the state,
he said.
This extreme variation was recorded In the case of rock phosphate, which
was used at the armual rate of one-fifth ton an acre a year. When it was used in
combination with residues, the anff'oal acre value of the crop increases which rock
phosphate produced was $lU,10 at one point in the state, while at another point in the
state this amount of phosphorus was applied at a loss of $1.30 an acre. When it was
applied in comhination with manure, it was worth all the way from $5«''^1 a-^"i acre at
one point to a loss of 93 cents an acre at another point.
Manure which is now profitable on every soil experiment field in the state
produced annual crop increases which varied all the way from a value of $1.U2 an acre
on yellow mature soil at Unionville to $10,31 an acre on sandy land at Oquawka.
Residues, including mostly cornstalks, second-growth clover and sweet clover,
produced annual crop increases valued at $7«63 an acre at Bloom.ington , while at McNahh
the annual acre loss from the use of residues was $1.66, These two fields represent
dark-colored soils, the former "being a semi-mature type with heavy, non-calcareous
subsoil and the latter a yo\xng type with open, non-calcareous subsoil.
Limestone, when applied with manure, fluct^lated in annual acre returns from
!$l6.22 at Ewing to 6 cents at Minonk. These two fields represent the extreme in soil
jtypes , Ewing being an old, gray soil with impervious n on-calcareous subsoil. Minonk
lis a very young, dark-colored soil. When applied with residues, limestone did not
ishow so great a spread in value, although it was more uniformly effectives In the
Iresidue system, it increased in value from 55 cents an acre in Antioch to $11.9^ at
!(Qedo.
Potassium, used on the upland soils, showed the same extremes in response
^Out most of the gains were made on light-colored, older type soils.
-M-
Baby Chick Trend Promises Better Times For PoTiltrymen
Some in^jrovement in poultry and egg prices in the fall of 1931 as compared
Tith 1930 should follow in the wake of the present marked tendency toward conservative
juying and ordering of tabj chicks, it is believed by F. E, Elliott, of the poultry
-imsbandry division. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Only 50 per cent as many chicks were hatched in Janoary, 1931 > ^-s were
latched in January, 1930, according to the report of commercial hatchings just re-
4«ased by the federal bureau of agricultural economics. Furthermore, Elliott pointed
5Ut
, orders on hand for chicks to be delivered February 1 or later were U2 per cent
Less than bookings at the same time last year. The number of eggs set in January was
'K) per cent under last year, which indicates lighter February hatchings than in
February, 1930, It must be remembered, however, that Jamaary and February are not
;he most important months from the standpoint of nunber of diicks hatched and therefore
10 over enthusiastic expansion should be made on the basis of the fig"ares3 he said,
"Further promise of future improvement in the poultry industry is seen in
'be fact that retail prices of eggs in the large cities have been more reasonable
1-uring 1931 and consumption to date for this year is much heavier than last year. If
"Sports continue to show heavy decreases in hatching , there is reason to expect better
'imes for the poultry raiser next fall. Poultrymen should watch these reports care-
iilly, especially if they have decided to reduce the size of their flocks for the
-oraing fall and winter."
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Flan To Reclaim Vast Illinois Area, With U. S. Forests
A half million acres of Illinois land which now is not even paying taxes
will be returned to production if a project outlined by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois and the forestry division of the U. S, Department of Agri-
culture materializes, it is announced by E. A. Norton, assistant chief in soil sur-
vey mapping at the college.
Two national forest units would be established in the rough and broken
areas in seven southern Illinois counties under the plans of the project.
The nature and extent of marginal lands in southern Illinois is a problem
In land utilization which is so far beyond the individual land owners' power to con-
trol that it demands state and national intervention, Norton pointed out. There are
hundreds of thousands of acres of land there which can no longer be made to return a
profit to their owners under the prevailing systems of management, he reported,





iwealth which was in these soils when man first settled there has been dissipated.
;Ihe trees were cut down and the sod plowed up, exposing the surface of the soil to
'erosion. Crops were sold off and nothing returned to the land. Once these soils be-
,caine unproductive, it was impractical to build up some of them because of limiting
features in their environment and because of the inherent character of some of the
soils themselves.
"Excessively high or low temperatures, too much or too little rainfall and
anequal moisture distribution throuighout the growing season are some of the climatic
factors which operate in southern Illinois to limit crop production. Unfavorable
surface relief, both steep lying slopes and flat lying lands, limit crop production.
Extremely plastic surface soils, highly acid reactions and drouthy substrata are
other characteristics which make some of the soils of the region submarginal. Many
of the soils lack a good constitution owing to their advanced old age, making them
jlnefficient , both chemically and physically, as producers of general farm crops,"
Illinois Farmers Bought More Fertilizers During 1930
.
Fertilizer purchases made last year by Illinois farmers topped those of
U929» despite the stress of economic conditions, according to figures compiled by
E, E. DeTurk, chief in soil technology at the College of Agriculture, University of
llllinois. The I93O total was U2 ,132 tons, 3 ,06U more tons than were bought in I929
land 11,623 more tons than in 1928, he reported. Limestone and rock phosphate figures
|!*.ich are not yet available were not included in the 1 tal s , Ranking first in ths 1930
purchases were mixed fertilizers with a total of 33 ;123 tons. Superphosphate was
;
second with '^ ,hGk tons and pulverized animal manure third with 1,31^ tons. Bone
aeal
, with 676 tons, was the only one of six other fertilizers of which more than
500 tons were bought.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mi;mford, Director,
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Cattle Men Push Drive To Stamp Out Worst Herd Evil
Spurred on ty current business conditions, 5^1 Illinois dairymen and "beef
cattle breeders have enrolled their herds, which total 13,258 cattle, in the campaign
which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is waging to control and
suppress Bajig' s disease. It is an infectious breeding trouble held to be the worst
profit-killer in Illinois cattle herds. Those enrolled in the campaign are located
in 75 different counties. The campaign is beir^ conducted as a, regular project of
the college experiment station and is in charge of Dr. Robert Graham., chief in
animal pathology and hygiene.
The cleanup of the disease has progressed to the point where 38 herds have
been accredited as free from it by the Illinois State Department of Agriculture,
while 51 practicing veterinarians engaged in Bang's disease control have dem.onstrated
their ability to apply the necessary blood test in an efficient manner.
"At prevailing prices of dairy products, infected herds are lower producers
than non-infected herds, other factors being equal," Dr. G-raham explained, "In good
dairy cattle the average loss from the effect of the disease is about $50 a year a
cow in milk yield alone, not to mention the value of the calf, as well as vidder and
breeding troubles that may follow in the wake of the disease. Competitive prices of
dairy and beef cattle breeding business demand lower production costs which can be
imet with clean healthy herds.
i "More and more Illinois dairymen and farmers are profiting by having their
llocal veterinarians test their herds and carrying out the plan of temporarily iso-
lating infected animals or sending them to the butcher. During the past month alone,
138 additional herd owners enrolled their herds in the project. The blood test which
lis used in the project is as reliable in detecting animals infected with Bang's
(disease as the tuberculin test is in diagnosing tuberculosis.
"In addition to the clean herds which already have been accredited, there
lare many others making progress toward accreditation. Dairymen and farmers can not
lafford to perpetuate this disease in their cattle. Furthermore, in the light of
Ifecent findings, it is now recognized that occasionally man may suffer from undu-
llant fever as a result of handling infected animals or of eating infected animal
jproducts."
-M-
Soy Growers Risk Yields And Profits In Heavy Seeding
Illinois farmers, uho grow more soybeans than those in SLny other state, are
risking yields and profits when they plant the crop thicker than 120 poiinds, or two
bushels, of seed an acre, it is reported by C. A. VanDoren, assistant in crop pro-
duction at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Seeding the crop at
thicker rates than this lowered the yield, reduced the number of pods a plant and
:delayed the maturity of Illini soybeans in rate of seeding studies made last year by
the college, he said.
In seasons when the rainfall is about normal, such as in 1928 and 1929,
Illini soybeans drilled at rates of more than two bushels an acre gave an increase
•in yield about equal to the amount of excess seed used. In 193^1 however, when the
:;rainfall was abnormally low, the yield was cut approximately 100 pounds an acre for
each 50 pounds increase in rate of seeding. In the test , Illini soybeans have been
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Low Corn Prices Reflect A Rec ord Lot? ConsumiDtion
Reduced consimption is one reason for the lowered corn prices of the past
winter and it will tend to have the same influence throughout the year, it is pointed
I 6ut by L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural economics at the College of
riculture, University of Illinois. Operating along with this factor to hold down
_




Estimates recently released hy the federal department of agriculture on
quantities of corn left on farms indicate that the amount of corn consumed this
.
winter was less thaii in 1929-1930 cuid less than the average of the previous five
I
years. About 1 ,U50 ,000 ,000 bushels of corn had been used this year up to March 1
I as compared with 1,700,000,000 bushels in I929-I93O and 1,830,000,000 bushels as
the average of the past five years.
Factors tending to lower consumption have been a slack commercial demand
caused by reduced demands for corn products and some substitution of cheaner grains,
the consumption of about one billion bushels more oats, some increase in the Quantity
of wheat fed, somewhat ferer hogs, and less intensive cattle-feeding operations, the
' natiiral tendency to economize a short crop ; shortage of funds with which to buy feed
in some sections and the open winter which has reduced maintenance requirements.
( Most of these factors will continue to reduce consumption until a new crop is grown.
Typically, in short crop years the high spot in com prices has come in
early winter—December or January. This has been followed by a recession which is
again followed by another higher market that culminates in early or mid-summer.
The high point so far this winter came in early January. Although corappratively low,
the price registered at that season is the peak for the winter.
• The carryover of corn on farms was reported on March 1 to be about
710,000,000 bushels this year. This is 280 million bushels below the I93O figure
and ^hO million below the average of the past five years. Stocks of oats and barley
are the equivalent of about ko million bushels of corn larger than last year.
-M-
If This Old Mare Could Only Write A Testimonial !
If horses could give testim.onials
, a 23-year-old Percheron mare on the
farm of Charles 7alker & Son of DeWitt county would have one worth thousands of
dollars to the soybean crop, according to E. T, Robbins , livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. She has eaten
soybean hay for the past 20 years of her ripe old age and thrived on it. So have
the other horses on the farm, for that matter. She still continues to do her share
of work with the younger horses in the field and keeps in good flesh and high
spirits.
This and other experiences of the talkers with soybean hay are good news
to many farmers whose yovng clover was killed out by the drouth of 1930. They can
still have a good high protein hay by using soj^-beans this year for that purpose.
In addition to feeding soybean hay to their horses, the Walkers also use it for milk
cows. Carle C. , the junior member of the firm, believes that they could get along
' very well with all of their stock, even if they never had any hay excepting that
from soybeans. They have no fault to find with it.
They started making soybean hay 20 years ago and during most of that
time have had no other hay on the place. Some years a little timothy has been cut
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Much Dead Seed Found In Com : Farmers Are Una^-are
Contrary to what might have 'been exoected, Illinois has a seed corn 'oro'blem.
this spring and farmers should therefore gu-srd against tal'iing chances T^ith seed, ac-
cording to J. C. Hackleman , crops extension specialist of the College of Agricult-'ore
,
University of Illinois.
A high percentage of tadly diseased ajid dead seed, com has "been discovered
^t corn culling meetings which the college recently has held in different parts of
e state, he reported. The amount of dead seed is particularly noticeable in north-
ern and northwestern Illinois, but diseased seed of low vigor extends over most of the
central part of the state. The danger lies in the fact tha.t farmers generally are not
aware of the condition, most of them fceinj; confident that their grain is of high
quality because of the favorable weather during the past harvesting season.
'
"Especially those farmers vho are depending upon seed selected at husking
time should make sure that their corn is of good auality. Tlais means making a ger-
mination test or at least a thorough check of the stock."
Ten per cent dead corn was foi,md in 171 10-ear samples at a recent corn
show in McDono^ugh county, Hackleman reported. There is much corn picked at husking
tine in which at least one third of the grain is proving unfit for seed. Last year
10 per cent of 200,000 ears tested on the McDonough county gerrainator was classified
as Uo. 1 seed, which means that it was practically disease-free and. of high vigor.
Corn of a similar quality this year does not exceed 5 P^r cent of that tested and
practically all of that comes from early picked and racked dried seed.
Findings which have recently come to light in different parts of the state
confirm indications which came out at the annual Illinois Seed Grain and Utility Corn
Show held at the college in Jamoary, Corn from northern Illinois shorted 5«b per cent
dead seed and U.7 per cent weak, that from central Illinois 1.7 per cent dead and 7.9
per cent weak, while that from southern Illinois showed l.U per cent dead and 7.6 weak.
s
-M-
Six Killion Acres In Southern Illinois ITot Paving
Vast though it is , that half million acres of southern Illinois land which
"would be included in the two proposed fed-eral forests is but a small part of the
available marginal land, according to E. A. "orton, assistant chief of the soil survey
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Six million acres in southern
Illinois no longer return a profit under present management and are almost comDletely
hopeless except for timher growing, he reported. The project for the establishment of
two federal forests on a half million acres of the area was drawn up by the college
and the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuMronn, Director.
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Land Ruination Could Be Halted By Planting: Locust
Almost every county in Illinois has thousands of acres of land that are "be-
inr; made rrorthless by the r^ashing a^ray of soil on steep slopes. Erosion on such
rough land can "be controlled by planting black locust seedlings six to eighteen
,
inches high before their buds begin to open in the spring, according to L. E, Sawyer,
'' forestry extension specialist of the College of Agricultiire , University of Illinois
i and the Illinois State Natural History Survey. One-year-old seedlings for this p-ur-
pose can be obtained from nurseries thro-oghout the state, April is not too late for
planting then if they have not yet started to grow.
Black locust' trees not only will prevent further washing but also vill add
nitrogen to the soil. With the soil thus improved, a sod T^ill be formed in a few
years and this will aid in preventing further erosion. Within two or three years the
root systems of the young trees will have developed so that they will hold even the
steepest slopes in place.
Spacing of the black locust seedlings will depend upon the steepness of the
slope and the severity of the erosion. On land that is very steep or that has eroded
•antil the gullies are large , the young trees should be spaced about four feet apart
each ?'ay, while on more gentle slopes fo^or by six feet is close eno^ugh. On still
I more level areas, six by six feet will do.
The trees need not be set in regular rows , but should be bundled at strate-
: gic points. Whether in rows or groi:^s, they should be planted so that they will be
closest together on the steepest slopes. In addition to thoso set on the bottoms
land sides of gullies, at least two rows of trees should be planted around each gully
"here the land has not yet broken,
-M-
Eomc Vegetable G-ardcn Has llc^ iTnportance This Year
Farmers in doubt as to how they can increase their 1931 income can't go
wrong by growing a good home vegetable garden, in the opinion of J. T7. Lloyd, chief
In olericulture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Last year some Illinois farmers got as much as $150 to $22^ worth of vege-
tables from half-acre g.^'Tdcns which they plajined and handled according to the college's
irecommendations , he reported. This year even the government has recognized the im-
iportance of a good garden as a means of helping a farmer get and keep out of debt , he
:said. There is a provision that all applicants for loans from government funds for
production purposes in drouth-stricken areas must agree to plant a vegetable garden
large enough to feed their families,
"The farmer who grows plenty of vegetables for his oun table may not only
reduce his cash outlay for table svroplies but also is likely to reduce his expenses
for medical service. Such saving of expense, of course, is eauivaler.t to increasing
income.
"Expenditures for food make up a large percentage of the family expenses in
an average household.. Many farmers h^ve larger cash outlays for this purpose than
ffould be necessary.




protein and fats they contain. They are among the best souji-ces of vitamins,
are rich in mineral salts and add needed bulk to the diet. It is true that the min-
eral salts needed by the body might be taken in the form of medicine and the vitamins
supplied by yeast and cod liver oil, However, vegetables furnish these materials in
wich more agreeable form,"
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Farm Folks Plan To Trade Views Before Satixrday Night
Farm people in 302 Illinois commtmities aren't going to wait for the Saturday
night street comer sessions to exchange views, judging from plans which they have
teen making during the past four months
„
A total of fOh officers and leaders from these 302 communities attended 3^
county conferences on local organization held by the extension service of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. D. E. Lindstrom, assistant in rural sociology,
was in charge. How to plan meetings and programs and '.'•hat policies to make for local
group organizations were the live topics of the conferences. Farm and home bureaus,
farmers' clubs, community clubs and councils and subordinate Granges were represented.
Farm people like to talk about the things concerning them every time they
get together, Lindstrom pointed out. Small groups of farmers can be found on the
street corners of almost every trading center on any Saturday night. In some com-
munities these are the only kind of discussion groups farm people have, Tliis will not
be true, however, in the 302 communities represented nt the recent conferences.
7aning popularity of meetings planned purely for social purposes was evident
at the conferences. "There are too many social activities now," was a common com-
plaint. "'Ye want the opportunity to learn more about the forces affecting the busi-
ness of farming and farm life," was a popular demand. Programs for local meetings
also must be carefully planned at least six months at a time, it was brotight out at
the conferences. A program committee of three or five acting for a year was decided
ji:5)on as the best way to malce such plans.
Farm people are most interested in problems dealing with group organization
,and hence such topics are among the best that program committees can select for
discussion at regular monthly meetings of community clubs. This was revealed by a
poll of the 70U representatives who attend.ed the 3'^ conferences. Other popular
subjects were the economic outlook for agriculture, problems in production practices,




Hog Raisers Bag Ejgher Prices !?ith Improved Methods
Higher hog prices than will probably prevail later in the season are now be-
'ing pocketed by Illinois' honor roll swine raisers as a premium for their improved
'methods, according to a report by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
iUniversity of Illinois. These honor roll hog producers, of whom there are hundreds
scattered throughout the state, have been following the college's recommendations and
consequently are marketing their fall pigs much earlier than the average. Manj^ fall
pigs usually go to market in June at prices lower than those prevailing during March
and April when the faster growing fall pigs are ready for sale, it wa.s pointed out.
Recommended methods beini; followed by the honor roll swine raisers in order
to make their pigs grow fast at low cost include sanitation and the balancing of corn
:0r other grains with a reasonable amount of suitable feed having a low cost for each
{pound of protein. ITo other plan seems to eaual this in making fall pigs grow as fast
as do spring pigs raised under the best of conditions.
..•i-^ .,-[rci
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I Mtrogen Builds Up Orchard Efficiency Cheaply
Efficiency of yields in many Illinois apple orchards could he improved as
much as six to nine bushels a tree at a cost of no more than 15 to 20 cents through
use of commercial fertilizers in the spring to supply needed nitrogen, according to
R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
This was demonstrated in experiments which the college conducted last year
in an orchard of 31-year-old Winesap trees growing in hluegrass sod in Calhoun
county, he reported. Trees given six pounds of nitrate of soda yielded an average
of 22 hushels of fruit each, while untreated trees yielded only 13 bushels. Ammonium
siilphate, calcium cyanamide and a commercial product gave increases almost as large
as'-this. It was the fifth season of fertilizer treatments in the orchard,
^ Within the past ten years, since commercial forms of quickly available
fertilizers have been used in sod pilch apple orchards, this system of soil manage-
ment has been the most practical one to use in thousands of orchards, according to
Marsh. The system has proved profitable on apples i peaches i cherries, plums and
bramble fruits.
About two weeks before bloom, the fertilizers are applied at the rate of
one-fourth pound for each year of the tree's age. They are broadcast under the
ibranches of the trees or used as side dressing for bramble fruits. It is not neces-
sary to cultivate them into the soil, as the first shower dissolves and leaches them
int6 the ground,
"The cost of frequent cultivations is eliminated and the erosion of soil
on rolling ground is prevented by this system of soil management. However, shallow
discing is advised every two or three years and a legume should be used as the sod
:.crop. Also in some sections of Illinois, orchards can not be seeded down to a soil-
building crop or sod before they are five or six years old because of the danger of
injury to young apple trees from the buffalo tree hopper. To prevent such injury,
it is necessary to cultivate young orchards in western and northern Illinois during
May and June. Orchards south of St. Louis and Olney are not bothered to any great
extent by the buffalo tree hopper.
"Even though they are cultivated, young orchards can be treated to good
advantage with nitrogenous fertilizers. Last year, in Johnson county, for instance,
a three-year-old peach and apple orchard treated with a commercial nitrogenous fer-
tilizer made an excellent growth in spite of the dry season and a sweet clover crop
which was almost as high as the trees themselves. Each tree had been treated with
one to two pounds of fertilizer at the beginning of the growing season. These
results are further evidence that lack of available plant food is more likely to be
the limiting factor in growth and production than is moisture,"
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved liy Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfoki.. Director.
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strike At Worst Pest Of Horses in Extensive Drive
One of the worst pests of horses is expected to te less of a nuisance this
year than for many seasons as a result of campaign which the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois and cooperating veterinarians have waged against the hot fly
in eight central Illinois counties. A total of 8,461 horses and mules belonging to
1,090 owners in Ford, Logan, DeWitt, Champaign, Tazewell, McLean, Iroquois and
Livingston counties were treated by 18 veterinarians.
Contrary to common belief, it was revealed in examinations made by
Dr. W. P. Hayes, university entomologist, that the predominating pest is not the nose
fly but the throat fly. In buzzing around the heads of horses and mules to lay
their eggs, these two flies so unnerve the animals that they often become unmanage-
able. The pests usually are worst in the hot weather of July and August. Shields
frequently placed over the noses of work animals are unsatisfactory because they make
breathing difficult. Eggs laid on the throats and in the noses of horses and mules
hatch into bots which find their way to the stomachs and sap the vitality of the
animals. Infested horses are hard to keep in flesh and consequently run up big feed
"ills. The bots also cause chronic inflammation of the stomach, commonly manifested
by systems of colic.
The campaign against the pest was started in the Season community of Logan
county at the suggestion of Roy Staats, a farmer who had interested Farm Adviser
J. H. Checkley in the possibilities of controlling the fly. The 8,451 horses and
iinules were treated at a cost of 50 cents a head with carbon disulphide administered
in a capsul. The treatment was given during January so that the bots would be dis-
. lodged and passed out of the animals to perish before warm weather. When horses are
not treated, the bots pass out during the warm weather, bxirrow into the ground and
change into the fly stage which lasts only for a few days while the eggs are being
laid.
The campaign was conducted on a community basis and was so well received
:that in some districts as high as 95 per cent of the horses and mules were treated.
•!Thile some relief from the fly nuisance is expected this summer, it may take as long
as five years of community treatment to eradicate the fly from any district.
_M-
Corn Pest Will Take Damaging Toll In Third-Year Corn
(Corn planted a third year on the same ground may be so badly damaged by
the northern corn rootworms that the amount of "down" corn which nearly always pro-
f luces chaffy, light, poor-yielding grain will be doubled over what it was the second
irear. This is reported in a warning to the College of Agriculture, University of
itllinois by J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural His-
tory Survey. Corn sho\ild not be grown more than two years in succession and better
July one year on the same field, except in the greatest emergency, he said.
Examinations by Bigger reveal that the rootworm increases in numbers each
rear in a field where corn is planted two or more years in succession. It also was
found that the amount of down or fallen corn increases in proportion as the number
)f rootworms increases in the field.
As a four-year average in first-year corn there were nine beetles to 25
lills of corn and 5.5 per cent of it was down. Second-year corn averaged 49 beetles
;o 25 hills with 17.8 per cent of the corn down. Where corn was grown a third year
)n the same field, there were 118 beetles to 25 hills and 32 per cent of the corn
ras down,
-M-
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Few Illinois Farms Prof itiriig: From Rotations That Rotate
Although most farms consistently earning more than the average have a
definite cropping system, or rotation, very few of all farms in the state have rota-
) tions that rotate, according to R. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organ-
: ization and management at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In
this respect, crop rotations are too much like the weather. There has been a lot of
talk ahout them for years, but not much has been done about them, he said.
Definite crop rotations are comparatively rare because, for one reason,
they require planning ahead, which is altogether too uncommon especially on faxms
with one-year leases. Another reason given by many farmers is that rotations can
not be kept up because such crops as clover and winter wheat often fail.
"Despite this, many consistently successful Illinois farmers maintain
rotations. There is one successful farm in east central Illinois, for instance, on
which a five-year rotation of corn, corn, oats, wheat and clover has been maintained
for 16 years. Wheat and clover failures have not happened often because the soil
has been kept with a good supply of organic matter, nitrogen, phosphate and lime so
that the weather has to be severe to kill a crop. Failures have occurred, however,
about once every five years.
"This has not broken up the rotation, because plans already were laid for
such an emergency. Oats were substituted for wheat serving as a nurse crop for
.;, clover which thus came right back into its place in the rotation. The clover and
-i timothy mixture had not failed completely until 1930, but the plan followed when
either a partial or complete failure of this crop took place was to disc into the
:| field in early spring a mixture of oats and clovers. This supplied pasture although
:|not so early nor abundant as the second-year clover when it was available. It has
served the purpose, however, and can be followed by corn without breaking up the crop
.rotation and thereby losing the advantages of systematic, efficient, low-cost produc-
:ltion so greatly needed in a period of low prices."
-M-
Vege table From Italy Wins Fame Quickly In The U. S .
Still practically unknown in America as late as 1925, Italian green_sprout-
,.j
ing broccoli probably has been more quickly and widely accepted in American garden-
ling than any other introduced plant, according to Lee A. Somers, vegetable gardening
; extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Six
) years ago there was a commission merchant on the famous South Water market in Chicago
jwho did not know the name of the plant. In 1928 this same merchant was selling many
cases of it daily and in 1930 he sold more than two carloads in one day in its sea-
son. It is now found in nearly every grocery store handling green vegetables.
Unlike cauliflower with which it is most frequently compared, Italian
:j broccoli is very easy to grow. It is vigorous and rugged. The spring crop is grown
exactly like early cabbage, the plants being started in a greenhouse or hotbed and
taken to the field as soon as danger of killing frost is past. The heads are har-
I vested as soon as they reach full size and before anj^ of the flowers have opened,
.'The second crop which consists of small secondary heads is ready to harvest a week
I
or ten days later.
The fall crop may be planted directly in the field. In central Illinois
'July 5 to 10 has been the most favorable date. This crop is ready in late September,
.1 October and early November.
f" Broccoli has become so popular in Illinois that most of the gardeners en-
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Pisease Killing Many Spring; Figs Is Pre-Natal Anemia
Some Illinois farmers have lost all their spring pigs and others report uji-
ustialiy heavy mortality from a disease which appears to be pre-natal anemia, charac-
terized by thin, watery blood, according to Dr. Robert G-raliam, chief in animal path-
ology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. One farmer
lost all the pigs farrowed by lU of his sows, while a dozen other cases of heavy loss
have been reported to the laboratory.
Heavy mortality from the disease probably is accounted for by a shortage
of pastures for breeding sows during the late summer, fall and winter, as a result of
the drouth, it is believed.
One precaution against further losses might be to keep sows yet to farrow on
pasture, it was recommended. If anemia threatens in pigs that are two to three weeks
of age and they get chaffy, fat and lazy, it will be advisable to get them on the
•ground. If weather prevents doing this, the next best thing will be to get clean dirt
'and sod from a place where hogs have not been kept and put it in the pens where the
pigs are confined. However, pre-natal anemia strikes so early in lif^-that effective
^prevention apparently must be applied before birth,
I
"Although anemia has been seen in newly born pigs for a period of years, it
inever before has been common enou^ to be a serious economic problem. In the recent
llosses reported to the college, healthy appearing sows farrowed pigs that seemed normal
for about 2k hours only to sicken and die in two to fovir days. Symptoms of anemia
i»ere found in pigs examined from different herds. However, it can not yet be said that
ithe disease is a primary anemia in all herds. Bacterial infections which normal pigs
;43an throw off may complicate the illness and hurry death,
"No cause has been established, but the best clue at present is that the
jilsease is associated with methods of management. In two affected herds where all of
'the pigs died shortly after birth, the sows had been kept in dry lots and allowed very
limited past-ures. Better fall and winter pasture for sows might prevent the disease on
some farms. Anemia in older pigs, two or three weeks of age, is associated with con-
finement on wood or concrete floors. The most rational way to handle any type of
autritional anemia, on ilie basis of present knowledge, is through proper management,
Phis includes giving breeding sows good pasture before and during gestation and
getting the pigs out on the ground as soon as possible. If weather keeps them inside,''
ilean dirt and sod should be put in their pens,"
-M-
Ij^, Tests Prove One Tb.eory Of Leaving On Corn Suckers
IHf One more argument to support the old conclusion that it is wiser to let the
suckers stay on the corn plant has come out of an experiment made by the College of
igriculture. University of Illinois, it is reported by George H. Dungan, associate
Siief in crop production. The test demonstrated clearly that under certain conditions
:he sucker may be a factor in how the main stalk yields. Whether or not suckers figure
'ery inportantly as feeders of the main plant under ordinary conditions is yet to be
ietermined.
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Drmith Creates Heavy Pemand For Emergency Pastiires
Extensive damage done "by the drouth of last s-'onmer has put emergency pastures
and meadows in heavy demand this spring, says J. J, Pieper, assistant chief in crop
production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Much of the red
3lover and sweet clover seeded for pasture or hay as well as the permanent pastures and
neadows were killed out , he reported.
Oats and "barley, field peas and winter vetch and rye grasses are the emer-
gency forages which can be seeded early and harvested a"bout the time siTiall grain is
3ut , Pieper said. These crops can "be pastured a"bout six reeks after seeding. Late
emergency crops which are seeded about com planting time and harvested late in the
summer or fall include the m.illets, of which the German, or Golden millet, seems to do
best in Illinois, soybeans, cowpeas and Sudan grass. These also can be pastured about
six weeks after seeding,
"Among the early emergency forages, the combination of oats and winter vetch
yielded best in Illinois experiments when the oats were sown at the rate of 32 pounds
isn acre and the vetch at 25 pounds. The average yield for the past five years has been
about two and one-fourth tons of hay an acre. Field peas and oats have yielded a
little more than two tons of hay an acre. Rye grass and winter vetch yielded one and
;three-fourths tons, tjie grass alone about one and three-fourths tons, and rye grass
land peas about two tons.
"When it comes to costs, one of the cheapest of the early emergency forages
Is a small grain, such as oats or barley. Oats probably are a little better than
barley. The combination of oats and peas will cost a little more than $5 an acre for
.seed, oats and winter vetch about $3.50 > rye grass and peas about $6,25, rye grass and
winter vetch $5 and rye grass alone about $U.
"Soybeans and Sudan grass is a combination which has been grown for late
emergency forage on the college farm for a period of years. Soybeans seeded alone have
yielded a little m.ore than two tons of hay an acre. Soybeans and Sudan grass seeded at
the rate of 10 pounds of Sudan grass and about 1 bushel of soybeans have yielded more
than three and a half tons of hay an acre, Sudan grass seeded alone at the rate of 20
pounds an acre has yielded slightly less than the combination with soybeans. The
indllets, both alone and in combination, have not yielded as well as the Sudan grasso
"Millet probably is the cheapest late emergency forage, costing about $1 an
acre, but it also is the poorest. The next cheapest is Sudan grass, which will cost
about $1.75 an acre. The combination of Sudan grass and soybeans will cost about $3
an acre. The millet and soybeans will cost $2.50 an acre or more. Soybeans alone will
cost $2 to $2,25 an acre.
"Sudan grass is the best pasture in this group of late emergency forages.
The best combination for hay probably is Sudan grass and soybeans, unless the soybeans
are wanted alone."
Eouse Plans Are ''Sest Buy" Ever Ivlade By This Farmer
The best investment a prominent Illinois farmer believes he ever made was
for architectural service in building his home. This is not unusiial , says W. A. Poster,
rural architect\ire specialist of the College of Agriculture, "University of Illinois,
because the wastes which are avoided will more than pay for the architectural service.
As the farmer put it, "Prom the plan 1 knew how the house would appear, that the plan
wo-uld suit our needs and best of al 1 , what the house would cost." Cost of the service
was reasonably low, being less than the cost of the plumbing system, the light plant,
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Corn Has Added Qyalj ty If It I3. Made To Yield Better
One reason yields figure so prominentlv in corn profits is "beca-ase quality
of the grain ustially improves as yields go up, according to L. B. Miller, assistant in
soil experiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Tb.is
has been brought out during the past four years in a detailed study of corn quality
made on six experiment fields operated under the various soil and climatic conditions
of the state. Plots given the better kinds of soil treatment yielded a higher per-
jcentage of sound, well-developed ears of higher quality than did untreated plots,
j
All the fields are operated vmder a permanent system of soil fertility which
lincludes a good rotation, the use of animal and of green manures with and without lime-
stone and in addition with rock phosphate and potash, A proven corn variety well
adapted to local conditions was used in each case. The harvested com was sorted into
nubbins, immature, rotten and good corn. Althou,'^ hard to make, this classification
was consistent in showing higher percentages of sound., well-developed ears on the
better treated plots. Definite quality factors of test weight, percentage of water-
free shelled com and percentage of moisture at husking time also were recorded.
Of these quality factors, moisture at husking time and percentage of water-
free shelled com are highly significant. Moistiore at husking time averaged J>,h per
.^cent higher in the com from untreated land than it did in the corn from the best-
lyielding fertilized plots
,
the range being from 25.9 per cent on the untreated check
-PJLots down to 22.5 P®^ cent on high-yielding ones,
i : From the untreated check plots an average of S7 pounds of ear corn were re-
.jcpiired at husking time to make a bushel of No. 2 shelled corn, while on the best
.^yielding plots only 79 pounds were needed. The most extreme case of this kind was
ifotmd at Newton where one year I2U pounds of untreated check plot corn made a bushel
iof No, 2 shelled com, while only 80 pounds of corn were required to produce a bushel
|Oji the plot fertilized with manure, limestone and rock phosphate.
-M-
Produces 81 Tons Of Pork At A New Rate Of Success
Setting a mark for other big-scale hog raisers, R, V. McKee, a Marshall
county farmer, produced 10 carloads of hogs weighing more than 81 tons with a high
average in all factors indicating success, according to E. T. Robbins , livestock ex-
itension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. For one
thing, his economy in the use of feed was nearlj'- eaual to the average of U3 smaller-
scale hog raisers although he raised five times as many hogs a.s they did. It is
universally recognized that freedom from runts and general health and thrift of the
herd are hard to maintain in a big-scale hog business, Robbins ej;plained.
McKee's porkers had a total weight of 163 ,500 pounds. He is one of the
honor roll swine raisers of the state who are following the recommendations of the
college of agriculture and attributes his success largely to strict sanitation and to
econom.ical feeding.
Sixty spring litters and 30 fall litters netted 652 pigs with only 2 runts,
I5ie pasture was 30 acres of mixed clover. The pigs made an average gain of 35 pounds
la month from birth until they were sold and ate 10,681 bushels of com, 590 bushels
I
of oats and around 19 tons of tankage, 10 tons of linseed meal, U tons of alfalfa
I tneal , and 20 tons of middlings. McKee produced each 100 pounds of pork with 366
pounds of corn, hi potinds of oats, middlings and alfalfa and 35 pounds of tank.age and
j Unseed meal, making a total of UU2 pounds of feed. The average of U3 smaller-scale
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Low Costs Will Aid SoyTaean G-rowers Over Low Prices
Illinois soybean growers, who in 1930 produced 75 P^r cent of the coijntry's
commercial soybean seed crop, face the prospect of continued low prices for their 1931
loutput, "but can protect their profits somewhat by cutting production costs to a mini-
mum, according to J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agri-
cultiire, University of Illinois.
One way of growing the crop cheaper, the department says, is to make sure
that the seed bed is properly prepared and then use cultivating machinery ^^hich will
cover the grovaid rapidly, A rotary hoe ; a harrow or a weeder will cover considerably
more ground in a given number of hours than a corn cultivator and if used at the
right time will keep down weeds in row-planted beans as well as in those which are
drilled. Other cultural practices which will influence yield and quality of seed
and, therefore, have a direct bearing t^jon economy of production are relatively
earlier planting, thorough inociilation, use of good, sound seed of high-yielding
•varieties, keeping down weeds and, finally, harvesting and threshing the crop so as
"i to save all the seed produced.
Farmers in the corn belt are planning to increase their soybean acreage
this year almost 28 per cent over what it was in 1930, the increased acreage going
largely for hay purposes to replace legume hays and forages lost in the drouth of
11930. For two reasons, farmers who are going to seed soybeans for hay in the central
land north central portions of Illinois should use varieties commonly grown for seed
[purposes rather than make special efforts to get those varieties generally used for
I hay, Hackleman said.
In the first place, seed of locallj'- adapted varieties is much cheaper than
1 that of the hay types. Demand for the strictly hay tjipes
,
which are adapted and
'Which should be used exclusively on the light soils of southern Illinois where the
greatest loss of last summer's forages occurred, is going to be so great that prices
.
for seed of these varieties will be materially above the price for seed of varieties
i commonly grown in the corn belt. The farmer t*io is planning to grow a soybean hay
crop in the central and north central sections of the state will be helping himself
as well as farmers of southern Illinois if he will use seed of the Illini , Manchu and
: Dunfield for hay.
In the second place, varieties of soybeans which are available and which
will make satisfactory hay on the dark soils of central Illinois are unadapted for the
' light soils of southern Illinois, Seed of varieties adapted to that southern area is
limited and any great demand for those hay varieties by farmers in the com belt will
almost certainly result in advances in price. Therefore, it should be reserved
* insofar as possible for use where it will be of the most benefit this year and at a
price which will not have a tendency to restrict its use where it is so badly needed,
Hackleman pointed out.
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G-et Mew Clue To Control Of Worst Disease Of. Peaches
A new clue to the control of bacterial spot of peach, which growers regard
as their most serious disease enemy , has been uncovered in research work which the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has "been doing on this problem for the
past twelve years, it is announced by Dr, H, W. Anderson, associate chief in pomo-
logical pathology. It has been found that the cankers in which the causative bacteria
i overwinter arc more abundant on the succulent water sprouts than on the main branches
of the trees. Hence, removal of these water sprouts during the winter will aid in
controlling early infection, Dr. Anderson reported.
Bacterial spot is the only peach disease which can not be controlled by a
proper spray. It not only mars the fruit, but also causes serious defoliation and
thereby saps the vitality of trees. In efforts to work out satisfactory control
measures, the college has secured experimental orchards in southern Illinois and at
Urbana to test a number of promising spray materials. Laboratory and field studies of
the disease also are being made throughout the year to establish facts concerning its
life history and resistance to chemicals used in sprays. Varieties thought to be
resistant, to the disease are observed each season and records made of the amount of
infection.
As far back as 1925 8 investigators of the college established an inportant
.point in the life history of the disease when they proved that the organism could
:il4ve over the winter in fallen leaves. Additional work was started last year to find
lout whether or not the causative bacteria could overwinter in any other way than this.
Previously, the failure to find definite cankers and the absence of the organism in
(cultures from buds and twig surfaces led to the conclusion that most infections in the
spring originated from old leaves.
In the new work started last year, however, some definite cankers of a type
never before observed were found in great abundance on water sprouts. The organism
was isolated from these dviring the spring and summer. Furthermore, the early leaf
infections were traced to these cankers in a number of carefully controlled observa-
tions. Whether or not the general appearance of cankers in the spring of 1930 was
;due to unusual weather conditions has not yet been determined. The investigations
.jwlll be continued through another season to study this points
-M-
Dairyman Makes 20 Times As Much Off Five Less Cogs
Making 20 times as much off of five cows less was the feat put across by
John Strunk, a Tazewell county dairyman, after he liad gotten rid of five low-testing
•'and low-producing cows from his herd of 21 and fed the remaining l6 according to the
-way they were producing, it is reported by C, S, Ehode , dairy extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Strunk' s results demonstrate what could be accomplished by culling the low-
producing cows from all Illinois dairy herd, Eliode pointed out, Tb.ere are an estimat-
ied 1,007,000 head of producing dairy cows in Illinois with an average extimated produc-
tion of U,703 pounds of milk a cow. In contrast, the average cow in Illinois dairy
:herd improvement associations produces approximately 7 1^21 pounds of milk» In other
j words, Shode explained, 621,^30 dairy herd improvement association cows could replace
{the 1,007,000 average cows and just as much milk would be produced. Furthermore, on
ithe basis of dairy herd inprovement association records, the 621 ,U30 dairy herd ira-
• jProvement association cows would return approximately $19,000,000 m.ore above cost of
jjfeed in one year than the 1,007>000 average cows.
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Failvire To Meet Market De'rands Cuts Pork Profits
Despite the fact that they could be making about $1.45 more a hundredweight,
many hog producers give little or no consideration to the demands of the pork trade,
according to fleeter Bull, associate chief in meats at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. At present feed prices, it costs about U5 cents a hundred-
weight more to produce a 350-pound hog 1:han it does to make a EOO-povmd one. Further-
more, Bull pointed out, the market usually will pay a premium for a light-finished
hog. At the present time, good to choice butcher hogs weighing 180 to 200 pounds are
(jaoted in Chicago ^1 a hundredweight higher than hogs of the same quality weighing
290 to 350 pounds.
"While the pork consiomer is not as discriminating as the laiiib or beef con-
sumer, he will pay a premium for small, lean, firm, juicy and tender cuts, particular^-
ly chops, bacon and ham. Unfortunately, these charaicteristics do not go hand in hand,
: The size of the cut depends largely upon the size of the hog. Tenderness is determined
by the youth and fatness of the hog. Firmness and juiciness also are the result of
fattening. This would indicate that a young, fat hog of light weight would furnish
cuts which satisfy the consiomer. Unfortunately, hogs do not fatten sufficiently at
light weight to guarantee firmness and juiciness of meat. This is particularly true
of hogs of the so-called big type.
"The problem becomes even more complicated when one considers that the
housewife almost invariably demands lean cuts of pork. Obviously, the producer can
not s\:5)ply all lean cuts from a large fat hog, nor can he supply firm juicy cuts
from a small thin hog. The best thing is to svipply a hog which will furnish cuts of
a proper firmness, juiciness and tenderness, but which is no larger and no fatter
than absolutely necessary to guarantee the qualitj'- of the meat,
"A hog of intermediate type if properly fed will be finished at 200 to 225
pounds. Such a hog will furnish reasonably small cuts of excellent quality without
excess of fat,"
Even Corn Would Not Pay If Treated Like Timber Is
Farmers can expect mere profit from their timber when they quit doing things
to it that they would not do to other money crops, according to L. E. Sawyer, exten-
sion forester of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois
State Natural History Survey, Turning horses, cattle, hogs or sheep into timber, a
rather common practice, is practically the same as turning them into a field of half-
grown com or other grainc Burning over timber land is just as harmful as burning
the weeds and grass out of a com field, Sawyer said.
"Clean cultivation is ideal for most other crops, but is not ideal for
timber. The more leaves and underbrush there are on the ground, the better will be
the growing condition of the soil. Contrary to general belief, burning the woods
iestroys only a very small percentage of insects and snakes and is harmful both to
the soil and to the timber,
"Many farmers in Illinois have found that proper handling of their timber
Is making it a very profitable part of their farms. Proper management does not in-
TOlve a lot of labor or expense but consists only in keeping stock and fire out of
the woods, cutting properly and marketing to the best advantage. Pasture produced
In timber has very little value and therefore is of no great importance to the stock,
Consequently, most owners of profitable tracts of timber keep stock out of their
''»oods, Neither do they practice burning and when fire gets started they do every-
i
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Soybean Has Unusual Possibilities As Feed Supplement
Since most corn belt grains are short on protein, and soybeans contain more
of it than any other crop commonly grown in this area, the soybean has unusual pos-
sibilities as a home-grown supplement to other grains used for livestock feeding,
according to a new circular just issued by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. "Utilizing the Soybean Crop in Livestock Feeding" is the title of the
circular. It includes statements by different staff members on the value of soybeans
for dairy cattle, beef cattle, sheep, horses, swine and poultry.
During the past ten years soybean production has es^anded faster than out-
lets for the crop through commercial and feed channels have developed. As the rate of
expansion adeclines and the demand for seed becomes less, the bulk of the crop must find
an outlet T^rou^ oil mills and as a feed for livestock, the circular points out. The
possibility of the crop being utilized either as hay or as a concentrate makes it a
double servant of the livestock industry. Proper iinderstanding of both the possibili-
ties and the limitations of this crop as a livestock feed will add to its appreciation
in the corn belt.
Soybean hay is high in protein and lime content. It is recognized as an
excellent roughage for dairy cows and beef cattle and breeding and fattening sheep,
as well as for work animals and growing colts. As a home-grown nitrogenous concen-
trate, the seed of the soybean has been fast gaining in favor. It is a valuable
source of protein for dairy cattle, beef cattle and sheep and also for brood sows.
Soybean oi^ meal is an excellent protein supplement for all classes of swine , for
dairy cow^ beef cattle, sheep and poultry. The seed and therefore the meal is short
in minerals and consequently it is advisable in swine feeding and absolutely necessary
in poultry feeding to add a sinple mineral mixture to the rations when using either
the seed or the oil meal.
No method has been discovered for feeding soybeans to market hogs without
lowering the quality of the pork; but soybean oil meal is a promising protein supple-
ment for growing-fattening swine. These and other conclusions of a five-year experi-
ment carried on by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois are reported in
a new bulletin, "Effect of Soybeans end Soybean Oil Meal on Quality of Pork," which
has just been issued by the college. Authors of the publication are Sleeter Bull,
S. E. Carroll, I. C, Olson, G, E. Hunt and J. H, Longwell , members of the college
animal husbandry staff, who conducted the experiment. Soft pork, which is discounted
by packers , has increased in northern markets coincident with the increase in soybean
production in the com belt. The experiments to overcome any faults of soybeans
were made because of the advantages of using a home-grown protein su^jplement in Mhe
hog rations.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokp, DircLlor.
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Farmers' Spirit Is Unbroken Despite Lowest Earnings
Altho-ugh the incomes of Illinois farmers in 1930 dropped to the lowest level
in nine years, their spirit of never giving up has not heen "broken, according to R, R.
Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organization and management at the College of
AgriciJ-t-are, University of Illinois.
"Compliments are due Illinois farmers for the spirit with which they continue
to take the punishment of the agricultural depression, continuing as it has for 10
years and made more severe than ever in 1930' I have visited from 500 to 600 Illinois
farmers on their farms every s-ummer for the past five or six years, Yi/hen they have
been floored, the big majority, in fact, nearly all of them have been able to smile.
They have picked themselves up and tackled the job again with a fine spirit and a
determination to find a way to better success."
An analysis just being con:pleted on 2,300 records kept by farmers in the
oolle-ce's standard farm accounting service reveals that the account keepers last year
avera,';ed about 1 per cent return on their capital. This is not as bad as in 1921,
when account keepers in central Illinois suffered an actual net loss, Hudelson re-
ported. However, the rank and file of farmers probably did have a net loss last year.
Account keepers make higher earnings than average of all farmers, their advantage
usually amounting to about 2 per cent of the total investment, or nearly a thousand
i dollars a farm for central Illinois.
The average farmer's actual net loss on last year's operation means that
jafter he had been allowed only $600 to $720 for wages, he did not earn anything to pay
interest on such capital as he had borrowed, to say nothing of paying interest on his
lown capital invested in the businesso To make the situation worse, Illinois farmers
ihave had ten years of conditions which have made it hard to lay by any reserves to
;|tide them over years of drouth and depression such as last year.
! While some sections suffered less than others from the drouth all areas of
ithe state felt the effects of the severe decline in agricultural prices which took
Iplace in 1930 and continued into 1931» Of the common Illinois farm products
,
perhaps
j^e one which resisted the 1930 price avalanche as well as any was hogs. Tlie price
lof them remained relatively higher than that of feed grains. The heavy hog-producing
Ideations of the state showed relatively higher farm incomes than the grain-selling
areas.
Uew T:me LeaJTlet G-iven Poult r^Tnen As Housing Help
Seeking to help Illinois farmers swell their poultry profits through better
housing, the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has just issued a new type
circtilar which is a combination blueprint and direction sheet for the Illinois 20 by 20
foot shed-roof poultry house. It is printed on a large sheet, 12 by 18 inches, which
is folded twice to give the publication the appearance of the standard 6 by 9 college
circular. The inside of the large sheet contains the blueprint and the outside the
directions and bill of materials. The new aid to better poultry housing was prepared
by E. G-. Johnson, farm mechanics extension specialist, and H. H, Alp j poultry extension
specialist
„
One Illinois farmer keeping his hens in the type of house which is recom-
mended in the new circular got an average p rofit of $2.UU from each of them in one
iyear« Properly built and managed, the house has always proved very satisfactory.
Among the features are an S-inch concrete foundation wall and a 3-inch concrete floor.
One of the worst thieves of poultry profits in Illinois is the dirt floors which are
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"ITameless Huts " May DisapT?oint V/ith Lack Of Quality
With an increasing interest in the growing of nuts in Illinois, it is more
important than ever to be on guard against 'b'uj'ing tmnamed seedlings, says A^ S. Colby,
chief in small fruit cvilture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Since nut varieties do not come true to type from seed, it is necessary to buy budded
or grafted nursery trees from reputable nurserymen or to work over seedling trees with
wood of a named variety. Nut trees are harder to propagate than most other fruit
trees and are, therefore, more e3?)ensive. It does not pay, however, to buy unnamed
seedlings expecting to get q-uality fruit, Colby pointed out.
Some of the better known species such as the black walnut, chestnut, butter-
nut, hickory, pecan and hazelnut are native to Illinois and are found widely distrib-
uted in localities favorable to their culture, TThile some of these species are val-
uable only for their wood, which is used for many purposes, an occasional specimen
tree is found bearing nuts of larger size than usual and often with other good
characters, such as better cracking quality or meat of better flavor, than the ordi-
nary run. Some of these seedling trees have been named and propagated as new nut
varieties. In a few cases, new varieties. In a few cases, new varieties have orig-
inated through breeding. S-och varieties include the Tliomas , Stabler, Ohio and Stamr-
ba-u^ black walnut; the Boone, Puller, Gibbens and Chainpion chestnut; the Indiana,
Busseron, Butterick, Niblack, Green River, Witte, Canrpbell and Oberman pecan, and the
Jones and Winkler hazelnut.
The English walnut and the so-called paper shell pecan are not recommended
for general planting in Illinois, owing to unfavorable climatic and soil conditions.
.The 7itte, Can^jbell and Oberman pecans, originating in Iowa, are suited for planting
!in northern Illinois.
-M-
Cheaper Feedir^g JiTets Farmer $600 More On 102 Hogs
I
E. A. Eediger, a McLean county farmer, is ahead $600 because he used the
iplan of economical feedir^s as recommended by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois on 102 of his hogs last year. He reported a feed cost of $6^20 a hundred-
weight, while a neighbor who tried straight cora had a cost of $9,Uo, or $2,60 more.
This would amount to $5,85 on each 225-pound hog,
A saving of $2,50 or more on the feed cost for each 225-pound hog is not
TUiusual for farmers who have sidopted the college's plan of economical feeding, ac-
oordin.^ to E. T, Robbins , livestock extension specialist. It involves balancing the
com or other grain with suitable feeds having a low cost for each pound of protein.
Records which 6l hog raisers kept for the college in I929 included ^2 farms
on which the economical plan of feeding was practiced. These farms used only 399
pounds of feed to produce each 100 pounds of pork. The I9 farms with more expensive
but less suitable rations used U53 pounds of feed to produce each 100 pounds of pork
at a cost of fully $2,39 a ^-og more than the k2 farms.
F\irther evidence that the plan of economical feeding cuts costs to cor-
respond with the best farm practice was brought out at 21 county hog feeding schools
held by the college during the past winter, as well as in the 1929 records from the
farm bureau-farm management service in Livingston, McLean, Tazewell and Woodford
covinties. It was figured that there was a saving of $3.19 ^ ^og between the plan of
economical feeding as recommended by the college and the more expensive rations re-
ported by men attending the hog feeding schools. A total of 3^0 farm records in the
farm bureau-farm management service showed that the feed costs for 100 pounds of pork
^ranged from $6,87 on the 76 most profitable farms to $8,29 on the Jb least profitable
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Profitable Soi l Treatments To Be ghoTm On 12 Fields
How to get more profitable small grain and hay crops throiagh use of various
fertilizers and systems of soil treatment will be explained to farmers in a series of
meetings to be held on I7 of the soil experiment fields operated in different parts of
the state by the College of Agricuj.ture , University of Illinois, it is announced by
F, C. Bauer, chief in soil ejqperiment fields. Each of the meetings will start at
1:30 p. m.
The schedule follows:
May 19 - Odin, Marion county
May 20 - Enfield, White cotmty
May 21 - T7est Salem, Edwards county
May 22 - Oblong, Crawford county
May 26 - Clayton , Adams county
Mas'- 27 - McNabb , Putnam countj'-
May 28 - Mt. Morris, Ogle county
May 29 - Joliet , ^71 11 county
June 9 - Carlinviile, Macoi^jin cotmty
June 10- Lebanon, St. Clair county
June 11- Sparta, Randolph county
June 12- Ewing, Franklin county
June 22- Eloomington, McLean co-unty
Jvine 23- Hartsburg, Logan county
Jvme 2h- Aledo, Mercer county
June 25- Kewanee , Henry county
June 26- Minonk, TToodford county
>M>-
Dates Of 1932 Farm And Home T7eek Are Jan . 11 to 1^
Dates for the 1932 Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois have been set for January 11 to I5, it is announced bj' Dean H. W.
Mumford. Selection of the time maLrks the start of preparations for another record
breaker to match the I93I meeting when 3 ,lH6 farmers and homemakers from 97 counties
came for a week of instruction, recreation and inspiration.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Chinch Siogs
. Favored By Drouth , Threaten Com Crop
The com crop of central and south central Illinois is threatened with
serious damage hy chinch 'ougs, \mless the weather turns against these pests or control
aeas''J:i'es are used, according to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The drouth of 1930 ^as so favoraMe to the hugs that enormous increases oc-
curred in an area including Sangamon, Macon, Piatt, Champaign, Douglas, Coles, Moultrie,
Uunberland, Effingham, Shelby, Cliristian, Montgomery, Macoupin, l(!adison. Bond ,Fayet t e
,
Idarion, Clinton, St. Clair and Washington counties. If the v/eather is dry, there are
enough chinch hugs to cause heavy losses in. Macox^jin, Montgomery, Christian, Shelhy,
Sangamon, Bond, Clinton, Washington and St, Clair counties,
W, p. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Hatural History Survey
and entomologist of the college esiperiment station has outlined four hast methods of
fighting chinch bugs for county farm advisers in the threatened area.
First of these is the planting of crops on which chinch bugs do not feed.
Ehese include any of the legumes, such as soybeans, cowpeas , sweet clover, red clover,
field peas, alfalfa, or of the other field crops, rape, buckwheat and surJ'lowers.
Second, the planting of soybeans in corn which will give moderate protec-
tion from the second brood of b'ogs but not from the first brood coming out of the
small grain fields into the corn fields.
Third, the use of resistant varieties of com,
Fourth, the use of barriers between fields of corn and small grain, these
barriers to be used at harvest time when the bugs travel on foot from the small grain
stubble to the com, Tliese barriers should be xised particularly between corn and
ifields of wheat , oats , rye and barley.
The best materials for making barriers are crude creosote of a grade sold by
idany of the larger maJiufacturers of coal tar products under various trade names or as
iJoal tar. Also, many of the bugs may be killed by calcium cyanide granules used along
ilhe barriers,
I Creosote of the cliinch bug grade can be bought for 12 to lU cents a gallon
;ln 50-gallon drums or less in carload lots. One 50'-g3-l-0ii barrel \isxially 16 enough
''0 maintain a quarter of a mile barrier during the period necessary to prevent direct
nigration from small grains to com. Granular calcium cyanide can be bought for
{6.95 for a 25-pound can or $19.75 for a 100-pound can or less in larger amounts.
[^enty-five pounds is enough to use over a quarter of a mile barrier to kill most of
:lie bugs working along this barrier for a two weeks period.
*
Horse Interest Draws 3 ,015 To U6 Big-Hitch S:di:ibits
Horses were so popular as cheap power this sprir^ that 3 >015 farmers in IS
;ounties turned out to see U6 demonstrations on big-team hitches staged bj' the College
3f Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is reported by E, T, Robbins , livestock
3xtension specialist. Hitches used in the demonstration ranged from U to 12 horses in
size and 16 of them included S horses or more.
Farmers all over the state claim that horses and mules have done the farm
'ork both cheaply and well thin spring, Sobbins reported. Lot? prices for feed have
sncouraged the men to make full use of their teams„ The outfits of 5 to 12 horses
|3nabled each man to cover a big acreage each day»
o.[ .o;^ - VTX
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Extend Survey Of State's Soils To 1,77U Square Miles
Having already supplied many valuable facts, Illinois' state soil survey was
further advanced during the past season with the mapping-: of an additional 1,77^ square
ailes, according to Dr. E. S. Smith, chief i n soil physics at the College of Agricul-
;tire, University of Illinois, ^.iho is in charge. Started in 1902, the siirvey is de-
jigned to reveal all that can he learned about the kinds of soil in Illinois and to
identify the properties and farming capacity of each soil. This information is used
IS a "basis for soil management and treatment
,
as well as for cropping systems.
Detailed soil reports hased on the survey are now availatle for 51 coimties
Including Clay, Moultrie, Hardin, Sangamon, LaSalle, Knox, McDonough , Bond, Lake,
'-Loan, Pike, V7innehago , Kaiikakee, Tazewell, 2dgar, DuPage , Kane, Champaign, Peoria,
can, Henry, Iroquois, DeKalh , Adams, Livingston, Grundy, Hancock, Mason, Mercer,
(Ohnson, Rock Island, Randolph, Saline, Marion, 7ill , T7oodford, Lee, Ogle, Logan,
"iteside, Henry, Morgan, Do-uglas, Coles, Macon, Edwards, Piatt, Effin^am, Wayne,
coiqjin and Fulton, Unbound soil maps are available for nine additional coionties for
ibich the published maps and soil reports will be issued later. These include Cal-
lotm, Crawford, Cumberland, Payette, Praniclin, Ford, Jackson, Monroe and White,
One of the inrportant things the soil survey has done already has been to
•cvcal the seriousness of the erosion problem in Illinois, 'rne survey figures show
;hat there arc 1,000 square miles in the state subject to destructive erosion, 8,000
square miles subject to serious erosion a.nd 25,000 ijquare miles s'-'-bject to harmf-ol
isrosion, Tliis leaves only lb,000 square miles on which erosion is not rapid enough to
)e at least harmful.
Wide use has been m,ade of the survey data in a number of other different
[rays. Many farmers and others interested in land, use the reports and get information
)y correspondence for counties on which there is no published report. Land appraisers
iise the soil maps constantly in their work of valuing land for loan purposes. Public
iservice con5)anies use the soil maps in locating routes in orier to avoid the most
valuable land. Industrial concerns, such as peat plants, use the survey information
about the character and location of peat deposits. Municipalities have secured the
;i3sistance cf the survey in locating recreational projects, such as golf courses near
:!!hicago and the artificua.1 lalce near Springfield. Interest in land utilization is
increasing rapidly, and the soil survey has much data ready for immediate application
;o the problems of utilization.
-M-
Five Millions Lost On Bad Eggs By Illinois Farmers
Bad eggs last year cost Illinois farm.ers losses conservatively estimated at
f5,000 ,000, according to E. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of
igriculture, University of Illinois. Most of this loss can be traced to production
3f fertile eggs during warm weather. Keeping all roosters out of laying flocks dur-
ing the summer would be one of the greatest steps toward improving the quality and
reputation of Illinois eggs. Alp said,
"'.Ohere is no good reason why the quality of Illinois eggs should not equal
that of those prod^oced in other states of the middle west, l-To poultryman when not
.ising the flook for breeding purposes should hesits.ts tr^ ?<eep out all roosters. In
::ase rooste-.\'- now in the flock are not to be used' ar.-'-]''?r :j"e:r a;5 breeders, thej^ rijP.y
iS well be s.';.'l at the end of the breeding season as I'la.'kei- poul':ry, Rcosters be: j ag
:ept over from season to season sliould be held as a separate unit to the main flock
luring the non-oreeding season,"
-M-
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Old Soybean Seed Safe To Plant If Properly Stored
Corn belt farmers, who are planning to increase their soybean acreage this
spring to make vcp the haj^' shortage, need have no hesitancy about planting I929 soybean
seed, provided it was stored so that the moisture was kept below 12^ percent and the
seed was otherwise protected, according, to C. A. Van Doren , assistant in crop produc-
tion at the College of Agriciilture , University of Illinois. Tliis is indicated by the
fact that soybeans stored in a crib on the college farm in I929 s-ve still germinating
almost perfectly except where the moisture content has gone higher than 12^ percent
,
lie Said,
Two hundred fifteen bushels of Illini soybeans were stored in a crib on the
follege farm in October, I929. These beans when stored in the crib contained 11 per
cent moisture and wore U feet 2 inches deep. The crib was tight except for an air
space between the roof and plate. A one-fcurth inch sheet of snow blow in on the
beans during the December blizzard of I929. This snow and similar blizzards during
the winter of 1930-31 increased tho moisture content of the beans on the surface of
the crib from 11 to IS per cent. The beans 1 foot from the surface had their moisture
content increased from 11 to ih per cent , while two foot below the surface the moistijxc
content went vp from 11 to 12,5 per cent and three feet and deeper it stayed at 11 per
cent or less, regs^rdloss of outside weather conditions.
Soybeans on tho surface have dropped off in germination since November,I929
,
jfrom 98 per cent to 59 pcr cent while the soybeans below two feet are still germinating
I more than 93 por cent^ Soybeans one foot belo'.? the surface germinated 73 P^r cent in
|J^ril of this year.
I
-M-
Winner Of Race With Weeds Must Always Stay In Lead
There is only one way to win the race. with weeds and that is to stay ahead
of them all the time, says Leo A. Somers , vegetable gardening extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
JlH "Few vegetable crops can carry on a figtit alone Tvith weeds. It is up to the
gardener to protect his welfare and his food st^jply by keeping weeds out of his garden.
A good gardener considers a large weed in his garden to be an insult and will not
tolerate it.
"It is not hard to kill a weed when it is in its seedling stage. A shallow
stirring of the soil will do it. Tlie easiest method and the most effective one is
frequent, shallow cultivation. A weekly, shallow cultivation supplement ed with some
hoeing of the weeds in the row will keep them from developing to the place #iere they
are hard to kill.
"Many gardeners not only fail to cultivate often enough but also ciiltivate
much too deeply. This seriously injures the root system of the crops. It also wastes
moisture and leaves the soil in poor condition. Tlie common one-horse garden cultivator
leaving five to eight shovels which enter the soil only about two inches deep is the
I best one to use in most cases."
m Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 191-!. H. W. Mumfohd, Director.
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Lmber Freight Bill
,
I^ Now Costing State Millions
Much of the twenty-nine million dollar freight "bill which Illinois pays out
every year for lumher transportation could be saved thro-u^ the estahlishment of the
two proposed national forest uiiits in southern Illinois and the development of other
availahie forest areas, according to L, E, Sawyer, forestry extension specialist of
the College of AgricuLttire , University of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural
History Survey, The plan under which the two units would he established was worked
out through cooperation of the college soil survey division, the Illinois State
Natural History Survey and the U, S, Forest Service. It now awaits final passage of
an enabling act which would authorize the federal government to buy the necessary lands
Illinois is the center of lumber consumption in the United States but the
center of lumber production is nearly 2,000 miles away in the state of Washington,
Sawyer pointed out, !Ehe consequent high freight charges are what runs up the high
cost of wood products in the central states. Freight is $11,19 a thousand board feet,
laaking a total of $29,100,159 a year paid out by Illinois for lumber transportation,
With wood as ir^ortant as it is in the standard of living, the in5)ortance of developing
Illinois timber-producing areas is obvious, Sawyer said.
"Much of the timber required in Illinois either can be grown within the
state or in adjoining states and this exceptionally high freight bill used for other
purposes, Illinois, with an area of more than six million acres that should be
! timbered, could, if this area were reforested, produxse at least one billion board feet
' Qf timber each year. This would, in the main, be hardwood timber of which Illinois
!uses more than half a billion board feet a year and an additional amoimt of nearly two
billion board feet of softwood lumber,
"Establishment of the national forest purcliase units as provided for in the
enabling act which recently was passed by the House of Hepresentatives would not put
;all of this area back into timber. It would, however, authorize the establishment and
development of national forests which would be used to demonstrate intensive cultural
methods of timber production, water shed protection, the proper use of land of non-
agricultural value and, if the state desired, for game preserves and public hunting
.; grounds,"
-M~
Heavy Bloom Is Not Guarantee Of A B,ig Fruit ^^og.
Just because a fruit tree blooms heavily is no sign that it will yield a
big crop, says R, L, McMvuin, associate in pomology at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, It may be of a self-sterile variety, and if a single specimen
or a large block of such a variety is set with no other variety close by, there will
be very few if any fruits, he explained. Self-sterile varieties are unable to set
fruit when pollinated with their own pollen» This is in contrast to self-fertile
varieties which set fruit when pollinated with their own pollen,
"Many of the highest quality varieties of apples, pears, plums and sweet
cherries are self-sterile and can be fruited only by planting some other variety with
• congenial pollen in close proximity to the self-sterile varieties^ Since not all
varieties will cause others to set fruit, it is well to get information regarding the
Tnbst congenial varieties to plant to insure a crop,
"The non-fruiting of self-sterile varieties and of old trees also can be
overcome by top-working a congenial variety in one of the limbs of the old trees.
Bringing in bouquets of blossoms and placing them in pails of water in the trees has
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Vine Crop Pest
,
Is Threatening To Be Worse This Year
More damage than for several years is likely to he done this season to cu-
cumbers, melons and sqtiash by the striped cuctanher heotlo, according to a report to the
, College of Agriculture ,University of Illinois
,
"by C. C, Conpton .assistant entomologist
j
of the Illinois State Natural Eistory Survey. Iliis li,^t yellow beetle with three black
' stripes on the back became very thid: during the summer and fall of 1930 and had ideal
conditions for hibernating during the past winter, he reported,
"Best results in controlling them under Illinois conditions are obtained by
using a dust of calcium arsenate and hamed gypsum. The latter is ordinary building
plaster. If it can not be obtained without hair in it, the hair can be sifted out
easily with an ordinary fly screen,
"One pound of calcium arsenate should be mixed thoroughly with 20 pounds of
gypsum. This may be done by stirring and running both materials throu^ a fly screen |
several times or by putting both substances in a barrel, old rotary churn or tin pail
with a tight cover and rotating the container several minutes,
"The dust may be applied to young plants by means of an ordinary dust gun or
flour duster or by a home-made shaker. This can be made by nailing a handle to the
sides of a half~gallon tin pail having a tight-fitting cover and then punching holes
in the bottom of the pail from the inside out with an eight-penny nail. The holes |
should be ptmches at the rate of four to the square inch,
"The first application should be made as scon as the beetles appear or as
soon as the plants are well up, I>usting should be repeated often enough to keep the j
,i
plants and ground around them covered until the beetles are through feeding," '<
—
M—
Even The Mexican Mules Like Tlipse pig-Team Hitches i
Toughened as they are, even Mexican mules respond when put into big-team
.hitches siich as now are so popular on Illinois farms. Worked this way, the Mexican
mules get fat f according to E, T, Robcins, livestock extension specialist of the Col- i
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who played a part in introducing the big
1 team hitches into Mexico^ Last year he was requested by E, "i7, ?iek, manager of a
large ranch at Tlahualilo, Durango, Mexico, to send information about big-team coii>- ,
binations to pxill tractor plows. He has just sent Bobbins a report of his success,
Eiek wrote, "It seems to mo tliat mules working in these big teams keep in
better condition. Our mule herd here numbers ahout 1,500, I have taken some of the
poorest mules and hitched them in with some of the mules in good condition that had
been working in the big teams for quite a while and in a short time noticed that they
were in much better condition than when they had been When working in smaller teams
of two or four mules,
"I have had a number of these big-team outfits working for several months.
With the right hook\:5i, disk plows do excellent work* I have found that the three-disk
plows and nine-^mile teams give excellent results, I have seen the driver get off the
I outfit and the team would keep moving on," '
I
The nine mules are worked in three raiiks of three mules each, which gives a
fgood line-i:^) with no side draft and plenty of space between mules j Robbins explained,
A truck is used to guide the plow and to furnish a seat for the driver. It is made
from the hind axle of a wagon having a hind wheel to run in the furrow and a front
I
wheel on the other end of the axLe to run on the land. This keeps the driver' s seat
about level even when plowing ten inches deep as Pick does in his irrigation farming.
>#i
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Home-SroT7r\ Posts . Made M^ili ^ill , Outlast Others
Fence posts, one of the main crops of the farm woods, Trill last as long or
longer than most posts than can he hoioght, provided they are properly cut from good
post timher, thorou^ly seasoned and well set, according to L, E. Sawyer, forestry ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agricult-ure , University of Illinois and the 13.-
linois State Natural History Survey.
"The time of the year when fence posts are cut does not influence their life
as long as they are properly seasoned "before "being set. However, most fence posts are
cut in the winter and the bark usually left on them, "because they are hard to peel at
that timee Loosening of the hark after the post has "been set leaves an operJ.ng ishere
water collects, fungus spores get in and decay starts. It is then only a matter of a
few years until a post is so rotten that it has to he removed^
"The "bark can easily he removed from trees that are cut during the spring
land summer, because the cambium layer is then full of moisture» The larger the tree
I the longer the post will last, for large trees usually have much less sap wood than
I
small ones. This, however, does not apply as directly to Osage orange or hedge posts
1
that are very durable even in small round sizes,
"If posts are sot in the ground before they are thoroughly dry, they will
zt only a fraction as long as they would if thoroughly seasoned. A good method of
.stacking posts to season them is known as the two-and-sevon pile. Two posts or other
^pieces of timber of eqiial size are put on the ground about U^ feet apart. On top of
'these tiro bottom timbers and at right angles to them are put seven posts. Alternate
j layers of two and seven posts are piled "up as high as is desired. This leaves plenty
of space for air circulation between the posts, and if they are left in ths pile for
from six to eight months j especially through the summer j they will be dry enough to
set,
"Posts that have been peeled and thoroughly dried before setting will last
several years longer than if set with the bark on or only partially dry,"
-M-
Seventeen-Year Locusts Will Do Little Serious Damage
Seventeen-year locusts, with their shrill, pulsating song, will appear at
scattered points through southern Illinois between now and the first of June, but they
will do little real commercial damage and, furthermore, there is nothing that can be
lone about it, according to a report to the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, by W, p, Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Nat-oral Historj'-
Survey, The old lociist of Biblical times and the cause of destruction of crops
from the time of Koses down to the present was not the 17-year locust of Cicada,
as it is more properly called, but just certain species of common grasshoppers, Flint
Said,
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national Porests Woiild Be A Bpon In Restoring Same
Game once so plentiful in Illinois would te restored and a variety of other
benefits obtained with the establisliment of the proposed national forest purchase units
in southern Illinois, in the opinion of L, E, Sa^Tyer, forestrj^ extension specialist of I
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural I
History Survey, A plan for the unit has been worked out through cooperation of the
college soil survey division, the U. S. Forest Service and the Natural History Survey.
"National forosts are expected to produce the maxinram amormt of timber on
every acre of timber soil in them. Thus , they produce a sv^ply of timber for coming
generations as well as for present ones. They maintain permanent industries that of-
fer enployment to thousands of people. Permanent stands of timber regvilate the climate
and not only modify extremes in tenperature brat also help govern climatic conditions,
Ihus, they lessen the possibilities of serious drouth and floods. Erosion on timbered
slopes is moch less than on bare ones, and the silting of streams is decreased and
disastrous floods prevented. Game of all kinds finds food and shelter in the forest,
and fish aboimd in the waters of streams that are not disturbed by silting and floods,
"Tjarge amounts of money must be spent and a vast amount of work done to ac-
complish all this. The area must be protected from fire, the most desirable trees
must be planted if they are not already growing and when the crop is harvested, cutting
oust be done properly. This protection of the forest, growing of trees and harvesting
of the product maintains the permanent industries that are the life of a community,
"Moisture given off by the growing trees and the springs found in a permanent
Iforest modify both extremes of temperature. Pavers, silted as they are at the present
.'time, are carrying thousands of tons of the most productive soil to the ocean. However,
|
:lf the bare hills that are now eroding were covered with timber, rivers might again j
clear up and productive soil be left in its place, !
"No longer can the wild turkey and deer be found as they once were in Illinois,]
Jut if the hills were reforested and protected, these ajid other forms of game would have
a place in which to propagate," '
-M-
Puations For Hogs Ch.ea.ver i Profits Can Be Increased
Good hog rations are cheaper this year than they were last, and m.ore farmers j
'TOght to be able to casli in on the ad.ded profits which come from better feeding, ac-
Jordlng to E, Ta Hobbins , livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
ilniversity of Illinois. Protein feeds being used by most of the 1,732 farmers in the
3ollege's honor roll swine raisers project have a cost only of four cents for each
potmd of protein they contain. This compares with six cents a year ago. Com prices
oave dropped off about the same as protein feed prices.
Most of the honor roll swine raisers in 52 counties are supplying protein to
their spring pigs in a mixture of 2 parts tankage and 1 part either of soybean meal or
Linseed meal. This combination has more than 50 per cent protein so that a compara~
tively small amount is needed to supply the needs of the pigs,
Charles BorroiTman, a Pike county honor roll swine raiser, has shown what may
.be acconplished by sanitation and economical feeding as recommended in the project.
Last year his eleven sows raised 110 pigs which he sold at a trifle more than six
nonths old, averaging 205 pounds each. This spring Borrowman was disappointed because
the same eleven sows raised an average only of ^2 pigs a litter instead of ten. How-
ever, even that average would satisfy most hog raisers, Hobbins pointed out.
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Two Way.s (rtven For More Meals pf Corn On ffiie Cob
About the worst objection to corn on the cob is that the season for it does
lot last long eno-ugb, says B. L, Weaver, of the horticultural department, College of
agricultures University of Illinois, Blere are two ways of getting a succession of
gweet com and thereby overcoming this, he said. One is to plant the same variety at
ibout two-week intervals tj) to the first of July in central Illinois, The other is to
pls«it two or three varieties at one time which will mature at intervals. Both methods
lave their advantages and each has its champions among gardeners.
By planting the same variety at intei-vals the grower can use a corn which
neets his demands or those of his market as to size, seasons color or quality. An
!3xan5)le is to be found in the Peoria sections where Whipple's Early Yellow has been a
i)qpular market variety. Howling Mob, a white variety, has come to be one of the main
Plantings for sections near St, Louis,
Many home gardeners have found that Golden Bantam com has changed greatly
iS to size and season but that its hi^ quality has been retained. Golden Sunshine is
jarlier than many strains of Golden Bantam, and a succession of yellow com could well
oe made -up of that variety for early, followed by Uhipplo's Early Yellow and Bantam
Svergreen.
A succession of T&ite com may be had from Iitemmoth TJhite Cory, Howling Mob
jBid Harrow Grain Evergreen or Country Gentleman. As much as a month's si:5)ply of sweet
;om has been had from a single planting of these three varieties,
-^
Baspberry Buyer Wj,113,np; To g.^ y Well For High Q?jali.ty
People do pay and pay well for their red raspberries, and Illinois growers
jiherefore can afford to take the time and spend the money to make this product attrac-
'•-ive when it reaches the retail trade, it is pointed out by R, S, Marsh, horti cult-oral
extension specialist of the College of Agriculti;jre, University of Illinois. Modem
isonpetition demands attractiveness of any product which is to meet with favor and find
|i ready sale with the iTUj-lng public , he added,
' "A clean pint box of white tulip wood with a false bottom is one of the most
attractive packages for red raspberries. Tnoit of the best quality should be used,
ind if the package is then wrapped in one of the clear transparent wrapping tissues,
.t will find immediate favor with the discriminating housewife. Transparent wrapping
lissue not only adds to the attractiveness of the fruit, but also suggests cleanliness
ixen the package is displayed on open-air and sidewalk retail fruit stands which are
low so numerous.
"Some of the first shipments of red raspberries from southern Illinois in
)ast years have sold for $9 and $10 for a 2U-.piat crate. The crop is expected to
)ring within 20 per ce-nt of normal prices this year. Of course, the price falls as
ie supply increases, and when the season is nearly over most sales are being made at
W to $U, 50 a crate, A few growers have reported that the crop of Latham red rasp-
)erries the second year after planting returned a gross of about $1 for every plant
set out the preceding year. As the plants sell for about $30 to $35 a thousand, this
-s a hi^ return on the original investment,
"Latham and Chief are the high-producing, disease-resistant red raspberries
,;hat are proving so popular in Illinois.^ The Chief produces a crop about 10 days bc-
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Costly to Delay Early Pigs Until New Corn Is Ready
Not once during the past ten years has it paid to follow the rather common
practice of holding back Jferch farrowed pigs and putting on the last 100 potmds of
their gain with new corn in the fall, according to W. E. Carroll, chief in swine
husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The estimated loss
on the basis of 225-.pound hogs has varied from JZ cents to $8,36, with an average
loss of $2.SS on each hog held back for finishing on new corn, he reported.
It usually docs not pay to hold early farrowed pigs for the new corn crop
because hog prices usually begin going down the last of September and continue
dropping frequently into Janiiary. The decline varies widely from year to year, al-
though during the past 22 years there was not one in which the November or the
December average price of light hogs was higher tlian the September price. The
average decline from September to October was $1, from October to November 78 cents
and from November to December another 25 cents, maMng a total decline of just a
little more than $2 a hujidrcd.
The objection usually raised to having spring pigs ready for a September
ma.rket is that they must be farrowed early. However, any pig that is farrowed
before April first should be ready for market in September or at the latest, early
October, if he is maintained in good health and kept free of parasites. The date of
farrowing is a question for each farmer to decide for himself. Once March pigs are
produced", however, the most money can be made from them, under present market con-
ditions by getting them on an early market. The plan should appeal especiallj'- to
those who alrea,dy are practicing swine sanitation as recommended by the agricultural
college extension service, for it offers additional reward for their efforts.
-M-
Market Situation Prompts Campaign of Fruit Thinning
Prospects of a heavy national fruit crop and a weak market have led to a
fruit thinning campaign which will be pushed the first week in June by the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois throughout the fruit
growing sections of the state. Small sizes and poor grades of fruit, which. can be
prevented "by thinning, are not likely to find a sale this year, regardless of price,
according to R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist of the college. Two
conferences for southern Illinois farm advisers marked the start of the fruit thinning
campaign. The first meeting was held at Carbondale J&iy 2g and the second at
Centralia May 29. Following these each adviser will hold demonstrations in his own
county.
Besides preventing small sizes and poor grades of fruit, thinning will also
protect many weakened and injured trees. Owing to winter injury in January
^ 1930 the
framework in many peach trees is not strong enough to support a heavy crop. Many
culls also can be avoided by proper thinning. Marsh explained. Peaches that show
insect feeding p-onct-urcs, "catfacing" or any other blemish should be removed from the
trees following the June drop. The main point in thinning is to leave only eno'ugh
peaches on the tree to produce marketable sizes of 2^ inches or larger.
-M-
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Terrace s Are Worth $3Q An Anrej, Some Farmers Believe
Terraces, those things which make rimning water wallc and thereby prevent
sloping farm lands from "being washed and gullied, are valued up to as high as $30 sm
acre by Illinois farmers who are using them, according to S. G. Johnson, farm
mechanics extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Soil erosion has become such a waste. in Illinois that the college is conducting more
than 150 terracing demonstrations in cooperation with farmers in fifty counties to
show how the damage can bo prevented.
Silas Andi'cws, a Wabash ccunty terrace user, reported tliat he believes it
is worth from $10 to $36 an acre to have a rolling field terraced.
Terraced land on the farm of T. E. Reuss, Belleville, was reported to have
increased markedly in fertility because, as he explained, thie plant food no longer
?hes away as fast as it is produced. Wilson Brother, Warren, added tlxit terraces
save soil, manvire , moisture and fertility. He could not estimate their worth on his
farm but said that they were worth decidedly more tlian the cost.
.
Terraces over a period of years may be worth as much as the land itself,
in the opinion of Roy Blaclc, Stonefort. Ho considers $8 an acre a conservative
estimate,
Mangum terraces are the typo being used in the Illinois demonstrations.
.They arc so named after their discoverer, P. H. Mangum. They arc a series of broad
I
ridges built across the slope with a slight grade. They carry running water slowly
joff the field in a wide shallow waterway. If properly built, terraces do not hinder
ifarming operations and if ha.ndled right, need very little upkeep. Well-established
iterraces on land with 2 per cent or less slope can be ignored in the farming
[operation.
Illinois Could .Ifa.ve Even More Fame As A Lamb State
Some of the best lambs on the market are produced in Illinois and many more
Hike them could be raised on farms of the state if more attention was given to better
ibreeding, feeding and management, in the opinion of W. G. Kammlade, assistant chief
In sheep husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Good
feeding and management can not entirely overcome poor breeding, while good breeding.
:can not overcome neglect. Neither has anyone ever made imich from poorly bred, thin
:)lambs. Attention has al^'^ays paid and it will do so again this year, he said.
"One of the rules of successful lamb raising is to keep them thrifty.
;TMs means to prevent common summer ailments and to supply good feed. Sanitation
and pasture rotation are the easiest ways of doing thisa Lambs infested with in-
ternal parasites are not thrifty and can not make good use of feed. Most of the
lambs that have become infested with parasites are raised on old pasttires on which
sheep have grazed for many years. Hew pastures are not likely to harbor parasitic
troubles. If old, infested pastures must be used, then regu.lar medicinal treatment
must be resorted to as a control measure if the lambs are to do well. Many reports
show the reliability of the bluestone treatment for this pixrpose.
"Use of pine tar or a similar repellent is advisable in many sections if
iithe flock is to be kept free of 'grub in the head.' Where attacks Irnve been severe,
good management requires that the fly repellent be applied frequently about the
nose."
-M~
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World Production Of Bedtop Seed Centered In Illinois
Eighty-five percent of the world's supply of redtop grass seed is produced
in thirteen counties in southern Illinois, the industry netting farmers of that sec-
tion an average of ahout $lj500,000 a year, according to J. J. Pieper, associate
chief in crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The
•area, which includes all of Effingham, Clay, Wayne, Hamilton, Jefferson and Marion
Icounties, ajid parts of Jasper, Richland, Hamilton, Pranlclin, Washington, Clinton and
Fayotte counties, furnishes about 95 percent of the total production of the United
States, the rest heing harvested in Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky and Missouri.
Eedtop is the most important of the "bent grasses and the second most im-
portant pasture grass in jtaierica. It ranks second. only to Kentuclcy bluegrass as a
turf plant. It goes by many common names, including whitetop, white bent, marsh
bent, southern bent, English bent and Herd's grass.
There are two and one-half million acres in the redtop region of southern
Illinois, according to Pieper. Of the 19,700 farms in the area, 7,000 of them grow
practically all of the redtop seed. The average annual production from 1922 to 1930
was more than 10,000,000 pounds and at the average price of 15 cents a pound, the
crop had a gross value of $1,500,000 a year during that period.
A record year for seed production was established in I927 when 18,000,000
was harvested. Last year, however, there were only 6,000,000 pounds of seed.. During
the past six ye",rs the highest yield of seed was 7O pounds an acre in 19?7 and the
lowest, 31 pounds an acre in 1925* The price from 1922 up to the present time ranged
ifrom 10| cents a pound in I927 and 192g to 22 cents a pound in I925 and I926. The
(average annual production of redtop seed a farm is 1,500, having a value of $225o
"There seems to be no single reason why redtop seed production is concen-
,trated in the small area in southern Illinois. It is probably a combination of
'environmental factors such as soil, climate and economic conditions. While redtop
'is adapted to the region, this docs not mean that the environment is ideal. If the
isoil was more fertile, it would be better suited for seed production of redtop. The
Jplants respond markedly to soil treatment, especially where limestone and nitrate
ifertilizcrs are added."
-M-
Damage From Hessian Fly Is Likely In Some Countie s
As if market and weather conditions were not enough, the Hessian fly, most
destructive insect pest of whe.at , has come along this spring to threaten added losses
:for wheat growers, it is reported to the College of Agriculture, University of
::Illinois by J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the' Illinois State Natural History
Survey. Damage to the wheat crop by this pest is entirely probable, especially in
the western and west central Illinois counties, Bigger said.
There is nothing that can be done about the threatened damage so far as the
:presGnt crop is concerned, but growers can avoid similar losses another year by not
^seeding the crop too early in the fall, Bigger recommended. Safe soiling dates
sannounced each fall by the college and the Natural History Survey are the surest way
to keep the insect out of wheat and thereby prevent losses.
That generation of the fly which hibernates over the winter was very strong
ijln western and west central Illinois counties this spring, and examinations indi-
cated that there would be a large spring brood. Some fields under observation had
32 to U5 percent of the tillers with eggs at the time wheat had made two joints. It
is under these conditions that the fly establishes itself high on the stems and
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Timely Notes for Farm Advisers and others from the Agricultural College,
Experiment Station, and Extension Service
Once Run-'Down Farm Now Twice As G-ood As The Avera,°:e <
A run-down central Illinois farm of ten years ago is now earning twice as 1
much as other farms in its neigh'borhood as a result of good crop yields plus efficient
j
management of 10 dairy cows and 18 brood sows, it is reported by P, E, Johnston, of
the farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, The farm of I70 acres is one of the 2^000 or more whose owners and operators
are cooperating with the college in keeping systematic farm accounts.
Ten years ago the farm was run down to the point where crop yields were low.
Although it is on yellow gray silt loam soil and is quite rolling, it has for several
years produced at least I5 percent more an acre than the average of farms located on
tetter brown silt loam soil. A liberal application of limestone followed by the use
of sweet clover and alfalfa brought the higher crop yields. Records from a large
I
numbGf'of fields in the area indicate that TTiiorc sweet clover or alfalfa occvpy the
land one year out of four, corn yields are 10 bushels an acre higher than where no
clovers are grown.
During the pact two years hogs raised on the farm have returned $1^3 for ]
every $100 of feed fed them. This was about 10 percent better than the returns se-
cured by other farm.ers who kept accounts. The hog raising is done under the sanitation
system of sweet clover pasture. Dairy cows on this farm also have been more efficient
than dverage.
The combination of high crop yields and efficient livestock produced both
j
gross and net receipts which were $5 an acre higher than the average, despite the fact




Grows Sorir-g Lambs At Rate >\rhich Will Ee Hard ^o Beat
A record which will be hard to beat has been hung up by Earold Shepard, an
Edwards county farmer, in the raiding of prime spring lambs, according to E, T, Robbins,!
livestock extension specialist of the College of Agric\ilture , University of Illinois.
Recently, when a shipment of graded lambs were being made from his county, he brought
in four lambs ranging from S5 to SO days old and totaling 350 pounds. One, vhidh was
85 days old, weighed 95 poujids, La"ibs weighing a pound for eadi day of age can be
produced only with welL-bred animals which are skillfully fed, Robbins pointed out, '
Another unusual feature about the lambs was that their quality was so high that all
four of them graded prime. Ordinarily, about one lamb out of fifty which farmers
bring in grades as good as that , Robbins saido
These lambs were produced by blocky, easy keeping, grade ewes and were
sired by a thick, shoi't-1egged, black-faced ram, Tlie ewes had mn on rye pasture and
were fed oats and corn together with some soybean hay. The lambs had eaten very little
grain, but evidently had an abundance of milk from the thrifty, well-fed ewes,
-M-
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garb(y?a^4ofl Ii :S^ A Preventive For. Dairy Spoilage
Carbonation, now extensively Tised v*ith certain bevarages, offers little
promise of reducing the heavy losses suffered ty the dairy industry from the spoiling
and deterioration of dairy products j according to the results of C3?periraents by the
Sollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, The work is reported in a new bul-
letin, "Effect of Carbonation on Bacterial Content and Keeping Quality of Dairy
Products," just released by the collogee The investigators and authors of the new
bulletin are M, J, Prucha, chief in dairy bacteriology; J„ M, Bi'annon, assistant chief
in dairy bacteriology and E, A, Ruehc, chief in dairy majiufactures.
There are some benefits from carbonation as now used in preparing certain
Deverages and attempts have been made to carbonate dairy products with ejqsectation
ihat similar or certain benefits would be obtainedc The idea has gone so far that
jatents have been granted to private concerns covering the application of carbon
lioxido to foods, including dairy products, the patentees claiming that carbonation
)reserves food and makes it more sanitarj''.
In the experiment, carbonation of dairy products did not prevent j nor in
lost cases did it even retard to any great extent j the deterioration of dairy products.
!n some instances, carbonation changed the character of the deterioration and in other
'Ases it delayed or conpletely checked development of certain off-flavors, TJhether
;hese slight benefits are of economic value to the dairy industry remains to be
Lemonstrated under commercial conditions.
-M-
Early Cultivation Will C-et Most, .Out Of Soybean Crop
The bigger acreage of soybeans going in on com belt farms this spring will
•ay more if farmers cultivate the crop early, accordii:g to C. A. Van Doren , assistant
n crop production at the College of Agi'iculture , University of Illinois, Many weeds
:'hich not only lower the yield and quality of hay but also may cut the seed yield and
•lake the crop hard to harvest will be killed by early cultivation, he pointed out,
"Soybeans in rows wide enough to cultivate arc easy to free of weeds, brut
t is better to cultivate with a rotary hoe before the beans are tall enough to cul-
Uvate with a row cultivator. Soybeans drilled solid are likely to get very weedy
nless special precautions are taken. First of all, a crop or two of weeds should be
radicated on the ground before soybeans are planted. Second, the crusty soil should
e broken before the beans come up. Third, a rotary hoe should be -used often enou^
keep down the weeds until the ground is shaded. The rotary hoe should be moved
airly fast to get the best results,
"Fear of injuring the plants should not stop cultivation, since the ad-
antage obtained throu^ getting rid of the weeds will more than offset any reasonable
.
eduction in stando It has been found that the stand of soybeans iTas reduced more and
he weeds killed better when the beans were ciilttvated when one-half Inch high. The
exb best 'height from the standpoint of killing weeds was three inches and the least
est six inches. Stand was reduced less in plots cultivated in the afternoon than in
:hose cultivated in the merningo"I-M-
Soil treatments which in one case made land four times as val\iable as it
Ight otherwise have been will be explained to farmers of southwestern Illinois in a
!Orics of meetings which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois will hold
n four of its soil experiments fields, Juno 9 to 12. The schedule of meetings is:
arlinville, Macoupin cotrnty, June 9; Lebanon, St, Clair county, June 10; Sparta,
andolph county, June 11; and Ewing, Franklin county, June 12, Each of the meetings
ill start at 1:30 p.m., and representatives of the collage will be present to explain
ho experimental work and show farmers how they can use the results for getting better
aying crop yields on their own farms. The meetings will be open to all interested.
Farmers To
,
See. How. Treatments Boost Values Of Land
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Two Parmers Make Hogs Pay Where Pailure Would Be Easy
Two Illinois farmers in the dairy and wheat section near St, Louis have
nade outstandirjg successes by specializing on hogs in an area where hogs are at a dis-
advantage, according to P. E. Johnston, of the farm orgamzation and management depart-
aent of the College of Agriculture, Ifeiversity of Illinois, Althougla a certain amount
jf diversity seems hest for most farms, these two are striking examples of specialized
rarms which have paid high returns , he added.
During the past five years these two farms ha.ve consistently earned two to
iihree times as raur^h as the average of other account-keeping farms in the areao In
L93O each of the aptratois of these two farms received as pay for his lahor and man-
igement more than ^.3,^'J'-' more than average of acco-'j-it-ketipLng farmers in the neighhor-
loodc Iheir succosa is all the more striking because f.n tlaat section of the state
logs do not have as great an advantage as either dairy cattle or poiHtry, Johnston
)Ointed out.
Each of the farms produced about $12,000 worth of pork from 50 brood sows
1930* Both farmers botight large quantities of feed, which was a profitable
3tice since the hogs returned more than $200 for each $100 of feed fed,
"Although it would be unwiee for many operators to produce hogs in an area
irhere hog production is at a d5.sadvantage, it would be unwise for these two farmers
!;o specialize in aaything other than hogs, The consistent success of these two men
|)Ter a long period indicates that their high earnings were the result of management
iind not of luck,"
-M~
Mild Bronchitis Is Serious Menace To Young Chicks
There is a mild form of laryngotracheitis, more commonly called bronchitis,
Irhich may not cause marked symptoms in mature fowls, but which nay spread to S'^otoig
lihicks one to three months old and produce a very severe form of the disease and
jleath, according to a warning by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and
iiygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. One type of the
l.isease is being studied by the college pathologists to protect the poultry industry
iigainst losses, but so far no control measures other than sanitation have been worked
:)ut. The disease is an inflanrnaticn of the larynx and trachea, or windpipe, and is
•ecognized as one of the wor^t obstacles to profits in commercial poultry fattening.
Flock owners raiding yo'oiig chicks can protect them by keeping them away
;'rom mature fowls and thereby avoiding the risk of the mild type of the malady. As
in extra precaution the person caring for the new brood should stay awsy from the
louse where the mature flock is kepto
The mild type of the disease in the mature flock can be detected at night
)y the breathing, wheezirig noise oz chickens on the roost. Mildly infected mature
'owls also can be detected in the daytime if they are watched closely. Suspicious or
oildly infected fowls should be taken from the flock and the house thoroughly disin-
fected, Mr. Graham recommended,
-M-
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"Rich" Illinoig Soils Vary 1,700 Per Cent in Yield
Far from teing universally rich, Illinois' soils vary nearly 1,700 per cent
in what they can jdeld naturally. This is revealed in a summary which the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois has just completed on the 1930 crop yields from
30 of its soil experiment fields scattered over the state. Results are reported in a
bulletin just released, "Crop Yields from Illinois Soil Experiment Fields in 1930,"
by "^ ^. Bauer, chief, soil experiment fields.
The annual acre value of crops from untreated land during the rotation
ending in I93O ranged from $2.15 at Swing to $3S.35 at McNabb, making the difference
of nearly 1,700 per cent in what the soils yield naturally.
No one system of soil treatment gave the best results on all soils. The
net value of crop increases from the "best treatment for each field ranged from $12.75
an acre annually for a combination of manure and limestone at Oquawka to ^3 cents an
acre for manure alone at McNabb,
Between these two extremes the rarJc of the fields, together with the best
treatment for-' each and the net annual acre value of the crop increases were: Ewing,
manure, limestone, $l6.l6; Bloomington, residues, limestone, bone phosphatp, potash,
$15.29; Newton, manure, limestone, $lU.05; Enfield, manure, limestone, $13.97;,
Aledo, residues, limestone, $12. g6; Lebanon, residues, limestone, $12.53; Raleigh,
nianure, limestone, $12. 06; Clayton
,
manure , limestone, $llcg6; Carlinville, manure,
limestone, $11.57; Elizabethtown, manure, limestone, rock pho sphate , $11. 2g; West
iSalem, manure, limestone, $11.21,
;
Toledo, manure, limestone, $10.69; Oblong, manure, limestone, $P.8U;
iSparta, manure, limestone, $9.53; Carthage, manure, limestone, $g.6'=!; LaMoille,
residues, limestone, $S.2U; Kewanee , manure, limestone, $7«99; Joliet , residues,
limestone, rock phosphate
,
potash, $7.S2; Mount Morris, residues, limestone, $7»S0;
Dixon, manure, limestone, $7.21; Antioch, residues, limestone, bone phosphate, $7.19l
Minonk, residues, limestone, $7.12; Hartsburg, residues, limestone, $6.25? Spring-
valley, manure, limestone, $6.05; Palestine, manure, limestone, legume catch crops,
*5«26; Unionville, mamxre , limestone, $5.6U« and Odin, residues, limestone, $5.6^.
"The range in total crop values ujider the m.ost effective treatments, after
deducting the cost of the treatment, was not so great proportionately as the range
in net increases, the extremes being $^3.30 an acre at Aledo and $10.33 at
Unionville. From the farmer's point of view, however, these figares are of more im-
portance than the value of the increases. It would be much more difficult for a
farmer to meet his expenses and derive profit from $10.33 an acre than it would from
$^3 •30 an acr®. Soils low in natural productivity and low in response to treatment
^11 require the most careful managements"
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Neglected Srape Vines Can Not Produce Q.uallty Fruit
Grapes can be grown in Illinois without particular attention being paid to
Insect and disease control, but if the vines are to be healthy and produce good
crops of quality fruit, it is necessary to practice sanitation in the vineyard and to
spray thoroughly and consistently, says A. S. Colby, chief in small fruit culture at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The first spraying should be rnade Just before the bloom appears to control
berry moth, rose chafer, black rot and anthracnose^ A combination spray of bordeaux
standard strength, and 3 pounds of lead arsenate in 100 gallons of solution may be
used. The second spray, using the same materials, should be put on right after the
bloom has fallen. Grape leaf folder, rootworm and the downy mildew are controlled to
some extent by this spray, as well as the pests already mentioneda Another spray made
ten days after the fall of the blooro will give additional protection. It differs
from the first two in that double strength arsenate of lead at the rate of U pounds
in 100 gallons of liquid is recommended in combination with the standard bordeaux
spray.
In some cases a fourth application three weeks after the bloom has fallen
is necessary to control grape pests. The same spray mixture is recommended as for
the third except where leaf hoppers are presents In this case nicotine sulfate at
the rate of 1 pint in 100 gallons of solution should be added. The leaf hoppers havn
to be hit by the spray or they will not be effectively controlled. An angle nozzle
should be used and the underside of the leaves sprayed thoroughly.
Many of the common grape troubles may be kept down by sanitary measures.
(Headlands, fence rows and surrounding areas where leaf hoppers live before migrating
1 to the grape leaves in spring should be burned. Also raspberry plants should not be
planted near grapes, as the former provide temporary quarters for leaf hoppers while
i they are waiting for the grape leaves to grow to good size. Cultivation often and
1
early during the growing season followed by the sowing of a cover crop in August aids
;i in destroying the immature form of the root worm, berry moth and. part of the vine*
ii carrying diseases such as black rot, anthracnose and the mildew.
Skill , and tTot Money , Secret of This Livestock Success
Starting out with only a small investment in breeding animals, Mather
Brothers, of Mason County, have developed purebred livestock which has won its
share of honors against the best collections which money could assemble, according
"o E. T. Eobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
,
ITaiversity of Illinois. Their success is a credit to their ability as stockmen and
•| proves that skill, and not money, develops herds. Their ability is a combination of
:j native capacity, college training and experience, Eobbins said.
The two brothers, Manley Be and Leslie E. , were graduated from the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois in I9I3 and since then have developed high-
class herds of Shorthorns and Duroc Jerseys and a choice collection of Percherons.
"fear by year their name has gained added prominence in the show rings. Their invest-
ment in breeding stock has been small. Quality at moderate price was SD'aght at the
start. The beginning was made with only a few animals of acceptable pattern. Sub>-
sequent purchases have been few.
Now their animals of each breed are of remarkable uniform type, Robbins
reported. The long list of prizes they have won in many of the largest livestock
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Yegretables Now Sold in Bunches Under Newer Standards
Ten years ago it wasn't nearly as Important to tie vegetaMes in 'b-unches
for market as it is now, according to J. P. McColl-um of the horticultiiral department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Better grading and "better handling
have brought the change. Bunching is now practiced with all the early root crops,
green onions, asparagus, kohlrabi, rhubarh
,
parsley, leeks, celery and sometimes
sweet corn and various other products of the garden.
"Ths vegetables should be bunched and handled so as to present an attrac-
tive appearance. To this end it is desirable that they be packed into marketing
containers with as little delay as possible after they are harvested. Bjcposure to
the hot sun and dry winds wilt the tops and shrivel the roots. Consequently, just as
soon as vegetables are harvested they should be shaded and cooled.
"since bunching is done primarily for convenience in handling in retail
stores, the bunches should be of the proper sizes for the ultimate consumer. Vege-
tables making up each bunch should be carefully graded and selected so as to increase
the uniformity and attractiveness of the product.
"As the vegetables are likely to be wilted and dirty, they should be washed,
preferably after bunching, in running water. Unless the roots are badly caked with
dirt, they may be rinsed in a tank of water. However, the water should be changed
often to prevent the spread of decay organisms and to insure cleanliness."
-M-
New U. of I_. plan for Milk House Popular ^ith Dairym.en
,
A milk house plan recently issued by the College of Agriculture, University
'jof Illinois is proving so popular with dairymen that more thxan one-third of 10,000
imilk houses recently erected in the St. Louis territory has been built like it, ac-
icording to E. G. Johnson, farm mechanics extension specialist. Dairymen in that
jterritory turned to the plan when the St. Louis Board of Health recently secured an
•ordinance requiring a separate milk house or milk room for each dairy bam and
setting up standards of construction for such houses.
While the plan for the house has been extensively used in the St. Louis
area, it also will meet the minimum health reqiiirements of most cities in and adja-
cent to Illinois at a low cost for house and overhead. The. house was designed so
that if kept painted it will be attractive. It is simple enough so that anyoue
accustomed to using tools can build it at a minimum expense.
The plan for the house and the general requirements of milk houses are
printed in the form of a regular college circular, No. 37I. The authors are W. A.
Foster, assistant chief in rural architecture; H. A. Euehe, head of the dairy
department, and C. S. Ehode, dairy extension specialist. The circular includes
^1 Specifications for the house and a bill of materials. The house is S by S feet in
': size.
-M-
Guemsey Breeders Plan Field Day at Grangemead June 2T
One of the state's well krio^m Guernsey dairy cattle breeding establishments
t
which is made up primarily of imported animals is to be the scene of a field day to
be held June 23 by the Illinois Guernssy Cattle Breeders' Association, it is announced
;by C. S. Fho'?.8, dairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
jof Illinois and chairman of the event. The place selected is Grangemead Farm, omied
by F. K. Babson, St. Charles. Plans are being made for approximately 1,000 Guernsey
breeders and boosters. The program will feature officials of the state and national
Guernsey organizations. Earnest Sass, Hocpeston, is president of the state associa-
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Best Hens Still Pay A Tidy Profi
.
t, When Others Lose
Illinois hens that were given a chance held up their end of the farm earn-
ings -under the stress of 1930 conditions "by paying average profits of $l,6l a hen.
Records kept Isy 2^6 farm flock owners in cooperation iTith the extension service of the
College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois have just "been stmmarized. The average
profits of $l,bl a hen were paid by the one—third highest flocks in the grot?). In
contrast, the one-third lowest flocks lost money at the rate of 59 cents a hen, while
the average for the entire grov^i of 2U6 flocks was a profit of 6U cents a hen,
Ovmers of the one—third highest flocks kept up their profits in the face of
1930 conditions by taking ad.vantage of low feed costs, getting more eggs and increas-
ing their e.fficiency generally, it was e^^lained by H. H. Alp, poultry extension
.specialist of the college. Hens in the one—third highest flocks laid an average of
135 eggs each during the year, while those in the one-third lowest flocks averaged
only 111 eggs. The average egg yield for the 2U6 flocks was 126 eggs a hen. There
v7as an average of 197 hens in the one-third highest flocks, 139 l^ens in the one-third
loT7est and IS5 hens in the 2kS flocks.
Feed costs in the one-third highest flocks totaled $2 a hen as against
$1.99 a hen for the entire grot^) of 2U6 flocks and $2,17 a hen for the one-third low-
est flocks. However, the feed cost for each dozen eggs was five cents less in the
one-third highest flocks than it was in the one-third lowest flocks. It took 1§ cents
:7orth of feed for each dozen eggs in the one-third highest flocks, 23 cents in |he
one-third lowest flocks and I9 cents as an average for the entire 2U6 flocks, ihese
figures include feed cost of growing young stock.
The one-third hi^est flocks returned $1,07 for each hour of labor spent on
tliem ifhile the one-third lowest farms paid only 6 cents for each hour of labor and the




To See How Treatments Bpost^ '7;alue Of Land
Soil treatments which in one case increased the value of land from $273 to
$U49 an acre will be explained to farmers -in a series of meetings which the College of
Agricultiire , University of Illinois will hold on five of its soil experiment fields,
June 22 to 26, The schedule iss Bloomington, McLean county, June 22; Hartsburgj Logan
1 county, June 23; Aledo, Mercer county, June 2U; Kewanee, Henry county, June 25 » and
(Minonk, Woodford county j June 26,
Each of the meetings will start at 1;30 pam, , and representatives of the
'College will be present to explain the experimental work and show farmers how they cem.
use the results for getting better paying crop yields on their own farms. The meetings
^•111 be open to all interested.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muufokd, Director,
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Farmers Now Qo. Biigjlit On Meeting During Busy S-ummer
Pampers and their families used to think they couid not afford to take time
for meetings during the busy summer months, but this too, is now an old-fashioned idea,
( according to D. E, Lindstrom, assistant in rural sociology at the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois, The feeling among tliem now is that they can not afford
not to have meetings during the sunmer months, llready farm organizations in eleven
'. counties are making plans for summer meetings, and the idea is growing, he reported,
I The co'onties include Mams, Jersey, Pike, Chainpaign, Macon, Monroe, Effingham, Eender-
I son, Ford, Schuyler and Livingston,
Regular program committees of the county organizations have "been working on
the meetings and in some of the ccunties have planned the programs in detail. Most of
, them include community sirring, reports on farming and homemaMng projects which dif-
ferent members are carrying on in cooperation with the extension service of the agri-
-cultural college, U-H club work, topics of current interest, and an informal social
}xovx with refreshments.
Even with more meetings being held by farm people, there is no shortage of
live topics about' which to talk, Lindstrom said. For one thing, June is a harvest-
planning month,, Such things as harvest labor and wages, prospects as to prices and
favorable times for marketing can always be ccrunted upon to stir "op lively discjssions,
June also is f^e month to plan the annual co"anty-wide picnic. The best plan is to
^ve each tinlt of the county organization some part in making xnp the picnic program*
liegislation of interest to farmers is another headliner for June meetings. Eight now,
income tax proposals are getting a lot of attention. Cultivation of com is another
lie issue for this season of the year, especially when it comes to a discussion of the
kind of power to be used. Farm accounts, soil testing and reports from delegates who
attended the h^ club totir at the University of Illinois undoubtedly will have a place
on many programs of June and July meetings.
Summer time moves many meetings outside on lawns, Lindstrom said. Several
xaiits of the Chan^jaign County Farm Bureau hold all three of the sunmer meetings in the
front yarda of different farm homes
e
—M-
Prime Lapbs Pay Faraier ^dded Profit gtf $2.80 ^ Head,
Added profits of $2, SO a lamb have been pocketed by Harold Sliepard, an
Edwards county farmer, as his premium for raising prime spring lambs, it is reported
by E. T, Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois,
Shepard got an average of $8,^ for each lamb which he included in the first
consignment of graded lambs marketed from Illinois this year. He had seven, five of
which were prime and averaged 82 pounds on the St, Louis market at $11 a hundredweight
and two dioice, averaging 6U pcnxnds at $10,65 a hundj-edweight. No other consignor had
prime lambs. The other lU lambs in the trxick load ranged from culls 1:5) to choice and
brought from $7 to $10e75 a hundredweiglat , or an average of $5.60 a lamb. The $2*S0
more which Shepard got for each of his lambs amounted to 50 percent more than the
average returns from the other lambs, Robbins pointed out,
Shephard's lambs were well-bred and well-fed, according to Robbins, who saw
them. Besides this, their tails were docked. There were no buck lambs among the
seven, all of them being wethers and eweso Shepard* s case proves the importance of
f selecting thick, short-legged breeding sheep and then trimming the lambs to suit
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Mange Is G-aining Foothold As P^ Menace In Illinois
Mange in pigs, a disease wMch. can take a heavy toll in profit, is slowly
•gaining a foothold on many Illinois farms, j-odging from the n-um"ber of inqtiiries re-
ceived by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois during the past 6o days.
If pigs waste feed, gain slowly and their skin becomes rough and wrinkled,
the disease may he present. However, a microscope is needed to detect the mange
mites. If affected pigs are on pasture, the symptoms are not always pronounced, hut
when such pigs are put in the feedlot this fall, they will make unsatisfactory gains,
Now is the time to treat pigs before the disease gets a foothold, accordir^
; to Dr. W. A. flames, assistant in animal pathology and hygiene. One part of lime and
;
sulfur dip to 30 parts of water is one of the most efficient preparations for the con-
r'tTol of mange mites. Houses and lots including fence posts and gates also must be
„i cleaned and disinfected. The lime and sulfur dip can be prepared by farmers, but
iVeterinarians
'
can siq)ply the concentrated materials,
'It An inprovised dipping tank made out of 60-gallon barrels has been employed
'to many farms for dipping pigs. If only a few litters are affected, hand treatment
with a brush is satisfactory. It often is necessary to repeat the treatment to
exterminate the disease in many herds. However, repeated dipping during the svunner
57ill pay in feed saved and in increased profits from hogs marketed this fall.
Veterinarians in different localities of the state can give more detailed
i,lnformation on the control of this parasitic disease, Dr. James recommended.
Wide Bange Found In Stand And Yield Of Spy Varieties
Varieties of soybeans vary widely in stand when seeded at the same rate in
irill rows, but variations in stand do not influence the yield of all varieties alike,
,Chis has been brought out in further studies of the problem by C. M. Woodworth, chief
jln plant breeding at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Five
Irarieties, Ilsoy, Wilson V, Peking, Virginia and Illini were planted in rows with the
irill set to sow at the same rate for each variety. Sixty-four one-foot sections of
irow of each variety were compared for variations in stand and yield.
In the case of the Peking variety there was a gradual upward trend in yield
16 the number of plants in a one-foot section increased. The highest yield was pro-
luced by a single section containing 26 plants. Seventeen plants a section gave as
ligh a yield of this variety as any higher nvimber of plants vp to 25.
In the Wilson V variety a single section with 12 plants yielded highest,
fith this exception sections with 10 vap to as high as 30 plants yielded about the same.
The trend in yield in the case of the Virginia variety was -upward as the
lumber of plants a section increased. The highest yield was from sections containing
ly and 19 plants. Hence, it would be assumed that seedings of this variety should be
it this rate in order to give the highest yield.
The highest yield of the Illini variety was from sections containing 11
slants. There was considerable variation in the Ilsoy variety, the highest yield be-
ing produced by a section with I3 plants. Sections containing 12 plants a foot yielded
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Illinois' Majgy Forest Fires Taken As Necessary Evil
Illinois has plenty of forest fires, "but not mjich of a stir is created "by
them becaxise ths-y are taicen as a matter of course, says !« Ee Sawyer j forestry exteii«*
Bion specialist of the College of Agricult-ure, University of Illinois and the Illinois
State Natural History Sorv^, Practically the entire timbered area of the state bums
over periodically, he said. Many of these wooded areas are set intentionally by the
owners, many are set accidentally by hunters and cafl5)ers and still others are fired
from adjacent fields that are being burned over in the spring of the year,
A fire in the farm woods net only destroys much valuable standing timber,
but kills the young growth, increases soil erosion, reduces stream flow and the flow of
springs during dry weather. In addition, a fire will reduce the fertility of the wood-
land soil and may bum the fences and buildings, Continued burning of many areas of
farm woods is directly responsible for high waters and floods so prevalent through
parts of the United States,
Protection of the average farm woods is a con^jaratively simple matter, for
the majority^of them are so located that they can be reached quickly in case a fire
breaks out, A fire line is easily built and will prevent fires which start within the
area from spreading over the entire piece and also will prevent fires from the outside
entering the area,
A fire line consists of a strip of ground that has been plowed up, disked or
in other ways broken until the mineral soil is exposed. In Illinois this strip should
be from five to eight feet wide, A line of this type should first bo constructed
1 around the entire stand of timber and then the area itself divided into four or more
portions by others of these lines.
An. ordinary walking plow with a team, a gang plow with a tractor or a disk
harrow, preferably of the cutaway type, may be used in building the fire line. Special
fire line plows have been devised for use where large blocks are to be protected from
fire. After the line has been plowed or disked around and througli the farm woods, it




C.ostly Insect Damage To Stored Grain Could Be Reduced
Farmers in Illinois lose between 25,000 and 30,000 bushels of wheat annually
through ravages of the granary weavil, the .4ngoumois grain moth and other stored grain
insects, it is reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by J, H».
Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, Much of
this loss is preventable, he said. All grain bins and other storage rooms should be
thoroughly cleaned before the new crop is put into them„ The insects live in the
grain refuse and dust in the comers and cracks. These places shGuM be carefully
swept and brushed out. The bins should then be scrubbed. Hot st^csn^i soap suds or
lye water are good materials with which to wash the bin. After the graiX' is stored
the bin should be closed as tightly as possible without destroying- iiie circulation,




Printed ia furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuuFOSQ, Director.
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Small G-rains No Match For Com
.tod Legumes As Feed
With, new wheat starting helow 50 cents a "bushel, oats around 25 cents,
barley around 35 cents and com about the same price as new wheat, all grains are now
on a feed basis so far as price is concerned, says R. E. Hudelson, extension specialist
in farm organization and management at the College of Agriculttire, University of Il~
linois. However, small grains like oats, wheat and baxley can not conpete with com
and legumes as feed producers , he pointed out.
With 100 pounds of digestible nutrients in oats or wheat costing arouoid
$2,50 as against $1,30 in com and about $lo05 in clover hajr, the disadvantage of
small grain crops is clearly evident. One small grain in a crop rotation is necessary
as a ntirse crop, but it seems clear that few if any crop rotations in central Illinois
can economically contain more than one small grain.
Figures kept by account-keeping farmers in Chairpaign county showed that it
cost them $1,31 a hundred pounds to produce digestible feed in corn, $2,51 a hundred
potinds in oats, $2,1+5 a hundred pounds in wheat and $2ol5 a hundred pounds in soybean
seed, Ihese costs are figured with no allowance for the feed in the straw and stover.
Of the four crops named, oats straw contains more digestible feed than the straw or
stover of the other crops. This, together with a greater palatability of oats straw,
makes oats better than wheat from a feed standpoint, Oats has the added advantage of
following corn conveniently in the crop rotation, while wheat can not be sown after
corn satisfactorily.
Soybeans as vsoi for seed production have cost about $2,15 ^ hundred pounds
for the digestible feed contained in the seed, Ihis is cheaper than the digestible
feed in wheat or oats by about 35 cents a hundred potinds. Soybeans also have the ad-
vantage of containing more protein, which commands a higher price.
Soybeans and other legumes, however, furnish feed cheaper in the form of hajr
than in seed, A two-ton crop of clover gives about a ton. of digestible nutrient at a
cost of about $1,05 a htindred pounds.
Cost Of Growing 19
,
30 Corp, Totalled 6q gents A Bushel
It cost 60 cents a bushel, or more than the crop is now bringing, to grow
com in 1930 in the heart of the corn-producing counties of Illinois, according to re-
sults of cost studies made by the farm organization and management department of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, !I!his cost was on a groi:?) of farms
Tifeere the crop was hand-picked. Costs were somewliat higher on a few farms in the same
counties where mechanical corn pickers were usedo
Costs were 10 cents a bushel higher in 1930 than in the two preceding years,
largely because the drouth reduced yields. The crop averaged only 39*5 bushels an
acre in 1930, as con5)ared to 50 bushels an acre in I92S and I929.
The average cost of 60 cents a bushel includes a rental charge eqxial to 5 per
cent on capital in land valued from $150 to $200 an acre. Farm labor in growing the
crop cost 25 cents an hour and horse labor I3 cents an hour. These were considerably
lower labor rates than prevailed the year before and resulted in very materially lower-
ing the cost of growing an acre of corn over the previous year, according to R, E,
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Graj-n Profits E,o_w Too Slim jgig, Let Rats Damage Crop
At present prices for grain, farmers can ill afford to take aiiy more losses
( ty lettin^v rats damage the crop, says &. Co OderMrk, rodent specialist of the Federal
Biological Survey, who is cooperating with the Illinois State Natural History Survey
and the College of Agriculture, Ubiversity of Illinois. Now is the time to discourage
these pests from harboring in or near com crihs and other biuldings during the fall
and winter months, he recommended. This can "be done hy cleaning away old Itunber and
rubbish and removing or leveling the dirt thrown tip by rats beneath the floors of
buildings.
Before com cribs and granaries are filled, repairs should be made with
rat-proof building material wherever possible. Using concrete, meshed wire, and
sheet metal in building or remodeling com cribs and granaries will prevent mice as
well as rats from damaging stored grain. Although it costs more to use such materials,
there will be enough savings in a few years to more than pay for the added cost of
maldng buildings rat proof.
Eats and mice catise severe losses to sacked grain and feed which can be re-
duced or entirely eliminated by making a small feed room rat-proof. Suggestions for
rat-proofing are contained in Farmers' Bulletin l6g3» which may be had without cost
from county farm advisers or the Illinois State Natural History Survey, Urbana,
Quality Will Set Size Of Profit s On Sumner Apples
Southern Illinois' crop of Transparent and Duchess early summer apples is
in excellent condition, it is reported by R, S, Marsh, horticultural extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The trees are
vigorous and the fruit has been thinned so that good size is assured when the crops
are harvested. The first carlot of Transparents was shipped June 16,
"Tub bushel baskets with liners and pads will be the popular package for
fl-ummer ^ples this season. Neatly faced apples showing no bruises should find a
ready sale at a fair price on the market,
"These early summer apples should be carefully handled during harvesting
and packing, as they bruise easily,. Research work in 1928 showed Duchess to be worth
20 cents more a boishel when hand-graded than when machine-graded, because of the
bruising from the grading machinery. Hand-grading and careful picking will enable
growers to put a product of superior appearance on the market
^
"Some growers are planning to use a brush or wiper on these summer apples
so they will be clean and attractive^ Brushing summer apples is a questionable
practice and can not be recommended because of their susceptibility to bruising. The
tender skin of these summer varieties also would be subject to irgury,"
^-
Illinois Peach Crop Freer Than Usual From Curculip
Thanks to the drouth of last summer, the I93I peach crop, judging from
present indications, will be freer than usual from worms of the plum curculio, it is
! reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by S, C« Chandler,
assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey^
Under the circ^Jmstances, it will not be worth while to apply more than the
nxttnber of sprays called for by the Illinois spray schedule. No poison spray need be
^>plied during June after the first three regular applications of the season have been
;put on. Some growers are questioning the necessity of using arsenate of lead in the
' month-before-harvest spray. Further information on this will be issued later after a
.study of the situation has been made just previous to harvest, Chandler said.
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y.a.rm Jolkis Taking To Acting Urge In Ojie-Act Plays
The farm foUcs in Illinois are "falling" for the universal -urge of acting,
says D, E, Lindstrom, assistant in rural sociology at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, In a new circular which he has just written on the subject,
"Dramatics for Farm Folks", he reports that plays, particularly one-act ones, are
coming to form an important part of many country comraunity programs. The circular
was prepared as a manual for use of rural grotgjs desiring to produce one-act plays.
An increasing number of appropriate plays, tetter means of coimiunication and
a growing desire for grot?) entertainment make it possible for play production to form
an integral part of the social life of every rural community, the circular points out.
The chief obstacle confronting rural grovps wishing to produce plays is a lack of
knowledge of the necessary steps.
Those with a tendency to take play production too lightly must be cautioned
that few entertainments can be quite so terrible as bad amateur dramatics, nor can
anything be quite so delightful as an amateur play produced even with the sinplest
skill, the author points out.
Some of the steps necessary in putting on a play which are outlined and
discussed in the circular, are: finding a suitable play, selecting a coiqpetent director,
organizing a working production staff, choosing a suitable, willing cast, getting a
thorough understanding of the play, making rehearsals count and obtaining adequate
stage properties, lighting, costumes and makei?) facilities.
This ^ Sppd Year To Put I^ Sheaf Oats For feeding
Low prices for new oats combined with a hay acreage ^ich is much below
aormal makes this a good year in which to cut down on the threshing and feed bills by
making and storing sheaf oats, according ta E, T, Bobbins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Sheaf oats will
take the place of both hay and grain for horses and other farm stock. They will make
a fine feed to use along with soybean hay, a large acreage of which will be cut this
year, \
The oats should be cut as soon as they are ripe enough to cxare out soundly
in the bundle, Grood sheaf oats can not bo made from fields in which there is an extra
tieavy growth of sweet clover, GJhe green cut sweet clover moulds in the butt of the
bundles. Sheaf oats should preferably be stored in the mow. Piling them so that they
io not come in contact with hay stored in the mow or with the side walls will do much
to keep down mouse damage, Hydrated lime scattered over the bundles at the rate of
about 7 pounds for each ton of bundles as they are put away also discourages the nv&e.
Last year's sheaf oats are still being fed to horses on the college farm. They eat
them with a relish, since there is no taint of "mousiness,"
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress, May 8, 1914. H. \V. MvurOKO, Director.
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Plant Lice Will Bo Attackirg VegetaTjle Crops Soon
Prom now on for the rest of the season, vegetable growers must be prepared to
repel attacks of plant lice, or aphids, or else take a loss on their crops, according
to a warning "by Lee A, Somers, vegetable gardening extension specialist of the College
of Agricultiore, University of Illinois, During Jiily the melon aphids, which attack
niuskmelons and cuctttntiers, are almost sure to appear in large numbers. In August and
September the turnip aphids are almost sure to be thick,
"Since aphids are sucking insects they can not be controlled by stomach
poison but must be controlled by a contact insecticide. The principal one is nicotine
sulfate, more commonly known as Black Leaf ko. Contact insecticides must hit the in-
sect to do their work. This is difficult unless the sprayer or duster is equipped with
an i:?)ttimed nozzle, since aphids usually are on the lower surface of the leaves,
"Whether Black Leaf UO shall be used in the form of a spray or a dust depends
entirely on the equipment at hand. If there is a fan or a bellows type duster with up~
turned nozzle, the dust should be made of 1 pound Black Leaf Uo and IS pounds hydrated
lime. These may be mixed in an old chum or other enclosed vessel. Adding a dozen or
more smooth pebbles will break up any lunps that may form. If the spray is to be used,
it should be mixed at the rate of 1 large teaspoonful of Black Leaf Uo to 1 gallon of
water. Adding a half teaspoonful of Penetrol to this mixture will give much better
control,"
Cultivating New Trees ALJ. .Summer Hastens Fruiting
I
Any new fruit trees which Illinois orchardists may have planted within the
Ipast three or four years will come into profitable bearing sooner than they otherwise
iTOuLd if they are cultivated throughout the summer, says W, A, Ruth, chief in
pomological physiology at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is
contrary to the practice with old trees. Cultivating old trees in the early growing
season seems to be enough. However, habits of growth in young trees and in old trees
are different. While old trees characteristically form short shoots, many of whidi
form their terminal buds by the time the trees bloom, young trees grow rapidly and
often keep growing into the late summer.
Encouraging shoot growth in young trees is important, because the trees
that grow best at that period come into profitable production soonest. It is not
lecessary to cultivate the whole orchard. In fact, it is better to hoe a circular
space under each tree. The hoeing should be shallow and the space need not be large,
Phe rest of the orchard can be used for another crop. This will avoid the serious
3rosion that comes from cultivating the entire middles.
»
Qpe!Sp. Wheat Or Oats Will. Make Up. For Shortage Of Hay
Fanners whose short supply of last year's hay is gone can now provide cheap
forage of fine quality by cutting either green wheat or oats for hay, says E, T,
bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
[llinois. One farmer, John T, Smith, of Champaign county, is mowing enough green
srheat to make sufficient hay to last until soybeans are ready for hay next fall,
"Small grain crops to be cured for hay should be cut with the mower after
they bloom but before the field turns yellow. The early milk stage of the grain is
ibout right for the best quality hay. Bearded wheat cut at that time has soft beards
:^;iftitch are not objectionable,
"Hay made from wheat or oats is not as nutritious as hay from legumes, but
La better than hay from most grasses. The acre yield is relatively large. On a farm
>here early hay is needed, a few acres of Tuftieat or oats used in this way may pay better
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In This Case One Tomato Worth Mpre Than Pair Of Tliem
,
One good tomato is worth more on the market than a good one and a had' one
together, says J^ W. Lloyd, chief in olericuLtiire at the College of Agrictdt-uxe,
University of Jllinois, It pays to grade tomatoes and work up a special trade for a
high-class produ.-,-*-, he recommended,
"Too mai'y tomatoes are sent to market that are really not marketable, What
is worse, they iis-ually are mixed along with the marketahle stock and thus seriously
interfere with the sale of the good tomatoes. Some people persist in hauling or
shipping to market nearly all the tomatoes they pick, regardless of the fact that
many are misshapen, small, hadly cracked or even leaking, and then wonder \^y the
price of tomatoes is low,
"A fc?7 enterprising growers catering to a special market have heen able to
get good prices for the tomatoes they sell, even T*ien the general market is over-
loaded with ordinary stock and prices generally are low. However, they do not attempt
to market any hut good tomatoes and these are carefully graded and packed, ill the
poor tomatoes are sorted and kept at home idiere they are fed to the hogs and poultry.
By folloT7ing this plan these growers have been able to hold their high-class trade and
make good money out of their tomato crops even when some growers have had to practical-
ly give their tomatoes away,"
G-ives Plan For Overcoming Trouble In Fall Gardening
Seeds in the fall home vegetable garden will germinate even in the dryest
weather under a plan given by Lee A. Somers, vegetable gsirdening extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This is especially welcome in-
formation this year, because gardens are being called -upon to do extra heavy duty.
The most common con^jlaint in fall gardening is that it is hard to germinate seeds dur-
ing dry weather,
Fortunately, the trouble can be overcome in the small area usually devoted
to the fall garden. First, a fine seedbed firm mid free from lunjjs is made with a
mulch of fine soil on the surface. Capillary moisture is always near the surface of
such a bed. The seed furrows are made just as though there was plenty of moisture in
the ground. The bottom of the furrow is moistened thoroughly from a pail of water and
the seed planted immediately in the wet soil. The soil is then covered lightly with
the fine soil from the ridge, care being taken not to pack the soil. A board is then
placed lengthwise on each row. This acts as a mulch to hold the moisture in the ftir-
row. Under this method germination may be obtained even during the most severe
drouth. The boards are taken off as soon as the seed has germinated.
Tliousands Of Communities Lack Convenience And Beauty
Failure to coordinate their living, working and playing requirements has
cranked thousands of American communities and left them lacking in convenience, order
and beauty, Professor Karl B. Lohmann, of the landscape architecture division, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, points out in a new book, "Principles of City
Planning," published by the McG-raw-Hill Book Company, New York.
Professor Lohmann, interested for a number of years in efforts to inprove
urban conditions, has brought together from his e:vperience facts relating to the design
and improvement of streets, parks, playgroimds, airports, transit, transportation,
public buildings, building groups and similar problems confronting American villages,
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j^ Better Tenant M.ethods Woxild Hasten Faiyi^ Prosperity
I^B With more Illinois farms than ever before in history being operated by
I^Wfenants, one key to a more prosperous agriculttire for the state is the better
organization of these farms, says H, C. M, Case, head of the farm organization and
management department, College of Agricul-tiire, University of IllinoiSo Studies which
the college has made show that within the same conmunity there is a difference of
more than $10 an acre in net retiims on different tenant farms. Slightly more than
U3 per cent of all farms in the state are run by tenants.
Farms operated by tenants on the average produce lower crops yields and
keep less livestock than owner-operated farms. Case repoi'tcde This moans that the
total income an acre is less on tenant farms than on owner-operated ones. Of equal
interest is the fact that tenants as a group operate their farms with less labor
cost, less equipment cost and less total ej^jonse than owner»«operators in the same
comnrimity who 'are selling their products on the same market.
Tenant farms as a groi?) nake a larger net return an acre than owner-
operated farms. However, vmen the net income is divided between the two parties,
there usually is not eno"ugh to leave either party entirely satisfied. It is to be
e:!5)ected that .^yields on tenajit farms are declining with a small amount of livestock
being kept, 'Within the past twenty years, even the best soil has begun to show the
effect of continued cropping where little effort has been made to maintain or inprove
the soil. This is especially noticeable on many grain farms that have been rented a
long time.
It is hard for many land owners to make much inprovement on tenant fanns at
the present time^ They are faced with a reduction in crop yields, low returns for
crops sold and if the farms are to bo placed on a more profitable basis, it usually
will mean some additional outlay of capital, Eowover, something can be acconplished
through better organization of tenant farms, as shown by the records where tenants
and owners have worked together to develop a bettor system of farming.
Peaches Will Not. Weed Lead Sprays Prior To Harvegb
UnusTjal scarcity of curculio will make it safe to omit the usual arsenate
of lead sprays one month before harvest in nearly all Illinois peach orchards, ac-
cording to H, W, Andersons associate chief of pomological pathology at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, and W, P, Flint, chief entomologist of the Il-
linois State Natural History Survey, However, three weekly applications of some sul-
fur spray or dust should be put on between a month before harvest and harvest, they
recommend,
"These sprays should contain a wcttable stilfux at the rate of 6 pounds of
actual sulfur to 100 gallons. The standard brands of groTind sulfur or flotation sul-
fur should be used. Dry mix sulfur lime, not dry lime sulfur, may be used in the
first ^plication, but since this contains lime, the ^pearance of the fruit may be
Barred by using it later. Under no conditions should liquid lime sulfur, dry lime
sulfur or bordeaujc mixture be used on peaches,"
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress. May 8. 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Dried Pastxires Challenge F.eedinfi Skill Of Dairymefi
Hot sun and winds during the latter part of Jtme have played havoc with
pastures: in Illinois, says C, S, Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Dairymen consequently will "be called -upon to do
some skillful feeding if they successftilly meet present conditions with a narrow
I
spread between feed prices and the price of dairy products, he pointed out*
It is impossible for high-producing cows to get enough from average pas-
tures this time of year to maintain a high level of production and at the same time
keep in good physical condition. Furthermore , care of cows during the summer has much
1 to do with their production during the rest of the year» Cows poorly fed in summer
can not be e:!^ected to produce efficiently in winter. If pasture alone does not koep
the cows in good working condition and maintain milk production at an efficient level,
jj additional feed will have to be si:?)plied.
Largest net returns will be obtained by feeding according to production at
all times. A grain mixture si:?>plying 12 per cent protein is sufficient when the cows
' are on good, green succulent pasture. However, the grain mixture used to supplement
pasture that is dried vp shovild contain about IS per cent protein.
Heifers, especially, can not be neglected during the summer months, for they
are the making of the dairy herd of tomorrow, Hhode pointed out. The chief aim in
feeding heifers is to develop them into large cows with strong constitutions at as low
a feed cost as possible. Growth should not be sacrificed for more economical feeding.
Pastures may not furnish heifers with enough nutrient for best growth. Any properly
balanced mixture for the milking herd may be used for the heifers.
Wheat Is Oiving Pine Results P^or Illinois Feeders
,.
Wheat, vdaich is still on a feed basis so far as price is concerned, is giving
:b fine results for Illinois farmers who are feeding it to hogs and cattle, it is reported
\', by E, T, Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Their success is in line with ej^eriment station tests which always
. have shown that wheat is a good feed. It gives best results when coarsely grouad. It
ij may be fed to hogs either dry or wet.
Out of 111 hog reports sent to Robbins, a total of k2 farmers reported feed-
ing wheat in amounts ranging from "some" to 2,000 bushels. The J,G who reported the
tl Euaount, fed a total of 9,020 bushels, or an avcr?^e of 25I bushels each. Two fed the
wheat whole and 39 fed it ground. Seven fed it wet and 3I fed it dry in self feeders,
., One reported poor results, two, fair; twenty-three
,
good or equal to com, and seven,
1 fine, very good or bettor than corn.
Fneat gives good results even if it replaces all the com in the ration for
hogs or half the com for cattle^, Feeders caja afford to pay the same price for a
I
bushel of wheat as fox a bushel of com for hogs oi' cattle jin the opinion of Robbins,
He assxcnes that there Tuill be an additional ob&sge of perhaps 10 per cent of the
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Skimping on Feed Delays Profits on GroTving Poultry
Many poultry floc''c owners who short-ra.tion their growing floc^c during the
summer can not use feed prices as an excuse this year, says H. H. Alp, poultry ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Suitable
home-mixed rations can be mixed in many cases for as low as '^1.50 a hundred pounds
this year, he said.
Being stingy with feed slows up growth of young stock. Cockerels fed all
they would eat weighed 5 '73 x)ounds at 2U weeks of age, while cockerels fed only 18
percent of all they would eat weighed hut 1.02 "Dounds at 2U weeks.
Although chickens may he grown to maturity on an all-raash ration, this may
not be practical under farm conditions. The all-mash ration has served its most
useful purpose by the time the chicks are eight weeks old and it may well be sup-
plemented with grain from that time on. Grain feeding may be started as soon as
the chicks are big enough to eat wheat. Shelled corn may be included in the grain
mixture as soon as the chicks are old enough to eat it.
The best proportions of grain and mash for rapid and economical growth at
different ages are: 6 weeks - 5 pcr cent grain, 95 per cent mash; 8 weeke - 10 per
cent grain, 90 per cent mash; 10 weeks - 20 per cent grain, SO per cent mash; 12
weeks ~ 30 per cent grain, 70 per cent mash; lU weeks - Uo per cent grain, 60 per
cent mash; I6 weeks - 50 per cent grain, 50 per cent mash; 18 weeks - 60 per cent
grain, Uo per cent mash, and 20 weeks - 70 per cent grain, 30 per cent mash, and
22 weeks and older, 75 per cent grain and 25 per cent mash.
-M-
Mght Pastures Cut Horse Costs , Build Up Efficiency
With horses .doing a big share of the farm work in Illinois this year, it
will be cheaper and will keep them more comfortable to turn them into pasture on
summer nights, saj^s E. T. Robbins
,
livestock extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois A small pasture near the barn is a great con-
venience for this purpose. The horses cool off during the night and drink water as
they need it. Usually they keep much cleaner than when confined in their stalls.
When the horses are turned out, the stables are cleaner and have loss flies.
There also is less currying to do. The fact is that men who work six, eight or twelve
horses in one team clean only the shoulders, necks and backs of their horses. Horses
turned out at night maintain a fairly neat appearance even with this little currying.
Feed which the pasture saves is a big item in a season. With the horses
in the pasture for the night, they are left there the next day unless needed for
work. This saves grain and agrees with the horses. They need less grain anjmay when
idle so as to avoid azoturia, a disease Aj^hich kills fficiny horses which are full fed in
stables while idle for a few days. Horses like to gather their own feed in the pas-
ture. That feed is cheaper than grain and hay which has taken labor in cultivating,
harvesting, storing, and feeding.
-M-
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Discover Serious Srain Disease In Illinois Fields
Discovered for the first time in Illinois, "take-all," a destructive disease
of small grains, has heen found this season in fotir Edwards coTJnty rye fields, it is
announced hy Dr. Benjamin Koehler, assistant chief in crop pathology at the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Wheat, barley and rye, of whidi Illinois grows a total of about 2,700,000
acres, all. are attacked and heavily damaged by the disease. It causes a rot of the
roots and base of the stems. Plants begin to die early in the spring and others die
at various stages of development xcp to harvest time.
There were fine stands of grain last fall in all four of the fields in which
Ihe disease was discovered this season, but by harvest time this summer the disease
actually took all in one field, less than one head of grain to the sqiiare yard being
loft/^ ^e farmer was convinced that it would not pay to harvest the crop. In the
SGcoild field the loss was about three-fourths and in tho other two, about onewhalf,
Ihe disease was known to occur in a number of other states, notably Kansas
and New York, before it was found in Illinois, A serious now disease discovered in
Madison county in I919 was thought to bo take-all, but it later proved to bo a virus
disease which was entirely unlaiown vp to that time,
!Ehe viinis disoasf , \Aiich has been named rosette, is now being controlled
effeptiyely through the use of resistant varieties, but a control for the real take-
all ha^ot yet been foundj Dr, Koehler said.
Country' s Plant Doctors To Totir Southern Illinois
iEhe country's "plant doctors," members of the American Fhytopathological
Society, will study fruit diseases in one of the most interesting fruit and vegetable
sections in the United States when they meet at Cairo, 111. , July 22, for their third
annual summer toior and plant disease conference, it is announced by Dr, H. W, Ander-
son, associate chief of pomological pathology at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois and chairman of the event,
There are 750 members of the society, all of whom are interested in plant
iiseaso problems, and more than 100 of them are o:!!poctcd to participate in the tour
and conference. It will end at Vincennes, Ind, , July 3I. Cities on the route of the
:tour include Carbondale, Harrisburg, Cai*mi and G-rossville, 111., and Hew Harmony,
fcid, , in addition to Cairo and Vincennes,
Adding interest to the route of the tour is the fact that it includes the
dome of tho late Psjrker Earlc, tho first man to ship fruit to market in refrigerator
icars, and P, S. Earle, his son, famous for his collections of new species of fungi.
Dthcr attractions are the scenic country along U. S. route 51» some of the country's
largest peach and opplc orchards, the historical Rappito settlement of New Harmony,
the effect of extremely low temperatures during the winter of I929-3O and the effects
:3f the drouth of I93O,
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Livestock Lease Is a Profit Booster to Tenant Farms
Livestock leases are the key to bigger profits on Illinois' high percentage
of tenant farms provided hoth landoTmer and tenant have confidence in each other, Icnow
the best farm practices and are willing to follow them out, saj.d H. C. M» Case, head
of the farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, fhe question of accepting a livestock lease hinges vapon how efficient
the operator will ho in handling livestock,
"It must he recognized that in many cases land is producing much less than
formerly throvighout the com belt and that some means must be adopted for improving
the soil. Every farmer knows that livestock farming is one way in which this can be
done and done perhaps more quickly than without livestock. There is the additional
incentive of getting increased income Tdien livestock is well handled. Many grain
farms which need in^jrovement at the present time will necessarily require the spend-
ing of additional money in building up the soil and providing more equipment if more
livestock is to be produced,
"Under these conditions landlords and tenants who are considering the live-
stock lease would do well to consider how economically they can equip their farms for
handling livestock and to consider carefully the kinds of livestock which they can
best introduce from the standpoint of the farm itself and the market outlet for the
iproduct, Diere axe many farms where the livestock lease is a success from the stand-
point of both partieso This speaks well for developing more livestock leases where
;tho landlord and the tenant have confidence in each other and aro willing to give the
added attention required for developing a system of livestock farming as compared with
a system of grain farming. It m.ust not be overlooked, however, that a system of live-
stock farming with the stock poorly handled is loss profitable than grain farming,"
-M-
ITow Fruit Moth Threatens Little Damage This Season
There is little chance of serious froit infestation this year from the
oriental fruit moth, which is a newcomer among Illinois orchard pests, although with
favorable conditions as in I929 there is some possibility of commercial damage just
"before peach picking, W, P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural
History Siirvey, has reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
This was the agreement of entomologists of Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, and
the federal fruit insect laboratory at Vincennes , Ind. , as a result of field observa-
tions at a conference recently held at Vincennes, he said.
Present conditions show slight infestation of twigs with indications of
gradual increase under somewhat unfavorable seasonal conditions.
Clipping of infested twigs, even in moderate infestations, is not a prac-
tical means of checking fruit worm abundance, the entomologists agreed. Experiments
indicate the possible value of dusting, Tlie usual fungicide dust for brown rot, ap-
plied three weeks before harvest, followed by a second application one week before
j
harvest will have some value in limiting late injury to fruit by the worms. The new
;-lllinois 6O-U0-5 sulphur-lime-oil dixst has given better protection against the fruit
I
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gurplus Of Fruit Has Put Fremj-um On Quality Crops
There are prospects for a s'orplus of small fruits this year, and only high~
grade products will sell at a profit to growers, says A, S, Colby, chief in small
fruit culture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Many buyers want large strawberries, although some medium-sized varieties
of sv^ierior flavor are gaining popularity. Black raspberries are still in demand,
but the public is becoming more accustomed to the reds each year. Dessert quality is
sacrificed somewhat for shipping quality where distance markets are concerned. How-
ever, the Blakemore strawberry is a new variety which appears to carry well in ship-
ments and holds 1?) much better than the older varieties when canned. The Poorman
gooseberry is being found superior to the older sorts by a number of Illinois growers.
The Latham red raspberry is being extensively planted in this state. It is a good
shipper and more productive and less subject to certain diseases than the older
varieties.
Even quality varieties can not produce quality fruit unless they have good
care as regards cultural operations, including tillage or mulching, protection from
insect pests and intelligent pruning and training.
Next, the frijiit must be picked at the right stage of development and placed,
not thrown, into clean baskets which should be filled out well to the corners. If
the fruit is to be shipped to a distant market, it should be picked a trifle early.
Picking should be done in the morning before the sun is high and hot. The fruit
should be placed in a cool place. The hot sun and wind will scald raspberries and
gooseberries and turn blackboriT.es red.
The more perishable fruits like red raspberries usually are packed in pints.
No small fruit should be packed in packages larger than quarts unless jam is wanted,
Colby said. Transportation to market must be carefully done. Short distances, smooth
roads and good springs aro essential. The crates should be covered with white canvas
or similar material to keep the berries as cool and free from dust as possible. The
crates should not be allowed to slide around or some of the berries will be crushed.
School Buildings Become Tar^cet Of White Ant Damage
TOiite ants, or termites, which are doing between four and five million dol-
lars damage every year to buildings in Illinois seem to have taken a special liking
for school buildings during the past few years, it is reported to the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois by W. P, Flint, chief entomologist of the Illi«-
nois State Natural History Survey, Report after report has come in from terms and
cities in central and southern Illinois stating that school buildings, particularly
high school buildings, were infested and being damaged by termites. In some cases
the cost of repairing such damage has amo\mted to several thousand dollars , he said»
Many farm buildings, residences and business buildings, as well as school
houses, have been hit in the extensive damage done by the insects. It could all be
prevented by taking a few simple precautions when the buildings are erected, accord-
ing to Flint, The Natural History Survey and the Experiment Station of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, have full directions for termite-proofing
buildings. They also will give directions for combating or cleaning out termite
infestations in buildirigs. In addition to riddling buildings, termites are causing
heavy losses by attacking fence posts and other posts.
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Abstracts on the uiliy.t Sit\in.tion
4^ the 1931 V7heat crop is being harvested and plans being made for the 1932
crop, information regarding the world crop of Trheat is of interest to Illinois
farmers. The following materials have been abstracted from the sources indicated by
R. C. Hose, extension specialist in agricultural economics at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, They are reproduced here without comment in order
to bring pertinent facts to the attention of farm advisers, interested farmers., and
farm leadei-s. Similar materials relating to other farm products will be issued
from time to time.
Production and Carryover
(Prom World Wheat Prospects, June 30 ; 1931 » Bureau of Agricult-'Jiral Economics
U, S. Department of Agriculture)
"The si^iply of wheat depends upon the carryover from the crop year now
closing and the size of the new crop. Present prospects indicate a world carryover
somewhat larger than last year, and a world crop substantially smaller. Altogether
world sv5)plies of wheat are likely to be more than 25O million bushels smaller than
for the previous season. This is based on early indications « and later developments
may be expected to necessitate revisions in the estimate," (page l)
"Tho-ugh no bun^jer crop is expected this year the very large stocks remaining
in the exporting couidtries indicate a fairly large world supply even though yields
should be very low in some cotmtries," (page 2)
"In North America, due to the very poor condition of spring wheat in the
Ifoited States and Canada ^ a reduction as conipared with last year of about 200 million
bushels in the total wheat crop is indicated despite a very large prodioction of win-
ter wheat in the United States, In Europe a total production a little larger than
that of last year is to be expected, the increase amounting to perhaps 20 million
bushelSo Crops generally are larger in the importing countries and smaller in the
e3?)orting countries than they were in 193O." (page 3)
"For the five-year period 1923-24 to 1927-2S ten countries each produced an
average of more than 100 million bushels of wheat annuallj'-. These coTrntries in the
order of their production during that period were as follows: United States, Russia,
Canada, India, France, Argentine, Italy, Spain j Australia, and Germany, In 1930"31
Eumania and Turkey also exceeded 100 million bushels of wheat production and the
order of the other coTmtries was somewhat changed, (pages ^5)
(From Foreign Crops and Markets, July 13 , 1931 j Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, U, S, D, A,)
"Spring sowing in Russia to June 20 amounted to 235,486j300 acres compared
* with 212,506,000 acres at the same time last year. Of this spring wheat acreage
amounted to 62,516,300 acres and barley and oats 5^,833,000 acres. Full execution
of the planned increase in Siberia is said to be imposcible. Harvesting of winter
wheat began in Crimea and the southern section of North Ca.ucasus around June 22,
Hot winds have deteriorated the condition of winter cereals somewhat in the eastern
section of the middle Volga region but the entire region is reported average,"
(page Uh)
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"Bxissian crop reports during the last half of June indicate deterioration of
spring cereals and present outlook (July 9) for spring wheat is not promising,"
(page U3)
{2rom Foreign Crops and l.Iarkets,' Junfe.S, 1931 i Bureau of Agriculttiral
Economics, U, S. D. A.)
"Seeding of rrheat and other grains in Argentina is progressing satisfactor-
ily. Some reduction in acreage, notably wheat, is contemplated to the extent of 5
to 20 percent. G-roT7ers are reported to "be hiring little or no additional labor this
season. There appears to be some additional interest in the livestock phase of agri«
cultural activity," (page SO3)
Milling Quotas in Europe
(A milling quota is a means of protecting the grain producers in a country
from severe foreign competition by limiting the proportions of iinported and home-
grown grain whidi can be used for milling purposes,)
(From Foreign Crops and Markets, July 6, 1931 1 Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, U. S. D. A.)
"Four important trheat importing countries in Europe — Germany, France, Italy,
and the Netherlands — now have definite milling quotas for domestic and foreign
wheat ground into flour for domestic use, Tliis form of government aid has been
adopted and became effective only recently in Italy and the Netherlands. Italy, ac-
cording to the present schedule reported effective July 2; 1931 > required that 95
percent of domestic wheat be used in flour consumed within the kingdom. This regula-
tion does not apply to products e^gjorted. In the Netherlands the wheat act which was
3sed on February I9 , 1931 providing for a milling quota of 20 percent domestic
eat and SO percent foreign yftieat has been declared effective July 1, 1931»
"Though France has been using a milling quota of 25 percent foreign wheat
nee the last of April, this i^as increased to 30 percent on June 16, (French foreign
-rat milling quota now 20 percent due to arrivals of ner? crop wheat from northern
Africa and southern France.—same source July I3) Previous changes of foreign
^at allowed in the French milling quota were from 20 to 25 percent on April 29,15 to
LJ percent on April IS, and" 10 to I5. percent on April' 2, Tiie 10 percent quota had re-
mained unchanged since it was raised from 3 to 10 percent the last of July 1930«
Germany' s quota of 50 percent foreign wheat has been in effect since March 3I > 1931
at which time it was changed from 35 percent foreign and S5 percent domestic, the
rates which were to have applied until the end of May^ Milling quotas announced at
the end of January reduced the compulsory use of domestic wheat from SO to 75 per-
cent for February and March with 65 percent tentatively set for April and May
(changed to 50 percent on March 31) and 50 percent for June and July," (pages 6-7)
"Other European countries which have been using milling q-uotas , according
to reports from the Department of Commerce, are Bclgiim, Czechoslovakia, Sweden,
Greece, Esthonia, and Latvia," (page 7)
-M-
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Illinois Poultrymen To Tour Famous Area In The East
Illinois poultrymen, who produce products valued at approximately $60,000,000
annually, will have a chance to visit one of the test poultry-- areas of the east to
study marketing, hatcher;' operations and commercial egg production in a, tentative
tour heing sponsored hy the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The tour
will be made hy motor coach August 29 to September 6 with H, E, Alp, poultry exten-
sion specialist, in charge.
Those maVo-ng the tour will leave here at 10:30 a, m. , August 29, for Dayton,
0, , where the night will be spent. A scenic 250-mile drive between Dayton and
Uhiontown, Pa., will take up the second day.
Before proceeding to Washington, D, C. , on August 3I > the third day, the
poTiltrymon will stop at a commercial poultry farm near Uniontown, A flock of 2,000
layers, part of which is trapnostod, will be the chief attraction. Can^) will bo
made for the night at Uashington,
Before leaving Waslaington for the governnont experimental farm at Bcltsville,
Md.
,
the poultrymen will make a short tour-af th© capital city. In the afternoon the
party will proceed to Now Jersey to visit a large commercial farm and hatchery,
Canip will bo made in the neighborhood of Roscmont , N, J.
The first and second stops on September 2, the fifth day of the tour, will
be at a 5iOOO-bird breeding plant and at a large hatchery, both among the finest in
New Jersey, The toui' will then proceed to the New York city poultry and egg market,
A short tour of the city also will be made,
Canp will be made in the vicinity of Gettysburg, Pa,, following the close of
the program for September 3, the siicth day. Tlie itinerary includes stops in the
morning at two New Jersey inarms of considerable size and importance. Journeying
westward the tourists will then stop at two of the outstanding poultry farms in
Pennsylvania. Tliore are flocks of 5?000 birds on each of these farms.
The day's travel on September U will be between Gettysburg and Pittsburgh, Pa.
v^ere the night will be spent. The following day a stop will be made in Ohio, after
which the tour will continue so as to reach Urbana in good time the morning of Sep-
tember 6,
Cheap Rid:lance of Rats Possible With Newer Methods
Fifty cents a farm is all that it costs with modem methods to clean rats out
;of a community and thereby save heavy damage and annoyance from these pests, says
G. C. Oderkirk, rodent control specialist of the federal biological survey, who is
cooperating with the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the State
~J(fatural History Survey. Red- squill , a poison that kills rats and mice but is rela-
tively harmless to cats, dogs, and other animsis , ranlccs this possible, he said,
^plying control methods at the same time on all infested premises in a community is
the best way to rid farms and other properties of rats,
I
Under a successful plan which has been tried the past year, red squill poison
I
is mixed with tasty baits and distributed 00 tha.t it raij be used by everyone in a
community the same day. Bait is furnished at actual cost, which amounts to about 50
cents for enough to cover the average infested farm* In these campaigns to date from
' 85 to 95 percent of the users have obtained the desired results.
Canpaigns during the fall and early winter months shoidd be planned well in
advance to realize the most from, the \andertaking, Tlie expense is negligible and
I produces a substantial saving for every community that rids premises of rats before
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Illinois Not Suited To Compete With Hard Wheat Belt
Illinois farmers can hardly hope to compete consistently with those in the
West and Northwest in the profitahle production of high-grade bread wheats, those usu-
ally classed as hard wheats, according to results of investigations made by the experi-
ment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. There is, how-
ever, a large demand for soft wheat flour for biscuit, pastry and cracker making, and
apparently the soft wheat grown in Illinois fulfills the requirements of the soft
wheat flour trade. The investigations, which extended over a period of five years,
were in charge of Robert W, Stark, formerly associate in crop production, and ha-ve
Just been reported by the college in a new bulletin, entitled, "An Investigation of
the (^juality of Illinois-Grown Wheat."
The investigation was prompted by the fact that during recent years there
|has been considerable criticism of Illinois wheat. This criticism has come largely
?^from certain millers and grain dealers who formerly obtained considerable suiDplies of
soft wheat from central Illinois. Now the major portion of the wheat grown in that
area is hard. The critics report Illinois hard wheat is "mongrel," stating that under
Illinois conditions hard wheat deteriorates and becomes neither hard nor soft, that
it has too much of the characteristics of hard wheat to prod'uce good soft wheat flour,
that it is too soft to use in making a good grade of hard wheat flour.
Anong the conclusions warranted by the results were that environmental con-
ditions ordinarily existing in central and southern Illinois are not conduci -se to the
raising of either hard or soft winter wheat which mills into strong flour as measured
by standards used in the investigation. Seasonal and peculiar local conditions, how-
ever, cause numerous exceptions to this. Also, a few varieties of winter wheat seemed
to maintain their ability to produce flour of good quality in spite of the unfavorable
environmental conditions of central Illinois.
If the winter wheat grown on the DeKalb field is representative of that
generally grcrn in the northern section of Illinois, then the leaking quality of the
flour milled from the winter wheat of that section usually can be counted on to be
from good to excellent, the investigation revealed.
Hard spring wheat of high protein content which will mill into flour of ex-
aellent strength may be grown both in central and northern Illinois, it was found.
Water Used Daily tfakes Farm Hens A ''Big Industry"
Fifteen thousand >arrels of water drunk every day by Illinois farm henfc
bear witness to the fact that they have long since passed out of the sideline class
3f farm industries, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of
Agricult-ore, University of Illinois. With more than 2g, 000 ,000 chickens on its
farms on January 1, 1930 > Illinois had one-sixteenth of all the hens in the United
States, he reported. The annual value of poultry products in the state is close to
$60,000,000.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of tie Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MnMFO»n, Director.
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Mounting Damage By Weeds Is Nipped B^ Right Mowing
Weeds now cause an annual loss of from $200 to $250 a farm in Illinois,
and the damage is increasing, says J. J. Pieper, associate chief in crop production
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Farmers can control most of
the common weeds in pastures by mowing them at the proper time, he recommended. Usu-
ally there will have to be several mowings during the year in order to control all of
the weeds.
"The time to mow is at the blooming stage, for all annual plants mowed then
are destroyed and will not reproduce. Oats is an example. After weeds bloom and seed
has formed, it is almost useless to try to eradicate them by mowing. Weeds mowed in
the active growth stage will continue to send out new branches and in several weeks
will look as if they had not been mowed at all. While mowing at the blooming stage will
not kill the perennial weeds except in a few cases, it will prevent seed production.
BiQiudal weeds like burdock, wild carrot and wild parsnip are easy to control if they
are mowed just as they come into flower. This practice not only will prevent reproduc-
tion but also will kill biennial weeds.
"There should be an early summer moning to get the annual weed grasses like
squirrel tail and wild barley and also to control such mustards as pepper grass, shep-
herd's purse, hedge mustard and any other mustards which may be present. This early
novTing also will dispose of curled dock and of hosts of other troublesome plants. Later
3n, weeds which are likely to be blooming in late summer should be mowed at that time.
These will include ragweed, thistles and mullen. It may be r^cessary to mow a third
time later in the season to get those plants which are late maturing or which have come
ip late in the season and have not bloomed until late in the year."
-M-
Melon Pests Out Early As Threat Of Heavy Damage
Melon aphids are starting their attack earlier than usual this season and the
Sanger of severe injury is that much greater, C. C. Compton, assistant entomologist of
the Illinois State Natural History Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture,
Jniversity of Illinois. Present indications are that the pests may become serious on
oelons and other cucurbits within the next few weeks, he said.
First indications of injury will show up in scattering hills over the field
»here the edges of the lea'ves will begin to curl downward. With warm dry weather the
iphids multiply very fast, and since certain individuals have wings, they fly or are
Jarried to all parts of the field. A promising crop of melons can be severely injured,
if not entirely destroyed, within a week or ten days if steps are not taken to check the
iphids.
"A Careful watch should be kept and control measures applied locally as soon
is infected plants are seen. Every effort should be made to control the pests before
'he leaves on the terminal shoots ciirl enough to protect the aphids from insecticides.
i dust containing 2.k per cent act-ual nicotine is highly effective when blown against
he aphids on the under side of the leaves. Nicotine as a spray also is effective when
Liluted in soapy water at the rate of 1 ounce of UO per cent nicotine sulfate in 5 gal-
ons of water.
"Whenever bordeaux mixture is being used to control fungous diseases the
iphids may be killed at the same operation by adding 1/2 pint of UO per cent nicotine
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Sanitation Pays Illinois Poultrymen 31 Cents An Hour
Illinois poultrymen who used poultry sanitation and otherwise practiced
good management got a return of 3I cents an hour more for their labor last year than
flock owners who did not use sanitation, according to a summary of their records by i
H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. He cites this as further evidence that the difference between success and
failure in poultry raising is largelj' one of good management, since sanitation is al-
ways part of good management » ,
Flocks handled under the recommended sanitation system paid their owners
a return of 76 cents an hour for labor, while non-sanitation farms paid only U5 cents
an hour. Owners of the sanitation and non-sanitation flocks were among the 2U6 in all
parts of the state who cooperated with the extension service of the College of Agricul- |
ture, University of Illinois, in keeping detailed records of thoir chickens.
I
Each of the sanitation flocks averaged 258 hens whdch made their owners pro-
fits at the rate of $1.10 a hen. The non-sanitation flocks averaged 167 hens which paid
Dnly U6 cents profit a hen. Each hen in the sanitation flocks averaged 1^6 eggs during
the year, while those in the non-sanitation flocks averaged only II9 eggs. In the sani-
tation flocks 13.2 per cent of the hens died as against lU.2 per cent in the non-sani-
tation flocks.
The non-saiitation flocks had a higher investment a hen, the total being $U.65
13 against $U,lU in the sanitation flocks. Despite this, the egg receipts from each hen
In the sanitation flocks averaged $3 > or 76 cents a hen more than in the non-sanitatioii |
Flocks. It cost 17 cents a dozen to produce eggs in the sanitation flocks as compared to
10 cents in the non-sanitation flocks.
-M-
;




Two farm teams of horses now holding the state records as champion pullers I
iflll risk their titles in nine pulling contests which the College of Agriculture, Uni- 1
rersity of Illinois will stage at the state and county fairs during August and Sept-
snber, it is announced by E.T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist, who is in
I
:harge. This is the sixth year that the college has staged the pulling contests for ,
;he piirposG of studying the factors which irifluence the pulling ability of draft ani-
|
aals. Pulling power of the teams is measured bj'- means of a dynamometer.
Featuring the contests will be the one at the state fair, August 25 and 2b,
\!he remainder of the schedule includes Knoxville, August 11; Taylorville, August ik;
imboy, August I9; Morrison, September 1; Aledo, September U; Mazon, September 9; Jer-
seyville, September 11, and St. Joseph, September 16.
Teams entering each of the contests will compete in one of two classes, de-
Jending upon their weight. One class is for pairs weighing less than 3,000 pounds ajid
;he other for those heavier than 3 ,000 poxinds.
The present state record for light teams is held by a farm team of gray, i
;rade Percherons belonging to Bert McKinley, Mercer co-unty, and weighing 2,820 pounds,
|
It the county fair at Aledo last fall this team lifted 2,750 pounds 27^ feet and 2,775 '
sounds 2U^ feet. The state record for heavy teams is held by a pair of black, grade
1
^ercheron geldings belonging to E. B. Reeves, of G-rundy county. At the fair at Mazon
i^aat fall this pair, weighing 3,700 pounds, lifted 3,125 pounds 27| feet. |
f During the past five years 55 horse and mule pulling contests have been
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j>
Regional Outlook Meeting At_ U,. S£. i» Opens Next Week
Thirteen central states will "be represented at a regional agricult-ural
outlook conference to "be held at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
j
September 16, If and IS, under auspices of the college and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture for the purpose of hringing current agricultural outlook irforrna*
tion closer home to this section of the country, Ihe conference will he open to all
members of the research and extension staffs of the College of Agricilture , University
of Illinois, In addition 75 research and extension workers in agricultural economics
and farm management from the dozen other states are expected to attend. Sessions
I will he held in Room IO3 , New Agriculture Building,
States in the conference territory include Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Michigan, Kentucky, Missouri, Wisconsin, Minnesota^ North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa,
Kansas and Nebraska,
Prominent among officials of the Department of Agricult;are who will be here
for the meeSfng will be C. B, Smith, chief of the office of cooperative extension work;
Eric Englund, assistant chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics; 0, C, Stine,
in charge of the division of statistics and historical research ^ Bureau cf Agricultural
Economics, and C. L, Holmes, in charge of the division of farm management and costs.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
Thh local committee in charge of the conference arrangements includes R^ Ci.
Ross, extension specialist in agricultural economics; R, R, Eudelson, extension
specialist in farm organization and management, and L, J, Norton, assistant chief in
agricultural economics, all of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
H, M, Dixon, senior farm economist in the extension service of the Department of Agri-
culture, and C, R. Arnold, extension specialist in agricultural economics at the Ohio
State University who is tenporarily connected with the Department of Agriculture,
represent the department.
A special meeting of the hog production sidvisory committee has been called
for the evening of September I5, preceding the opening of the conference program.
Prom 15 to 20 representatives are e:?3ected to attend this session which will be in
charge of C, L, Harlan, livestock statistician of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics,
Ihe tentative program for the conference follows:
Wednesday. September I6
general Outlook
Session Chairman, H, C, M. Case, Illinois
9:00-10:30 Current Economic Conditions and Their Effect on the
Agricultural Out16ok
0. C. Stine, B,A.£«
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Hyednesday. September l6 (continued)
Discussion
10;30-12;00 Adjustments in Agriculture and the Outlook for
Different Farm Commodities in the Central States
C, L. Holmes, B.A.E,
Discussion—^Led hy state research men attending conference
12;00 The Future of Outlook Extension Work C. B. Smith, U,S.D,A,
1:30 - 5sOO Various sub-commit tee p including men from the states
and the B.A.E, will consider in detail the informar-
tion available and formulate sijpplementary reports
including state or local data, as well as the applica-
tion of outlook information to local conditions.
These committee reports will be presented to the
entire conference group for discussion along with the
B.A.E, reports on Thursday. All those not assigned to
specific committees will choose the one with which they
desire to affiliate. The committees include those on
hogs, cattle, sheep, dairy, poultry, feed, extension
methods in outlook, and outlook research.
Thursday, September I7
Specific Commodity Outlook Session
Session Chairman, Rex E. Willard, North Dakota
Reports with si;5>porting data presented by the B.A.E. rep-
resentativess Local information and ^plication reports




G, A. Collier, B,A.E.
Re E. Willard , N. Dakota
Co L» Holmes, B.A.E,
G, W, Miller, Ohio
C. A, Buxmeister or
C. L, Harlan, B,A,E.
S. Ha Thonjjson, Iowa
t^^ ~'^-'^' Lunch
Afternoon Session
Session Chairman, C. L. Stewart, Illinois
••:30 Sheq)
.-«30 Dairy
G. A. Burmeister or
C. L, Harlan, B.A.E.
0. Go Johanningsmeier,
Indiana
C, L. Holmes, B.A.E.
W, L. Cavert, Minnesota
If ^,<m-^-
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3s30 Hogs C. L. Harlan, B.A.E,
Evening Session
7:00 Cash Crops (wheat, flax, potatoes) 0, C. Stino, B.A^E.
jFrid-ay, Scptombor 18
Morning Session
Ways and Means of Outlook Dissemination
Session Chairman, Director H. C, Snmsower, Ohio
9:00-10:00 Demonstration—How a Hog Outlook Meeting is Conducted
in Iowa J. 0. Galloway, Iowa
Discussion including—Additional Features Which Have
Been Used Effectively in Hog Outlook Meetings in
Other States
10:00-11:00 Demonstration—General Economic Situation Meeting
11:00-12:00 Report of Committee on Extension Method in
Outlook
Relation of Rgsearch Work to Outlook
Report of Committee on Research Methods in
Outlook









Session Chairman, F. W. Peck, Minnesota
The Place of Outlook Work in the Entire Extension
Program
How Outlook Information is Used and What Addi-
tional Information is Desired:
(a) In a Production Program
(h) In a County Program
(c) By Farmers
Report of Committee on Adaptation of Outlook
Information to Individual Farms
-M~
Dean E, W. M-umford,
Illinois
J. W. Burch, Missnauri,
Animal Husbandry
Specialist
G. H. Iftner, Farm
Adviser, Effingham
County, Illinois
W. P. Schnaidt , South
Dakota
C. R. Arnold, U.S.D.A,
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II
Se£ Signs That Farm Prices Are Nearing Bottom Level
Friges of several Illinois farm products last month continued the downward
trend which has carried most of them down to or heloT^ the pre-war level, hut there are
some indications that they are "beginning to "bottom out, according to L. J, Norton,
assistant chief in agricultural economics. College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
Among 18 representative farm commodities, nine were lower in price in
August than they were in July, eight were hl^er, and one was at the same level, Ilhe
sharpest declines were in the prices of oats, barley and com. Later in the month
hogs declined. These declines are a part of the readjustment of the prices of com
and related products from a short to a conparatively large crop basis. The nine com-
modities Tdiich held their own or increased in price in August were chickens, eggs,
butterfat, wool, butter, beef cattle, veal calves, hay and rye.
Fifteen of the 18 representative commodities were all lower in price during
llugust than the average for the first six months of the year after allowance was made
Ifor usual seasonal variations. The three exceptions were "butterfat, eggs and chickens,
llhese three were- all very low last winter and spring, however. The most marked de-
ulines were re^6r26d in the case of cereals and hay. Somewhat more moderate declines
iffere registered by livestock. The irrprovement in dairy and poultry prices T7hich first
oecame apparent in Axigust reflects a better adjustment in supplies to the reduced de-
oand.
The lower August prices in con5>arison with those of the first six months of
the year reflect, first, the change to a generally lower level of prices vAiich is
typically most severely felt in prices of farm commodities and, second, the severe de-
:line in consumer income as the result of the "business depression that has accompanied
and been largely caused by the general slunp in prices. Paralleling the decline in
farm prices there has been a decline in enplojment and pajTOlls,. There are some signs,
lowever, that the severest part of the depression has passed. Farm prices will re-
cover a part of their decline when business activity improves.
Census Reveal s Trend Toward Feger And Bigger Farms
Fewer and bigger farms seems to be the trend in Illinois , according to an
malysis of I93O census reports by H, C. M, Case, head of the farm organization and
nanagement department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. With 22 ,6SU
.ess farms reported in the census, the state has 10 per cent fewer than it had in
1.920 : but the average size has gone up from 13^e8 acres to 1^3,1 acres. Modem eqrdp-
aent has some^^at increased the amount of land the same number of workers can handle,
Jase explained.
Farms between the sizes of 20 and 100 acres have disappeared faster than
)thers, there being a reduction of 15,577 farms within this size range duririg the 10
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Borne Sglos billed One-^Fourth. Cheaoer Tiian Are Others
Some Illinois farmers fill their silos as cheaply as 68 cents a ton, while
on other farms the "bill runs -up to $2o68 a ton, according to cost records obtained "by
the farm organization and management department of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois,
Six steps are outlined by P. E. Johnston, member of the department, Tsherehy
farmers can keep their silo filling costs someTAiere near the lower of these tiro fig-
ures, Ehey are: Select the size and type of silo filling machine to fit the size of
the Job to be done, use only the necessary number of workers, have the proper nxmber
of men at each task so that all parts of the work move along together thus avoiding
unnecessary delay, have the machinery in good repair before starting to fill, make
sure that tractors are adjusted to use fuel and oil efficiently and organize the
work to avoid unnecessary delays in starting and in changing from one silo to another.
Costs of filling silos varied widely from farm to farm regardless of rrhether
field harvesters or stationary cutters are used. On farms using the field harvesting
nnchines the cost varied from 68 cents to $2,68 a ton, Where stationary cutters irere
used the costs varied from 79 cents to $2^32 a ton. The average cost of filling silos
^with field silage cutters was the same as the average cost of filling with stationary
cutters, being about $1.25 a ton.
Higher efficiency in the use of man labor was obtained on farms ^ere the
job was large than on farms where only a few acres of com were cut for silage. On
the other hand, as the size of crews increased the hours of man labor for a ton of
silage also increased. This indicates, Johnston pointed out, that the larger crews
were less efficiently organized and more time was lost because of delays, breakdowns
and the fact that the crew was poorly organized so that all parts of work did not
move along at the same rate of speed.
-M-
Recent Findings Change Belief On Nitrating Of Apples
One of thetoost inportant discoveries in fruit growing was the fact that
nitrogen is the only fertilizing element that can be used to advantage in apple
orchards, For some years afterwards, however, it was thou^t that the application
should, be made only in the spring when the buds were bursting. More recently it has
been found that fall applications are just as good as those made the following spring,
says W, A, Ruth, chief of pomological physiology at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois,
The two nitrogen fertilizers, sodivim nitrate and ammoniiim STolfate are al-
most invariably profitable when applied either in the fall or spring. In the college's
eroerimental apple orchard at Olney these fertilizers are doubling the yield of apple
trees at a cost of about 15 cents a tree,
Althou^ no hard and fast date can be set for fertilizing in the fall, be-
cause of varying conditions of season, soil and tree, it is customary to put the
-srtilizers on in September, It is perhaps well to use sodiun nitrate one year and
l^y^snonium svdfate the next, because the former makes the soil alkaline, while the
[iatter makes it acid. One-fourth as many pounds of sodi-um nitrate are applied as the
tree is old in years, A sixteen-year^-old tree, for example, would get four potmds,
Ihree-fourth this many pounds of aamoni"um sulfate would have the same nitrogen content.,
!rherefore a sixteen-year-old tree would get three pounds of ammoni-um sulfate. The
fertilizers should be distributed evenly over the soil under the branches.
:,.:i
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Peach Borer Is Bad Eno-g^gfa To Make Gassing Necessary
A recent checkup in the peach orchards of southern Illinois reveals that
the destructive peach horer is present in ahout noroal nvmibers, S. C. Chandler,
assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey has reported to
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Poison gas crystals called
paradichlorobenzene, or P.D.B. for short, TTill therefore have to "be "brought into
action again to protect orchards against damage, he said. Trees one year or older
may "be treated with very 1 ittle danger of injury and with a great pro"ba"bility of
killing most of the "borers if a few simple instructions are followed in applying the
chemical, Chandler said.
The rate at idiich the naterial should "be applied varies with the age of the
tree, -^ ounce "being put on trees up to three years old, 3/^ ounce on trees three to
six years old, 1 ounce on trees from seven to ten years old, and up to 2 o'unces on
old trees with large "bases. Treating should "be done not earlier than Septem"ber I5,
"better not until Octo"be r 1 in the extreme southern end of the state, "but should "be
finished "by Octo"ber I5 even there. The chemical should "be spread in a ring ahout an
inch wide on the ground around the "base of the tree and close to it "but should not
touch any of the "bark. It should then "be covered with four or five spadesfull of
earth and patted down with the "back of the spade to form a watershed.
The presence of the "borer is indicated by wax and castings at the "base of
'.:he tree. Some growers make it a practice to treat all trees one year and then the
following year to treat only those trees showing wax. In such cases it is "best to
wait as late aspossi"ble "before deciding which trees to treat. It is not safe to
let an orchard go two years untreated.
Apple or peach trees should not "be treated with paradichlorobenzene as
they are nearly always injured or killed.
Grain Situation Now Favors Fall Pigs As profit Makers
With plenty of lorr priced grain on hand, many com-"belt hog producers are
wondering if some of it cannot "be put into fall pigs as economically as it can into
spring pigs, says R. H. Ti^ilcox of the farm organization and management department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Ihis can he done at a profit, he
says, as shown "by results of pork production studies made "by the university among a
group of hog men in central Illinois.
For one thing, the studies revealed that it takes somewhat less grain to
make fall pork than to make spring pork. The investigation was carried on for three
years, and during each of the three years the fall pigs made their gain with less
grain than the spring pigs. Spring pigs took U5U potmds of concentrated feed to make
100 pounds gain as compared with Wk pounds of concentrated feed needed for 100
pounds gain in fall pigs.
In addition the fall pigs outstripped the spring ones in the more economical
use of feed. The studies further revealed that fall pigs were less esipensive in other
things "besides feed than were the spring pigs. It was shown that fall pigs used less
la'Qor and required a smaller overhead in the way of buildings and eqxdpment.
One point in the raising of fall pigs that is very significant under the
present price situation is that producing two litters of pigs a year makes it possible
to turn out a markedly larger vol"ume of pork a farm with no more expense in the way of
permanent iiiprovements and very little added cost of carrying the breeding herd. In
other words, the overhead cost of pork production can be materially cut by raising
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Agricultural Outlook Emphasizes Need For Efficiency
By B. C. Boss, Extension Specialist,
Agricultural Economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
The central states outlook conference at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, September 16 to 18, brought together 200 representatives of
thirteen middle western states and of the United States Department of Agriculture.
The federal representatives were from the bureau of agricultural economics, the ex-
tension service of the U.S»D.A. , and from the federal farm board. State representa-
tives included directors of extension, economic, farm management, and commodity spe-
cialistsj and county agents.
In speaking on "Current Economic Conditions and Their Effect on the Agri-
cultural Outlook," 0. C. Stine, of the bureau of agricult'oral economicsj emphasized
the dominance of the general price level as a factor in the present price situation.
With the gradual! shift from an agricultural to an industrial country, prices of farm
products in the United States have tended to rise relative to those of non-agricul-
tural products. In times of price changes prices of agricultural products tend to
move in advance of changes in the general level. Depressions are apparentlj'- becoming
"TJigger and better" with the increasing emphasis upon industrial lines, since indus-
try stops while agriculture goes on. Based upon the experience of earlier yearsj a
turning point is due; improvement is already noted in production of shoes, textiles
and rubber tires. Some recovery in prices from the current low level is to be ex-
pected, even though the general level of prices is downward.
C. L. Holmes, of the bureau of agricult-'Ji'al economics, discussed "Agricul-
tural Adjustments in the Central States," and pointed out the increase in pasture
lands in the hillier sections, decrease of wheat in the eastern wheat belt, and a
marked increase in dairy production. The present sit-ioation has put added emphasis
upon efficiency and the more intensive use of the best Ismd, while reducing the amoun.t
of labor as much as possible* Many farmers will find it necessary to "dig in," and a
"live-at-home" policy has a strong basis, particularly where cash crops or animal pro-
ducts can be produced to advantage.
Commodity reports were prepared for feed supplies, hogs, beef cattle, sheep,
(
poultry, and dairy.
Feed Crops - Supplies of hay and feed grains are smaller than average in
(the north central states, but are materially in excess of those of last season. Near-
average supplies of com and liberal amounts of wheat nearly offset the smaller crops
of oats, barley and hay. Pasture and hay are especially short west of the Mississippi
river. Supplies of by-product feeds are smaller than average. Prices of feed grains
hay and feedstuffs are at unusually low levels as are also the prices of products into
which these feeds may be converted.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforp, Director.
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Feed crop production in Illinois during 1931 was distinctly better than
that for the previous year and probatly will approximate the 10-year average. The
southern portion of the state which was short of feed last year has better than nor-
mal crops while the northwest area has suffered somewhat by drouth, but will not re-
quire the movement of any feed from outside the area.
Hay production is greater than that of 1930 with the area Of lowest pro-
4txction in the northwest eurea.
Pastures as a whole are below average. Hotatlon pastures as well as per-
manent pastures have shown marked improvement from the recent rains*
Feed grain situation indicates a production practically equal to the 10-
year average and 127 percent of that of 1930, with com, oats and barley near average.
The wheat crop was the heaviest yield on record and with the low farm price
will become an even greater factor in feed grain supplies. A recent special survey
indicated that of the 1930 crop of wheat 19«4 percent, or approximately 6,800,000
bushels", were fed. This survey also indicated that approximately 31 percent of the
1931 crop would be fed, thus utilizing 14,225,000 bushels.
Hogs - In the northwestern states dsouth has restricted com production.
In the remainder of the com belt supplies of new com will apparently furnish a
plentiful supply of feed for hog prodiiction. It seems probable that a larger than
normal proportion of this feed supply will be used in hog production. The hog sittia-
tion warrants caution at this time, in view of continued weakness in the domestic and
foreign demand situation, an expanding hog production, and the presence in the hog
situation of unusual factors, such as severe pressure of farm credits, abnormally low
grain prices and consequent drastic changes from past feeding practices. While pres-
ent feeA-hog ratios are stimulating hog production, the possibility of a narrowing of
these ratios under present demand conditions should be called to the attention of hog
producers. After careful consideration of other alternatives for marketing of grain,
the farmer who gives particular attention to production costs may still find hogs
profitable under narrower feed-hog ratios.
Beef Cattle - The favorable Tjeef cattle-feed ratio existing appears to favor
the conversion of the usual amount of feed into beef where the farmer has cattle of
his own raising and the requisite amoiait of feed. Faimers who biij'' feeder cattle to
consume feed on hand should purchase with caution to avoid undue speculative risks.
Those with feed who dislike to assume all of the speculative risks involved in pur-
chase of feeder cattle may be able to make contracts with others who own feeders pro-
Tiding for division of losses and gains. Farmers who desire to raise their own calves
for finishing in creep at eight or ten months or as baby beef should find the present
time opportune for purchase of cows because the latter are now relatively cheap.
Sheep - There seem to be no indications that sheep men in the central states
will sell off their sheep with the possible exception of a few areas where drouth has
caused a shortage of feed. Sheep from these drouth-stricken areas will probably move
to areas where feed is available.
In this section of the co'ontry where sheep are part of a general farm busi-
ness, low prices of other products leave no great incentive for farmers to quit rais-
ing sheep. With the low prices of ewes there is some evidence that new flocks are
being started. However, the percentage of new flocks started will be relatively small,
rhere will probably be an increase in the ntimber of ewes bred this fall compared to the
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Poultry and Ei^gs - In the central states 30«5 per cent fewer chicks were
hatched this year than in 1930. However, chick mortality appears to have "been less..
As a result available information indicates that there will he in this section ap-
proximately 14 per cent fewer hens and pullets in laying flocks on October 1, 1931
than last year. Reports indicate that pullet flocks will come into production about
two weeks later than a year a^o.
The ratio between egg and poultry prices and feed is favorable at the
present time. Low prices of horns-grown feeds along with financial pressure may tend
to discourage purchases of protein supplements so that, although laying flocks may be
fed more, they may not be better fed. Low feed costs, together with the necessity
for a cash income, and the fact that many farmers are expecting favorable egg and
poultry prices in relation to feed costs, may tend to cause a larger proportion of
hens and pullets to be retained than usual.
Dairy - The indications are that there will be no more dairy products
produced in the central states for the period October 1, 1931, to May 1, 1932, than
in the year previous. The important produxjing sections in Minnesota and Wisconsin
are decidedly short of winter feed as compared to a year previous, while in the
eastern corn-belt states feed conditions are more favorable than in the previous year.
The indications are that up to September 1, the calves were doing more of
the milking in dvial-purpose herds than in the previous year, but there is not likely
to be any material increase in supplies of butter from dual-purpose herds dtiring the
winter, as a large proportion of such herds freshen in the spring.
On September 1, 1931, stocks of butter in storage were 27 per cent less
than one year ago and 32 per cent less than the average of the previous five years.
Stocks of all types of cheese were 19.5 per cent less than one year ago and 14.3 per
cent less than the five-year average.
On August 1, 1931, stocks of condensed aiid evaporated milk were practically
the same as one year ago.
The decrease in storage stocks is due to the increase in consumption of
dairy products, particularly butter, and the curtailment of production in important
states as a result of low feed supplies and hot iry weather in recent months.
Farmers who have ample feed supplies are likely to find that the dairy cow
offers a relatively good market for feed, and liberal feeding of grain may be exjiected.
The milk cow population will probable show some further increase during 1932 because
of the large number of dairy heifers now on farms. Fewer heifer calves have been
raised in 1931 than for several previous years. There is an opportunity for many
farmers to utilize advantageously a heifer or some veal calves for home consumption
in order to avoid paying retail prices for meat.
Demand
The demand for agricultural products continues weak as evidenced by the
current price level. Low prices, however, tend to stimulate consumption] this is
evident in the stronger tone fur dairy products. An increase in consumers' incomes
through an increr.se of business activity appears necessary to any marked improvement
in either the domestic or foreign demand. Adjustments are being made in many places
which should pave the way for some improvement in conditions.
The consideration of the value of outlook work, its scope, research needed
as a background and methods of disseminating outlook information occupied the final
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Kerr Bulletin Reports Hanis:e Of Com Harvesting Costs
Costs of harvesting corn, Illinois' most iiportant crop, range all the way
from $2,98 an acre with tT70-row mechanical huskers to $10. 06 an acre when the crop is
out ^3p for silage ^th a field harvester, according to results of studies just an-
nounced by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The findings are reported in a bulletin, "Harvesting the Corn Crop in Il-
linois—^An Economic Study of Methods and Relative Costs. ^ The authors, who were in
charge of the investigations, are P, E. Johnston, of the farm organization and manage-
ment department, and K. H, Myers, of the federal "bureau of agricultural economics,
which cooperated in the studies. The costs were calculated on the basis of 1928 and
J929 prices.
BetTveen the two extremes of $2.98 an acre and $10. Oq an acre, the harvesting
costs were found to he $3.55 £^ acre for husking ^th a one-row medaanical husker,
$9»85 an acre^ifiifen the crop was cut "up for silage with a stationary cutter and $5.6l
an acre when tK^ crop was harvested "by cutting and shocking.
About 89 per cent of the corn crop of the state is harvested from the stand-
ing stalks, either with mechsmical huskers or by hand, it was revealed in the studies.
The reported costs for mechanical huskers included all cash costs plus the value of
labor, equipment and power furnished by the farm. The hand husking cost was figured
at the rate of 5a cents a hushel plus $1 a day for room and board of each husker.
On -:t^e "basis of a 50-*hushel yield, the cost was 7«1 cents a "bushel and 6
cents a "bushel^-' Srespectively, with one- and two-row machines and 10| cents a "bushel for
hand husking.
Advantages of mechaxiical huskers as summarized by the investigators were
lower costs than with hand husking, less time required for husking so that it could "be
finished earlier in the season, less dependence on hired labor and easier work.
Points in favor of hand husking were that it can "be done by the labor regular-
ly employed on the i"arm, thus saving cash ej^jense; no capital is invested in equipment;
less corn is 1 eft in the field and the stalks are not broken down so badly.
-M-
W !_ L L Broadcasting Farm and Home Feature At Noon
More Illinois listeners are espected to "be able to hear the farm and home
features from the University of Illinois radio station W I L L as a result of change
v!hereby these numbers are now broadcast at noon instead of in the evening. Talks in
agriculture and home economics "by members of the College of Agriculture staff are now
put on the air at 12 o'clock noon every week day except Friday. The Friday period is
given over to Professor A, W„ Holan for a series on rural life. The mid-day broadcast
of the station starts at 11 o'clock with a classroom feature Tiiich runs until 11:50
a« m. There is then ten minutes of studio music followed oy the farm or home feature
for ten minutes and then a concluding period of five minutes of music. The station
broadcasts on a wave length of S90 kilocycles.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokd, Director.
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Sl-ump In Earnings £ut_s Ad.1ustments Up To El evators
j
Earnings of Illinois farmei-s' elevators have dropped off sharply during the
past two years, creating a sittiation that calls for certain adjustments, according to
a report, "Finanqial Results of the Operation of Illinois Farmers' Elevators in 1929
,
and 1930," which has just been issued "by the experiment station of the College of Agri-
t culture, University of Illinois,
j The principal reason for the drop was that average earnings from handling
(grain were lower, oFing in part to a lower volume in hushels but to a large extent to j
lower average margins earned a "bushel; the report explains. It was prepared hy L. J.
Norton, of the divibi'.'n of agr:'.cu].tural economics.
"Lower prirr<3i> for gran.n. in the past year and a half and the strong probahility
!
of prices during ths nex!-. few years averaging lower than they did in the period I921-29 1
create a situation that calls for certain adjustments. Possible adjustments might he
made along three lines; (i) avoidance of speculative losses which should increase the
average price that can be paid without reducing earnings on capital; (2) reduction in
.|Unit costs through spreading overhead costs over larger volume; and (3) reduction in
! specific items of eroense." J
I
Earnings on each $100 of coital stock averaged $3.79 in I93O-3I , $9*17 in
I 1925-30, $15. S9 in 1928-29 and $11. I6 in 1927-28« Earnings on each $100 of net worth
averaged $2. U9 in I93O-3I
,
$6.U5 in I929-3O, $11.59 in 1928-20 and $9.50 in 1927-28. 1
Highest-Yielding Wheats In Record Year Were Turkey
With Illinois' wheat crop making a record yield this season, wheats of the
ITurkey type were outstandingly the best yielders in variety comparisons made at Urbana
and DeKalb by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is reported by
George H. Dimgan, associate chief in crop production. Standard soft wheatswere at the
top in variety tests at Alhambra in southern Illinois,
The best six varieties at Urbana were either selections from Turkey or
hybrids in -vftiich- Turkey was one of the parents. The old standard Turkey variety itself
;\;5)on which no special selection has been practiced ranked fifteenth. The leading five
'(Varieties at Urbana were Illinois Selection I3I , Wisconsin Pedigree 2, loturk, Tenmarq
4 and Purkof
,
• The five leading varieties at DeKalb were Minturki , Wisconsin Pedigree 2,
(Minnesota Reliable, lobred and Michikof. All of these e^jept lobred were developed
from Turkey. The best varieties at Alhambra included Pulcaster, Illinois Progency 2,
Michigan Amber, Red Sea, Fulhio and May ranking in the order named,
-M-
More Fans-Frozen Dfelicacies Would Help Milk Market
I
With the present low prices for whole milk and butterfat, farmers can bolster
the market by consuming more of their own dairy products in the form of frozen delicar-
cies, according to a new ciroalar "Making Frozen Delicacies at Home," which has jiist
Jbeen issued by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Although lots of
'ailk and cream are used by most farm families for the table, in cooking and in the
making of butter and cheese, only minor use is made of these products for frozen deli-
cacies, it is pointed out by P, H« Tracy, associate chief of Dairy Mantifactures and
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Handling Skill Will Make Or Break LJ-^estock Farmer
Livestock cam make or break the farmer depending upon how efficiently it is
handled, according to records collected by the farm organization and management depart-
ment of the College of Agric\ilture, University of Illinois for 3OO central Illinois
farms all located on brown silt loam soil. Some were grain farms and others were live-
stock farms. HoTvever, the most siiccessful as well as the least successful ones were
in the livestock gTO^Jp , according to P. E. Johnstoi^ a member of the department. One
year there vera two farms in the livestock group irith earnings higher than any of the
grain farms and three with earnings lower than any of the grain farms.
"The man who is successful with livestock can increase his earnings by in-
creasing the amount of livestock. The man who consistently gets a low return for
feed fed to livestock can improve his earnings either by increasing his livestock ef-
ficiency or by cutting down the amount of livestock kept. However, accurate records
•which will indicate the operator's efficiency with livestock over a period of years
are essential before any recommendations are made concerning changes in the amount of
livestock.
"In 1925 and ig26 all of the livestock farms as an average were more profit-
able than the average of all grain farms, but in I927, 1928, I929 and I930 grain farms
were more profitable than the livestock farms. For the six-year period I925-I93O the
rate earned on the capital invested was slightly higher for the average of all grain
farms than for the livestock farms, Tliis indicates why less livestock is being pro-
duced an acre in east central Illinois than in other sections where a larger percent-
age of the land must be used for permanent pasture. In regions where the land is
more rolling, few grain farms are found,
"Crop yields were slightly higher on the livestock farms than on the gi^in
farms. For the sixr-year period the aversige corn yield was Uy.l bushels an acre for
the grain farms, Ug.6 for the mixed and k&.J for the livestock farms. Yields have de-
Creased rapidly during the past 10 years on grain farms vhere no legumes were grown,"
-M-
Profitable Crops Await Liming Of Most Illinois Soils
Most Illinois land is too acid, or sour, to grow clovers successfully and
consequently must be limed before any profitable soil building can be done, according
to a new circular "Limestone the Key to Soil Building and Higher Crop Yields" , which
has .Just been released by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Many Illinois farmers who are convinced that farming acid land is poor busi-
ness have used more than five million tons of limestone during the past ten years„
These farmers realize, Linsley pointed out, that in a period of low prices it is more
important than ever to produce good crop yields if taxes, interest, labor costs and
other expenses are to be met and a living wage obtained in return for labor and
management. In many cases it is often a question of liming the land and growing more
profitable yields or quitting the farm. In all sections of the state worn, acid soils
b.ave been transformed into fertile, high producing land by the limestone-clover com-
bination.
The experiences of a half dozen farmers and results from several soil eaperi-
nent fields are reported in the circular to show that limestone pays. Other subjects
covered in the new circular are lower unit costs through higher yields, common reasons
for failure to lime soils, fair adjustments between landlords and tenants in applying
Limestone, why soils become acid, what soils need limestone, how to test for limestone
leeds, the best time to apply limestone and time- and labor-saving methods of unload-
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Only One Chance Remaining To Cope Wi
t
h Corn Prices
Only one chance now remains for farmers who sell corn to cope with the
present low price of com and that chance is in shaving harvesting costs, says P, E»
Johnston, of the farm organization and management department, College of Agricultiore
,
University of Illinois. With labor as cheap as it is, only the most efficient me-
chanical husking can compete with hajid husking rates, he said.
Farmers with high yields can best afford to use mechanical huskers , accord-
ing to recent study made by the department on costs of harvesting corn on many farmso
fith one-row mechanical huskers costs were 3»1 cents a bushel more when the yield
averaged 30 bushels an acre than they were when the yield averaged 50 bushels. With
this same range in yields the variation in costs was 2,1 cents a bushel in favor of
the higher yield tftiere two-row machines were used.
The average cost with one-row machines husking I60 to 199 acres was lo9
cents a bushel less than it was with machines husking Uo to 79 acres. For this
reason farmers viio cooperate in the ownership of husking machines stand a good chance
of keeping cOsts at a lower level because of the larger use made of the machine each
'/ear. The more efficient use of huskers on larger acreages is the result of better
Drganized crews, better eidjiistment on machines and the incentive to cover the acreage
before bad weather stops the u£e of the husker. Interest on investment and shelter
are charges nidiich become less for each acre as a larger acreage is covered,
Whisire less than one and one-half hours of man labor were used an acre with
3ne-row huskers the average cost a bushel vras 7»^ cents. On those farms where more
than three and a half ho\ars of man labor were used an acre the cost was more than 9
cents a bushel. In the case of two-row huskers the lo'J labor usage kept the average
cost down to 5«9 cents a bushel, while on those farms where more than three and a half
lours of man labor were used an acre the average cost was 798 cents a bushel.
Where two-plow tractors would handle the job it was found that less gas and
)il were used than where three-plow tractors were used. The study showed that it is
forth the farmer's time to take all necessary precautions to supply plenty of lubrica-
tion in order to keep down the repair bill, Johnston pointed out.
Poor Economy To Waste Even Cheap Feed . Sevens Says
Peed will never be so cheap this winter that it will not be expensive to
laste it, says Dr, W, B, Nevens associate chief in dairy cattle feeding at the College
3f Agriculture, University of Illinois^ Esqieriments which he conducted for five years
showed that waste of silage resulting from spoilage at the surface may be prevented by
jovering the silage with ono layer of single-ply roofing paper and some kind of an
Inert insulating materiaX. The paper may bo covered with sawduat, ground limestone,
tried earth or any other material which will give a weight of 10 to I5 pounds a square
.*oot. If the farmer has only one silo from which he is going to start feeding right
away, it will not be necessary to put on the covering.
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Garden To Meet 1932 Needs Must Be . Started This Fall
Now, and not next spring, is the time to get ready for gardens if they are
to do the heavy duty ejjpected of them in these times, says B, L, Weaver, of the
horticultural department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
"One thing often neglected by gardeners is the seed supply. The surplus
from the past season should be looked over and all questionable lots discarded. Any
seed which germinated poorly should be thrown away. Beans, corn, onions, parsnips,
peas and salsify often germinate weak when held over. It is a wise plan to put the
year of purchase on the package so that the age of the seed will be known,
"Varieties that have not given satisfactory results might be planted again
by mistake if the seed is not discarded. A planting record is helpful in this
respect and inay include the variety name, time and details of planting, dato of
harvest, yield and notations for changes in procedtxre another year,
"Out-offdoor preparations should consist of a thorough clean-up of the
garden. Crop residues should be disced in when possible to add to the humus content
of the soil. If manure is available a liberal application should be made and plowed
lor. Advantages of fall plowing are: (1) heavy soils are improved by frost actioni
decay of plant material is hastened; (3) many insects are killed; (U) less work
reqioired in the spring; and (5) the garden area can be prepared and planted
earlier than would be possible otherwise,
"Fall plowing may bo inadvisable on sandy soils or where the garden is on a
slope subject to washing. Danger of erosion by wind or washing also may require that
no crop residues be taken off until spring,"
Ujsinjg; Poison Bait Now Will Prevent Dama<a:e By Gopher
Costly damage by pocket gophers to alfalfa and other legume crops in Illi-
aois can be easily checked at this time of the year by putting poison bait in the
underground runways of the animals, says G. C, Oderkirk, rodon: specialist of the
federal biological survey, cooperating in this state with the Illinois State Natural
Jistory Survey and the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, A second dose
of bait should be used early in the spring,
"A vegetable bait usually is taken better than a grain one, although both
are effective. Sweet potatoes are preferred but carrots or Irish potatoes can be
prepared by cutting them into strips about one-half indi thick and one and one-half or
bwo inches long. It is inportant to cut the bait to this size. It is then washed,
the water drained off and one-eighth ounco of powdered strychnine and one-eighth
3\ince of baking soda sifted over throe quarts of the cut bait . The bait shovild be
stirred thoroughly to coat it with the poison and is then ready for use,
"Pocket gopher runways usually are ik inches or so below ground. They ceji
3e located by probing in the soil laear the gopher mounds with a broomstick of other
'oomd stick about an inch in diameter. An opening is made in the runway and either a
tablespoonful of strychnine-coated grain or four or five pieces of a vegetable bait
Iropped into the opening. It should be closed after the bait has been placed, A
few baitings in the vicinity of fresh mounds usually will destroy all the pocket
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Crown Champion In Newest S-nor t Of Illinois Farmers
E, E. Bane, a McLean county farmer, is the first state champion in the
newest sport of Illinois farmers—^plowing matches for hig teams only, according to a
report by E. T, Rohhins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Driving a 12-horse team to a four-bottom tractor plow Bane
scored 93«^ points out of a possible 100.
This was the highest score made by any of the 30 contestants in three sec-
i
tional plowing matches staged by the extension service of the agricultural college to
show farmers the possibilities of big teams as economical and useful power xmits.
Demonstrations with big-team hitches have been staged for several years by the col-
lege, but this was the first season that the plowing matches were added as a new
feattire, A total of 3,300 people, mostly farmers, attended the three contests.
Ed. Stout, Piatt co-unty, and S-uramers & Archer, Sangamon cotmty, were runners-
op to the state chan^jion, these two contestants scoring highest in their respective
sectional contests. Stout drove an eight-horse team and S^ummers & Archer an eight-
mule outfit.
Bane, the champion, farms his UoO-acre place with 12 horses. In plowing he
works them all day in one team and covers about 12 acres a day. When he plants corn,
ten of the horses puLl a tandem disk with harrow attached and the other two horses
take the planter. In the plowing match his dau^ter drove the team one round and did
just as well as he did, demonstrating the satisfactory control which the driver has
over such an outfit, Robbins reported.
Teams in the contests inclMed outfits of five, six, eight and twelve horses.
Each team was driven with only two lines on the leaders. Each of the horses behind
the leaders was controlled by a tie chain and buck rope. The contestants laid out
straight lands, made neat back furrows and maintained an even and smooth job of plow-
ing. Success of the drivers made it easy for the 3»300 spectators to understand why




60-Million Dollars Industry Uniting Scattered ForceB
Mobilization of some of the leading forces that are working to put Illinois'
60-million-dollar poultry industry on an even higher plane marked the recent two-day
school for hatchery operators at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Chief among the mobilization moves was the organization of the Illinois
Standard Accredited Hatcheries Association with Lubert A, Schafer, Springfield, as
president, A total of 210 hatcheries accredited by the Illinois State Department of
Agriculture will be banded together in the new groiip, Herbert Helm, Metropolis, was
:nade vice-president and Mrs, Ray Ciorry, Clayton, secretary,
A further move toward getting the state's poultry interests together was
taken when President Grant B. Burman, of the Illinois Baby Chick Association, appointed
\ committee of five to work with other interested agencies toward the formation of an
[llinois State Poultry Improvement Association, The committee includes A, C. Koch,
Creese; J, Turner Mills, McNabb; D, K, Roth, Gibson City; Lubert A, Scliafer, Spring-
field, and Herbert Helm, Metropolis.
Eighty hatcherjmien from all parts of the state attended the school. It was
ihe second one that has been held by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
;o give hatchery operators -up-to-date pointers on breeding, hatchery flock management,
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I
Di3?ector Mvunford^ s Beport Eelates Many New Results
Feattxring lower production costs, more efficient methods and higher quality
products, the 300«page anntial report of Director K, W» Mumford, of the experiment
station, Collpge of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has again been released in
record time tp farmers, homemakers and other interested persons.
This is the sixth straight year in which Illinois has led all other states
in getting thp results of its research work into the hands of those for whom it is
designed* Results of 265 projects covering all phases of farming and homemaking are
reported in t^e new volume under the title, "A Year's Progress in Solving Farm prob-
lems of Illinois," The year covered by the report ended June 30*
Becp,U8e of unusual conditions which prevailed in 193O, few projects of the
station attracted more attention than the one on agricultural adjustments, it is
pointed out in the report. The need for facts ijq^on which farmers can intelligently
base adjustments In their business is recognized by the station as one of the present-
day challeng^i' to experiment station, Director Mumford says.
More was learned about Illinois soils through the mapping of an additional
1|77'+ square miles in the state soil survey and soil reports are now available for
U9 counties, it is reported in the soils and crops section of the new volume. Looking
to the time when industrial conditions may require new kinds of crops and new products,
the station also started studies on the adaptability of certain new agricultural crops
for Illinois.'^ 'With the growing surplus of such crops as com, oats and wheat it would
nean much to the state of Illinois if new crops with new uses could be found, Director
Mumford points out.
Clues for relief of the wheat situation came out of animal husbandry studies
idiich revealed that wheat was worth more than $1 a bushel when fed in properly bal-
anced rations to fattening cattle„ In another of the nany projects of this depart-
ment, a new and promising quantitative method was developed for use in vitamin re-
search,
A landmark in the field of dairy cattle breeding is reported to have been
set xxp in ejperiments to find the principles underlying the inheritance of such
characters as milk yield and percentage fs.i content. Two inproved forms of e^^jressing
age-correction factors in milk yields of cows also were devised and a machine invent-
ed for con5)uting the lactation cuTves of cows> as a result of further work in corapar-
k ing the production records of dairy animalss
I Earnings on Illinois farms in 1930 were reported the lowest since I92I, but
the usual differences were discovered between net earnings of the most successful
farms and the least successful ones,
I Early death of many apple trees in Illinois could be avoided and the prof-
/Itableness of orchards prolonged if growers used improved methods of pruning as
worked out in further studies of this problem, according to the report. Further
clues to the control of bacterial spot, the only peach disease ndiidh can not be con-
trolled by proper spraying, also were worked out.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress, May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, DiVcdor.
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Few Ihiiifi;3 Will Tay Like Extra Care With Seed Cp.m
Few things that Illinois farmers cam do without paying out cash will bring
them more profit in 1932 than care in the selection, storage and handling of seed
com this fall and winter, according to J. C. Hackleraan, crops extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The average increase obtained
"by farmers who have field-selected and cared for their seed corn has been more than
six bushels an acre, he reported,
"Selecting seed ears from standing stalks is of first importance, because
experiments have shown that yields may be cut as much as five bushels an acre by
using ears from down stalks. Ears also should bo selected from sound shanks which
are still holding the ear at a good angle, indicating that the shank has not been
broken and the food si:?)ply of the ear cut off. Broken shanks always indicate dis-
ease or frost injury;, both of which result in inferior seed.
"Only those ears which are well covered by the husk should be selected for
seed, because eis^eriments by the college have shown that there is four times as much
disease in ears with e:^osed tips as there is in ears which have their tips well
covered,
"In many fields the effects of light frosts or low temperatures are showing
up now in the form of broken stalks or stalks that are very weak and can be crushed
or pushed over. It is important to elimi.nate these frost susceptible strains as soon
as possible. Therefore stalks which are leaning or down, those with broken shanks
and those with bleached or injured spots where rots are likely to get started should
be passed by in selecting seed ears.
"Proper storage of the seed ears is just as important as the field selec-
tion itself. Reqiiisites for good storage are quick drying and protection from rain,
direct sunlight and freezing temperatures."
-M-
Bush Fruits Aid "Live At Home" Program For Farmers
Any "live at home" program which Illinois farmers follow during the next
few years may well include plenty of sioch fruits as current and gooseberries, says
A, S, Colby, chief in small fruit culture at the College of Agri cul t\ire , University
of Illinois, October is often a good month to start a new lot of cuttings of these
two fruits, he recommended. If the cuttings are set out in October instead of being
stored until they can be set in the spring, they will make an early start and with
one growing season make larger plants worth more fpr early fruiting than ordinary
1 one-year old stock,
' "When cutting wood is being selected, only shoots of the present season's
growth should be taken. Several healthy, well matured, one year old growths should
be removed from different parts of the bush. Cuttings should be about six to ten
inches long, the longer the better,
"The site for planting should be well drained with soil of moderate
ility which can be easil?/ worked. The cuttirigs should be planted in furrows
.-:.'- enough apart for cultivation and deep eno-ugh to accommodate the cuttings,.
leaving not more than two buds e^^josed. If the cuttings are long, they may be liaid
iin the furrow in a slanting manner.
"Each cutting needs from four to twelve inches in the nursery row, depend—
jing -upon the size of the variety as a mature plant. The furrow should be carefully
i filled with soil of good texture and a dust mulch provided to encourage the growth
}of roots at once. With the approach of freezing weather in November, shallow ridge
iof soil should be thrown up over the cuttings with a plow or cultivator, or a mulch
of strawy manure three inches deep should bs epplied. In any event the mulch should
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Drop In Corn And Hog:s Is Feature Of Price Changes
Outstanding changes in Illinois farm prices during September were the sharp
decline in prices of corn and hogs, further weakness in prices of eggs in view of the
season of the year and strength in prices of dairy products, according to an analysis
ty L. J. Norton , assistant chief in agricultural economics at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Out of a list of I7 major farm products, the Illi-
nois farm prices of five were higher, ten were lower and two were the same ahout
September 15 as compared to a month earlier, after allowing for the usual seasonal
valuation.
Lower prices for com reflect the shift to a new crop "basis and the general
lack of confidence in future values, Norton "believes. Following a change from a very
short com crop like the one of 1930 "to even an average crop like that of 1931 » there
is always a downward readjustment. Although considerably larger than the one of last
year the 1931 com crop is only about the average of the five years I925-29 and is
considerably smaller than the average of the past ten years. Going back to I9I8
there have been only four years when the crop was smaller than it is this year, and
in two of these the difference was slight.
An important factor influencing the price of com is the number of hogs in
the county, because hogs are the largest single outlet for com. The nrimber of hogs
marketed in the year ending September 30 was the lowest for four years. Some ex-
pansion in hog production r.ill be required to establish the balance between corn and
hogs which is needed to nave relatively favorable corn prices, -This e:!q)ansion is now
underway, and the relatively favorable corn-hog ratio will stimulate it further.
If this cycle runs its usual course, hog production ttIII expand to the
point where the increased supply of hogs and increased demand for corn will make com
prices relatively higher than hog prices and establish an unfavorable corn-hog ratio.
At present, however, the nu-nber of hogs is low in relation to corn supplies and this
tends to weaken com prices,
-M-
Illinois Wheats Make Ficur That Meets 4 Dual Need
No longer need the housewife who does her own baking keep two kinds of
flour, for flours that meet all the various needs of the average home can be made
from soft wheats grown in Illinois. This has been established in milling and baking
tests by the department of home economics. College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, it is reported by Miss Sybil Woodruf:? ,a member of the department. Hereto-
fore housewives have held to the popular belief that bread requires a very strong
gluten and cake a very soft, weak one.
Out of five varieties of Illinois wheat that were milled and studied in
the investigations, Ilred, was found to be more like a hard wheat. However, flours
of the other four, Fulcaster, Fulhio, Fultz and Michigan Amber, were found to contain
about 8 to 9 per cent protein and therefore were intermediate between a good hard-
wheat floiir containing 12 per cent and a very soft pastry flour of 7«5 per cent
gluten.
After baking and scoring many loaves of bread, the investigators found that
these soft-#ieat flours would make as good bread as hard wheat, provided the dough
was handled more moist and given fewer and less vigorous kneadings than the hard-
wheat flour. A.lso the baking qualities of the soft-wheat flours were found to be im-
proved by- using milk for the dough.
Fulcaster and Fulhio flours of either "patent" or "all middlings" grades
scored as high in biscuits as any flour used. Those two flours made excellent butter
and angel cakes which equalled in quality the products made with a much advertised
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Soybeans Not To Blame For All "Soft" Pork Troubles i
One of the com belt's leading crops, soybeans ( was at least partially \
cleared of blajne in the present packer-farmer controversy over "soft" pork when j
Professor Sleeter Btill , associate chief of the meats division at the College of Agri- |
culture, University of Illinois, explained, the T^ierits and limitations of the crop be-
fore the annual convention of the Institute of American Meat Packers in New York City.
Not all of the recent marked increase in "soft" hogs, about which packers
I
have been protesting, can be laid to farmers feeding soybeans, he reported. The mar- ;
keting of late maturing hogs at light, or under-finished weights, in order to si:5)ply I
the modem-day demai-'d for small, lean cuts accounts for a considerable, but unknown
, |
number of "soft" pci.k carcasses, he added*
i
"Soybean Gil meal produces pork of top grade and both soybeans and soybean I
oil meal produced beef and lamb of excellent quality. This has been established in
e:ci,e-i.-,ive experiments wLich we have made for a nxamber of years at the experiment
scaojon of the Collegd rf i:^ric"'Jlture , University of Illinois.
"No way was found; however, whereby idiole soybeans could be fed to produce
^hard^ pork„ Nevertheless.-, if c.11 the harvested soybeans in Illinois, the leading
proc.iLclng state, were fed in balanced rations for fattening hogs, they would make only
170.000 soft hogs, or about U per cent of the total hog production of the state, '
Purtherniore, not all of the harvested beans are used for fattening hogs, A consider-
able amount of them is used for feeding brood sows and other livestock,
"There are other reasons why there is nothing alarming about the fact that
viiiole soybeans produce 'soft' pork. In the first place, the demand for soybean oil
meal in industry will probably furnish a more profitable outlet for whole soybeans than :
will hog feeding. Then too, the quicker, more economical gains obtained with soybean '




"Another approach to the solution of the 'soft' pork problem lies in the |
, development of a type of hog which furnishes small, firm cuts and puts his fat upon :
his belly instead of upon his back, where it was wanted in the days when lard was more
in demand. The College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is beginning experiments
to find or develop a hog of this type," ,1
The "soft" pork problem had its origin in the south where hogs are fed
largely on peanuts and mast, feeds which produce soft, oily pork unattractive and un-
desirable to the consumer. Unfortunately for the packer, it is impossible to dis-
tinguish between a "soft" hog and a "hard" one until the carcasses have cooled out in
the refrigerator. Packers therefore assume that all hogs coming from the south are
"soft" and bioy them on that basis, to the loss of the southern hog raiser. Daring the
past two years there has been a marked increase in the "soft" hogs on northern markets.
Soybeans came under suspicion because of the exrtensive increase in the acreage of them.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Promising Restilts Reward Quest For New State Crops
Few crops with new uses, which would mean much to Illinois in the face of
growing surpluses of old crops like corn, oats and wheat, are "being searched for with
promising success in one of the latest investigations launched "by the eroeriment sta-
tion of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
I The purpose is to find and study unusual crops under Illinois conditions,
looking to the time when industrial conditions may require new kinds of crops and new
products. The work is in charge of Dr. W. L. Burlison, head of the agronomy depart-
ment, and other members of that staff.
One of the promising new crops "being studied is pyrethrum, the flowers and
stems of which supply the killing agent for thousands of insecticides. Until a few
years ago it was thought that only the partly opened flowers were valuable as a source
of the killing agent. For this reason the growing of the crop has been confined large-
ly to the Orient where cheap hand labor is available for going through the fields and
picking off only the partly opened flowers. More recently it has been discovered that
the fully opened flowers also are valuable. This opened the possibility of developing
mechanical pickers for the flowers and made the crop a promising one for the agricul-
tural regions of the United States.
Pyrethrum, which is a species of crysantheraum, is now grown principally in
Persia, and one large Illinois insecticide manufacturing company now sends two buyers
there anntially. More than 2,200 trade-m3.rked insecticides now contain the pyrethrum
powder, and as far back as several years ago a million and a half pounds of the re-
fined powder were in^iorted from Japan alone. The material is quite expensive and the
use of it is said to be expanding.
Another of the new crops which has shown promise in the studies is artichokes,
which are used in making sugar for diabetics, for human food, for silage and for hog
feed. Yields as high as 285 bushels an acre were produced on run-down soil which prob-
ably would not yield more than Uo bushels of com in a good year,
Safflower and hen^) are being investigated as sources of oil. Use of soy-
beans as a source of oil for paints also is being studied,
-M-
Builds Farm Into An "Oasis" With Cattle And Clover
A neighbor says that J, H. Wiyatt's farm in Jasper county resembles an oasis
in a desert, so successful has he been with a combination of Hereford cattle and soil
building crops.
In the opinion of E. T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Wiyatt's plan of having cattle graze the
soil building crops and eat the hay which they produce represents a practical way of
putting the much needed soil building program in southern Illinois upon a sound econoro-
ical basis. Under this plan the cattle bring a cash return from the soil building
crops and still the succeeding grain crops are benefited. Wiyatt claims this beats
plowing iinder clover merely for soil inprovement.
He has covered most of his land with limestone, in spite of the fact that it
took three or four tons to the acre to sweeten the soil so that clover of any kind
would grow luxuriantly. He has found that the best way to use soil building crops is
to have the cattle eat them, either as pasture or hay. He likes a mixture of timothy .
and red clover for pasture, because this combination has a long grazing season. Sweet
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Waning Pastures Leave Cow Profits Up To &rain Feeds
Fall past-ores will soon be a thing of the past , and dairymen therefore will
have to give more thought to grain rations if Illinois' one million dairy cows are to
ke^ their production 15) to a paying level, says C. S. Ehode , dairy extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Dairymen who watch the fninda-
mentsils in feeding save heavy losses, he added.
Home grown grains always furnish the cheapest base for a ration and should he
used as extensively as possible. However, they are relatively low in protein and must
have added to then some high protein concentrate such as soybeans, soybean oil meal,
cottonseed meal, linseed oil meal, gluten feed or gluten meal.
Ihe proportions of protein supplement depend entirely t^jon the type of
roughage used. When plenty of alfalfa, soybeans, cowpea or clover hay is the only
roughage fed, the grain mixture need contain only 12 to I5 per cent total protein. The
smaller amount is used when the hay is of high quality. When legume hay is fed with
such feeds as silage and fodder or when mixed hay alone is fed, the protein content of
the ration should be increased to I5 to 18 per cent. The amount is varied according
to the quality and amount of hay fed. If no legume hay at all is used, even more pro-
tein is required. The proportion in this case should be 18 to 22 per cent,
drain mixtures containing the same amount of protein may vary widely in cost,
depending tpon the price of the supplement which is used. It, therefore, is to the
dairyman's advantage to balance his rations with the cheapest supplement available.
At $12 a ton soybeans supply a pound of protein for 1.6 cents; cottonseed meal at $22
a ton supplies a pound of protein for 2,6 cents; soybean oil meal at $25 a ton sup-
plies a pound of protein at J.l cents; linseed oil meal at $28 a ton st^jplies a pound
of protein for U.l cents; gluten feed at $18 a ton s^upplies protein for 3»8 cents a
pound and bran at $lU a ton supplies protein for U. 7 cents a pound.
When cottonseed meal costs $1 a hundred pounds, soybeans are worth 50 cents
a bushel for supplying protein. With the price of linseed oil meal at $1.20 a hundred
pounds, soybeans are worth 7^ cents a bushel for suppljdng protein. When soybean oil
meal is selling at $1 a hundred pounds, soybeans are worth 55 cents a bushel for sup-
plying protein. These comparisions are made on the basis of protein, with allowance
being made for the value of nutrients other than proteins in terms of their value in
com. Com is figured at 30 cents a bushel. The cost of grinding soybeans is figured
at 10 cents a hundred pounds.
-M-
^
Seasoned Wood As Good As Coal For Making Winter Heat
Indications are that there will bs lots of wood burned this winter, and if
people who are planning to get their heat from wood will cut it properly and season it,
they can have fuel as good as any coal they can get, says L, E. Sawyer, forestry ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Il-
linois State Natural History Survey,
Wood which is to be used for heating purposes should be cut and thoroughly
dried before it is burned. Otherwise a portion of the heat will be required to evap-
orate the water, and poorer results will be obtained from its use. Those Tdio rely on
wood only in cases of emergency usually bum green or only partially seasoned wood
which gives them very poor results.
If properly cared for there are very few areas of farm woods in Illinois
that will not produce a minimum of one cord of wood to the acre each year. Many of
them will produce well over two cords. Just what this wood is worth for fuel purposes
depends entirely upon the price of coal in the ,viciTiity and the species idiich are grow-
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70 Fam Families Report. A Living Of $2,Ug9, 4 Year
First definite facts as to the standards of living on Illinois farms and in
small towns haa oome out of a stxidy by the experiment station of the College of Agri-
cxiltTire, University of Illinois shovdng that the value of the living of 70 selected
Illinois farm families averaged $2 .,489 a year during the period I929-I93O, The aver-
age expenditure of Ig small-town families was $3jb62 a year, Ihese averages probably
are much hi^er than those for the state in general, in view of the fact that the
studies were made with a selected groi^) of thrifty families, it was pointed oat*
Results of the studies are reported in a new bulletin, "Living Expenditures
of a Selected Group of Illinois Farai and Sraall~Town Families," which has just been re-
leased by the college. It was written by Euth Crawford Freeman, specialist in home
accounts, and M, Attie SoTider, fonaerly associate in home management extension, who
conducted the studies.
Of the $2,U89 value for the living of the farm families, $932 was furnished
by the farm. Twelve per cent of the total was spent for life insurance and invest-
ments. The town families spent 2S per cent of their living e:}^enditures for life in-
surance and investments.
Cash spent by the 70 farm families did not necessarily represent the income
from the fanns on ^hich they lived, for in many cases it included income irom other
sources, such as investments, part-time work, borrowed money and capital. Of the
$2,!489, $1,657 represented the average cash income a family, $U20 the average value of
raised products used in the home or given away and $^12 the average yearly rental value
of the house. The range in the money value of the living enjoyed by the 70 families
was from $1 ,lU3 to $7,432, giving the average of $2,Ug9,
All 88 of the families were American bom, and the most usiial size of family
was four. Nearly half of the 70 farm families owned the land on which their homes
were located, and more than half owned between iGa and 320 acres.
In the highest income group 5 the one with $3,000 or more a year, education
took the largest share of the money spent for general purposes. In the lower income
groups the largest share went to the automobile.
The most noticeable difference in the general expenditures of farm and town
families was the larger amovuit spent by town families for recreation.
Interest ^ Nut Q-rowing Ileache s New Mark In Illinois
Interest in nut growing in Illinois has become so keen that the extension
service of the College of Agricxilture, University of Illinois, has launched a definite
project for giving interested growers information and assistance on the production of
desirable species and varieties; it is announced by L, E, Sawyer, forestry extension
specialist of the college and of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
-M-
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ITo Time Li'ce The Present For Eeforesting Rovigh Land
Illinois' rotigh , iinprofitatle farm land never co'uld "be taken out of culti-
vation ajid put back to timber at a better time than the present in the opinion of
L. S. Sawyer, forestry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. The cost of reforesting such land at a profit would not be excessive,
he 9aid.
"Aside from eliminating low production on "unprofitable farm land, such a
plan would increase the value of the land, utilize idle and waste land, make unprof-
itable land productive and profitable, provide for a crop that continually increases
in value every year, prevent soil erosion, conserve the water supply and regulate
stream flow. In addition, reforestation would provide cover and food for wild life,
would provide a permanent supply of Illinois timber for Illinois citizens, provide
recreational areas, provide work, restore scenic beauty and soil fertility and create
a foundation for futiare prosperity.
"The time of year at which a given planting job is done will depend entirely
vpon the section of the state and species of trees to be planted. In general, planting
may be done any time in the fall after growth stops and before the ground freezes or
in the spring after the ground thaws and before growth starts.
"Hardwood trees can be successfully planted either in the fall or spring in
any section of the state. However, conifers should never be planted in the fall,
except on lighter soils where there is no danger of their heaving during the winter,
"The product that is wanted will determine the spacing of the trees. For
the production of timber the trees should be set about eight feet apart in rows about
that same distance apart. This will take approximately 680 trees an acre. For fence
post production the trees should be set about six feet apart each way, which will
take about 1,200 trees an acre. For the production of Christmas trees a spacing of
four by four feet, which requires about 2,700 trees an acre, is considered as being
most desirable. Spacing of trees in a windbreak will depend upon the width of it. A
single row windbreak should have the trees planted about eight feet apart. In a
windbreak of two or more rows the trees should be spaced about eight feet apart in
rows about ten feet apart , the trees being so planted that they will come between
those of the adjacent row."
-M-
Hog Cholera Threatening Losses As Serious As In 1926
Losses as serious as those of five years ago may result from the present
outbreak of hog cholera in Illinois, unless immediate steps are taken to put down the
disease, it is reported by officials of the animal pathology and hygiene laboratories
I at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
" The best method of combatting the disease is sanitation combined with the
proper administration of hog cholera serum, it was recommended.
"All herds should be carefully inspected every day, and if disease appears,
a veterinarian should be summoned to diagnose and treat the condition. Owners of un-
vaccinated hogs in infested areas are urged to call a veterinarian and have their
hogs immunized without delay. Peddlers and cure-all medicine vendors should not be
(allowed on the premises."
Since September, when the outbreak started, there has been an increasing
number of cases of chalera in specimens submitted to the university laboratories by
-veterinarians and farmers, according to Dr. E. A. Barger
,
pathologist of the Illinois
State Department of Agriculture,
What makes the present emergency more alarming is the fact that a large
percentage of all hogs are not vaccinated, as a result of the strict economy which
: farmers have been preioticing during recent months, it was pointed out.
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Caref^d Selling Only Way To Make Farro Tiinber faj Now
Althoiigh present markets for tiralDer are away down, indications are that
there will he a great deal of timber sold from the farm woodlands of Illinois this
coming winter just as there was last year, according to L. E. Sawyer, forestry exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agricultxire, University of Illinois and the Illinois
State Natural History Survey, If timher owners are to get as much as they should for
their product, they will have to he careful in their marketing, he said,
"There is very little demand for the lower grades of lumher or logs, as the
price of these is from 50 per cent to more than 100 per cent below the price of two
years ago. Both the demand aJid price of the higher grades of logs and lumher have
held -up better than the lower grades, hut even these better grades are off from 25 to
ho per cent in price and in some cases even more,
"The most logical thing for a man owning timber to do is to forget that he
has it until market conditions iniprove. However, if it is necessary for him to sell
to get ready cash, he can insure himself a better price for his timber by marketing
it himself. Most of the sawmills and woodworking establishments that use Illinois
timber will buy direct from the owner just as readily as they will from some middle-
man. Selling direct to the consumer will give the owner just as much or more for his
timber as he could get by sellir^ to a middleman and at the same time it will give
hiia the middleman's profit as well,
"A man having timber for sale should not begin cutting until he has a
definite order for a specified number of carloads of logs, thousand feet of lumber,
cords of wood, sticks of piling or number of cross ties. Each tree selected for cut-
ting should be chosen with care. If veneer logs are being sold, it is well to be sure
that the logs which can be cut from the tree will come vqp to the specifications of the
company that is buying the logs, otherwise they will be rejected or taken at a much
reduce.d price. This is true not only for logs but also of every other produce."
-M-
Good Old Timothy Back Number With New Forage Crops
Timothy, once a popular and widely grown hay crop, is running a hopeless
fourth in a "race" which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is staging
on its Mt, Morris soil e^qjeriment field to find out which of the common forage crops
is the most benefit to the grain crop that follows, Resxilts of the comparison to date
have just been reported by A, L. Lang, assistant chief in soil ej^jeriment fields,
Timothy is the only non-legume in the contest, the other three crops being
soybeans, red clover and alfalfa. Results of the comparison will go a long way
toward settling which of the common forage crops deserve a permanent place in the
heart of Illinois farm rotations.
The race is still young, but alfalfa is setting the pace with 67,8 bushels
of corn to its credit as a two-year average. This is the average yield of the com
crop following the alfalfa. Even this early in the comparison, timothy is hopeless-
ly out of it with 17,^ bushels less, or an average yield of 50,U bushels of corn to
its credit. Red clover is a close second with 6U.6 bushels. Soybeans are in third
place with 61,9 bushels, but even so this is an 11.5 bushels lead over the non-
leguminous timothy.
The four crops are grown side by side in a four-year rotation of com,
oats, wheat and hay. In each case the entire growth is removed for hay and the root
residues plowed down in the fall for the following corn crop.
; -
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Added Heturns of $500 Possible 3y flotation Changes
From SlOO to $5^0 a year could be added to the net income of most corn belt
farms by changing the cropping system to include more of the crops that pay relativel:
high net returns an acre, according to M. L. Mosher of the farm organization and
management department, College of Agricultiore, University of Illinois. This is in^
dicated by an analysis of records from hundreds of central Illinois farms, he said.
Next to crop yields and livestock efficiency the proportion of tillable land in the
more profitable crops often is the most important factor leading to differences in
net incomes bet'T/een farms.
As it is now, most Illinois corn belt farms keep only ^0 to 60 per cent of
the tillable land in corn, alfalfa, and sweet clover and from 30 ^o ^0 per cent in
small grain, timothy and bluegrass. Miscellaneous other crops occupy 10 to I5 per
cent of the land. A change to a system providing for from 60 to JO per cent in corn,
alfalfa, and sweet clover and only 20 to 30 per cent of the tillable land in small
grain would increase the income a farm as much as $500 in some cases with average
prices, depending on present vields and the size of the farm, according to Mosher.
Cropping systems that are proving most profitable on good corn land in the
corn belt counties are those that include as much land as possible in corn, alfalfa
by itself or mixed with clovers as a hay crop, and sweet clover alone or mixed with
other clovers and timothy as a pasture crop. Little or no timothy or bluegrass is
found on the tillable land of the more profitable farms. Limited acreages of canning
and truck crops are proving profitable to the extent that canning factories and city
markets provide outlets for them. In some grain selling areas soybeans on part of
the land have proven more profitable than small grain.
Under most conditions 20 to 25 per cent of the tillable land must neces-
sarily be kept in some small grain to fill the gap between corn and alfalfa or clover.
It is rare that oats pay for the cost of production when the grain is sold and the
straw is not utilized for feed or bedding. However, in livestock areas, because of
their feed value and the value of the straw as feed or bedding a limited acreage of
oats fits in well with corn, alfalfa and sweet clover.
-^-
State' 8 Leading Lamb Center Is Still In Adams County
Adams county maintained its leadership as the lamb producing center of '
Illinois when it shipped more prime, native lambs to the market this season than any
other county in the state, according to a report by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. More sheep raisers
than ever before cooperated in lamb improvement work which wag pushed for the second
year by Pann Adviser S. F. Russell and the extension service of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
-M-
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Present Conditions Pave Way For Home Orchard Comeback
The home orchard which occupied such a prominent place on Illinois farms a
few decades ago is a thing of the past, but present economic conditions have again
set farmers to thinking about a supply of home-grown fruits, says V. W. Kelley, assis-
tant chief in pomology at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Large size was the downfall of the old-time home orchard. This point there-
fore should be guarded against in establishing a 20th century orchard, it was pointed
out
.
Farmers in years gone by thought that planting the trees and harvesting the
crop was all there was to raising fruit. The result was over planting. Then when
consTomers began to demand better fruit, growers had to start spraying, pruning, and
fertilizing. The outlay for adeqijiate spraying equipment and time needed for caring
for the trees were the bugaboos which led to neglect and failure of the orchard.
"First of all , the 20th century home orchard must be given reasonable care.
A neglected orchard is unattractive, does not enhance the value of the farm, provides
only a little low quality fruit, and is a menace to the properly cared for orchard
in its vicinity. The time has nassed when good fruit can '"e grown without spraying.
The farmer who does not expect to spray should not waste time and money in planting
the trees.
"Second, the orchard should be limited to such a size that can be cared for
without taking too much time from the other operations of the general farm. The work
in the orchard may sometimes have to be done between showers. The time to recognize
this fact is when the orchard is being planned. Only a small number of varieties of
each kind should be chosen, and particular attention must be given to reducing the
number of trees of each variety. A single well cared for tree of each variety se-
lected is better than a half dozen neglected trees.
"Tliird, the home orchard also should provide a succession of fruit through-
out the season. With most fruits it is possible to select some varieties which ripen
early and others which come on in mid-season or late. In this way fresh fruits can
be provided over a longer period.
"Fourth, high quality should get first consideration in the selection of
varieties. Personal preferences for particular varieties may be legitimately satis-
fied in choosing varieties for home use."
Can't Beat Ifen As_ A Relief Agent At The Present Time
No other part of farming offers more opportunity for meeting the emergency
of the times than does poultry, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The present poultry and egg
market is one of the most profitable that flock owners have enjoyed for a long time,
owing to the comparatively small change in poultrj'' and egg prices and the big drop
in grain prices, he pointed out.
Egg prices are now 7^ per cent of what they were a year ago and chicken
prices are 87 per cent of what they were in 1930- I^^ contrast, oats and wheat prices
are U7 per cent of what they were a year ago, while the corn price is onlj'' UO per
cent of what it was a year ago.
Liberal feeding will be essential for the kind of fall and winter produc-
1 tion which will bring profit. Alp said. There must be plenty of hopper space, at
I
least 20 feet for each ICO hens. Moist mash may have to be used to get the hens to
eat more and to increase body weight. A moist mash made of two-thirds corn meal and
:' one-third wheat middlings fed once a day to backward pullets will help develop them.
! The birds should be fed only what they will clean up in about ten minutes.
ef.;
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Costiy Poultry Disease More ComL-pon In Fall Of Year
Oufbreaks of "gappers ," the "hard breathing," disease which has caused the
poultry industry growing losses for many years
,
are more likely to occur in the fall
,
winter, and spring than at other seasons, according to a new circular just issued on
the disease by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The scientific name of the disease is infectious laryngotracheitis (pro-
nounced lar-in-go-tray-key-i-tis) and the title of the circular is, "Infectious Lar-
yngotracheitis in Fowls." It was written by Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology
and Ixvgiene, and Frank Thorp, Jr., assistant in animal pathology. These two investi-
gators are still studying the disease after having found a filterable-virus-like agent
in two outbreaks in Illinois.
Prevention of the disease depends upon general sanitarj*- measures, according
to the new circular. There are no cures in the way of proven serums or vaccines, al-
though flocks that have passed through the disease seem to be less susceptible to
subsequent attacks. Fowls that have passed thro^'ogh their first laying season, whetr.s'^
exposed to the disease or not, seem more resistant th^an pullets.
In any flock suffering from the disease the acutely infected fowls should
be promptly isolated or destroyed. Houses should be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected,
A careful daily inspection should be made and all fowls which show any signs of coming
down with the disease should be removed. Fowls that recover from the acute type or
show a mild, subacute or chronic infection should not be returned to quarters with
healthy fowls.
Newly purchased fowls and show fowls returned from exhibitions should be
kept in quarantine and cared for by separate attendants for three weeks before being
placed with the flock. Visitors and medicine salesmen should not be permitted to
enter premises occupied by poultry, but if they do, they should use all care to avoid
carrying the disease from infected to healthy fovrls.
-M~
Illinois Not Much Of A Plum State But Could Do Better
Illinois isn't much of a plum state, but nevertheless there are varieties
of native American plums or crosses between them and Japanese plums which in general
are well adapted to the state, according to B. L. McMunn of the pomology division,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As it is now, he pointed out, it is
often impossible for housewives to get this esteemed fruit for canning, jellies, and
eating raw. More than 100 varieties are being tested oy the college experiment static:
in an effort to locate those which are adapted to Illinois.
Among the native and hybrid varieties there are at least five which are
suited to the entire state, according to McMunn. Two of these, Sapa and Opata, are
early ripening varieties and the other three, Underwood, Moniton and Elliot, later
ripening kind. For the southern one-third of the state, Wild Goose, Shiro and Omaha
can be added to the list.
Japanese varieties that can be recommended for the southern one-third of the
state are Burbank and Abundance, but in that section regular fruiting cannot be ex-
pected. Of the European varieties, Moores (Arctic), Lombard and Heine Claude (Green
Gage) can be fruited in the northern half of the state, but do not produce high qualit.
fruit in southern Illinois owing to the hot summer. The small Shropshire Damson, well
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Storage Movement May Boost Insect Losses In Srain
With the general movement among farmers to hold grain, insects are likely
to cause more than the usioal losses in seed value, weight of grain, quality and
grade , according to a warning in a new circular just released hy the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. It is entitled, "How to Stop 'Weevil' Damage
in Stored Grain," by W, P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural
History Survey. Grain held for any length of time in farmers' bins is almost sure
to become infested with insects, it is pointed out.
The best measures for controlling stored grain insects and preventing dam-
age are cleanliness and fumigation. Measures to prevent infestation have to be
taken before the grain is in the bin. Much insect damage is caused by the fact that
bins are not thoroughly clean before the grain is stored.
Carbon bisulfid is the best fumigant , all things considered, for farmers'
grain bins or for piles of seed that can be kept in a tight room or container. The
gas which it gives off is much heavier than air and sinks to the bottom of any con-
tainer in which it is used. This gas is deadly to all forms of insect life if used
strong enough and at temperatures in which the insects are active.
Carbon bisulfid is used at the rate of 1 pound to each 100 cubic feet of
^ace in large tight bins, or 1 pound to each 80 bushels of grain. In small bins
where there may be some leakage, 1 pound is used to each 50 bushels of grain. This
chemical is not expensive, costing from 9 to 12 cents a pound. The sides and bottoms
of the bins, rooms, or containers to be fumigated should be as nearly air-tight as
possible. The average grain bin is far from air-tight. Where there is sure to be
some leakage, the amount of carbon bisulfid must be increased.
The gas is poisonous to human beings. Persons doing the fumigating should
leave the bin or room as soon as possible after applying the liquid. Any place that
has been fumigated must always be ventilated thoroughly before it is entered. The
gas also is highly explosive when mixed with air. Even a spark caused by striking a
nail with a hammer is enough to cause an explosion.
-M-
Long Testing Adds $2Uo A Year To Returns From Herds
Records in the Tazewell County Dairy Herd Improvement Association show that
members who have been testing for as long as four years are making $2Uo a year more,
on the basis of a ten-cow herd, than they were five years ago, according to Paul
Church, tester for the association. This is on the basis of present feed and milk
prices, he said.
The Tazewell herd improvement association is one of 55 similar ones through-
^
out the state in which more than 21 ,000 cows are being put to test for milk and but-
terfat production under supervision of the extension service, College of Agriculture,
j
University of Illinois.
I'rinted in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Muuford, Director,
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Homemaker Can Save By MaJcine; Own Cleaners At Home
One Illinois homemaker foiand that her cleaning supplies cost her $22.51 a
year, or U3 cents a week. When farm incomes are reduced as they are now, a practical
way for women to save money is to prepare some of these cleaning materials at home,
according to a ten-page mimeographed manual, "Some Helps to Seduce the Cost of Clean-
ing," which has just been issued by the home economic extension service of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. It was written by Miss Gladys J. Ward,
associate in home management.
How to soften hard water, how to make soap and a soap solution, how to
prepare silvet polish, how to make wax for lurnit-ore and floors and a liquid polish
for furniture are explained in the maraoal . It also includes other siiggestions about
household cleaning operations and materials.
"An illustration of one saving that often can be made in farm homes is fur-
nished by a home bureau member who obtained a year's supply (78 pounds) of laundry
soap and toilet soap from surplus fat that she had on Imnd. The soap cost less than
two cents a pound for materials that had to be bought.
"Then again, it has been estimated that a family of five using water of
average hardness for Illinois loses or wastes at least 70 pounds of soap a year be-
sides suffering the inconveniences and discomforts resulting from the use of hard
Water. Since washing soda and ammonia are considerably cheaper than soap, their use
in properly made solutions will make a substantial reduction in soap costs for those
who do not have all the soft water they need or who do not have water-softening
eqmpment in their homes."
-M-
Multiplies Value Of Land By Using Soil Improvement
A ten-year soil building program with limestone, sweet clover and alfalfa
enabled a Jersey county farmer to mal:e his land worth $125 an acre last year, while
other farmers in his community were making theirs worth only $29 an acre, according
to a summary of his records by P. E. Jorjiston of the farm organization and manage-
ment department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. He is one of the
several thousand Illinois farmers enrolled in the college's farm account project and
has made good use of his record as a guide to better paying methods.
The farm paid net receipts of $7-51 an acre in 1930 j which is a return of
6 per cent on an investment of $125 an acre. The land was inventoried at $5^ an acre,
which is probably more than other land in the same community would sell for at the
present time, Johnston said. It is a 200-acre farm located in a region where the
land is quite rolling.
G-ross receipts from the farm were $21 an acre as compared with $15 for the
average of other account -keeping farmers in the same area. Twenty-five acres of
sweet clover pasture and l6 acres of alfalfa provided feed for the livestock, even
though the 1930 crop season was exceptionally dry. The permanent pasture on this
farm has had limestone so that sweet clover grows along with the bluegrass and adds
to the carrying capacity. The grain crops on the farm are corn and wheat. Mheat is
used as a nurse crop and is sold on the market.
Feeds produced on the farm are fed to dairy cows and hogs. Success of the
farm is a result of the amount of feed available, the character of the feed, and the
efficiency with which it is fed to livestock. Alfalfa and sweet clover are both
crops which help to balance grain ration and have the advantage of giving a heavy
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Feed Wisdom Puts Hog Feeder Ahead in Present Times
iCnowing his feeds was never more important to the swine raiser than it is
during this period of fast and sometimes violent changes, says W. E. Carroll, chief
in swine hushandry at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. For in-
stance, tankage, the old standard supplement in hog rations, would have to be as
cheap as $27 a ton and in some cases $13 a ton to compete with soybean oil meal at
the present time, he said.
In recent weeks tankage has been quoted in car lots at $30 a ton and in ton
lots at $35 to $37 on the same market that quoted soybean oil meal at prices around
$18 a ton. In actioal feeding trials with fattening pigs soybean oil meal has proved
fully two-thirds as valuable a pound as tankage. On that basis soybean oil meal at
$18 a ton would be equivalent to $27 tankage.
"If results of these tests can be relied upon, when tankage costs more than
half again as much as soybean oil meal, the wise feeder will substitute the oil meal
for the tankage. In the absence of any careful study of the subject it may be de-
sirable in dry lot feeding to use tankage u-? to the extent of half the supplement
until the pigs weigh approximately 75 pounds. After this, soybean oil meal may re-
place all the tankage if the price ratio is favorable. In dry lot feeding it also
will probably pay to use alfalfa meal to the extent of one-fourth of the supplemen-
tal mixture.
"Soybean growers in some sections have a still more favorable op;ortunity.
Some of the oil mills are offering to exchange 1 ,600 pounds of the oil meal for a ton
of beans. The cash price of beans is around 20 cents a bushel, or just under $7 a
ton. An exchange on this basis would bring the cost of the oil meal to $8.75 a ton.
This would justify only $13.13 a ton for tankage.
"Fed in an otherwise suitable ration, soybean oil meal has produced a sat-
isfactory quality of pork. A ration of corn and soy">ean oil meal is improved some-
what by a simple mineral mixture. One composed of equal parts of limestone, bone
meal and salt has been found satisfactory in Illinois."
-M-
Farmers Counting Savings Made Under Soil Testing Plan
Hancock county farmers are counting up tidy savings in limestone and clover
seed made as a result of simple tests for lime and phosphorus on 1,301 acres of land,
according to the annual report of Farm Adviser 0. L. Welsh.
Some farmers found that limestone applied lo years ago is still keeping
their soils sweet. Others discovered spots and patches in their fields that were
distinctly acid and needed limestone, while the rest of the field was sweet. Lime-
stone applied on the sweet land would have been wasted, while clover seed sown on
the acid patches would have been thrown away. Farm Adviser Welsh pointed out.
The soil testing was part of a state-wide project being sponsored by the
extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois to help farm-
ers lower their production costs and add to their profits by building up their crop
yields. Yields in Hancock county, for instance, have dropped to the level of 3^
bushels of corn an acre as a result of years of cropping without clovers. Land like
th^t in the county could be made to yield as efficiently as 60 bushels of corn an
acre with approved methods of soil management as recommended in the soil testing
project.
As one direct result of the soil testing, 2U carloads of limestone and two
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Dean Davenport To Turn Farm Folks' Faces To Futiire
Faces of Illinois farm folks rrill te t-urned to the future "by a veteran
authority vrhen Dr. Eugene Davenport, dean emeritus of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, addresses them in the first general session of the thirty-
fourth annual Farm and Eome Week, January 11 to I5. His suhject rill he "What Shall
TTe Do With the Next Cycle?"
Nor 75 years old, Dr. Davenport has seen farmers weather six distinct and
acute business cycles since he became dean of the college in 1895* Betreen the age
of 21 and the year he hecame dean, he sar tro more, making a total of eight. He
retired in 1922.
Dean Davenport will return from his home in Woodland, Mich. , for his ap-
pearance at 3 P» ™» » Monday afternoon, January 11,
Scheduling of Dean Davenport as one of the principal spealzers of the reek
is in keeping rith the plan to keep this year's Farm and Home Week -up to the standard
of the 1931 session. At that time the meeting became the biggest farm and home
g?cthering in the state when 3 A^S farm folks from 97 counties registered.
"Development of the College of Agrioult"are under the stimulus, direction
and leadership of Dean Davenport is recognized as an outstanding contribution to
AmericBJa agriculture," Dean H, W. Mumford said. "Coming to the university in 1895 ^^
entered upon an ambitious and aggressive program as dean of the college of agriciilture
and later as director of the agricultural ej^jeriment station, reorganizing the rork of
the college and winning such support from its program that what had been one of the
weakest departments of the institution adiieved a prominent place in the university,
"Later the opportunity for advisory war service, the vice-presidency of the
university and his retirement to an active writing career from his farm home have
occtjpied his high talents,
"He is more than an agricultural leader. He is recognized as an educational
philosopher. On all occasions he dignifies agriculture. His courage, his farsi^ited-
ness and his public spirit are ail unusual,"
Bettor Q-ardens Nor Bein/-:, Pushed As' A Relief Measure
A state—wide movomcnt for better farm gardens as a means of easing the
stress of the times was put under waj' in a series of eight regional schools which the
extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois started
November I7, it is announced by L. A. Somers, vegetable gardening extension specialist.
The schedule includes Galesburg, November 17j Jacksonville, November 20;
Dixon, December I5 Decatur, December Uj Belleville, December 15; Marion, December I7,
and Olney December IS, The eighth school will be held at Yorkville on a date to be
announced later.
Some fanners have netted as much as $227 a year from their gardens by fol-
lowing methods which have been worked out and recommended "by the college, A total of
72 county farm advisers accompanied by leading fanners of their counties will attend
thse schools,
*M-
I Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8. 1914. H. \V. Mumford, Director.
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Dry Com ?avors Farmer Lloveaent To Hold 19"^2 Crop.
One thing in favor of farmers in the present movement to store corn for
higher prices is the fact that the grain is dry this fall and consequently Trill
shrirJc less than us^ual in storage, says G, H, Dungan, associate chief in crop produc-
tion at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Also 'Then com is selling at a lor figure in the fall, the price a "bashel
the next svmimer does not have to he so hi^ to compensate for shrinkage as -^hen the
price at husking time is high. According to nine years' ohservations hy the college,
50-cent com in ITovember lias to rise out 10 cents a "bushel hy the next August in order
to net the same to the grower, vhereas 25-cent com in November must go -up only 5
cents to cover the shrinkage loss, he pointed out.
"Tlie most important factor affecting the amount of shrinkage is the moisture
in the ears at huskir^ time. In shrinkage e:!^eriments some com that contained 20.
S
per cent moisture when it went into the criTj lost 13»5 per cent of its reight hy the
follo^ng July, In the same length of time a second lot of com containing 21, g per
cent moisture lost 15.3 per cent and a third lot containing 26,1 per cent moisture
lost 17.^ per cent.
"An average of nine years' tests showed the maxim?Jm shrinkage occurred in
July and August of the following year. During Septemher and Octoher com ahsorhs a
small amouiat of moisture from the air, so there is a slight, although insignificant
gain in freight,"
Disgulsinis: Old Clothin,? Will Solve Women' s Quandary
Clothing is the first thir^ that feels the pinch of hard times, hut this
does not mean that ronen or their children must stay at home hecause they "have no
clothes to vrear," according to a four-page mimeographed leaflet just issued hy the
home economics extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
It is entitled, "Disguising Last Year's Clothes," and is designed to:
(1) help in the utilization of material on hand, thus freeing dollars for service in
other parts of the family hudget; (2) help T7omen rho have little cash to keep up
family standards and morale hy helping them to look rell dressed, and (3) keep romen
from staying at home hecause they "have no clothes to rear." It ras prepared hy Miss
Edna Gray, associate in clothing extension,
"A summary of the fer of the outstanding differences hetreen the styles of
this year and of last year is encouraging for the woman who must find rays this
rinter of making her dollars go farther tlian in the past. For one thing, skirt
lengths are almost unchanged. One of the outstanding changes in style this rinter is
in the length proportion of skirt to raist,"
Color contrast also is an irrportant feature of fall dresses, according to
the manual. This perh^^ps will help many 'r'omen utilize dresses not otheivise usahle.
Contrast may take the form of a hri^^it scaxf , a hrigb.t hlouse, sleeve trim, collar,
vest or even j'-okes. Many dresses '^ill look like suits or coats. Hip length coats
are perhaps more popular than either the longer or shorter ones. Tliis suit type of
dress offers manj' possihilities to the home sewer who is making over last year's
garments. Wool suits ^orn last spring can he supplied rith colorful hlouses or
vcstees and worn all rinter as dresses,
ihe vogue for the use of plain dark colors, such as hrom, daik green, and
wine red, as well as hlack, offers a ronderful opportunity to make old clothes look
ner hy re-dyeir^, the manual points out.
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Kb Sor Sl'-Q-uId Go "Protein Eimgry" 7ith Beans Cheap
Cheap soybeajis have put proteins for "brood sorvs on the "bargain counter,
says TT, E. Carroll, chief in srine hus"bandry at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. This should "be one rinter, therefore, when "brood sors in most sections
of the com "belt rill not suffer for lack of this nutrient in their rations, he said.
Tests at the college have proved soybeans are satisfactory as a supplement
to farm grains for "brood sows during gestation. About tvro-thirds to three-fourths of
a pound of beans a head daily was fed. One and a half busliels of beans, therefore,
T-ill carry a sow througii her gestation period of llU days. Tlie average farm price
of beans is now about 20 cents a bushel, xtiich means a total outlay for protein sup-
plement of only 30 cents a head for the sow herd«
"In addition to farm grains and soybeans, sows iiould be given what legume
hay of good quality they will eat. The hay can be fed from a single feed rack or on
a feeding floor. Alfalfa hay is the standard, although soybean hay of good quality
also has been fed successfully. The sows also should have access to a mineral mix-
ture, because both com and soybeans lack calcium, A simple mixture of equal parts
of limestone, bone meal and salt has been found satisfactory,
"An item fully as important as the ration is the exercise the sows get.
They sliould be forced to exercise if they do not do so voluntarilj'', A large pasture
or corn field in which the sows are gathering part of their feed is excellent.
"Sows should be kept in thrifty, vigorous condition but should not be al-
lowed to become over fat. A sow in a good state of flesh will suckle her litter more
successfully than a thin sow, while an over fat one becomes lazy and awkward and is a
menace to her pigs,"
-Ill-
State Farm Ivleet To Aim At Lowering Madiiner:/ Costs
Power and machiner;^ bills on some Illinois farms run as high as $8 an acre,
or four times as much as they do on other farms. Tliis one item can make as much as
$S00 a j'ear difference in farm earnings. Methods of reducing labor, power and ma-
chinery costs therefore are to be stressed in one of the 25 courses to be offered
during the thirty-fourth annual Parm and Eome Week, January 11 to I5, at the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Pacts will be brought out to show how labor, power and madiinery may be
used to the best advantage on Illinois farms. Tlie importance of fitting various
tj/pes of power to particular needs will be discussed. Comparative costs for tractor
and non-tractor farms will be sho-'.Tn, Practices which help to decrease labor, power
and machinery costs will be given major consideration. Small grain and corn harvest-
ing methods will be analyzed.
Adjusting labor, power and machinery to Illinois farms will be taken up in
the first session by P, S. Johnston, extension specialist in farm organization and
management,
Seducing labor, power and machinery co^ts on Illinois farms will be con-
sidered in a second session with J, E, Uills, assistant in farm organization and
management, as the speaker.
Methods of reducing harvesting costs of small-grain crops will be explained
in the third session by H. H. ITilcox, associate chief in farm organization and manage-
laent,
I
Methods of reducing com harvesting costs will be studied in a fourth
;,
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Farmers Ligb.tenin.c Tasks By Using More Electricity
Business conditions are not keeping Illinois farmers from lightening their
drudgeries rith electricity, as shown oj the fact that last year there ras an in-
crease of 25 per cent in the number of Illinois farmers i^'ho obtained electric service
from porer lines for the first time.
Eiis is announced in the annual report of the experiment station, College
of A^Ticulture, University of Illinois, rrhere studies are being made on the use of
electric power on farms,
5hirther evidence of the increased use of electricity by farmers is seen in
the fact that farmers on an experimental line established in 1925 continued to extend
their use of the service. The amount of electricity used oy these farmers during
1930-31 ^as increased 21 per cent over 1929-30*
Although farmers are shoeing continued and increased interest , only about
one out 01 ten farms in the state nov: has elctric service, according to the report,
'5"f}.e variety of uses on the farm creates a reasonably satisfactory demand
for electric por-er, the report explains. Hoirever, one of the important problems in
using electricity on farms is to extend it to Tork outside the home. Increased use
loT?ers the unit cost of service. It is evident, the report says, that if additional
uses could be made of the service during the winter months, it xrould give a more
uniform load, throtighout the year,
LoT7 constm^tion during the winter months is accounted for by the fact that
most farm housoTJives use coal stoves to a larger extent in the r'inter, because they
depend on them to help hoat their kitchens. On the experimental farms the total conr-
S'o^ption by seven electric ranges varied from S93 IdloTratt hours in July to I7I
kiloyratt hours in November, Tlie total consun^jtion by four refrigerators varied from
UUO kilowatt hours in July to 82 kilowatt hours in December, Five brooders ^ere used
during March, April and May rith the high consumption in April,
Tlie liglating circuit load ras fairly lor in summer and increased to its
highest point during the winter months, Tlie consumption "by two milking machines
ras fairly constant throughout the year, varying from 50 to 67 kilowatt hours a month,
iTew Studies Will Show Cost-s Vs, Savings In Trucks
Whether or not the increasir^g number of tracks being used on Illinois farms
cost more than they save is being determined in a special study being made this year
by the farm organisation and management department of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
One hundred thirty-nine farmers in 56 counties are cooperating in the study,
'They are keeping a special truck work sheet which lists in detail the Icinds of ma^
i
terial hauled, the distance hauled, the weight of the load and the cost of operating
the tiuck. Tue study also will show the cost a mile for operating tnacks, as well as
;the total labor, power ad machinery costs on faims where trucks are used as compared
T7ith farms having no trucks,
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Profits To Make Poultry Profitalile At rarm-Eome Week
Poultry raising is hard to beat as a farm money maker at the present time,
Uer proof of this is e:xpected to "be shorn by the r?ay farmers and their Fives turn
out for the poultry short course during the thirty-fourth annual ?arm and Eome Tleek,
January 11 to I5, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Twenty-
four other courses on different phases of farming and homemaking also are to "be of-
fered during the week,
F, B, Hutt, professor of animal genetics at the College of Agriculture,
University of Minnesota, and for several years associated with the poultry industry,
has been scheduled as a special speaker for the poultrymen.
In opening the course, January 11, K, E, ALp
,
poultry extension specialist,
will discuss, "Shall I Build a l^'e'- Poultry House?" "Hatching the 1932 Crop of
Chickens," by L, E. Card, chief in poultry husbandry, will be the other topic for the
first session.
Breeding for heavier laying and higlier profits to. 11 be stressed in the
sessions on January 12, The program includes, "Y/hat Trapnest Records Shor," by
Dr. Card; "Selecting the Breeding Male," by Dr, Hutt; "Feeding the Breeding Flock,"
by H, J, Sloan, first assistant in poultry husbandry, and, "Breeding Plans for 1932,"
by Dr. Eutt.
Control of diseases and parasites, uLiich are noT: a heavy drain on the Il~
linois poultryman's profits, vrill be taken up January 13» "Cliicken Pox Control,"
will be discussed by E, A. Barger, Illinois State Department of Agriculture; "Pre-
venting Common Cliick Di£;eases," by Frank Thorp, Jr, , assistant in animal pathology;
"Controlling External Parasites of Poultry," by T?, P, Flint, chief entomologist of
the Illinois Natural History Survey, and, "Controlling Internal Parasites of Poultry,"
by J, P, Torrey, of the Illinois State Department of Agriculture,
Marketing of poultry and eggs will have the Trhole day of January lU given
over to it,
"Brooding Chicks in Batteries," by Dr, Sloan and, "Making Money From
Poultry in 1932," will be the subjects for the final day, January I5,
-M-
Southern Illinois Ideal For Mal-d.n< Money On Lambs
Conditions are right for hundreds of southern Illinois farmers to cash in
on early lambs if they Troudd follor the example of Harvey Toler in Johnson county,
says E, T. Robbins , livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois,
Last spring Toler had ten grade Hanpslaire lambs which were dropped in
Januar:,' and which he sold in April, averaging 72 po-'cmds in St, Louis at $10 a
hundredweight, or a total of $7,20 a head. Such lambs would bring about $6.50 a
hundred pounds this fall or less than $5 a head, Robbins pointed out. Tlie ewes had
cowpea hay and pasture. The lambs had no extra grain,
Toler' s ej^erience corresponds with that of some other southern Illinois
farmers y'no have found that the early grazing which their ewes get because of the
short winter sustains a big milk flow and makes the lambs fat at an early age with-
out extra grain. Of course, this result can be obtained only with well bred lambs.
The system is well adapted to hundreds of farms in the southern part of
the state, where grass grows better than anything else and cowpeas or soybeans can
be grown from winter roughage. Southern Illinois farmers with their mild winters
can raise early lambs easier than farmers in the northern part of the state. In
recent years eaz-ly lambs fattened and sold before June usually have brought more
dollars a head than late lambs ever would bring,
-M-
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That Daily Ap?le Shotild Be Ihe hT-=^>tt One For The Use
If "An apple a day keeps the doctor a-ay," the comercial crop of Illinois
this year is Rnm^gH to give the doctors of the state a 90-da3/ vacation, according to
E, S, Hcrsh, horticiiltiiral extension specialist of the College of Agricolture,
University of Illinois.
Horever, even an apple has to "be used right to he fully appreciated, he
said. ?or instance, there are six out of I3 Illinois varieties that are excellent
for pies and apple du::i3lings. They are Jonathan, Q-riaes Golden, Staymen Winesap,
Winesap , "Wealthy and Winter Sanana,
Tfhen it comes to oeing eaten uncooked, the varieties that rate as excellent
are Jonathan, Grimes Golden, Delicious, Sta^.-nen "inesap a-nd C-clden Delicious, Good
eating varieties are Winesap, Wealthy and Cortland, Hoae Beauty, TTillov Trrig and
Winter Banana rate as fair for eating, ^ile Ben Davis is poor.
Home Beauty, Ben Davis and Staynen "inesap are excellent for "baking;
Jonathan, Grines Golden, Delicioxis, ^inesap, 'iTillovr Trig, York Inperial , Cortland and
TTintcr Banana are good; Wealthy is fair, and Golden Delicious is poor.
Transparent and Duchess are "best for sauce. Ben Davis, York Inrperial,
Cortland, T^ealthy and 'Tint er Banana are only fair, Jonathan, Grinies Golden, Rome
Beauty, Delicious, Staymen Winesap , Winesap , Willor T?rig and Golden Delicious all
rate as poor for sauce,
For stevring, Rome Beauty and Wealthy are excellent; Jonathan, Grimes
Golden, Ben Davis, Winesap, Willor T^ig, York Iiriperial , Cortland, Golden Delicious
and Winter Banana are good, and Delicious an.d Staynen Winesap are fair.
Jonathan, Winesap, Willor Trig and Wealthy are good for jelly; Rome Beauty,
Ben Davis, Stajinen Winesap, York Imperial, Golden Delicious and Winter Banana are
fair, and Grines Golden, Delicious and Golden Delicious are poor,
-M-
Tro Parm Wastes Are Profit Eaters 5ven In Good Times
With all their efficiency, American xai—iers are putting up rith tro great
rastes that rould he profit killers even in prosperous times, according to W, A,
Jester, specialist in rural architecture at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, The first is lack of shelter for all livestock, particularly in severe
weather, and the second, insufficient storage space for farm machinery, grain and
roughage.
Each is unprofitahle as ttbII as rasteful. Unsheltered livestock not only
loses rei^t , vigor and health but also eats more feed. Unsheltered machinery rasts
airay and is shortened in life. Unsheltered grain spoils, loses food value and
grades lorer rhen marketed, likewise, rou^age ^astes from eroosure to rind and rain.
Young stock and horses rintering in corn stalks can "be protected rith a
strar shelter during cold reather, S'cich a shelter can "be ouilt at little or no
lespense, A fer forked poles or posts are set in a rectangular plan and old fencing
iolaced on the north, east and rest, leaving the south side open. The posts are then
|connected rith poles and covered on top rith brush, cornstalks and strar. The three
jsides are banked rith straw or fodder. If stra-:' is not plentiful, it can be made to
;go farther if it is held in place rith rire. If there is plenty of strar, the stock
iTill feed upon it and rork it in.to manure, rhich. rill more than pay for the materials
land labor required in building the shelter,
1 ,4i-
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"Baliy Beef" Xs Cleared Of What Was Tlaotight A Flaw
"BalDy "beef", hot: the vogue in keeping rith America's smaller families,
tinier apartments and hurried meal preparation, has "been cleared of xrhat was thought
to "be a serious fault, as a result of studies "by the experiment station of the Col~
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Baby beef often lacks marbling, which in aged cattle is associated Fith
quality. Evidence was obtained in the experiments, ho:::ever, to show that this lack
Ox marbling may not be serious from the standpoint of the houserrife, as the lean may
absorb fat from the surrounding tissue during cooking. This absorbed fat malces the
TIE at juicier, adds to the flavor and food value of the lean and is a partial sub-
stitute for marbling fat. Since finished baby beef is naturally tender, the effect
ox marbling i:?)on tenderness will not be missed.
Marbling, it was explained by Professor Sleeter Bull, associate diief in
meats, is a mixing of fat with the lean meat, giving it a marbled appearance. In the
daj'-s before baby beef it was the accepted sign of high quality meat, because it has
a bearing both on tenderness and juiciness of aged beef. When baby beef was intro-
duced, modern housewives accepted it and then demanded it, because its size more
nearly met their needs. However, lack of marbling remained a mooted question with
connoisseurs of beef, -^
'
Cooking tests made by Dr, H, H, Mitchell and his associates in the division
01 animal nutrition showed that the lean meat in baby beef increased in fat at the
expense of the surrounding fatty tissue. Of the fat melted out of this tissue, ap-
proximately 90 per cent went into the drippings, while about 10 per cent penetrated
into the lean. The fat content of the lean, as a result, increased 1,5 per cent,
equivalent to lU,5 per cent of the original fat content. The energy value of the
lean was increased by 6 per cent, Tiie longer the roast is cooked the greater will
these exchanges of fat be.
It was concluded that while extensive marbling is needed for quality in
beef from aged cattle, it is not essential for quality in baby beef, so long as there
is a good covering of fat on the cut,
-M-
Warmed Drinking Water In Winter Worth 18 Cents A Hen
A little thing like warming the drinking water for chickens in winter may
add as much as 3S cents a hen to the gross returns from the flock, according to rec-
ords collected by the farm organization and management department, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, The annual gross return for each hen over a two-
year period averaged $3,58 in the case of 32S records where the water was warmed all
winter. In contrast, the return was only $3,20 in the case of 35 records whore the
hens got only cold water. Hens in flocks tliat got warm water all winter averaged 95
eggs each, while those in flocks getting only cold water averaged but SO eggs each,
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress, May 8, 1914. H. W. Mvmtorb, Director.
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Soy:T3ean Oil Meal Pr oral sin.-? Outlet For Crop Surplus
Soybean oil meal is panning out as a livestock feed in a Tray that promises
much torard solution of the soybean sui-plus, says E, T. RobMns, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Just returned from a series of county livestock tours, Eobbins reports that
farmers gq^preciate the quality and econom;/- of soybean oil meal as a protein s-upplement.
Even in parts of the state rhere soybeans are grom very little, stockmen are using
this high-protein by-product of the soybeaii industry. Ihis is providing an outlet for
farmers in the central part of the state yfno are growing soybeans in their crop rotar-
tions and need a market for their production, he e3?)lained.
"Greenralt Brothers, of Carroll county, have 120 Texas calves rhich they
plan to feed all the com they "ill eat Trith 1 pound of soybean oil meal to 7 pounds
of com. They also vrill feed about g pounds of silage and 2 pounds of alfalfa hay
daily a calf. Last year they had splendid results ^rith this same plan, excepting that
t:-.ey used cottonseed meal at that time. Tlais type of ration is one -Thich has given
the best results in recent years at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
and Sreenwalt Brothers had fine success rith it. They sold the calves at about the
top of the market,
"Fred Guenzler, also of Carroll county, was feeding soybean oil meal to add
protein to the ration for more than 200 cattle. He also ras using some cottonseed
meal. The bulk of the ration was made up of com and alfalfa hay. His steers T7ere
doing very well, and he was pleased with the soybean oil meal as a good, clieap source
of protein,
"lU Stephenson county "iTilliam Humraermeier is feeding more than 100 range
calves on oats, ground barley, com, soybean oil meal, cottonseed meal and alfalfa
hay. August Otto in the same county is feeding II5 sliotes which have the run of the
com field and are getting a mixture of 2 parts tankage, 1 part soybean oil meal and
1 part alfalfa meal in a self-feeder,"
-M-
Many Pests Can Spoil Plants ¥.pt Guarded In The House
Any one of a dozen or more insect pests can soon spoil the many house
plants that are brou^jht in from the outdoors at this time of the year, according to
a warning to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by C. C. Cornpton, as-
sistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, Most plants can be
cleaned up in a short time and at very little e^^Dense if the proper steps are taken.
In the case of plants that are blooming, pyrethrum sprays are best, since
they are less likely to discolor the blooms. Infested plants should be removed to
the back porch, yard or, in cold weather, to the basement and thoroughly sprayed ac-
cording to the directions on the pyrethrum container. The excess spray can be re-
moved by shaking the plants gently. The treatment should be continued at weekly
intervals until the plants are clean. Even spraying plants forcibly with clear water
every week or ten days will aid in keeping them free from insects.
Plants not in bloom and foliage plants can be cleaned up by spraying them
with or dipping them in a ko per cent nicotine sulphate solution. This solution is
used at the rate of 1 ounce to U or 5 gallons of water into which has been dissolved
two or three ounces of soap.
.' ;j'..'f !'c"? '-jS
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Illinois Hens Don't Heed Eire To Lay Ei^gs In Winter
Fine laying records have been made by chickens under reather conditions far
more severe than they ever get in Illinois, and these recoriis have been made without
the use of artificial heat, says E, H, Alp, poultry extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Tliere is little evidence to prove that
it would pay the average farm flock o^^ner to install a regular heatin.? system in his
poultry houses,
"However, a flock that is laying heavilj"- should be protected from severe
cold weather. Some houses are considerably colder than others, and in such cases it
miglit be advisable to set vp the brooder stove during a cold spell.
"Curtains made from feed sacks and dropped in front of the roosts diixing
cold weather are a help. Dividing the roosts into sections by means of partitions
also will help protect the birds. The partitions are built from the top of the
droppings board to the ceiling of the house and extend in width only a little beyond
the first roost,
"In a house with a high ceiling a small straw loft put in just above the
roosts and extending the width of the droppings board is of real value in cold
weather,
"If a cold spell is reported to be on its way, the flock owner should think
as much about his pullets and hens as he does about his car. One way to prevent egg
production dropping off in a cold waye is to give an extra feeding of grain either in
the early morning or late evening, A warm, moist masli also may be used. The feeding
of hot mashes is not advisable, as this makes the flock feel the cold a little more
than it otherwise would,
"A combination of a dirty house and severe cold weather is especially hard
on egg production. The house should be cleaned out and fresh clean litter put in.
This helps make the hens more contented and keeps them a little more active. The
droppings board should be kept clean all winter. Too often it is not cleaned until
spring. This favors the spread of roup and colds. During cold weather it is much
easier to clean the droppings boards if after each cleaning they are covered with
rock phosphate, gypsum, ashes, sand, ground corn cobs or similar material,"
-M-
Bull dings Put I^ Without P
.
lans Are A Big Farm Waste
More than 16 per cent of Illinois' farm wealth is in buildings, too many of
which are still being put up without plans, says W. A, Foster, specialist in rural
architecture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. While a cut and
fit method, if tried long enough, may get something, it is wasteful to spoil materials
and consume valuable time in spoiling them, he pointed out,
"Cost is the painful part of building. If only a few boards, a hundred
brick, a yard of concrete and some nails are saved, b-oilding plans are worth while.
Adding the time required to fabricate these materials makes the saving even bigger.
There is the added satisfaction of getting the building that was wanted when it is
put xap from plans,
"Among other things a good plan shows the kind and quantity of materials,
the correct method of construction and pictures the f.-oirrf. iebed job. In other words
the good plan shows graphically the assembled materials a^x. -Lieinbers in the correct
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State Campaign ITou On To P.estoi-p Farm Horse Power
What is believed to be the most concerted drive ever made to restore horse
power on Illinois farms will result in not less than 100,000 horses being treated
during December to rid them of internal parasites such as worms and bots, it is an-
nounced by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene, at the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Approrti-'i^^iately 25 of the most irrportant horse counties in the state will
participate in the campaign which is being conducted by the college of cooperation
with graduate veterinarians, county farm advisers and other interested agencies.
Liquid carbon disvilphide, which is administered in capsules and which has proved
superior in tests made by the college, will be used in the work.
Once the only source of power available to Illinois farmers, horses and
mules have since had their efficiency sapped by the mounting inroads of parasites,
Dr, G-raliam reported. Botflies and botfly larvae, roundworms and palisade worms drain
the strength- of horses, make them hard to handle in summer, run 1:^ feed bills and cut
down the work the animals do, he said. Per: horses are free from such parasites.
Last year, after a preliminary campaign, 30 per cent of the farmers reported
that they noticed an inprovement in their work stock. A total of S ,U6l horses were
treated for 1,090 farmers in eight counties in this preliminary work.
Five counties with a horse population close to 35»000 animals are pushing
the parasite control canipaign on a county-rdde basis this month. Taey are Marshall,
Putnam, Ford, Piatt and McLean, Twenty other counties are carrying on the work in one
or more communities and some of them may extend it to a county-wide basis, Dr, Graham
reported,
A special circular, Ho, 37S, Common Animal Parasites of Horses, is being
distributed by the college to further the campaign.
Sod Land Yields Best Com Profit If Fall Plowed
Illinois farmers can stretch the margin of profit on their corn crops as
mach as S to 12 bushels an acre by plowing sod land in the fall instead of in the
spring just before the com is planted, it is reported to the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois by J. H. Bi^gGr, assi'^tant entomologist of the Illinois State
Natural History Survey,
The fall plowing reduces the infestation of grape colaspis, a serious com
pest, as much as oO per cent in the following com crop and thereby protects yields,
he pointed out. This was established in three year's field tests made by the natural
history survey on central Illinois farms. Fall plowing of grass land also is known
to help control wireworms, some rootworms and certain stages of the white ^-rubs. Bigger
reported. Plowing of all sod land in the fall, where the lay of the land permits,
costs no more than spring plowing,
Prlnted in furtherance of the Aericultural Extension Act approved bv ConKress Mav 8. 1914. H. W. MuMFOHn. Director,
f -
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Anyone Can Learn Priz e Secrets Of Flower Gardening
There's no such thing anymore as a secret ahout successful floorer gardening,
in the opinion of E. B, Domer, chief in floriculture at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, No one need go into flower gardening "blindly \ih.en so much
valuable information may "be had almost for the asking, he said. His division has pre-
pared a list of hooks and hulletins on all phases of garden work,
"Through books gardeners can inform themselves concerning plants and their
requirements and also concerning good garden practices. One can learn horr to plan a
garden, how to prepare the soil properly for the best development of the plants, what
plants to select, how to care for the garden, what fertilizers to use and how to pro-
tect plants from diseases and insect pests.
"Garden books of today not only are informative but also are interesting
reading as well. There are books on general gardening as well as on special subjects
such as rock gardening, water gardening, perennials, annuals, climbing plants, shrubs
and trees, evergreens, lilies, bulbous plants and many other subjects. Then too, for
those interested there are books on plant hunting by such notable explorers as Wilson
and Fairchild, There also are books on rindor gardening and gardening and floiver ar-
rangement ,
"Those who can not afford to build up a garden library of their otm might
interest their friends and make up a list of desirable books. Each can buy a book or
two and by exchanging, one can get much valuable reading at little e:35)ense,
"In addition to books there are a ntimber of station, extension and govern-
ment bulletins that are full of useful information. Most of these can be obtained at
the mere cost of a postcard. Then too, there axe several good magazines that will re-
pay one for reading. These contain many interesting articles by garden lovers and
specialists."
Scant Yields Off CI a;','; Land Are No Longer A Problan
The complex problem of getting good returns from the "tight clay" land
around Cumberland and Jasper cotmties is being solved by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois through the use of limestone and manure as soil treatment, it
is announced by C. H, Farnham, assistant in soil experiment fields.
Land which otherwise would yield only 1 bushel of Vvheat and 2 bushels of
com an acre has been made to raise 22 bushels of wheat and hO bushels of com an acre
when treated with manure and limestone, Biese results were obtained on the soil ex-
periment field which the college maintains at Newton in Jasper county. The manure-
limestone combination paid net returns of $lU,05 an acre a year after the cost of
fertilizers was tak:en out. This was the best showing made by any of the fertilizers
that were tried.
"Enough limestone must be applief. to grow clovers well, and a rotation used
that includes a legume every three or foui' years. All available barnyard manure should
be spread on the land just ahead of the com crop. Manure adds raucli-needed organic
matter in addition to nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium,
"In addition to soil treatment, drainage has to be taken care of. As a rule
tiling is practically out of the question as the tile often fail to 'dra-j, * Ditching
has been a big help in many cases. Some farmers plow furrows across their fields after
rneat and other crops have been planted. Still others establish definite 'lands' and
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All The Darned Socks CanH Even Cover U-^. Clul3 Goals
Darning of almost a tbousand pairs of stockings d-uxing the past year is
among the achievements in McLean County's record as the leading girls' ^H cluh county
of the state.
Any TTife or mother knows that's a lot of stoclriLngs, says Miss Clara R. Brian,
home adviser of the county. But, she adds, such cold figures don't "begin to tell the
story of hoTv homes in the county will he tettered in years to come hy results of the
past year's work, McLean county took the leadership in a year when, for the first
time, every county of the state carried on girls' U-H cluh work as conducted hy the
home economics extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
A total of 527 girls, U95 of them rural, were enrolled in 5U cluhs organized
to help girls of the county learn approved homemaking practices. More than 97 per cent
of the girls, or 512 of them, conpleted their projects. Of the total enrollment 23I
girls were in cluh work for the first time this year, 157 for the second year, fS for
the third year, 35 for the fourth year, 22 for the fifth year and 6 are in or are
entering college.
Sixty-nine teams were trained to demonstrate different homemaking practices,
327 girls gave such demonstration and 5»6l8 people attended the demons trationse
Fourteen judging teams were trained and 103 girls have had judging experience.
The clothing project was the moct popular, with 3^7 girls enrolled and 377
of them conpleting the work. They made a total of 1,122 garments, including 615
undergarments, UUS dresses and 59 other garments. One hundred fifty garments were made
over, 1,009 garments mended and 9^'^7 pairs of stockings darned, A total of 19*+ of the
girls do their own mendir^ and 135 girls do the family mending. One h'ondred thirty-
nine girls wear approved shoes.
All but six of 12s girls enrolled in the foods project finished the work.
They planned, prepared and served 5»007 meals. They also prepared 1,7^6 dishes,
canned kSf quarts of fniit, 262 quarts of vegetables and I58 qijarts of meat and made
753 glasses of jelly and marmalade. They baked kS loaves of yeast bread, 53 dozen
quick breads, 56 dozen cookies, U7 cakes, 35 pies and UU puddings. Three of the girls
are doing the family baking,
-M~
Uine Farms In One County Are 100 Per Cent Limed
Nine Hancock county farm owners are on the "honor list" of those who have
100 per cent of their farms limed to sweeten the soil for more efficient and profitable
crop yields, according to a report by Farm Adviser 0, L, Welsh,
They are Alex Denny, Augusta; J, A, Huger, Carthage; W, B, Robinson, Warsaw;
H, C, Stevenson farm operated by Edrard H, Stevenson, Elvaston; B. G-eir,slcr farm
operated by Theodore Geissler, Carthage; L, C, Dadant , Haailton; 0, H, Felgar, Bowen;
Allen & Weinberg, Phymouth, and Edward Whitcomb, Ferris,
These and other farmers of the county are cooperating with Farm Adviser
0, L. Welsh and the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois in soil in^jrovement work aimed at overcoming the handicap of slumping crop
yields. Years of cropping without clovers has pulled crop :d.elds in the county down
to the level of 32 bushels of com an acre. Land in the county could be made to
yield as efficiently as 60 bushels of com an acre under approved methods recommended
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Sec . Hyde lill Head Main Speakers At Farm-Home Week
Arthur M. Hyde, secretary of agricultiire , has assured Dean K. W. Mumford
that he trill be on hand to deliver the closing address of the thirty-foiirth annual
Farm and. Home Week, January 11 to I5, at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
He is expected to chart the future course of American farming in an address
on, "Looking Aliead in Agriculture." He is scheduled for 10 a.m., Friday, January I5.
Knovm as a brilliant, able and ritty public official, Secretary Hyde long
ago established himself as a friend of the farmer back in his home state of Missouri,
One writer has said that if there is a distinct characteristic of Arthur Hyde it is
courage.
It has been said that President Hoover selected Mr. Hyde not because of
his agricultural knoTvledge, but because he vras inpressed with his ability as an ex-
ecutive. He is a lavryer and one of the best in Missouri, Most of his life has been
spent in small towns, he knows country people, is country-minded and is sympathetic.
He is the youngest member of the Cabinet, liaving been bom July 12, 1877.
Scheduling of Secretary Hyde completes a corps of leading Farm and Home
Week speakers incliiding President F. D. Farrell , Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan; Eugene Davenport, dean emeritus of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois; W. Elmer Ekblaw, professor cf geography at Clark University, Worcester,
Massachusetts, and an authority on Russia; G. F. Warren, head of the department of
agricultural economics and farm management, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
and Dr. Caroline B. Hedger, of the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial, Chicago.
In addition to these authorities, Farm and Home Week will feature 35 short
courses arranged by various departments of the university to cover everything from
beekeeping to country baseball. Entertainment features will include an ice carnival
,
a University of Illinois band concert, the state rural music and drama tournament and
a student-farmer fair.
When 3 jl'+o farmers, homemakers and rural leaders from 98 of the 102 counties
registered for the 1931 Farm and Home Week, the meeting became the state'' s biggest
farm and home event. The session this year is e::qDected to come up to this standard,
Dean Mvimf o.rd announced.
Interest of the women will again be centered in the annual homemakers' con-
ference, Wednesday and Thursday. 'Throughout the four days of the week, however, there
will be special courses on foods, nutrition, music and dramatics, home beautification
and poultry.
The Illinois State Federation of Home Bureaus, the Illinois Crop Improvement
Association, the Illinois group of the American Society of Farm Managers, the Illinois
Jersey Cattle Club, the Illinois Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders' Association, alumni of
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Wider Use Is Ur^;ed Of Cereal Grains As Himian Food
More general and ridespread use may ttbII "be made of cereal grains as human
food at a time like this vrhen these ^-rains cost so little and many families have less
money than us-ual to spend for food, according to a new circular, "Some Ways of Cook-
ing and Usinf: ITliole and Cracked TOieatJ' just issued hy the home economics department
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
^cle grains are highly desirable substitutes for commercially prepared
breakfast foods, which are more expensive and often of lower nutritive value than
the original whole grain, the circular points out, Eorrever, cereals are not complete
foods, either alone or in mixtures rith one another, and must be used in conjunction
with so-called "protective foods," it is explained.
Instinctions on preparing wheat for cooking, cooking whole and cracked
vTheat , recipes for using cooked whole wheat and cooked cracked wheat and menus are
given in the circular* The whole isheat recipes include those for cheese pudding,
scalloped whole wheat and cheese, chop suey, chili, pilau, fish and tomato, chowder,
muffins, raisin sandwich loaf, custard, brorn betty and breakfast cereal, T-ie
cracked wheat recipes include those for breakfast cereal, mush, griddle cakes,
muffins and hermits.
Generous quantities of whole wheat may be used daily if judgment is used
in supplementing the diet with those foods siroplying factors in which wheat is lack-
ing, the circular says. Vegetables and fruit may be ranked next in iirportance after
grain products and milk as constituents of an economical and well balanced diet,
Tliey tend to correct both the mineral and the vitamin deficiencies of the gra-in prod-
ucts and. in a sense they supplement the milk also, in that many of the vegetables and
fruits are rich in iron or vitamin C or both.
"From the standpoint of promotion of growth in children and of conservation
of health, it is obvious that whole wheat can not take the place of liberal amo-ants
of milk, vegetables and fruits in the daily menu. Those foods that may well be re-
placed hy whole wheat without lessening the nutritive value of the diet are the com-
mercially prepared breaicfast foods, the commercially prepared foods containing re-
fined flour, such as bread, macaroni, crackers and noodles, inported grains such as
rice, and potatoes,
"On account of the large amount of coarse, indigestible material in the
whole ^eat kernel, whole wheat should not be fed to infants or young children or to
adults suffering from digestive disturbances. For those individuals the use of wheat
must be restricted to the highlj-- milled products,
"With these exceptions the use of the whole grain in place of commercial
varieties of flour is advocated for low-cost dietaries because of its higher nutri-
tive value, ^ilc milling processes do not markedly interfere with the q-jLality of
the protein or with the energy value of wheat, certain valuable parts of the grain
are removed. In white flour the phosphorus and iron contents are greatly reduced
because these substances are located largely in the discarded layers of the kernel.
The vitamins, found in the embryo or germ, are likewise removed in the manufacture
of white flour. Even the commercial whole wheat or graham floiirs have been deger-
minated, but the mineral value of the whole wheat is not materially lessened,
"Most of the dietary essentials therefore are found in the wheat kernel
,
but not necessarily in the proportion that will best promote good growth in children
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Strength In Grain Prices Is. Feature Of Month' s Trend
Farm prices of Illinois farm products last month showed a tendency toward
strength in prices of grain and weakness in prices of livestock and livestock prod-
ucts, according to an analysis "by Dr. L. J. Norton, assistant chief in agricultural
economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
There vas a continued indication that the great decline of the past two
years has atout run its course, he said. Another outstanding point in the month's
record vas that the decline has carried prices of Illinois farm products down to a
point where they average not much more than 50 per cent of the level during the
1921-1929 period, when prices were fairly stable following the I92O-I92I decline.
"Out of 18 products in a selected list, eight were higher on November I5
than a month earlier; nine were lower, and one was the same, after allowing for the
us-ual seasonal variations. The commodities which were higher were all crop products,
except for heef cattle and chickens. The most marked decreases were in hutterfat,
sheep and lamhs. Hog prices declined sharply, hut this was a normal seasonal change.
Eg.; prices increased hut not quite as much as the usual seasonal changes would war-
rant.
"The weakness in livestock and its products reflects the continued weak
husiness sitiaation. The advance in grain prices indicated that the prices of these
products can at times he more independent of the business situation. Tliis is
logical, as they are directly influenced hy world-wide conditions which are quite
changeable and by speculative, f orward-b\iying and holding operations,
"At what range in price the 1931 com crop will move will only be known
when the market is tested out by the marketing of new-crop com, which must take
place in large volume sometime during the winter months. The low level to which hog
prices have fallen and the apparent heavy selling of hogs from some sections are not
favorable to corn prices, although the price is still low in relation to size of the
crop. This is true even allowing for the fact that the general level of commodities
has declined by about 3O P^r cent in the past three years."
-M-
Heavy Rains Make Terraces Pot)Ular Por Saving Soil
Two more JoDaviess county farmers have just done what every farmer in the
county should do, it is reported by Farm Adviser H. R, Brunnemeyer. They have ter-
raced their fields to stop the fertility of their land from being washed away into
the Mississippi river.
The farmers are Thomas Fieldsend & Sons and Roy Ga^e. When the terraces
were built on their farms. Farm Adviser Brunnemeyer staged a demonstration to show
interested land owners how to stake out and build terraces for best results.
As much as $30 an acre can be added to the value of land through terraces,
and they can be built for around $2 an acre, according to farmers vdao have terraced
rolling land in cooperation \7ith the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. The purpose of terraces is to slow up the flow of run-off
,
water and carry the suiplus to a suitable outlet at the side of the field where it
will be discharged without taking the top soil with it.
It would be impossible to estimate the amount of surface soil fertility
carried away to the rivers by the heavy rains in this section this year. Farm Adviser
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Relief For Overburdened Land Goal In Farm-Home Meet
High, taxes, the difficulty of getting real estate mortgage funds on farm secur-
ity and numerous forced sales of land have led to tl:ie sclieduling of a special session
on land economic problems during the thirty-foiurth annual Farm and Home Week, Janu-
ary 11 to 15, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The meeting is
scheduled for January 12.
Eecent clianges in farm real estate valuations in Illinois compared vith clianges
elsewhere and at other times will be the topic of a morning ro".Vidtable discussion
led by Dr. Cliarles L. Stewart, chief in agricialtural economics. Other speakers in-
clude John C. ffatson, director of the taxation and statistics department, Illinois
Agricultural Association, Chicago; D. Howard Doane , Doane Agricultural Service, St.
Louis, Mo.; F. C Bauer, chief in soil experiment fields; II. L- Mosher , of the farm
organization and management department; L. J. ITorton, assistant chief in agricultur-
al economics, and C. B. Jennet t , vice-president of the First Trust Joint Stock Land
Bank, Chicago.
Adjustments in the present farm real estate situation tjIII be considered in the
afternoon session. The first point to be considered rrill be relations between bor-
rowers and mortgagees in placing new loans, avoiding delinquency, aiding delinquents
and helping wortliy former owners of farms taken over to become reinstated. Speakers
will include Wood ITetherland
,
president of the Federal Land Bank, St. Louis, and S.
F. iiTestbrook, vice-president of the Aetna Life Insurance Company-, Hartford, Connecti-
cut.
Proposals for improving the farm real estate situation requiring more or less
change in public opinion, legislation and administration will be considered as a
second point on the afternoon program. Speakers will be Cliarles I.'. Stahl , Illinois
National Farm Loan Association, Champaign; Dr. Stewart; H. II. Dualap, Savoy, and
Alvin Eckert , Belleville,
-M-
Girls Beat Boy's In Staying With The Job To The Snd
Girls have the edge on boys when it comes to carrying a job tiirough to the eud.
At least, such was the case in Knox cotmty during the past year, according to a re-
port by Farm Adviser A. R. Kemp.
Only four out of 144 girls enrolled in 4-H clothing clubs failed to complete
their projects, while seven out of 144 boys enrolled in 4-H livestock clubs did not
carry their training through to completion, he reported.
With only 11 out of the total registration of 288 members failing to finish, the
county had a record of 96.1 per cent completed work. Farm Adviser Kemp pointed out.
Training in improved farm and home practices was given the club members by means of
definite projects outlined by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
-M-
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforo, Director.
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Stocl-jnen To Learn '"Tlioiisand Dollar " Feeding I,!et>.ods
Abo-ut $1,000 a year was added to the incoine on t'ne best Illinois farms last
year by livestock tlmt was well managed and economically fed, according to farm
accounts which farmers in four central counties hept in cooperation with the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
How tlmt $1,000 was obtained will be explained to other farmers in a series of
livestock feeding schools which E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist, vill
hold in about 50 counties this winter.
Instruction given at the schools will show farmers how to make the best possible
use of such home-grown feeds as are adapted to balance the corn and other grains
which form the basis of farm rations. The man who follows this plan will not spend
much money for other feeds , but will get full value in wliat feeds he does h-jy , Rob-
bins pointed out.
"Livestock can do much to relieve the depression upon the avera.ge farm. Beef
cattle, sheep, hogs and horses take a minimum of labor, need very little feed be-
sides what the farm produces and fit together well in the farm plan. Legume crops
and corn supplj' most of their needs.
"There are great differences in faiTners' success with stock. Some men fatten
cattle for $5 to $10 a steer less tlian others. This yoa,r many farmers made $4 a
lamb more th^n other men with equal opportionitj'-. &ood methods still produce $5
extra income on each hog. Records also reveal tliat an hear of -iorse labor costs
only lialf as much on some farms as on others.
"These instances suggest tliat it is worth while to be a good stoclanan and to
adopt a systematic, economical program. Farmers should watch for the announcement
of the livestock feeding school in their county."
-1.1-
Fruit G-rowers Will Study Cost Outs For llext Season
Fruit growers are up against the necessity of lowering prod-action costs so tliat
they can operate successfully on a mttrgin of profit which lias been narrowed 'oy low
prices for their prodxicts, says R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Schools designed to help grow-
ers meet this and other problems liave been arranged by the college for every section
of the state.
"Regardless of a fruit grower's location it will be possible for him to attend
a school or demonstration meeting on fruit production within a radius of 50 miles of
his home. In most cases frait growers will liave the opportunity of attending such
schools or courses of instruction within their own county.
"All of these schools and demonstrations will be in charge of the county farm
advisers, who will be assisted by a representative from the University department of
horticulture and the Illinois State ITatural History Survey. If no school is being
held in the hone county, growers can rest assured that there will be one in a neigh-
boring county. With the present system of hard roads, county lines can be forgotten
and every fruit grower avail himself of this opport^onity to get up-to-date informa-
tion on production.
"The 1932 program of the extension service calls for special emphasis on reduc-
ing production costs without lowering the yield or quality of the product. If fruit
growers expect to meet present-day competition, they should find out the date and
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Grafting Heduces \7inter Losses Of Trees In Orcliard
Many orcliard trees tliat will be damaged or lost by girdling of ::iice and rabbits
and by the splitting of bark as a result of ternperat-are cliaiiges during frinter days
can be saved by bridge-grafting, according to a new circular just issued by the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. It is entitled, "Bridge-G-raft and Save
Trunk-Injured Fruit Trees." It rras v/ritten by R. L. Mcllionn, associate in pomology.
Ten points which IvicMunn lists to be remembered in bridge-grafting are: "(1)
Bridge-graft before growth starts in the spring; (2) graft only into health^/ tissue;
(3) use dormant scion v7ood; (4) use scion wood of the previous season's growth; (5)
use a very sharp knife; (6) arch the scions; (7) liave cambium tissue of scion and
stock in close contact; (8) keep exposed cambium tissue Traxed over until scions liave
united with the trunk; (9) inspect the work at frequent intervals, and (10) do not
rush the work; you are trying to save the life of a tree."
Types of trunk and root injury, purpose of bridge-grafting, facts concerning
grafting, directions for grafting, grafting \7axes and rodent control are covered in
the circular.
Bridge-grafting, the circular explains, is used to bridge over the areas v-'here
the bark and the catabium have been destroyed, thus furnishing new cliannels tliroiigh
which the plant's activities can be carried on betv.-een the roots and the top. Trees
of all ages can be bridge-grafted, and most of then successfull;," , if t.ie work is
done shortly after they have been girdled.
It usually does not pay to bridge-graft trees tliat liave 'oeen completely girdled
for a year or more. Also, bridge-grafting over body-blighted areas will not be
profitable unless the blighted area and the exposed wood surfaces are sterilized and
kept covered with grafting wax for the first year. Peach trees do not respond so
satisfactorily to bridge-grafting as do other fruit trees, and it is doubtful if
much will be gained by working them.
-M-
Seven Farmers In Peoria County On Lime Honor Roll
Seven Peoria county farmers are now on the honor roll of those who liave limed
all the tillable land of their farms, according to a report by Fann Adviser J. W.
Whisenand. Two carloads of limestone just purchased by Charles Holmes to complete
the liming of his farm makes him the seventh one on the list. Others are Dr. S. H.




Fred G-oetze and A. C. Q;ain.
Use of limestone to build up crop yields and lower production costs, thereby
increasing profits, is being advocated in a soil testing program which Farm Adviser
Wliisenand and the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois are pushing in the county. Most of the land in the courity is too acid to
grow soil-building legumes successfully. Years of cropping without these legumes
has sapped fertility until the efficiency of yields Ims slumped to the level of 33
bushels of corn an acre. In contrast, land in the county could be made to yield as
efficiently as 70 bushels of corn an acre under proper soil treatment practices as
recommended in the testing project.
William Windish, one of the Peoria county farmers who is following the recommen-
dations, reported tliat this year on Imlf of a field which he liad limed and phospliated,
he had one of the best stands of clover he I'jad ever seen. The stand on the untreated
half of the field was not worth leaving.
•irteb- iq'c
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Illinois Speeding Up Its Redviction Of Wheat Acreage
The 22 per cent cut which Illinois farmers made this fall in their winter
wheat seedings speeds iip a dovmward adjustment in acreage which has "been going on
almost without interrvgjtion since 1919 > according to E. C. Ross, extension special-
ist in agricultural economics at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Incidentally, the 22 per cent reduction in Illinois is more than twice as
much as the average reduction for the entire country, Ross pointed out. Estimated
seedings in Illinois total 1,^39*000 acres. The December 1 condition of the Illinois
crop Tras 31 per cent compared with 86 per cent last year and a ten-year average con-
dition of 85 per cent.
The sharp reduction in the Illinois winter wheat acreage will likely hring
a further shift to other crops, a tendency which has prevailed since 1919 > Ross said.
The very large wheat acreage at that time was a result of e:xpansion induced hy war-
time food demands, and hy high prices. For several years, however, the Illinois
acreage each fall has "been some-vdiat below that seeded in previous years.
Ruinously low prices are assigned by Ross as the chief reason for the fact
that farmers of the country have reduced seedings of winter wheat by more than 10 per
cent from the acreage planted a year ago. "A slight reduction was made in the acreage
in the fall of 193P»./'3ut because of a lower than usual abandonment and a higher than
average yield, the^l931 crop of winter wheat was the largest one since I920. Owing
to drouth the 1931 spring wheat crop of the country was much below normal.
"The condition of the winter wheat crop on December 1 for the country as a
whole was much below that of the same date last year and considerably below the ten-
year average for I92O-I929.
"In Kansas, the leading state in winter wheat production, the acreage re-
duction the past fall was lU per cent and the December 1 condition was 70 per cent
compared with 90 per cent last year. Other inportant producing states west of the
Missouri river generally reduced acreages and also had lower than average condition.
"East of the Missouri river acreages of winter wheat were generally re-
duced, altho\agh the December 1 condition was higher than a year ago or than the ten-
year average,"
-M-
Earm Youngsters Raised Products Valued At $20 ,700
I
Products turned out during the past year by the 55I farm boys and girls
enrolled in Vermilion cotmty U-H clubs had a total value in excess of $20,700, it
;was announced by Farm Adviser Otis Kercher, Vermilion is now in the front rank of
'Illinois counties carrying on U-H club work as directed by the extension service
jof the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, he said. Each of the club
Imembers followed recommended and approved practices as outlined in definite projects
iprepared by the extension service of the agricultural college.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress, May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, £)i>cf(or.
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Marketing Topics To Enliven State Farm Home Meeting
With the interest in marketing more widespread than it has ever been, a
special course dealing with some of the major prohlems in the distrihution of farm
products is to he held for farmers and rural leaders during the thirty-fourth annual
Farm and Home Week, January 11 to 15, at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois,
General sessions covering principal farm commodities will he held January
11 and January 15, the opening and closinf; days of the course. Cream marketing will
he taken vp the second day, January 12, while livestock marketing and milk marketing
will get the attention the third day, January I3, Poultry and egg marketing and
strawterry marketing are schedialed for the fourth day, Jan\xary lU.
Speakers for the cream marketing sessions will include representatives of
the Illinois Broduce Marketing Association, the Illinois Agricultural Association
and the Illinois Butter Manufacturers' Association.
Charles E. Ewing, president of the National Livestock Marketing Associa-
tion, Chicago, heads the list of speakers for the livestock marketing sessions.
Appearing with him will he D. L. Swanson, manager of the Chicago Producers' Commis-
sion Association; Ray E. Miller, director- of livestock marketing for the Illinois
Agricultural Association, Chicago; Don J. Slater and J. C. Camphell , of the Chicago
hranch of the federal bureau of agricultural economics; and a number of managers
and officials of shipping associations and producers' associations.
W. F. Priebe, president, Priebe & Sons, Chicago, and W. W. Brown, manager
of Swift & Company, Mount Vernon, will be among the speakers in the poultry market-
ing sessions,
R, W, Balderson, manager of the IT-^tional Dairy Coioncil . Chicago; M. 0.
Moughan, secretary, Chicago Milk Council; D. N. Geyer, Pure Milk Association, Chicago
and officials of several local milk producers' associations are on the milk marketing
program.
Strawberry marketing?,- will be handled by H. M. Newell and J. W. Lloyd, of
the college's department of horticulture,
Lloyd Tenny, of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, will lead the roundtable
discussion closing the sessions, Friday.
^„
Illinois Leading All Other States In Farm Tractors
Illinois now leads all states in number of tractors on farms with a total
of 69,628^ according to the farm mechanics department of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
More efficient operation of these tractors, a,s well as of the many road and
industrial tractors in the state, will be the goal of two tractor and gas engine
short courses which the department has just anno^onced. The first will be held
January Ig to 23, and the second, January 25 to 30. Both courses will be tha same
and will be open to anyone more than I6 years of age.
Three hours of lecture work will be given each day explaining the operation,
principles of construction of engines, valves and valve timing, ignition, fuels,
I
carburetors, lubrication and engine troubles. Meving pictures will be used to show
certain phases of power farming not covered during the lecture or laboratory periods.
Four or five hours a day will be devoted to practical laboratory work
covering the subjects of engine construction, tractor construction, engine timing,
make and break ignition, high tension ignition, carburetor study and adjustment,
tractor and gas engine trouble work and tractor operation.
Application for enrollment in the courses can be made to county farm ad-
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Survey Unlocking Soil Secrets For Illinois Farmers
Thirty years ago there wasn't one Illinois farmer who had reliable informa-
tion on efficient soil management which is now available to every farmer through the
state soil survey, according to E. A, Norton, assistant chief of the survey, at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Started in 1902, the survey has advanced to the point where soil reports
are now available for U9 counties of the state. Unbound soil maps are available for
11 additional counties. For all remaining counties information is available by cor-
respondence.
In the reports the results of all soil investigations having a bearing on
the soils in the particular county are interpreted in the light of practical con-
ditions existing on the farm. Methods of economical land use and inproved agricul-
tural practices are sug^-ested.
The report makes it possible for every farmer to see vdiat results have
been obtained on soil such as occurs on his own farm. With this information he can
decide whether his soil management program might be improved and production costs
lowered.
Each county report contains a colored map showing the location and extent
'of the different soils. This map was made by a party of e:xpert soil men who spent
several months surveying the countj^, getting on every ten acres and separating the
soils into distinct types. A desctiprion of the formation and characteristics of
each type, as well as suggestions for its proper management, are included in the
soil reports.
Principles of fertility, crop rotations, land adaptation and use of manure,
limestone and fertilizers are reviewed in connection with numerous field experiments
conducted on soils similar to those occuring in the coxmty. Copies of the reports
may be had from county farm advisers or from the e:)^eriment station of the agricul-
tural college.
Seed Corn Tests Which Saved Crop Will Be Made Again
A seed corn testing service which last year saved farmers in this section
from disappointing and unprofitable yields on 15,120 acres of corn land is to be
offered again by the McDonough County Farm Bureau, it is arjaounced by Farm Adviser
R, C. Doneghue,
Eighteen per cent, or 1,890 bushels out of 1,0^9,739 ears tested for farmers
last year were found unfit for seed. Losses would have been widespread, for the
1,890 bushels would have been enough to have planted 15,120 acres. This area, if
planted to the unfit seed, would have had a poor stand of corn and what did come up
would have yielded poorly with a high percentage of poor quality and unmarketable
I
corn, Farm Adviser Doneghue pointed out,
I
The seed corn testing service is a development of the better seed corn pro-
,
gram which the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
is fostering throughout the state.
-M-
Potato Tests Show Way To Grow More Profitable Yields
An increase of 15^ bushels an acre which Bergraann Brothers, Caseyville,
[obtained in their Irish potatoes through the use of superphosphate and potash has
Ipointed the way to more profitable yields of this crop on St, Clair county farms,
taccording ta a report by Farm Adviser B. If, Tillman. The brothers cooperated with
[the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in the
demonstration conparing different methods of fertilizing potatoes.
-M-
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